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FOREWORD
The Sheet Metal and Air Conditioning Contractors'
National Association, Inc. (SMACNA), in keeping with
its policy of disseminating information and providing
standards of design and construction, offers this
comprehensive and fundamental "HVAC SystemsDuct Design" manual as part of the continuing effort
to upgrade the heating, ventilating and air conditioning (HVAC) industry. This manual presents the basic
methods and procedures needed to design HVAC air
distribution systems. It does not deal with the determination of air conditioning loads and room air quantities.
This manual is part one of a three set "HVAC Systems" Library. The second is the SMACNA "HVAC
Systems-Applications" manual which contains information and data needed by designers and installers of more specialized air and hydronic HVAC systems. The third manual is the "HVAC SystemsTesting, Adjusting and Balancing" manual, a stateof-the-art publication on air and hydronic system testing and balancing.
The HVAC duct system designer is faced with many
considerations once load calculations are completed
and the type of distribution system to be used has
been determined. This manual provides not only the
basic engineering guides for the sizing of HVAC ductwork systems, but guides in the areas of:
a. Materials
b. Methods of Construction
c. Economics of Duct Systems
d. Duct System Layout
e. Calculation of System Pressure Losses
f. Fan Selection
g. Duct Leakage
h. Acoustic Considerations
i. Duct Heat Transfer
j. Testing, Adjusting and Balancing
With emphasis on energy conservation, the designer
must balance duct sizes between the spaces allocated and the duct system pressure losses (which
directly affect the fan power and thus the operating

costs). Materials, equipment, and construction methods must be chosen with respect to system first costs
and life cycle costing. This manual has been structured to offer options in design, materials and construction methods, so as to allow the designer to cope
with and solve increasingly complex design problems
using either U.S. units or metric units.
The SMACNA "HVAC Systems-Duct Design" manual was written to be totally compatible with chapter
32 of the ASHRAE 1989 "Fundamentals Handbook",
although some new fitting loss coefficients found in
this SMACNA manual may be from more recent research projects. The basic fluid flow equations (Bernoulli, Darcy, Colebrook, Altshul, etc.) are not included, but may be found in the ASHRAE Handbook.
Practical applications of these equations are available through use of included tables and charts. Some
of the text in this manual has been taken with permission from various ASHRAE publications. Some
was used as published, some edited, some revised,
and some expanded with the addition of newer data.
Although most HVAC systems are constructed to
pressure classifications between minus 3 in. w.g. to
10 in. w.g., (-750 Pa to 2500 Pa), the design methods,
tables, charts, and equations may be used to design
other types of duct systems operating at much higher
pressures and temperatures. Air density correction
factors for both higher altitudes and temperatures are
included.
SMACNA recognizes that in the future, this manual
must be expanded and updated. As need arises,
manuals on related subjects may be developed. A
continuing effort will be made to provide the industry
with a compilation of the latest construction methods
and engineering data from recognized sources, and
from SMACNA research, supplemented by the services of local SMACNA Chapters and SMACNA Contractors.
W. David Bevirt, P.E.
Director of Technical Research
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NOTICE TO USERS
OF THIS PUBLICATION
1. Acceptance
This document or publication is prepared for voluntary acceptance and use within the limitations of
application defined herein, and otherwise as those adopting it or applying it deem appropriate. It is not a
safety standard. Its application for a specific project is contingent on a designer or other authority defining
a specific use. SMACNA has no power or authority to police or enforce compliance with the contents of this
document or publication and it has no role in any representations by other parties that specific components
are, in fact, in compliance with it.
2. Amendments
The Association may, from time to time, issue formal interpretations or interim amendments which can be
of significance between successive editions.
3. Proprietary Products
The Association refrains from endorsement of proprietary products. Any coincidence between features of
proprietary products and illustrations or specifications herein is unintentional.
4. Formal Interpretation
A formal interpretation of the literal text herein or the intent of the technical committee associated with
the document or publication is obtainable only on the basis of written petition, addressed to the committee
and sent to the Association's national office in Chantilly, Virginia, and subsequent receipt of a written
response signifying the approval of the chairman of the committee. In the event that the petitioner has a
substantive disagreement with the interpretation, successive appeals to other agents within the Association
who have oversight responsibilities are available. The request must pertain to a specifically identified portion
of the document that does not involve published text which provides the requested information. In considering
such requests, the Association will not review or judge products or components as being in compliance with
the document or publication. Oral and written interpretations otherwise obtained from anyone affiliated with
the Association are unofficial. This procedure does not prevent any committee chairman, member of the
committee or staff liaison from expressing an opinion on a provision within the document, provided that
such person clearly states that the opinion is personal and does not represent an official act of the Association in any way, and it should not be relied on as such. The Board of Directors of SMACNA shall have final
authority for interpretation of this standard with such rules of procedures as they may adopt for processing
same.
5. Application
Any Standards contained in this publication were developed using reliable engineering principles and
research plus consultation with, and information obtained from, manufacturers, users, testing laboratories
and others having specialized experience. They are subject to revision as further experience and investigation may show is necessary or desirable. Construction and products which comply with these Standards
will not necessarily be acceptable if, when examined and tested, they are found to have other features which
impair the result contemplated by these requirements. The Sheet Metal and Air Conditioning Contractors'
National Association assumes no responsibility and accepts no liability for the application of the principles
or techniques contained in this publication. Authorities considering adoption of any standards contained
herein should review all federal, state, local and contract regulations to specific installations.
6. Reprint Permission
Non-exclusive royalty-free permission is granted to government and private sector specifying authorities
to reproduce only any construction details found herein in their specificationsand contract drawings prepared
for receipt of bids on new construction and renovation work within the United States and its territories,
provided that the material copied is unaltered in substance and that the reproducer assumes all liability for
the specific application, including errors in reproduction.
7. The SMACNA Logo
The SMACNA logo is registered as a membership identification mark. The Association prescribes acceptable use of the logo and expressly forbids the use of it to represent anything other than possession of
membership. Possession of membership and use of the logo in no way constitutes or reflects SMACNA
approval of any product, method or component. Furthermore, compliance of any such item with standards
published or recognized by SMACNA is not indicated by presence of the logo.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

A

PURPOSE

The purpose of the heating, ventilating and air conditioning (HVAC) duct system is to provide building
occupants with:
1. thermal comfort,
2. humidity control,
3. ventilation,
4. air filtration.
However, a poorly designed or constructed HVAC
duct system may result in systems that are costly to
operate, that cause discomfort, that are noisy, and
that permit contamination to occur to the conditioned
spaces.
This manual, when used with other SMACNA publications, will provide the necessary information and
data to properly design and install HVAC systems.
They economically will provide clean, conditioned air
unobtrusively to building occupants.

B

GENERAL
REQUIREMENTS

The HVAC duct system is a structural assembly
whose primary function is to convey air between specific points. In fulfilling this function, the duct assembly must perform satisfactorily with certain fundamental performance characteristics. Elements of the
assembly include an envelope of sheet metal (or
other materials), reinforcements, seams, and joints;
and theoretical and/or practical performance limits
must be established for:
1. dimensional stability-deformation and deflection.
2. containment of the air being conveyed.
3. vibration.
4. noise generation, transmission and/or attenuation.
5. exposure to damage, weather, temperature extremes, flexure cycles, chemical corrosion, or
other in-service conditions.

6. support.
7. emergency conditions such as fire and seismic
occurrence.
8. heat gain or loss to the airstream.
9. adherence to duct walls of dirt or contaminants.
In establishing limitations for these factors, due consideration must be given to effects of the pressure
differential across the duct wall, airflow friction losses,
dynamic losses, air velocities, leakage, as well as the
inherent strength characteristics of the duct components. Design and construction criteria, which will
permit an economical attainment of the predicted and
desired performance, must be determined.

CHVAC SYSTEMS
LIBRARY

In addition to this "HVAC Systems-Duct Design"
manual, there are many other SMACNA publications
that directly or indirectly relate to the design and installation of HVAC systems. A listing with a brief description follows. They may be ordered from
SMACNA using the order form found in the back of
this manual.

1. HVAC Air Duct Leakage Test
Manual
A companion to HVAC Duct Construction Standards,
this new manual contains duct construction leakage
classifications, expected leakage rates for sealed and
unsealed ductwork, duct leakage test procedures,
recommendations on use of leakage testing, types of
test apparatus and test setup and sample leakage
analysis. 1st Edition-1985.

2. HVAC Duct Construction
Standards-Metal and Flexible
Primarily for commercial and institutional projects, but
usable for residential and certain industrial work, this
set of construction standards is a collection of material from earlier editions of SMACNA's low pressure,
high pressure, flexible duct and duct liner standards.
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It comprehensively prescribes construction detail alternatives for uncoated steel, galvanized steel, aluminum and stainless steel ductwork consisting of
straight sections, transitions, elbows and united and
divided flow fittings plus accessory items such as
access doors, volume dampers, belt guards, hangers, casing, louvers and vibration isolation. For -3"
to + 10" w.g. pressures (-750 to 2500 Pascals).
1st Edition-1985.

3. HVAC Systems-Applications
This manual, new to the "HVAC Systems Library"
contains information and data needed by the designer and installer of more specialized HVAC systems used in commercial and institutional buildings.
1st Edition-1986.

4. HVAC Systems-Testing,
Adjusting and Balancing
This manual is a "state-of-the-art" publication on air
and hydronic balancing and adjusting. A contractor
using the methods and principles described can properly supervise the balancing of any system. 1st Edition-1983.

5. Indoor Air Quality Manual
A "state-of-the-art" manual that identifies indoor air
quality (IAQ) problems as they currently are defined.
Also contains: The methods and procedures used to
solve IAQ problems. The equipment and instrumentation necessary. The changes that must be made to
the building and its HVAC systems. 1st Edition-1988.

6. Installation Standards for
Residential Heating and Air
Conditioning Systems
For residential and light commercial installations.
This publication incorporates complete and comprehensive installation standards for conventional heating and cooling systems as well as solar assisted
space conditioning and domestic water heating systems. 6th Edition-1988.

7. Energy Conservation
Guidelines
Guidelines to familiarize the HVAC Contractor with
the potential energy savings that can be made in new
and existing buildings. Energy conservation informa-
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tion combined with good industry practice that an
owner or systems designer should consider prior to
selecting building equipment and systems. 1st Edition-1984.

8. Energy Recovery Equipment
and Systems Air-to-Air
This comprehensive manual is an "A to Z State-ofthe-Art" publication which has been developed by
leading experts in the energy recovery industry so
that anyone with a technical background can obtain
a complete understanding of energy recovery equipment and systems. 1st Edition-1978.

9. Fibrous Glass Duct
Construction Standards
Pressure Sensitive Tape Standards, performance of
the fibrous glass board, fabrication of the fibrous
glass board, fabrication of duct and fittings, closures
of seams and joints, reinforcements with tee bars,
channels, and tie-rods, and hangers and supports are
covered in detail. 6th Edition.-1990.

10. Fire, Smoke and Radiation
Damper Guide for HVAC
Systems
An application and installation study guide for architects, engineers, code officials, manufacturers and
contractors. Covers fire dampers, combination fire
and smoke dampers, heat stops, fire doors, framing
of structural openings, contract plan marking, installation instructions, and special applications. 3rd Edition-1986.

CODES AND

D

ORDINANCES

1. HVAC System Codes
In the private sector, each new construction or renovation project normally is governed by state laws or
local ordinances that require compliance with specific health, safety, property protection, environmental
concerns, and energy conservation regulations. Figure 1-1 illustrates relationships between laws, ordinances, codes, and standards that can affect the

CHAPTER 1

Figure 1-1 U.S.A. BUILDING CODES AND ORDINANCES

design and construction of HVAC duct systems; however, Figure 1-1 may not list all applicable regulations
and standards for a specific locality. Specifications
for federal government construction are promulgated
by the Federal Construction Council, the General Services Administration, the Department of the Navy, the
Veterans Administration, and other agencies.
Model code changes require long cycles for approval
by the consensus process. Since the development of
safety codes, energy codes and standards proceed
independently; the most recent edition of a code or
standard may not have been adopted by a local jurisdiction. HVAC designers must know which code compliance obligations affect their designs. If a provision

is in conflict with the design intent, the designer
should resolve the issue with local building officials.
New or different construction methods can be accommodated by the provisions for equivalency that are
incorporated into codes. Staff engineers from the
model code agencies are available to assist in the
resolution of conflicts, ambiguities, and equivalencies.

2. Fire and Smoke Codes
Fire and smoke control is covered in Chapter 47 of
the 1991 ASHRAE "HVAC Applications" handbook.
The designer should consider flame spread, smoke
development, and toxic gas production from duct
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smoke development, and toxic gas production
from duct and duct insulation materials. Code documents for ducts in certain locations within buildings rely on a criterion of "limited combustible
material" (see Chapter 15-"Glossary") that is
independent of the generally accepted criteria of
25 flame spread and 50 smoke development; however, certain duct construction protected by extinguishing systems may be accepted with higher
levels of combustibility by code officials.
Combustibility and toxicity ratings are normally based
on tests of new materials; little research is reported
on ratings of duct materials that have aged or of systems that are poorly maintained for cleanliness. Fibrous and other porous materials exposed to airflow
in ducts may accumulate more dirt than nonporous
materials.
National, state and local codes usually require fire
and/or smoke dampers or radiation dampers wherever ducts penetrate fire-rated walls, floors, ceiling,
partitions or smoke barriers. Any required fire, radiation or smoke dampers must be identified on the
plans by the duct designer, and their location clearly
shown. Before specifying dampers for installation in
any vertical shafts or in any smoke evacuation systems, consult with local authorities having jurisdiction. Also review NFPA 92A "Recommended Practice
for Smoke Control Systems".
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One or more of the following national codes usually
will apply to duct system installations:
1. The BOCA Basic Mechanical Code of Building
Officials and Code Administrators International,
Inc. Homewood, Illinois.
2. The Uniform Mechanical Code of International
Conference of Building Officials (ICBO), Whittier, California.
3. The Standards Mechanical Code of Southern
Building Code Congress International, Birmingham, Alabama.
4. The National Building Code of American Insurance Association, New York, Chicago and San
Francisco.
5. National Fire Protection Association (NFPA),
Quincy, Massachusetts.
6. National Building Code (by the National Research Council of Canada), Ottawa, Ontario,
Canada.
7. Building Code of Australia, Australian Uniform
Building Regulations Council, Federal Department of Industry, Technology and Commerce,
Canberra, ACT, Australia.
Note: Federal state, and local codes or ordinances
may modify or supercede the above listed codes.

CHAPTER 2

ECONOMICS OF DUCT SYSTEMS

A

INTRODUCTION

All too often first cost has preoccupied the minds of
both the building owner and the HVAC System designer, causing them to neglect giving proper consideration to system life and operating cost. A building
that is inexpensive to build may contain systems that
are expensive to operate and maintain.
With normal inflation building construction costs continue to escalate. The cost of money and energy continue to increase dramatically, but not always in the
same proportion. These factors require a more rational and factual approach to the real costs of a
system, by analyzing both owning and operating
costs over a fixed time period (life cycle costs).
Chapter 49-"Owning and Operating Costs" of the
1987 ASHRAE "Systems and Applications Handbook" has a complete and detailed analysis of this
subject. The basic elements are described as follows:

1. Annual Owning Costs
a) Initial Costs-The amortization period must be
determined in which the initial costs are to be
recovered and converted by use of a capital
recovery factor (CRF) into an equivalent annual
cost (see Table 2-1).
b) Interest

c) Taxes
1. Property or real estate taxes.
2. Building management personal property
taxes.
3. Other building taxes.
d) Insurance

2. Annual Operating Costs
a) Annual Energy Costs
1. Energy and fuel costs.
2. Water charges.
3. Sewer charges.
4. Chemicals for water treatment.
b) Annual Maintenance Costs
1. Maintenance contracts.
2. General housekeeping costs.
3. Labor and material for replacing worn parts
and filters.
4. Costs of refrigerant, oil and grease.
5. Cleaning & painting.
6. Periodic testing and rebalancing.
7. Waste disposal.
c) Operators-The annual wages of building engineers and/or operators should not be included
as part of maintenance, but entered as a separate cost item.

B INITIAL SYSTEM
COSTS

Table 2-1 COST OF OWNING AND OPERATING
A TYPICAL COMMERCIAL BUILDING

The first financial impact of the HVAC duct system is
the initial cost of the system. A careful evaluation of
all cost variables entering into the duct system should
be made if maximum economy is to be achieved. The
designer has a great influence on these costs when
specifying the duct system material, system operating pressures, duct sizes and complexity, fan horsepower, sound attenuation and determining the space
requirements for both ductwork and apparatus.
Chapters 7 and 8 describe duct sizing methods in
detail, and in Chapter 12, duct construction materials,
are discussed. Other items, which are important in
controlling first costs, are given later in this chapter.
The amortization period or useful life for HVAC duct
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systems is normally considered to be the same as
the life of the building, thus minimizing the annual
effect of first cost of duct systems in comparison with
other elements of an HVAC system which have a
shorter useful life.
In Table 2-2, data is given for capital recovery factors
based on years of useful life and the rate of return or
interest rate. The purpose of this table is to give a
factor which, when multiplied by the initial cost of a
system or component thereof, will result in an equivalent uniform annual owning cost for the period of
years chosen.
Example 2-1
Find the uniform annual owning cost if a $10,000
expenditure is amortized over 30 years at 12 percent.
Solution
The capital recovery factor (CRF) from Table 2-2 for
30 years at 12 percent is 0.12414. The uniform annual
owning cost = 0.12414 x $10,000 = $1241.40.
Section XIV-"Energy Recovery System Investment
Analysis" of the SMACNA "Energy Recovery Equipment and Systems" manual contains 19 pages of
HVAC systems investment analysis text, equations,
examples and financial tables.

DUCT
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C OPERATION
COSTS
Since one normally considers that a duct system
does not require any allowance for annual maintenance expense, except for equipment which may be
a part of it, attention should be directed to energy
costs which are created by the duct system. The
important determining factor for fan size and power,
other than air quantity, is system total pressure. In
other sections of this manual, data will be given which
will allow for the calculation of the system total pressure.
Since fans normally operate continuously when the
building is occupied, the energy demand of various
air distribution systems is one of the major contributors to the total building HVAC system annual energy
costs. Fan energy cost can be minimized by reducing
duct velocities and static pressure losses; however,
this has a direct bearing on the system first cost and
could influence building cost. Extra space might be
required by the resultant enlarged ductwork throughout the building and larger HVAC equipment rooms
also might be required. It is extremely important for
the designer to adequately investigate and calculate
the impact of operating costs versus system first cost.

Table 2-2 CAPITAL RECOVERY FACTORS (CRF)
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For example, computations have confirmed that a
continuously operating HVAC system costs 3 cents
per cfm (6 cents per I/s) per 0.25 in w.g. (62 Pa) static
pressure annually, based on 9 cents per kW/Hr cost
of electrical energy. Therefore a 0.25 in. w.g. (62 Pa)

increase in static pressure for a 100,000 cfm (50,000
I/s) system would add $3000 to the cost of the HVAC
operation for one year. An increase in the design
HVAC system operating static pressure also may add
to the first costs of the system, by increasing the duct
system pressure classification.

Table 2-3 INITIAL SYSTEM COSTS
1. Energy and Fuel Service Costs
a. Fuel service, storage, handling, piping, and distribution costs
b. Electrical service entrance and distribution equipment costs
c. Total energy plant (See Chapter 10 of this volume.)
2. Heat-Producing Equipment
a. Boilers and furnaces
b. Steam-water converters
c. Heat pumps or resistance heaters
d. Make-up air heaters
e. Heat-producing equipment auxiliaries
3. Refrigeration Equipment
a. Compressors, chillers, or absorption units
b. Cooling towers, condensers, well water supplies
c. Refrigeration equipment auxiliaries
4. Heat Distribution Equipment
a. Pumps, reducing valves, piping, piping insulation, etc.
b. Terminal units or devices
5. Cooling Distribution Equipment
a. Pumps, piping, piping insulation, condensate drains, etc.
b. Terminal units, mixing boxes, diffusers, grilles, etc.
6. Air Treatment and Distribution Equipment
a. Air heaters, humidifiers, dehumidifiers, filters, etc.
b. Fans, ducts, duct insulation, dampers, etc.
c. Exhaust and return systems
7. System and Controls Automation
a. Terminal or zone controls
b. System program control
c. Alarms and indicator system
8. Building Construction and Alteration
a. Mechanical and electric space
b. Chimneys and flues
c. Building insulation
d. Solar radiation controls
e. Acoustical and vibration treatment
f. Distribution shafts, machinery foundations, furring

D CONTROLLING
COSTS

Some time proven industry practices which have generally proved to lower first costs are:
1. Use the minimum number of fittings possible.
Fittings may be expensive and the dynamic
pressure loss of fittings is far greater than
straight duct sections of equal centerline length;
i.e. one 24" x 24" (600 mm x 600 mm) R/W
ratio = 1.0 radius elbow has a pressure loss
equivalent to 29 feet (8.8 m ) of straight duct.
2. Consider the use of semi-extended plenums
(see Chapters 7 and 8).
3. Seal ductwork to minimize air leakage. This
could even reduce equipment and ductwork
sizes.
4. Consider using round duct where space and
initial cost allows, as round ductwork has the
lowest possible duct friction loss for a given perimeter.
5. When using rectangular ductwork, maintain the
aspect ratio as close to 1 to 1 as possible to
minimize duct friction loss and initial cost.

Table 2-4 ASPECT RATIO EXAMPLE
(Same Airflows and Friction Loss Rates)

*Duct Weight Based on 2 in.w.g. (500 Pa) Pressure Classification, 4 foot (1.22 m) Reinforcement Spacing.
(Weight of Reinforcement and Hanger Materials Not Included.)
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E RATIOS
DUCT ASPECT
It is very important to emphasize the impact that increased aspect ratios of rectangular ducts have on
both initial costs and operational costs. Table 2-4
contains an aspect ratio example of different straight
duct sizes that will convey the same airflow at the
same duct pressure friction loss rate. It is obvious
from making a comparison of the weight of the higher
aspect ratio ducts per foot (metre), that the cost of
labor and material will be greater.
However, the cost of different types of duct work (and
the use of taps versus divided flow fittings) can materially affect installation costs as shown by the average costs of different duct system segments shown
in Figure 2-1. Figures 2-2 and 2-3 show how relative
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costs may vary with aspect ratios. Caution must be
used with these tables and charts, as duct construction materials and methods, system operating pressures, duct system location, etc. may
vary the cost relationships considerably!

F

PRESSURE CLASSIFICATION
AND LEAKAGE

Repeatedly throughout this publication and other
SMACNA publications, attention is drawn to the fact
that the HVAC system designer should indicate the
operating pressures of the various sections of the
duct system on the plans. This is done in an effort to
insure that each system segment will have the struc-

Figure 2-1 RELATIVE COSTS OF DUCT SEGMENTS INSTALLED
(Average costs of from several market areas to be used for comparison only)
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Figure 2-3 RELATIVE OPERATING
COST VS ASPECT RATIO
(based on equal duct area)

Figure 2-2 RELATIVE INSTALLED COST
VS ASPECT RATIO

tural strength to meet the pressure classifications in
SMACNA standards, but will keep initial duct system
construction costs as low as possible. Each advancement to the next duct pressure class increases duct
system construction costs.

The comparison in Table 2-5 is made on the basis of
galvanized sheet metal ductwork, and all ductwork
being sealed in accordance with the minimum classifications as listed in the SMACNA "HVAC Duct Construction Standards-Metal and Flexible", First Edition 1985.
The amount of duct air leakage now may be determined in advance by the HVAC system designer, so
that the estimated amount of leakage can be added
to the system airflow total when selecting the system
supply air fan. The amount of duct air leakage, in
terms of cfm per 100 square feet (I/s per square

Table 2-5 RELATIVE DUCT SYSTEM COSTS
(Fabrication and Installation
of Same Size Duct)

Since the installed cost per system varies greatly,
depending on local labor rates, cost of materials,
area practice, shop and field equipment, and other
variables, it is virtually impossible to present definite
cost data. Therefore, a system of relative cost has
been developed. Considering the lowest pressure
classification, 0. to 0.5 in w.g. (D to 125 Pa) static
pressure as a base (1.0), the tabulation in Table 2-5
will give the designer a better appreciation of the
relative cost of the various pressure classes.
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metre), is based on the amount of ductwork in each
"seal class". Additional information may be found in
Chapter 5 of the SMACNA "HVAC Air Duct Leakage
Test Manual", First Edition-1985, and in Chapter 32
of the 1989 ASHRAE "Fundamentals Handbook" It is
important to note that a one percent (1%) air leakage
rate for large HVAC duct systems is almost impossible to attain, and that large unsealed duct systems
may develop leakage well above 30 percent of the
total system airflow . The cost of sealing ductwork
may add approximately 5 to 10 percent to the HVAC
duct system fabrication and installation costs, but
these costs may vary considerably, depending on job
conditions and contractor plant facilities.
system

GCOST
OF
FITTINGS
Chapter 14-"Duct Design Tables and charts contains fitting loss coefficients from which the HVAC
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designer may select the one best suited for
the situation. However, the fitting that gives the lowest, i.e. efficient dynamic loss, may also be the most
,expensive to make. A higher aspect ratio rectangular
ductfitting might cost very little more to make than a
square fitting, and much less to make than some
round fittings. Variables apply here, probably more
than in all previous discussions.
Without trying to develop a complete estimating procedure, using a 5 foot (1.5m) section of ductwork as
a base, the relative cost of a simple full radius elbow
of constant cross-sectional area is approximately
from 4 to 8 times that of the straight section of ductwork. The relative cost of a vaned, square-throated
elbow of constant size might even be greater.
The HVAC system designer should bear in mind that
much of the ductwork fabricated today is done from
automated equipment, whereby fabrication labor is
reduced to a minimum by the purchase of an expensive piece of capital equipment. However, many fittings are still handmade, which results in very high
labor to material costs.

Table 2-6 ESTIMATED EQUIPMENT SERVICE LIFE (2)
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ROOM AIR DISTRIBUTION
COMFORT
CONDITIONS
An understanding of the principles of room air distribution helps in the selection, design, control and operation of HVAC air duct systems. The real evaluation
of air distribution in a space, however, requires an
affirmative answer to the question: "Are the occupants comfortable?" The object of good air distribution in HVAC systems is to create the proper combination of temperature, humidity and air motion, in the
occupied zone of the conditioned room from the floor
to 6 feet (2m) above floor level. To obtain comfort
conditions within this zone, standard limits have been
established as acceptable effective draft temperature. This term includes air temperature, air motion,
relative humidity, and their physiological effects on the
human body. Any variation from accepted standards
of one of these elements causes discomfort to occupants. Lack of uniform conditions within the space
or excessive fluctuation of conditions in the same part
of the space may produce similar effects.
Although the percentage of room occupants who object to certain conditions may change over the years,
Figures 3-1 and 3-2 provide insight into possible objectives of room air distribution. The data show that
a person tolerates higher velocities and lower temperatures at ankle level than at neck level. Because
of this, conditions in the zone extending from approximately 30 to 60 inches (0.75 to 1.5 m) above the floor
are more critical than conditions nearer the floor.
Room air velocities less than 50 fpm (0.25 m/s) are
acceptable: However, Figure 3-1 and 3-2 show that
even higher velocities may be acceptable to some
occupants. ASHRAE Standard 55-1981R recommends elevated air speeds at elevated air temperatures. No minimum air speeds are recommended for
comfort, although air speeds below 20 fpm (0.1 m/s)
are usually imperceptible.
Figure 3-1 shows that up to 20 percent of occupants
will not accept an ankle-to-sitting-level gradient of
B

about 4°F (2°C). Poorly designed or operated sys-

tems in a heating mode can create this condition,
which emphasizes the importance of proper selection
and operation of perimeter systems.
To define the difference (0) in effective draft temper-

ature between any point in the occupied zone and
the control condition, the following equation is used:
Equation 3-1
0 = (tx -to) - a(V, - b)
where (U.S. Units):
0 = effective draft temperature, °F
tx = local airstream dry-bulb temperature, F
tc = average room dry-bulb temperature, F
Vx = local airstream velocity, fpm
a = 0.07
b = 30
where (Metric Units):
0 = effective draft temperature, °C
tx = local airstream dry-bulb temperature, °C
tc = average room dry-bulb temperature, °C
Vx = local airstream velocity, m/s
a=8
b = 0.15
Equation 3-1 accounts for the feeling of "coolness"
produced by air motion and is used to establish the
neutral line in Figures 3-1 and 3-2. In summer, the
local airstream temperature, tx, is below the control
temperature. Hence, both temperature and velocity
terms are negative when velocity, Vx, is greater than
30 fpm (0.15 m/s) and both of them add to the feeling
of coolness. If, in winter, tx is above the control temperature, any air velocity above 30 fpm (0.15 m/s)
subtracts from the feeling of warmth produced by tx.
Therefore, it is usually possible to have zero difference in effective temperature between location, x,
and the control point in winter, but not in summer.

AIR DIFFUSION

PERFORMANCE INDEX
(ADPI)
1. Comfort Criteria
A high percentage of people are comfortable in sedentary (office) occupations where the effective draft
temperature (0), as defined in Equation 3-1, is between -3 Fand + 2°F (-1.7°C and + 1.1°C) and the
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Figure 3-1 PERCENTAGE OF OCCUPANTS
OBJECTING TO DRAFTS IN AIR-CONDITIONED
ROOMS (U.S. UNITS) (2)

Figure 3-2 PERCENTAGE OF OCCUPANTS
OBJECTING TO DRAFTS IN AIR-CONDITIONED
ROOMS (METRIC UNITS) (2)

air velocity is less than 70 fpm (0.35m/s). If many
measurements of air velocity and air temperature

humidity. These and similar effects, such as mean
radiant temperature, must be accounted for separately according to ASHRAE recommendations.
ADPI is a measure of cooling mode conditions. Heating conditions can be evaluated using ASHRAE Standard 55-1981 R guidelines or the ISO Standard 773083, "Comfort Equations."
The following cooling zone design criteria for the various air diffusion devices maximize the ADPI and
comfort. These criteria also account for airflow rate,
outlet size, manufacturer's design qualities, and dimensions of the room for which the system is designed.

were made throughout the occupied zone of an office,
the ADPI would be defined as the percentage of locations where measurements were taken that meet
the previous specifications on effective draft temperature and air velocity. If the ADPI is maximum (approaching 100 percent), the most desirable conditions
are achieved.
ADPI is based only on air velocity and effective draft
temperature, a combination of local temperature differences from the room average, and is not directly
related to the level of dry-bulb temperature or relative
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2. Definitions
A. THROW
The throw of a jet is the distance from the outlet
device to a point in the airstream where the maximum
velocity in the stream cross section has been reduced to a selected terminal velocity. For all devices,
the terminal velocity, V,, was selected as 50 fpm (0.25
m/s) except in the case of ceiling slot diffusers, where
the terminal velocity was selected as 100 fpm (0.5 m/
s). Data for the throw of a jet from various outlets are
generally given by each manufacturer for isothermal
jet conditions and without boundary walls interfering
with the jet. Throw data certified under Air Diffusion
Council (ADC) Equipment Test Code 1062GRD-84
must be taken under isothermal conditions. Throw
data not certified by ADC may be isothermal or not,
as the manufacturer chooses. ASHRAE Standard 7072R also includes specifications for reporting throw
data.

Table 3-1 CHARACTERISTIC ROOM LENGTH
FOR DIFFUSERS
Diffuser Type

Characteristic Length, L

Distance to wall
perpendicular to jet
Distance to closest wall or
Circular Ceiling
intersecting air jet
Diffuser
Length of room in the
Sill Grille
direction of the jet flow
Ceiling Slot Diffuser Distance to wall or midplane
between outlets
Light Troffer Diffusers Distance to midplane
between outlets, plus
distance from ceiling to top
of occupied zone
Perforated, Louvered Distance to wall or midplane
between outlets
Ceiling Diffusers
High Sidewall Grille

B. THROW DISTANCE
The throw distance of a jet is denoted by the symbol
Tv, where the subscript indicates the terminal velocity
for which the throw is given.

C. CHARACTERISTIC ROOM LENGTH
The characteristic room length (L) is the distance
from the outlet device to the nearest boundary wall
in the principal horizontal direction of the airflow. However, where air injected into the room does not impinge on a wall surface but mixes with air from a
neighboring outlet, the characteristic length (L) is
one-half the distance between outlets, plus the distance the mixed jets must travel downward to reach
the occupied zone. Table 3-1 summarizes definitions
of characteristic length for various devices.

D. MIDPLANE
The midplane between outlets also can be considered the module line when outlets serve equal modules throughout a space, and characteristic length
consideration can then be based on module dimensions.

3. Load Considerations
These recommendations cover cooling loads of up to
80 Btu/h.ft2 (250 W/m2) of floor surface. The loading
is distributed uniformly over the floor up to about 7
Btu/h ft2 (22 W/m2), lighting contributes about 10 Btu/
h-ft2 (31 W/m2) and the remainder is supplied by a

concentrated load against one wall that simulated a
business machine or a large sunloaded window. Over
this range of data the maximum ADPI condition is
lower for the highest loads; however, the optimum
design condition changes only slightly with the load.

4. Design Conditions
The quantity of air must be known from other design
specifications. If it is not known, the solution must be
obtained by a trial and error technique.
The devices for which data were obtained are (1)
high sidewall grille, (2) sill grille, (3) two and four-slot
ceiling diffusers, (4) conetype circular ceiling diffusers, (5) light troffer diffusers, and (6) square-faced
perforated and louvered ceiling diffusers. Table 3-2
summarizes the results of the recommendations on
values of TV/L by giving the value of Tv/L where the
ADPI is a maximum for various loads, as well as a
range of values TV/L where ADPI is above a minimum
specified value.

5. Outlet Type Selection
No criteria have been established for choosing
among the six types of outlets to obtain an optimum
ADPI. All outlets tested, when used according to
these recommendations, can have ADPI values that
are satisfactory [greater than 90 percent for loads
less than 40 Btu/h.ft2 (126 W/m2)].
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Table 3-2 AIR DIFFUSION PERFORMANCE INDEX (ADPI) SELECTION GUIDE (2)

6. Design Procedure
a) Determine the air volume requirements and
room size.
b) Select the tentative outlet type and location
within room.
c) Determine the room's characteristic length (L)
(Table 3-1).
d) Select the recommended Tv/L ratio from Table
3-2.
e) Calculate the throw distance (Tv) by multiplying
the recommended Tv/L ratio from Table 3-2 by
the room length (L).

3.4

f) Locate the appropriate outlet size from manufacturer's catalog.
g) Ensure that this outlet meets other imposed
specifications, such as noise and static pressure.

Example 3-1 (U.S. Units)
Specifications:
Room Size: 20 ft by 12 ft with 9 ft. ceiling
Type device: High sidewall grille, located at the
center of 12 ft endwall, 9 in. from ceiling.
Loading: Uniform, 10 Btu/h. ft2 or 2400 Btu/h
Air Volume: 1 cfm/ft2 or 240 cfm for the one outlet
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Data Required:
Characteristic length: (L) = 20 ft (length of room:
Table 3-1

straight, discharging 120 I/s: 400 mm by 100 mm,
300 mm by 125 mm or 250 mm by 125 mm.

Recommended Tv/L = 1.5 (Table 3-2)
Throw to 50 fpm = T50 = 1.5 x 20 = 30 ft

Solution
Refer to the manufacturer's catalog for a size that
gives this isothermal throw to 50 fpm. Manufacturer
recommends the following sizes, when blades are
straight, discharging 240 cfm: 16 in. by 4 in., 12 in.
by 5 in. or 10 in. by 6 in.
Example 3-1 (Metric Units)
Specifications:
Room size: 6000 by 4000 mm with 2500 mm high
ceiling
Type Device: High sidewall grille, located at the
center of 4000 mm endwall, 230 mm from ceiling
Loading: Uniform, 30 W/m2 or 720 W
Air Volume: 0.5 I/s per m2 or 120 I/s per outlet
Data Required:
Characteristic length L = 6000 mm (length of
room: Table 3-1).
Recommended Tv/L = 1.5 (Table 3-3)

Throw to 0.25 m/s = T 25

=

1.5 x 6 = 9m

Solution
Refer to the manufactuer's catalog for a size that
gives this isothermal throw to 0.25 m/s. Manufacturer
recommends the following sizes, when blades are

AIR DISTRIBUTION
FUNDAMENTALS

1. Air Diffusion
Conditioned air normally is supplied to air outlets at
velocities much greater than those acceptable in the
occupied zone. Conditioned air temperature may be
above, below, or equal to the air. Proper air diffusion,
therefore, calls for entrainment of room air by the
primary airstream outside the zone of occupancy to
reduce air motion and temperature differences to acceptable limits before the air enters the occupied
zone.
This process of entrainment of secondary air into the
primary air is an essential part of air distribution to
create total air movement within the room. This process also will tend to overcome natural convection
and radiation effects within the room, thereby eliminating stagnant air areas and reducing temperature
differences to acceptable levels before the air enters
the occupied zone.

2. Surface (Coanda) Effect
Drawings A and B of Figure 3-3 illustrate the Coanda
effect phenomenon. Since turbulent jet airflow from a

Figure 3-3 SURFACE (COANDA) EFFECT
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grille or diffuser is dynamically unstable, it may veer
rapidly back and forth. When the jet airflow veers
close to a parallel and adjacent wall or ceilings, the
surface interrupts the flow path on that side as shown
in Figure 3-3 (B). The result is that no more secondary air is flowing on that side to replace the air being
entrained with the jet airflow. This causes a lowering
of the pressure on that side of the outlet device, creating a low-pressure bubble that causes the jet airflow
to become stable and remain attached to the adjacent
surface throughout the length of the throw. The surface effect counteracts the drop of horizontally projected cool airstreams.
Ceiling diffusers exhibit surface effect to a high degree because a circular air pattern blankets the entire
ceiling area surrounding each outlet. Slot diffusers,
which discharge the airstream across the ceiling, exhibit surface effect only if they are long enough to
blanket the ceiling area. Grilles exhibit varying degrees of surface effect, depending on the spread of
the particular air pattern.
In many installations, the outlets must be mounted
on an exposed duct and discharge the airstream into
free space. In this type of installation, the airstream
entrains air on both its upper and lower surfaces; as
a result, a higher rate of entrainment is obtained and
the throw is shortened by about 33 percent. Airflow
per unit area for these types of outlets can, therefore,
be increased. Because there is no surface effect from
ceiling diffusers installed on the bottom of exposed
ducts, the air drops rapidly to the floor. Therefore,
temperature differentials in airconditioning systems
must be restricted to a range of 15°F to 20°F (8°C to
11°C). Airstreams from slot diffusers and grilles show
a marked tendency to drop because of the lack of
surface effect.

3. Smudging
Smudging may be a problem with ceiling and slot
diffusers. Dirt particles held in suspension in the secondary (room) air are subjected to turbulence at the
outlet face. This turbulence, along with surface effect,
is primarily responsible for smudging. Smudging can
be expected in areas of high pedestrian traffic (lobbies, stores, etc.) When ceiling diffusers are installed
on smooth ceilings (such as plaster, mineral tile, and
metal pan), smudging is usually in the form of a narrow band of discoloration around the diffuser. Antismudge rings may reduce this type of smudging. On
highly textured ceiling surfaces (such as rough plaster and sprayed-on-composition), smudging often occurs over a more extensive area.
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4. Sound Level
The sound level of an outlet is a function of the discharge velocity and the transmission of systemic
noise, which is a function of the size of the outlet.
Higher frequency sounds can be the result of excessive outlet velocity but may also be generated in the
duct by the moving airstream. Lower-pitched sounds
are generally the result of mechanical equipment
noise transmitted through the duct system and outlet.
The cause of higher frequency sounds can be pinpointed as outlet or systemic sounds by removing
the outlet during operation. A reduction in sound
level indicated that the outlet is causing noise. If
the sound level remains essentially unchanged, the
system is at fault. Chapter 42 "Sound and Vibration
Control" in the 1991 ASHRAE "HVAC Applications"
handbook has more information on design criteria,
acoustic treatment, and selection procedures.

5. Effect of Blades
Blades affect grille performance if their depth is at
least equal to the distance between the blades. If the
blade ratio is less than one, effective control of the
airstream discharged from the grille by means of the
blades is impossible. Increasing the blade ratio above
two has little or no effect, so blade ratios should be
between one and two.
A grille discharging air uniformly forward (blades in
straight position) has a spread of 14° to 24°, depending on the type of outlet, duct approach, and discharge velocity. Turning the blades influences the direction and throw of the discharged airstream.
A grille with diverging blades (vertical blades with
uniformly increasing angular deflection from the centerline to a maximum at each end of 45°) has a spread
of about 60°, and reduces the throw considerably.
With increasing divergence, the quantity of air discharged by a grille for a given upstream total pressure decreases.
A grille with converging blades (vertical blades with
uniformity decreasing angular deflection from the
centerline) has a slightly higher throw than a grille
with straight blades, but the spread is approximately
the same for both settings. The airstream converges
slightly for a short distance in front of the outlet and
then spreads more rapidly than air discharged from
a grille with straight blades.
In addition to vertical blades that normally spread the
air horizontally, horizontal blades may spread the air
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vertically. However, spreading the air vertically risks
hitting beams or other obstructions or blowing primary
air at excessive velocities into the occupied zone. On
the other hand, vertical deflection may increase adherence to the ceiling and reduce the drop.
In spaces with exposed beams, the outlets should be
located below the bottom of the lowest beam level,
preferably low enough to employ an upward or arched
air path. The air path should be arched sufficiently to
miss the beams and prevent the primarily or induced
airstream from striking furniture and obstacles and
producing objectionable drafts.

6. Duct Approaches to Outlets
The manner in which the airstream is introduced into
the outlet is important. To obtain correct air diffusion,
the velocity of the airstream must be as uniform as
possible over the entire connection to the duct and
must be perpendicular to the outlet face. No air outlet
can compensate for air flow from an improper duct
approach.

A wall grille installed at the end of a long horizontal
duct and a ceiling outlet at the end of a long vertical
duct receive the air perpendicularly and at uniform
velocity over the entire duct cross section, if the system is designed carefully. However, few outlets are
installed in this way. Most sidewall outlets are installed either at the end of vertical ducts or in the side
of horizontal ducts, and most ceiling outlets are attached either directly to the bottom of horizontal ducts
or to special vertical takeoff ducts that connect the
outlet with the horizontal duct. In all these cases,
special devices for directing and equalizing the airflow are necessary for proper direction and diffusion
of the air.

A. STACK HEADS
Tests conducted with the stack heads indicated that
splitters or turning vanes in the elbows at the top of
the vertical stacks were needed, regardless of the
shape of the elbows (whether rounded, square or
expanding types). Cushion chambers at the top of
the stack heads are not beneficial. Figure 3-4 shows

Figure 3-4 OUTLET VELOCITY AND AIR DIRECTION DIAGRAMS FOR
STACK HEADS WITH EXPANDING OUTLETS
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the direction of flow, diffusion, and velocity [measured
12 inches (300 mm) from opening] of the air for various stack heads tested, expanding from a 14 in. by
6 in. (350 mm x 150 mm) stack to a 14 in. by 9 in.
(350 mm x 225 mm) opening, without grille. The air
velocity for each was 500 fpm (2.5 m/s) in the stack
below the elbow, but the direction of flow and the
diffusion pattern indicate performance obtained with
nonexpanding elbows of similar shapes, for velocities
from 200 to 400 fpm. (1 to 2 m/s).
In tests conducted with 3 in. by 10 in. (75 mm x 250
mm), 4 in by 9 in., and 6 in. by 6 in. (150 mm x 150
mm), side outlets in a 6 in. by 20 in. horizontal duct
at duct velocities of 200 to 1400 fpm (1 to 7 m/s) in
the horizontal duct section, multiple curved deflectors
produced the best flow characteristics. Vertical guide
strips in the outlet were not as effective as curved
deflectors. A single scoop-type deflector at the outlet
did not improve the flow pattern obtained from a plain
outlet and, therefore, was not desirable.

B. BRANCH TAKEOFFS
SMACNA duct fitting research at the ETL Laboratories and the SMACNA "bubble" airflow research video
have shown, both from duct traverse pressure readings and from visual observation of airflow with entrained soap bubbles, that airflow in branch ducts has
a non-uniform profile. Regardless of the type of device used and the type of tap or branch fitting, most
of the airflow is found in the downstream portion of
the branch duct. The upstream portion of the branch
duct contains either reverse flow back (toward the
main duct) or swirling turbulence. See the discussion
in Chapter 5, Section E "Dynamic Losses".

OUTLET
LOCATION

D

The building's use, size and construction type, must
be considered in designing the air distribution system, and in selecting the type and location of the
supply outlets. Location and selection of the supply
outlets is further influenced by the interior design of
the building, local sources of heat gain or loss, and
outlet performance and design.
Local sources of heat gain or loss promote convection currents or cause stratification and may, therefore, determine both the type and location of the supply outlets.
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Outlets should be located to neutralize any undesirable convection currents set up by a concentrated
load. If a concentrated heat source is located at the
occupancy level of the room, the heating effect can
be counteracted by directing cool air toward the heat
source or by locating an exhaust or return grille adjacent to the heat source. The second method is more
economical, rather than dissipated into the conditioned space. Where lighting loads are heavy [5 W,
ft2 (54 W/m2)] and ceilings relatively high [above 15
ft (4.6m)], the outlets should be located below the
lighting load, and the stratified warm air should be
removed by an exhaust or return fan. An exhaust fan
is recommended if the wet-bulb temperature of the
air is above that of the outdoors; a return fan is recommended if it is below this temperature. These
methods reduce the requirements for supply air. Enclosed lights produce more savings than exposed
lights, since a considerable portion of the energy is
radiant.
Based upon the analysis of ASHRAE outlet performance tests by Straub et al. (1955, 1957) the following are selection consideration for outlet types in
Groups A to E (See Figures 3-5 to 3-9).

1. Group A Outlets.
Outlets mounted in or near the ceiling with horizontal
air discharge should not be used with temperature
differentials exceeding 25°F (14°C) during heating.
Consequently, Group A outlets should be used for
heating in buildings located in regions where winter
heating is only a minor problem and, in northern latitudes, solely for interior spaces. However, these outlets are particularly suited for cooling and can be
used with high airflow rates and large temperature
differentials. They are usually selected for their cooling characteristics.
The performance of these outlets is affected by various factors. Blade deflection settings reduce throw
and drop by changing air from a single straight jet to
a wide-spreading or fanned-out jet. Accordingly, a sidewall outlet with 0° deflection has a longer throw and
a great drop than a ceiling diffuser with a single 360°
angle of deflection. Sidewall grilles and similar outlets
with other deflection settings may have performance
characteristics between these two extremes.
Wide deflection settings also cause a surface effect,
which increases the throw and decreases the drop.
To prevent smudging, the total air should should be
directed away from the ceiling, but this rarely is practical, except for very high ceilings. For optimum air
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Figure 3-5 AIR MOTION CHARACTERISTICS OF GROUP A OUTLETS (2)

FIGURE 3-6 AIR MOTION CHARACTERISTICS OF GROUP B OUTLETS (2)
diffusion in areas without high ceilings, total air
should scrub the ceiling surface.
Drop increases and throw decreases with larger cooling temperature differentials. For constant temperature differential, airflow rate affects drop more than
velocity. Therefore, to avoid drop, several small outlets may be better in a room instead of one large

outlet.
With "Isothermal Jets", the throw may be selected
for a portion of the distance between the outlet and
wall or, preferably, for the entire distance. For outlets
in opposite walls, the throw should be one-half the

distance between the walls. Following the above recommendations, the air drops before striking the opposite wall or the opposing airstream. To counteract
specific sources of heat gain or provide higher air
motion in rooms with high ceilings, it may be necessary to select a longer throw. In no case should the
drop exceed the distance from the outlet to the 6 foot
(2m) level.
To maintain maximum ventilation effectiveness with
ceiling diffusers, throws should be kept as long as
possible. With VAV designs, some overthrow at maximum design volumes will be desirable-the highest
induction can be maintained at reduced flows. Ade-
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Table 3-3 GUIDE FOR SELECTION OF SUPPLY OUTLETS

Figure 3-7 AIR MOTION CHARACTERISTICS OF
GROUP C OUTLETS (2)

Figure 3-8 AIR MOTION CHARACTERISTICS OF
GROUP D OUTLETS (2)

quate induction by a ceiling-mounted diffuser prevents shortcircuiting of unmixed supply air between
supply outlet and ceiling-mounted returns.

face effect. This scrubbing of the wall increases heat
gain or loss. To reduce scrubbing, outlets should be
installed some distance from the wall, or the supply
air should be deflected at an angle away from the
wall. However, the distance should not be too large,
nor the angle too wide, to prevent the air from dropping into the occupied zone before maximum projection has been reached. A distance of 6 inches (150
mm) and an angle of 15 is satisfactory.

2. Group B Outlets
In selecting Group B outlets, it is important to provide
enough throw to project the air high enough for proper
cooling in the occupied zone. An increase of supply
air velocity improves air diffusion during both heating
and cooling. Also during heating and cooling, a terminal velocity of about 150 fpm (0.75 m/s) is found
at the same distance from the floor. Therefore, outlets
should be selected with throw based on terminal velocity of 150 fpm (0.75 ms).
With outlets installed near the exposed wall, the primary air is drawn toward the wall, resulting in a sur-
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These outlets do not counteract natural convection
currents, unless sufficient outlets are installed around
the perimeter of the space-preferably in locations of
greatest heat gain or loss (under windows). The effect
of drapes and blinds must be considered with outlets
installed near windows. If installed correctly, outlets
of this type handle large airflow rates with uniform air
motion and temperatures.
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Figure 3-9 AIR MOTION CHARACTERISTICS OF
GROUP E OUTLETS (2)

During cooling, temperature differential, supply air
velocity, and airflow rate have considerable influence
on projection. Therefore, low values of each should
be selected.
During heating, selection of the correct supply air velocity is important to project the warm air into the
occupied zone. Temperature differential is also critical, because a small temperature differential reduces
variation of the throw during the cyclic operation of
the supply air temperature. Blade setting for deflection is as important here as for Group B and C outlets.

6. Ventilating Ceilings
3. Group C Outlets
Group C outlets can be used for heating, even with
severe heat load conditions. High supply velocities
produce better room air diffusion than lower velocities, but velocity is not critical in selecting these units
for heating.
For cooling, the outlets should be used with temperature differentials of less than 15°F (8°C) to achieve
the required projection. With higher temperature differentials, supply air velocity is not sufficient to project
the total air up to the desired level.
The outlets have been used successfully for residential heating, but they may also offer a solution for
applications where heating requirements are severe
and cooling requirements are moderate.

4. Group D Outlets
Group D outlet directs high velocity total air into the
occupied zone, and, therefore, is not recommended
for comfort application-particularlyfor summer cooling. If used for heating, outlet velocities should not be
higher than 300 fpm (1.5 m/s), so that air velocities
in the occupied zone will not be excessive. These
outlets have been applied successfully to process
installations where controlled air velocities are desired.

ASHRAE Investigations indicate that air temperatures and velocities throughout a room cooled by a
ventilating ceiling are a linear function of room load
(heat load per unit area), and are not affected significantly by variations in ceiling type, total air temperature differential, or air volume flow rate. Higher room
loading produces wider room air temperature variations and higher velocities, which decreases performance.
These studies also found no appreciable difference
in the performance of air diffusing ceilings and circular ceiling diffusers for lower room loads [20 Btu/
h ft2 (65 W/m2)] For higher room loads [80 Btu ft2,
(250 W/m2)] an air-diffusing ceiling system has only
slightly larger vertical temperature variations and
slightly lower room air velocities than a ceiling diffuser
system.
When the ventilating ceiling is used at exterior exposures, the additional load at the perimeter must be
considered. During heating operation, the designer
must provide for the cold wall effect, as with any ceiling supply diffusion system. Cold air in plenums also
may cause condensation to form on the exterior facade of the plenum. The sound generated by the air
supply device must also be considered in total system analysis to ensure that room sound levels do not
exceed the design criteria. Check local codes for
maximum plenum sizes, fire dampers, and other restrictions to the use of ceiling plenums.

5. Group E Outlets

E

The heating and cooling diagrams for Group E outlets
show different throws that become critical considerations in selecting and applying these outlets. Since
the total air enters the occupied zone for both cooling
and heating, outlets are used for either cooling or
heating.-seldom for both.

1. General

OUTLET
CRITERIA

Outlets with higher induction rates move (throw) air
short distances but have rapid temperature equali-
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zation. Ceiling diffusers with radial patterns have
shorter throws and obtain more rapid temperature
equalization than slot diffusers. Grilles, which have
long throws, have the lowest diffusion and induction
rates. Therefore, in those cases, round or square
ceiling diffusers deliver more air to a given space than
grilles and slot diffuser outlets that require room velocities of 25 to 35 fpm (0.13 to 0.18 m/s). In some
spaces, higher room velocities can be tolerated, or,
the ceilings may be high enough to permit a throw
long enough to result in the recommended room velocities.
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c) Locate outlets in the room to distribute the air
as uniformly as possible. Outlets may be sized
and located to distribute air in proportion to the
heat gain or loss in various portions of the room.
d) Select proper outlet size from manufacturers'
ratings according to air quantities, discharge
velocities, distribution patterns, and sound levels. Note manufacturers' recommendations
with regard to use. In an open space configuration, the interaction of airstreams from multiple diffuser sources may alter single diffuser
throw data or single diffuser air temperature air
velocity data, and it may not be sufficient to
predict particular levels of air motion in a space.
Also, obstructions to the primary air distribution
pattern require special consideration.

Outlets with high induction characteristics can also
be used advantageously in air-conditioning systems
with low supply-air temperatures and consequent
high-temperature differentials between room air temperature and supply-air temperatures. Therefore,
ceiling diffusers may be used in systems with cooling
temperature differentials up to 30 Fto 35 F(17°C to
19°C) and still provide satisfactory temperature
equalizations within the spaces. Slot diffusers may
be used in systems with cooling temperature differentials as high as 25°F (14°C). Grilles may generally
be used in well-designed systems with cooling temperature differentials up to 20°F (11°C).

3. Grille and Register
Applications

2. Selection Procedures

A. HIGH SIDE WALLS

The following procedure is generally used in selecting
outlet locations and types:

The use of a double deflection grille usually provides
the most satisfactory solution. The vertical face
blades of a well-designed grille deflect the air approximately 50 degrees to either side and amply
cover the conditioned space. The rear blades deflect
the air at least 15 degrees in the vertical plane, which
is ample to control the elevation of the discharge pattern.

a) Determine the amount of air to be supplied to
each room. (Refer to Chapters 25 and 26 in the
1989 ASHRAE "FUNDAMENTALS" Handbook
to determine air quantities for heating and cooling.
b) Select the type and quantity of outlets for each
room, considering such factors as air quantity
required, distance available for throw or radius
of diffusion, structural characteristics, and
architectural concepts. Table 3-3 is based on
experience and typical ratings of various outlets. It may be used as a guide to the outlets
applicable for use with various room air loadings. Special conditions, such as ceiling heights
greater than the normal 8 to 12 feet (2.4 to 3.6
m) and exposed duct mounting, as well as product modifications and unusual conditions of
room occupancy, can modify this table. Manufacturers' rating data should be consulted for
final determination of the suitability of the outlets used.
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Properly selected grilles operate satisfactorily from
high side and perimeter locations in the sill, curb, or
floor. Ceiling-mounted grilles, which discharge the
airstream down, are generally not acceptable in comfort air-conditioning installations in interior zones and
may cause drafts in perimeter applications.

B. PERIMETER INSTALLATIONS
The grille selected must fit the specific job. When
small grilles are used, adjustable blade grilles improve the coverage of perimeter surfaces. Where the
perimeter surface can be covered with long grilles,
the fixed blade grille is satisfactory. Where grilles are
located more than 8 inches (200 mm) from the perimeter surface, it is usually desirable to deflect the airstream toward the perimeter wall. This can be done
with adjustable or fixed deflecting blade grilles.

C. CEILING INSTALLATIONS
Ceiling installations generally are limited to grilles
having curved blades, which, because of their de-
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sign, provide a horizontal pattern. Curved blade
grilles may also be used satisfactorily in high side
wall or perimeter installations.

4. Slot Diffuser Applications
A slot diffuser is an elongated outlet consisting of a
single or multiple number of slots. It is usually installed in long continuous lengths. Outlets with dimensional aspect ratios of 25 to 1 or greater and
maximum height of approximately 3 inches (80 mm),
generally meet the performance criteria for slot diffusers.

A. HIGH SIDE WALL INSTALLATION
The perpendicular-flow slot diffuser is best suited to
high side wall installations and perimeter installations
in sills, curbs, and floors. The air discharged from a
perpendicular slot diffuser will not drop if the diffuser
is located within 6 to 12 inches (150 to 300 mm) from
the ceiling and is long enough to establish surface
effect. Under these conditions, air travels along the
ceiling to the end of the throw. If the slot diffuser is
mounted 1 to 2 feet (300 to 600 mm) below the ceiling, an outlet that deflects the air up to the ceiling
must be used to achieve the same result. If the slot
is located more than 2 feet (600 mm) below the ceiling, premature drop of cold air into the occupied zone
will probably result.

B. CEILING INSTALLATION
The parallel-flow slot diffuser is ideal for ceiling installation because it discharges across the ceiling.
The perpendicular-flow slot diffuser may be mounted
in the ceiling; however, the downward discharge pattern may cause localized areas of high air motion.
This device performs satisfactorily when installed adjacent to a wall or over an unoccupied or transiently
occupied area. Care should be exercised in using
perpendicular-flow slot diffuser in a downward discharge pattern because variations of supply air temperature cause large variations in throw.

C. SILL INSTALLATION
The perpendicular-flow slot diffuser is well suited to
sill installation, but it may also be installed in the curb
and floor. When the diffuser is located within 8 inches
(200 mm) of the perimeter wall, the discharged air
may be either directed straight toward the ceiling or
deflected slightly toward the wall. When the diffuser
distance from the wall is greater than 8 inches (200
mm), the air should generally be deflected toward the

wall at an angle of approximately 15 degrees; deflections as great as 30 degrees may be desirable in
some cases. The air should not be deflected away
from the wall into the occupied zone. To perform satisfactorily, outlets of this type must be used only in
installations with carefully designed duct and plenum
systems. Slot diffusers are generally equipped with
accessory devices for uniform supply air discharge
along the entire length of the slot. While accessory
devices help correct the airflow pattern, proper approach conditions for the airstream are also important
for satisfactory performance. When the plenum supplying a slot diffuser is being designed, the traverse
velocity in the plenum should be less than the discharge velocity of jet, as recommended by the manufacturer and also as shown by experience.
If tapered ducts are used for introducing supply air
into the diffuser, they should be sized to maintain a
velocity of approximately 500 fpm (2.5 m/s) and
tapered to maintain constant static pressure.

D. AIR-LIGHT FIXTURES
Slot diffusers, having a single-slot discharge and
nominal 2, 3 and 4 feet (600, 900, and 1200 mm)
lengths are available for use in conjunction with recessed fluorescent light troffers. A diffuser mates with
a light fixture and is entirely concealed from the room.
It discharges air through suitable openings in the fixture and is available with fixed or adjustable air discharge patterns, air distribution plenum, inlet dampers for balancing, and inlet collars suitable for
flexible duct connections. Light fixtures adapted for
slot diffusers are available in styles to fit common
ceiling constructions. Various slot diffuser and light
fixture manufacturers can furnish products compatible with one another's equipment.

5. Ceiling Diffuser Applications
A. CEILING INSTALLATIONS
Ceiling diffusers should be mounted in the center of
the space that they serve when they discharge the
supply air in all directions. Multi-pattern diffusers, can
be used in the center of the space or adjacent to
partitions, depending on the discharge pattern. By
using different inner assemblies, their air pattern can
be changed to suit particular requirements.

B. SIDE WALL INSTALLATIONS
Half-round diffusers, when installed high in side
walls, should generally discharge the air toward the
ceiling.
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Table 3-4 SUPPLY AIR OUTLET TYPES
Characteristics

Applications

Fixed blade grille
Adjustable single
deflection blade grille
Adjustable double
deflection blade grille

Single set of vertical or horizontal blades
Single set of vertical or horizontal adjustable blades
One set of vertical and one set of horizontal adjustable blades

Stamped plate grilles

Stamped from single sheet of metal with
square, round or ornamental designed
openings
Similar to adjustable double deflection
blade grille with means to effectively vary
the discharge area

Long perimeter grille installations
Sidewall installation where single plane
air deflection is required
Preferred grille for sidewall installation
provides both horizontal and vertical air
deflection
No adjustment of air deflection possible.
Use for architectural design purposes
only
Use with variable volume system to minimize variation of throw with variable supply air volume

Type

Variable area grille

Curved blade grilles

Curved blades to provide horizontal air
pattern

Perpendicular-flow slot
diffuser

Generally 25 to 1 dimensional aspect ratio with maximum height of 3 inches (75
mm)
Generally 25 to 1 dimensional aspect ratio with maximum height of 3 inches (75
mm)
Use in conjunction with recessed fluorescent light fixtures with fixed or adjustable
air discharge patterns
Series of flaring rings or louvers forming
series of concentric air passages
Series of flaring rings or louvers forming
series of concentric air passages

Parallel-flow slot
diffuser
Air light fixture slot
diffuser
Multi-passage round
ceiling diffuser
Multi-passage square
and rectangular ceiling
diffuser
Adjustable pattern
round ceiling diffuser

Adjustable pattern
square and
rectangular ceiling
diffuser
Multi-pattern square
and rectangular ceiling
diffuser
Half round diffuser
Supply and return
concentric diffuser
Light fixture air diffuser
combination
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Series of flaring rings or louvers forming
series of concentric air passages. Air discharge pattern adjustable from horizontal
to vertical or down blow pattern
Series of flaring rings or louvers forming
series of concentric air passages. Air discharge pattern adjustable from horizontal
to vertical or down blow pattern
Special louvers discharge air in one or
more directions
Matches round diffuser
Combination diffuser with return grille in
center of diffuser
Combination diffuser-light fixture

Ceiling installation
High sidewall installation
Perimeter installation
High sidewall installation
Perimeter installation in sills, curbs and
floors
Ceiling installation

Ceiling installationOrder to match light fixture
Install in center of area served
Install in center of area served

Install for control of diffuser discharge
pattern or where specific requirement to
direct airflow pattern either horizontal or
vertical.
Install for control of diffuser discharge
pattern or where specific requirement to
direct airflow pattern either horizontal or
vertical.
Install in center of area served or adjacent
to partitions. Set pattern according to flow
requirements.
Install in ceiling adjacent to partition or
high sidewall
Install in center of area served
Ceiling installation combined with light
fixture pattern
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Perforated face diffuser

Variable area diffuser

Air distributing ceilings

Linear grille

Egg crate grille
High capacity double
deflection blade grille
Drum louvers and
adjustable high
capacity diffusers

Perforated face plate with or without deflection device to obtain a horizontal discharge pattern
Parallel or concentric passages or perforated face with means to vary discharge
area
Ceiling system provided with round holes
or slots
Linear slot width 1/2 to 1 inch (12 to 25
mm), continuous length with adjustable
airflow blades
Fixed square grid
One set vertical and one set horizontal
adjustable blades. Blades are deep &
wide spaced
Adjustable direction core

C. EXPOSED DUCT INSTALLATION
Some ceiling diffuser types, particularly steppeddown units, perform satisfactorily on exposed ducts.
Consult manufacturers' catalogs for specific types.
D. ADJUSTABLE PATTERN DIFFUSERS
Surface effect is important in the performance of adjustable pattern diffusers. In fact, this effect is so pronounced that usually only two discharge patterns are
possible with adjustable pattern diffusers mounted
directly on the ceiling. When the diffuser is changed
from a horizontal pattern position toward the downblow pattern position, the surface effect maintains the
horizontal discharge pattern until the discharge airstream is effectively deflected at the diffuser face,
resulting in a vertical pattern. However, when adjustable pattern ceiling diffusers are mounted on exposed ducts, and no surface effect exists, the air may
assume any pattern between horizontal and vertical
discharge. Directional or segmented horizontal air
patterns can usually be obtained by adjusting internal
baffles or deflectors.

6. Air-Distributing Ceilings
The air-distributing ceiling uses the confined space
above the ceiling as a supply plenum that receives

Install in center of area served or control
discharge pattern when installed off center of area served
Use with variable volume system to minimize variation to throw with variable supply air volume
Use with ceiling supply plenum-particularly suited to large zones of uniform
room temperature
Ceiling and perimeter with air deflection
adjustable from 1-way horizontal to vertical to 2-way horizontal
Ceiling or sidewall (no pattern adjustment)
High sidewall installation where high capacity and low discharge velocity are required
High sidewall or ceiling installation,
where directional and/or long throw required provides spot heating or spot cooling to areas of high load requirements

air from stub ducts. The plenum should be designed
to achieve uniform plenum pressure, resulting in uniform delivery of air to the conditioned space below.
Air is delivered through round holes or slots in the
ceiling material or suspension system. These holes
and slots vary in shape and size among manufacturers. Various manufacturers have developed a number
of products based on the principle of a supply plenum,
with sizes ranging mainly from 1 by 1 foot (300 by
300 mm) tile for a concealed grid to 2 by 4 feet (600
by 1200 mm) lay-in panels for an exposed grid.
Sometimes, the slots are equipped with adjustable
dampers to facilitate changing the open area after
installation.
The upper limit of plenum pressure must be that recommended by the ceiling manufacturer. It generally
ranges from 0.10 to 0.15 in. w.g. (25 to 35 Pa), dictated
by resistance to sag, to a lower pressure limit of
about 0.01 in. w.g. (2.5 Pa), where uniformity of
plenum pressure becomes more important. The
range of air rates extends from about 15 cfm (70 l/s)
down to about 1 cfm per square foot (5 I/s per m2 of
floor area. High flow rates are recommended only for
low-temperature differentials.
Active portions of the air-distributing ceilings should
be located with respect to room load distribution, with
higher airflow rates at the exterior exposures. This
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Table 3-5 SUPPLY AIR OUTLET PERFORMANCE

Discharge
Group-Type

Mounting

Direction

Characteristics
Cooling

Heating

Good mixing with warm
room air. Minimum temperature variation
within room. Particularly suited to cooling
applications
Maintain design air distribution characteristics
as air volume changes

Large amount of stagnant air near floor. In interior zones where loading is not severe,
stagnant air is practically non-existent
Maintain design air distribution characteristics
as air volume changes

A High Sidewall
Grilles
Sidewall Diffusers
Ceiling Diffusers
Slot Diffusers
(Parallel Flow)
Variable Area
Grille
Variable Area
Diffuser

Ceiling,
High Sidewall

Horizontal

Ceiling,
High Sidewall

Horizontal
Specially
adapted for
variable
volume
systems

B Floor Grilles
Baseboard Units
Fixed Bar Grilles
Linear Grilles

Floor,
Low Sidewall,
Sill

Vertical
Non Spreading
Air Jet

Small amount of stagnant air generally above
occupied zone

Smaller amount of stagnant air than Group A
outlets

C Floor Grilles
Adjustable Bar
Grilles
Linear Diffusers

Floor,
Low Sidewall,
Sill

Vertical
Spreading
Air Jet

Larger amount of stagnant air than Group B
outlets

Smaller amount of stagnant air than group B
outlets-particularly
suited to heating applications

D Baseboard Units
Grilles

Floor,
Low Sidewall

Horizontal

Large amount of stagnant air above floor in
occupied zone-recommended for comfort
cooling

Uniform temperature
throughout area. Recommended for process
applications

E Ceiling Diffusers
Linear Grilles
Grilles
Slot Diffusers
(Vertical Flow)
Sidewall Diffusers

Ceiling,
High Sidewall

Vertical

Small amount of stagnant air near ceiling.
Select for cooling only
applications.

Good air distribution.
Select for heating only
applications

method of air distribution is particularly suited to large
zones of uniform room temperature. Where different
room temperatures are desired, a separate ceiling
plenum is required for each zone. Construction of the
ceiling plenum requires care with regard to air tightness, obstructions causing unequal plenum pressure
and temperature, heat storage effect of the structure,
and the influence of a roof or the areas surrounding
the plenum.
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7. Outlets in Variable Air Volume
(VAV) Systems
The performance of a particular outlet or diffuser is
generally independent of the terminal box that is upstream. For a given supply air volume and temperature differential (to meet a particular load), a standard
outlet does not recognize whether the terminal box is
of a constant volume, variable volume, or induction
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type. However, any diffuser, or system of diffusers,
gives optimum air diffusion at some particular load
condition and air volume.
In a variable air volume system, the performance of
outlets with regard to throw, room velocity and noise
levels will vary greatly with the discharge volume. A
volume variation of 25 percent to 35 percent is generally effective in controlling the load without substantial adverse effect on the performance of properly
selected outlets. When areas are unoccupied, a volume variation of up to 50 percent is permissible. Specially designed outlets can be used that will perform
with air volumes substantially below half of the design
volume. This will still allow the desired space temperature to be maintained. Outlets should be selected that are designed to perform within the limits
of the variable air volume system parameters.

F

INLET

CRITERIA

1. General
Return air or exhaust air inlets may either be connected to a duct or be simple vents that transfer air
from one area to another. Exhaust air inlets remove
air directly from a building and, therefore, are always
connected to a duct. Whatever the arrangement, inlet
size and configuration determine velocity and pressure requirements for the required airflow.
In general, the same type of equipment, grilles, slot
diffusers, and ceiling diffusers used for supplying air
may also be used for air return and exhaust. Inlets
do not require the deflection, flow equalizing, and
turning devices necessary for supply outlets. However, volume dampers installed in the branch ducts
are necessary to balance the airflow in the return air
duct system.

C. V-BLADE GRILLE
The V-blade grille, with blades in the shape of inverted V's stacked within the grille frame, has the
advantage of being sightproof; it can be viewed from
any angle without detracting from appearance. Door
grilles are usually V-blade grilles. The capacity of the
grille decreases with increased sight tightness.

D. LIGHTPROOF GRILLE
A Lightproof Grille is used to transfer air to or from
darkrooms. The blades of this type of grille form a
labyrinth.

E. STAMPED GRILLE
Stamped Grilles are frequently used as return and
exhaust inlets, particularly in rest rooms and utility
areas.

F. DIFFUSERS
Ceiling and Slot Diffusers may also be used as return
and exhaust inlets.

3. Selection Procedures
Select return and exhaust air inlets to suit architectural design requirements including appearance,
compatibility with supply outlets and space available
for installation of inlets and ductwork. Generally, inlets
should be installed to return room air of the greatest
temperature differential that collects in the stagnant
air areas. The location of return and exhaust inlets
does not significantly affect air motion. The location
of return and exhaust inlets will not compensate for
ineffective supply air distribution.
The selection of return and exhaust inlets depends
on (a) velocity in the occupied zone near the inlet, (b)
permissible pressure drop through the inlet, and (c)
noise.

2. Types of Inlets
A. ADJUSTABLE BLADE GRILLES
The same grilles used for air supply are used to
match the deflection setting of the blades with that of
the supply outlets.

B. FIXED BLADE GRILLES
This grille is the most common return-air inlet. Blades
are straight or set at a certain angle, the latter being
preferred when appearance is important.

A. VELOCITY
Control of the room air motion to maintain comfort
conditions depends on proper supply outlet selection.
The effect of air flow through return inlets on air
movement in the room is slight. Air handled by the
inlet approaches the opening from all directions, and
its velocity decreases rapidly as the distance from
the opening increases. Drafty conditions rarely occur
near return inlets. Table 3-6 shows recommended return air inlet face velocities.
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Table 3-6 RECOMMENDED RETURN AIR INLET
FACE VELOCITIES

Inlet Location

Velocity Over Gross Inlet Area
Feet per Minute
Metres per Second

Above occupied zone
Within occupied zone,
not near seats

800 Up
600-800

4 Up
3-4

Within occupied zone,
near seats

400-600

2-3

Door or wall louvers

200-300

1-1.5

Undercut doors

200-300

1-1.5

B. PERMISSIBLE PRESSURE DROP
Permissible pressure drop depends on the choice of
the designer. Proper pressure drop allowances
should be made for control or directive devices.

C. NOISE
The problem of return air inlet noise is the same as
that for supply outlets. In computing resultant room
noise levels from operation of an air conditioning system, the return inlet must be included as a part of the
total grille area. The major difference between supply
outlets and return inlets is the frequent installation of
the latter at ear level. When they are so located, the
return inlet velocity should not exceed 75 percent
maximum permissible outlet velocity.

4. Application
Be careful not to locate a return air inlet directly in
the primary airstream from the supply outlet. To do
so will short circuit the supply air back into the return
without mixing with room air to obtain desired room
air temperature.

return air flowing over ceiling mounted lighting fixtures keeps most of that heat from being distributed
into the conditioned space. Combination return air/
lighting fixtures, besides increasing the HVAC system
efficiency, improve light output and extend the lamp
life. The manufacturers of fixtures, ceiling grids, and
grilles give performance information (airflow rate,
pressure drop, and heat removal rate) of their product.

B. EXHAUST OUTLETS
Exhaust outlets located in walls and doors, depending on their elevation, have the characteristics of
either floor or ceiling returns. In large buildings with
many small rooms, the return air may be brought
through door grilles or door undercuts into the corridors, and then to a common return or exhaust. The
pressure drop through door returns should not be
excessive, or the air diffusion to the room may be
seriously unbalanced by opening or closing the
doors. Outward leakage through doors or windows
cannot be counted on for dependable results.

A. HVAC SYSTEM LOADS

C. SPECIAL SITUATIONS

An HVAC system operating in the cooling mode performs best when generated heat is removed at its
source rather than distributed throughout the conditioned space. Heat from solar and miscellaneous
loads such as machinery and floor or desk mounted
lamps are difficult to remove at the source. However,

The designer should consider special situation requirements in locating return and exhaust inlets in
bars, kitchens, lavatories, dining rooms, club rooms,
conference rooms, etc. These normally should be located near or at the ceiling level to collect the warm
air "build-up", odors, smoke and fumes.
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1. General
Approximate values of pressure drop requirements
for various types of air outlet and inlet devices may
be found in Chapter 9. These values should be adequate for preliminary duct design layout requirements.
The final duct design system calculations and layout
must include a selection of each air distribution outlet
and inlet device using the following air distribution
product catalog data:
1. Pressure loss through outlet
2. Throw
3. Spread
4. Drop
5. Noise Level
Refer to the engineering section of the air device catalog for an explanation of the proper use of the manufacturer's data for the devices to be used.
CAUTION-All air outlet terminal devices lo-

cated on each branch duct or duct run should
be selected with similar pressure drops. Mixing
outlets with different pressure drops on the same
duct run may cause excessive airflow through the
outlets with the lowest pressure drops. Using dam-

pers to control the excessive air distribution may create unacceptable noise levels. Additional data can be
found on this subject in Chapters 7, 8, and 9.
Obstructions must be considered when selecting air
outlet devices. As an example, outlets should be installed below the bottom of beams in beamed ceilings
or below surface mounted or suspended light fixtures
to avoid deflection of the airstream. Outlets should be
located to neutralize undesirable convection currents
set up by concentrated loads (cold air moving downward across a window or hot air moving upwards
from a heat source).
Some outlet devices are of a unique patented design
and can only be furnished by one manufacturer.
When a system is designed for competitive bidding,
outlets should be chosen so that several manufacturers can furnish air outlet devices acceptable to the
designer.

2. Supply Outlets
To summarize the procedure for supply outlet location and selection:
a) Determine room supply air quanitity from heating and cooling load calculations and design
ventilation requirements.
b) Select type and quantity of outlets for each
room evaluating:
1) Outlet airflow
2) Outlet throw pattern (performance)
3) Building structural characteristics

Table 3-7 RETURN & EXHAUST AIR INLET TYPES
Type

Characteristics

Applications

Return, exhaust and transfer grilles

Adjustable blade grilles
V-blade grille
Light proof grille
Stamped grilles
Ceiling diffusers
Slot diffusers
Air light fixture
Perforated face inlet

Fixed grille blades straight or set at
certain angle for appearance to match
supply outlets
Blade pattern to match supply outlets
Sight proof
Light proof
Match supply outlets
Match supply outlets
Match supply outlets
Match supply outlets
Match supply outlets

Egg crate grille

Match supply outlets

Return and exhaust grilles

Fixed blade grille

Return, exhaust and transfer grilles
Particularly suited for door louvers
Used for dark rooms
Return and exhaust grilles
Return and exhaust grilles
Return and exhaust grilles
Return and exhaust grilles
Return and exhaust grilles
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Table 3-8 ACCESSORY DEVICES
Device
Opposed-blade volume
damper*
Multi-shutter damper
Gang-operated turning
vane (extractor)
Individually adjusted
turning vanes
Slot diffuser damper
Slot diffuser flow
equalizing vanes
Multi-louver round
diffuser damper*
Opposed blade round
diffuser damper*
Diffuser splitter
damper*
Diffuser equalizing
device
Diffuser blank off baffle

Diffuser panel
Diffuser anti-smudge
rings
Air-light fixture slot
diffuser, plenum with
damper, flex inlet collar
Linear grille blank-offs
Linear grille plenum
Adapter
Plaster frames

Characteristics

Comments

Volume adjustment to discharge air in
series of jets without adversely deflecting
airstream to one side of outlet
Parallel blade damper will deflect airstream when damper partially open
Vanes pivot and remain parallel to duct
airflow, creates turbulence in both
branch duct and main duct.
2 parallel sets of vanes-downstream
set equalizes flow across collar-upstream set act as turning vanes
Integral equipment with slot diffuser
Integral equipment with slot diffuser

Behind grille (grille with damper called
register) or diffuser to adjust air volume

Designed to equalize flow but not serve
as a damper
Minor volume adjustment
Adjust discharge pattern of slot diffuser

Series of parallel blades

Adjust air volume

Series of pie shaped blades mounted in
round frame
Single plate hinged at duct branch connection to outlet
Individual adjusted blades

Adjust air volume

Blank off section of diffuser

Use to prevent supply air from striking
obstruction, such as a column, to reduce
flow in given direction
Grid ceiling systems
To minimize ceiling smudging

Size to match ceiling tile size
Round, square or rectangular frame

Adjust air volume. Use only with equalizing device
Use to provide uniform airflow to diffuser

To attach to slot diffuser light fixture

For controlled air connection to light fixture slot diffuser

Cap linear grille inlet

Inactivate sections of continuous linear
grille
To connect supply air to linear grille

Plenum attaches to linear grille section
with collar for flex duct connection
Square or rectangular connection to diffuser with round neck duct connection
Round, square or rectangular secondary
plaster frame

*Do not use as a duct system balancing damper
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Use to adjust air volume only when airstream deflection acceptable
At branch duct connection equalize flow
to grille or diffuser (Not recommended)

To adapt square or rectangular diffuser
neck to round duct connection
Installed prior to plastering. Provides
clean frame for easy installation of outlet
or inlet device.
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c) Locate outlets to provide uniform room temperature using as uniform an air distribution pattern as possible.
d) Select proper outlet size from manufacturer's
catalog data considering:
1) Outlet airflow
2) Discharge velocity and throw
3) Distribution pattern
4) Pressure loss
5) Sound level (see Chapter 11).

3. Accessories
Accessory Devices should be chosen to obtain the
desired design performance of air outlet and inlet
devices (see Table 3-8).

4. Return & Exhaust Inlets
To summarize the procedure for inlet location and
selection:
a) Determine room return and an exhaust air
quantity from design load calculations.
b) Select type and quantitiy of inlets for each room
evaluating:
1) Inlet airflow
2) Inlet velocity
3) Architectural requirements
c) Locate inlets to enhance room air circulation
and to remove undesirable air (considering air
temperature and contamination).
d) Select proper inlet size from manufacturer's
catalog data considering:
1) Inlet airflow
2) Inlet velocity
3) Pressure loss
4) Sound level (see Chapter 11).
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GENERAL APPROACH TO DUCT DESIGN
DUCT SYSTEM

A SELECTION

HVAC system duct design follows after the room
loads and air quantities have been determined. Design procedure details will be examined more minutely in succeeding chapters of this manual.
Consider the type of duct system needed, based on
an economic analysis of the building design and use,
unless the owner or architect specifies a preference
for a particular type. In any event, the specific type
of system will affect the type of air handling apparatus
that is selected.
The primary purpose of the HVAC system is to provide comfort to the occupants of the conditioned
space, or to provide a specific set of environmental
conditions required within the conditioned space.
Factors that affect comfort and indoor air quality include:
1. Air cleanliness
2. Odor
3. Space temperature
4. Means of temperature control
5. Air motion and distribution
6. Mean radiant temperature
7. Quality of ventilation
8. Humidity control
9. Noise level
Air systems may be separated into two main categories-single duct systems and dual duct systems.
Single duct systems are those in which the main heating and cooling sources are in a series flow path,
using a single path duct distribution system with a
common (variable) air temperature to feed all terminal apparatus; or using a separate duct to each zone
after blending the air from the hot and cold sources
within the air handling unit (multizone unit). A dual
duct system contains the main heating and cooling
sources in a parallel airflow, using a separate cold
and warm air duct distribution system which blends
the air at the terminal apparatus. Systems may also
be constant or variable volume, have reheat capabilities at the room terminal device or induce secondary

air for controlling terminal air temperatures. This
manual will provide fundamental design methods and
procedures, without exploring special applications of
these methods to the design of variable volume duct
systems, dual-duct systems, etc. These fundamental
design methods may be used when designing special duct systems, which are found in the SMACNA
"HVAC systems-Applications" manual.

2 AIR
DISTRIBUTION
First, locate the supply air outlets, and then select
the size and type required for proper air distribution
in each conditioned space (see Chapter 3). Air distribution in the conditioned space is highly important
in influencing the comfort of the occupants. Good air
distribution is assured by proper consideration of the
basic factors in the selection of the outlet terminal
devices.
The outlet terminal devices should provide the proper
air velocities within the room occupied zone (floor to
six feet (2m) above the floor) and the proper temperature equalization. Entrainment of the room air by the
primary (or supply) airstream at the outlet terminal to
attain the required temperature equalization and to
counteract the effects of natural room air convection
is very important.
It is recommended that air distribution terminal devices be selected from industry standard types or
configurations so that they can be obtained from
many sources. Most terminal device manufacturers'
catalogs furnish data on airflow throw, drop, air pattern, terminal velocities, and on acoustics, ceiling
heights, etc.
Supply outlets on the same branch should be chosen
with approximately the same pressure loss [no more
than 0.05 in. w.g.(12.5 Pa) variation] through the outlet and associated air straightening and balancing
devices. Mixing ceiling supply diffusers with sidewall
supply grilles on the same branch should be avoided
unless there is no significant difference in pressure
drops between the different types.
For a comprehensive review of considerations in the
selection of air distribution equipment, refer to Chapter 3 and to air distribution equipment manufacturer's
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application engineering data. However, some of the
basic procedures used in the selection of air distribution equipment are:
1. Consider the ambient conditions that could affect comfort.
2. Decide on the location of air supply outlets,
such as in the floor, sill, sidewall, exposed duct
or ceiling, taking into account the type system
serving them. Locate return and exhaust air devices.
3. Consider the special requirements affecting
outlets when used with systems such as a variable air volume (VAV) system.
4. Select straightening vanes and dampers to be
used with outlet devices to provide uniform face
velocity and minor balancing.
5. Refer to manufacturer's data regarding throw,
spread, drop, noise level, etc.

C

ZONING

With the outlet devices selected and before duct layout and duct sizing can begin, the designer must be
given or must determine how many zones of temperature control will be required for both perimeter zones
and interior zones. In general, the exterior zone will
be divided into zones which will be determined by
building exposure; i.e., North, East, South, or West
exposure.
These perimeter zones may be further subdivided
into smaller control zones, depending on variations in
internal load or a requirement for individual occupant
control. Typical situations would include private executive offices, where the owner may want individual
control, or areas of high heat gain or loss such as
computer rooms, conference rooms, or corner rooms
with two exposed walls.
Similarly, the interior zones may also be broken down
into control zones to satisfy individual room requirements or variations created by internal loads, such as
lights, people or equipment.

D PRELIMINARY
LAYOUT

The next step is to draw preliminary schematic diagram for the ductwork which will convey the design
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air quantity to the selected zones and outlets by the
most efficient and economical path. It is suggested
that this layout be made on a reproducible tracing of
the architectural floor plans. By doing this, the designer, will have a better feel for the final relationship
of air terminals, branch ducts, main ducts, risers and
apparatus. This procedure will help the designer coordinate the ductwork with the structural limitations
of the building and other building systems and services.
On this preliminary layout, the designer should indicate the design airflows throughout the system. If a
constant volume system is chosen, it will be the arithmetic sum of the CFM (l/s) of each terminal (including
branches) working back from the end of the longest
run to the fan. However, if a variable air volume system is chosen, the designer must apply the proper
diversity factors to allow a summarization of the peak
design airflows to determine their impact on branch
and main duct sizes coming from the supply fan.
The same procedure must also be followed for return
air and exhaust air systems. This is not only to size
the ductwork properly, but it also permits the designer
to evaluate the effect of the total HVAC system design, balancing the proper proportions of supply air
return air, exhaust air and outside makeup air.

E

DUCT

SIZING

Having completed the preliminary HVAC system duct
layout, the designer will then proceed to use one of
the methods for sizing the duct system discussed
later in this chapter and in detail in Chapters 7 and
8. Generally, these methods will give the equivalent
round duct sizes and the pressure losses for the various elements of the duct system. The designer will
then incorporate this information on the preliminary
duct layout.
If round ductwork is to be used throughout, the duct
sizing efforts are completed, providing the ductwork
will physically fit into the building. If rectangular or flat
oval ductwork is chosen, the proper conversions must
be made from the equivalent round duct sizes to rectangular or flat oval sizes. Applying the appropriate
duct friction loss correction factors and using the duct
fitting loss coefficients, the duct system total pressure
loss can be calculated.
With HVAC system duct sizes now selected, and the
total pressure or static pressure losses calculated,
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the designer must determine if the ductwork will fit
into the building. At this point, the designer must consider the additional space required beyond the bare
sheet metal sizes for reinforcing and circumferential
joints. In addition, consideration must be given to external insulation or duct liner which may be required,
clearance for piping, conduit, light fixtures, etc.,
where applicable, and clearance for the removal of
ceiling tiles.
A further consideration in the sizing and routing of a
ductwork system is the space and access requirements for air terminals, mixing boxes, VAV boxes, fire
and smoke dampers, balancing dampers, reheat coils
and other accessories.

F

DESIGN
METHODS

There is no design method that will automatically provide the most economical duct system for all conditions. Duct systems have been designed using one
or more of the following methods or their variations
(some of which are obsolete):
* Equal friction.
* Static regain.
* Extended plenum or semi-extended plenum
(modification of equal friction or other design
methods.)
* T-Method.
* Velocity reduction.
* Total pressure.
* Constant velocity.
* Residential system design method.
A careful evaluation of all cost variables entering into
a duct system should be made with each design
method or combination of methods. The cost variables to consider include the cost of the duct material
(the aspect ratios are a large factor), duct insulation
or lining (duct heat gain or loss), type of fittings,
space requirements, fan power, balancing requirements, sound attenuation, air distribution terminal devices and heat recovery equipment.
Slightly different duct system pressure losses can be
obtained using the different design methods. Some
require a broad background of design knowledge and
experience. Therefore, combinations of the most
widely used duct design methods will be used in
Chapters 7 and 8 (Duct Sizing Procedures), along

with the "semiextended plenum" modification. The
careful use of these methods will allow the designer
to efficiently size HVAC duct systems for larger residences, institutional and commercial buildings, including some light industrial process ducts. Traditionally used duct design methods follow.

1. Equal Friction
The equal friction method of duct sizing (where the
pressure loss per foot of duct is the same for the
entire system) is probably the most universally used
means of sizing lower pressure supply air, return air
and exhaust air duct systems. It normally is not used
for higher pressure systems. With supply air duct
systems, this design method "automatically" reduces
air velocities in the direction of the airflow, thus reducing the possibility of generating noise (against the
air flow in return or exhaust duct systems).
The major disadvantage of the equal friction method
is that there is no provision for equalizing pressure
drops in duct branches (except in symmetrical layouts).

2. Static Regain
The static regain method of duct sizing may be used
to design supply air systems of any velocity or pressure. It normally is not used for return air systems
where the airflow is toward the HVAC unit fan. This
method is more complex to use than the equal friction
method, but it is a theoretically sound method that
meets the requirements of maintaining uniform static
pressure at all branches and outlets. Duct velocities
are systematically reduced, allowing a large portion
of the velocity pressure to convert to static pressure
which offsets the friction loss in the succeeding section of duct. This static regain, which is assumed at
75 percent for average duct systems, could be as
high as 90 percent under ideal conditions.
Another advantage is that the duct system will stay
in balance because the losses and gains are proportional to a function of the velocities. Therefore, it
is an excellent method for designing variable air volume systems.
A disadvantage of the static regain method is the
oversized ducts that can occur at the ends of long
branches, especially if one duct run is unusually long.
Often, the resultant very low velocities require the
installation of thermal insulation on that portion of the
duct system to prevent unreasonable duct heat gains
or losses.
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Caution! The loss coefficients for duct fittings
found in Chapter 14 of this manual or in Chapter
32 of the ASHRAE-1989 Fundamentals Handbook, include static pressure regain or loss for
the velocity condition changes that occur at divided flow or change-of-size duct fittings. Additional duct static pressure regain (or loss)
must not be calculated and added to (or subtracted from) the total duct system pressure
losses when those fitting losses are used.

3. Extended Plenums
An extended plenum is a trunk duct, usually at the
discharge of a fan, fan coil unit, mixing box, variable
air volume box, etc., extended as a plenum to serve
multiple outlets and/or branch ducts.
A semi-extended plenum is a trunk duct system utilizing the concept of the extended plenum incorporating a minimum number of size reductions. This modification can be used with equal friction and static
regain design methods. Some of the advantages may
be: lower first costs, lower operating costs, ease of
balancing, and adaptability to branch duct or outlet
changes.
A disadvantage is that low airflow velocities could
result in excessive heat gain or loss to the airstream
through the duct walls. This duct sizing method is
explained in Chapters 7 and 8.

4. T-Method
The T-Method of duct sizing is a recently developed
duct design optimization procedure that includes system initial costs and operating costs, energy costs,
hours of operation, annual escalation, interest rates,
etc. Manual procedures and equations may be found
in Chapter 32 of the ASHRAE 1989 Fundamentals
Handbook, but the method is best used with the
proper computer software.
G

5. Seldom Used Methods
A. VELOCITY REDUCTION
An experienced designer who can use sound judgement in selecting arbitrary velocities is qualified to
design a relatively simple duct system using the velocity reduction method. All others should not attempt
to use this method except for estimating purposes
unless the system has only a few outlets and can be
easily balanced.
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A system velocity is selected at the section next to
the fan and arbitrary reductions in velocity are made
after each branch or outlet. The resultant pressure
loss differences in the various sections of the duct
system are not taken into account and balancing is
attempted mainly by the use of good dampers at
strategic locations.

B. TOTAL PRESSURE
The total pressure method is a further refinement of
the static regain method which allows the designer to
determine the actual friction and dynamic losses at
each section of the duct system. The advantage is
having the actual pressure losses of the duct sections
and the fan total pressure requirements provided.

C. CONSTANT VELOCITY
With adequate experience, many designers are able
to select an optimum velocity that is used through out
the design of a duct system. This method is best
adapted to the higher pressure systems that use attenuated terminal boxes to reduce the velocity and
noise before distribution of the air to the occupied
spaces.

6. Residential System Design
The SMACNA "Installation Standards for Residential
Heating and Air Conditioning Systems" contains a
simplified duct design method for use in the residential heating and air conditioning segment of the industry. However, this manual provides a more accurate method of sizing larger residential duct systems
when the equal friction method is used.

DUCT HEAT GAIN
OR LOSS
At the beginning of this chapter, it was stated that
duct design follows building load calculations. An
often overlooked factor in load calculations is duct
heat gain or loss. The method of calculating this load
is well described in other texts, such as the ASHRAE
Handbook of Fundamentals. In this section, some of
the practical considerations in duct design which affect duct heat gain or loss are noted.
Consider first a conditioned air supply system with
the air handling apparatus and ductwork in the conditioned space, no additional load is imposed on the
system; however, if the ductwork is long and velocities
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low, the designer should check that airflows are proportioned properly. The air in the ductwork still gets
warmer or cooler as it passes through the conditioned
space, thus decreasing the temperature difference.
As a result, less air is required to supply the outlets
at the start of the supply run and more is required at
the end.
Naturally, when a duct or plenum carrying conditioned
air is located outside of the conditioned space, the
heat gain or loss must be accounted for in both the
design air quantity and total sensible load. This system load must be calculated by the designer when
running conditioned air ductwork through boiler
rooms, attics, outdoors, or other unconditioned
spaces. Alternate routing might be more desirable
than increasing the system load.
In several places in this manual, life cycle costing is
discussed and it is suggested that semi-extended
plenums could reduce first cost and operating cost.
However, the designer must also realize if the velocities are reduced too much as a result of this, duct
wall heat transfer increases, indicating that additional
duct insulation might be required.
The use of additional insulation on duct work is becoming more universal with increased energy costs,
as evidenced by the fact that ASHRAE energy standards require certain ducts and plenums to be insulated or lined. This greatly reduces the impact of the
duct heat gain or loss.

H VIBRATION
SOUND AND
With the design for the duct system approaching the
final stages, an analysis must now be made to deter-

mine if acoustical treatment is necessary. The addition of sound traps, duct liner or vibration isolation
might be required due to conducted or generated
noise and vibration in certain critical areas. Chapter
11 contains data and methods needed to make this
determination. Some duct resizing may be required
at this stage to incorporate the necessary acoustical
treatment into the duct system design.

PRESSURE
CLASSIFICATION
It is beneficial to all concerned to have the designer
indicate all ductwork static pressure classification
changes on the drawings. For clear interpretation of
the requirements for ductwork and economical attainment of performance objectives, it is essential that
the contract plans depict the portion of each duct
system to be constructed for a particular static pressure classification (see Table 4-1). These static pressure rating changes are shown by "flags" at each
point where the duct static pressure classification
changes, with the number on the "flag" indicating the
pressure class of the ductwork on each side of the
dividing line (see Figure 4-1). Also see the sample
duct layouts for the duct design examples shown in
Chapters 7 and 8.
Special consideration must be given to the pressure
classes of ductwork used for some variable air volume (VAV) systems. It is possible for these supply
duct systems to experience the total fan pressure at
the most distant VAV box under minimum airflow conditions. Under these conditions, the maximum duct
construction classification should remain the same

Table 4-1 HVAC DUCT PRESSURE-VELOCITY CLASSIFICATION
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SAMPLE SITUATION: WITH A TERMINAL REQUIRING 015 in.wg STATIC PRESSURE,
A BRANCH DAMPER REQUIRING 0.15 in.wg. SP. DUCT DESIGNED FOR 01 inw.g.
(SP) LOSS per 100 ft. AND FITTING LOSSES EQUAL TO THE STRAIGHT DUCT LOSS, THE
CIRCUIT CAN BE 100 LINEAL FEET LONG BEFORE 0.5 in.w.g. LOSS IS EXCEEDED

Figure 4-1 DUCT PRESSURE CLASS DESIGNATION
(U.S. UNITS)
4.6
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throughout the supply duct system upstream of the
VAV boxes.
Special consideration also must be given to emergency mode operations such as when smoke control
systems go into operation or fire dampers close
against full system airflow. Select duct pressure classifications that will handle the sudden pressure
changes without damage to the duct distribution system.

DUCT
LEAKAGE

J

Until recent joint research projects between ASHRAE
and SMACNA on duct leakage, HVAC system designers arbitrarily established percentage leakage rates
for duct systems, that were impossible to attain by
the installing contractor. The anticipated amount of
duct system leakage may now be calculated once the
duct pressure and seal classifications are determined. These leakage rates, in terms of cfm/100 sq.
ft. (I/s per m2) of duct surface may also be expressed
in percentage of total system airflow. Seal class and
duct leakage class tables and charts, along with examples of use may be found in Chapter 5. The
amount of system leakage which varies with the average pressure of the system, must be added to the
total airflow capacity of the HVAC system fans(s).

K

FAN
SIZING

With the various elements of the HVAC duct system
selected, the duct system laid out, and the sizing
finalized, the designer now must calculate the total
pressure of the systems which the fan(s) must overcome. In Chapters 7 and 8, there is a detailed description of how to determine the friction losses in
ductwork and the dynamic losses through fittings.
These, in combination with the pressure loss data for
duct system components and apparatus listed in

Chapter 9, enable the designer to sum up the total
pressure requirements for the fan(s). Estimated system air leakage must be added to the system airflow
at this time.

TESTING, ADJUSTING &
BALANCING (TAB)
A very important step in HVAC duct system design is
to provide the proper physical layout for testing, adjusting and balancing the airflow in the system after
the building is completed. It is essential that sufficient
length of straight duct be provided in an accessible
area so that the TAB personnel can perform their
function properly to determine the total system airflow
with a reasonable degree of accuracy. This same
thought also applies to critical branch ducts of the
supply air system. This subject will be discussed in
more detail in Chapter 10; however, it is important
that the designer indicate all necessary balancing
dampers and devices on the drawings.

MFINAL
DESIGN
DOCUMENTS
Assuming that all of the steps mentioned earlier in
this chapter have been followed, the final plans can
be drawn and the specifications completed. Using the
pre-liminary design (usually a single line drawing) as
a guide, a double line duct system is shown on the
final mechanical drawings, employing the symbols
commonly used for ventilation and air conditioning
(see Figures 4-1 to 4-3). Adequate detail must be
employed to accurately convey to the installing HVAC
contractor what types of fittings are required and the
locations of equipment, ductwork, fire and smoke
dampers, balancing dampers, etc., so that the installed system will function within the design parameters and meet applicable code requirements.
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SAMPLE SITUATION: WITH A TERMINAL REQUIRING 40Pa STATIC PRESSURE.
A BRANCH DAMPER REQUIRING 40 Pa SP DUCT DESIGNED FOR 0.8Pa/m
SP LOSS AND FITTING LOSSES EQUAL TO THE STRAIGHT DUCT LOSS. THE
CIRCUIT CAN BE 30 METRES LONG BEFORE 125 Pa LOSS IS EXCEEDED.

Figure 4-2 DUCT PRESSURE CLASS DESIGNATION
(METRIC UNITS)
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Figure 4-3 SYMBOLS FOR VENTILATION & AIR CONDITIONING
(U.S. and/or Metric Units)
4.9
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DUCT DESIGN FUNDAMENTALS

A

DUCT SYSTEM
AIRFLOW

An HVAC air distribution system may consist simply
of a fan with ductwork connected to either the inlet or
discharge or to both. A more complicated system may
include a fan, ductwork, air control dampers, cooling
coils, heating coils, filters, diffusers, sound attenuation, turning vanes, etc. The fan is the component or
"air pump" in the system which provides energy to
the airstream to overcome the resistance to flow of
the other components. The discussion in this Section
A and the accompanying tables and figures on fan
and system curves were developed by the Air Moving
and Conditioning Association, Inc. and reprinted with
some minor editing with their permission. (AMCA
Publication 201--"Fans and Systems").

1. Component Losses
Each duct system has a combined set of pressure
resistances to flow which are usually different from
every other system and are dependent upon individual duct system components.
The amount of the total pressure drop or resistance
to flow for the individual duct system components can
be obtained from the component manufacturer. For
preliminary computations, some pressure data is
available in Chapter 9.

2. System Curves
At a fixed volume air flow rate through a given air
distribution system, a corresponding pressure loss or
resistance to this flow will exist. If the flow rate is
changed, the resulting pressure loss or resistance to
flow also will change. The relationship governing this
change is given by the following system equation:
Equation 5-1

Typical plots of the resistance to flow versus the airflow rate establish the system curves for three different and arbitrary fixed systems, (A, B and C), illustrated in Figure 5-1. For a fixed system, an increase
or decrease in the system airflow rate volume will
increase or decrease the system resistance along the
given system curve only.
Refer to System Curve A on Figure 5-1. Assume a
system design point at 100 percent volume and 100
percent resistance. If the airflow rate volume is increased to 120 percent of design volume, the system
resistance will increase to 144 percent of the design
resistance in accordance with the system equation.
A further increase in volume results in a corresponding increase in system pressure. A decrease in volume flow to 50 percent of design airflow volume would
result in a decrease to 25 percent of the design resistance.
Notice that on a percentage basis, the same relationships also hold for the System Curves B and C.
These relationships are characteristic of typical fixed
HVAC systems.

3. System Curve/Fan Curve
Interaction
If the system curve, composed of the resistance to
flow of the system and the appropriate "System Effect
Factors," (discussed later in this section) has been
accurately determined, then it is assumed that the
fan selected will develop the necessary pressure to
meet the system requirements at the designed airflow
(cfm or l/s).
The point of intersection of the system curve and the
fan performance curve determines the actual airflow
volume. If the system resistance has been accurately
determined and the fan properly selected, their performance curves will intersect at the design airflow.
(See Figure 5-2). The normalized System Curve A
from Figure 5-1 has been plotted with a normalized
fan performance curve. The 100 percent design airflow volume of the system curve was arbitrarily selected to intersect at 60 percent of the free delivery
airflow volume of the fan.
The airflow rate volume through the system in a given
installation may vary from changes in the system re-
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PERCENT OF DUCT SYSTEM AIRFLOW VOLUME (cfm or l/s)

Figure 5-2 INTERACTION OF SYSTEM CURVES AND FAN CURVE (1)
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sistance, usually from fan dampers, duct dampers,
mixing boxes, terminal units, etc. Referring to Figure
5-2, the airflow volume rate may vary from 100 percent design airflow (Point 1, Curve A), to approximately 80 percent of the design airflow by increasing
the resistance to flow, thus changing the system
curve characteristic to Curve B. This results in fan
operation at Point 2 (the intersection of the fan curve
and the new System Curve B). Similarly, the airflow
rate can be increased to approximately 120 percent
of the design airflow volume by decreasing the resistance to flow, thus changing the system curve characteristic to Curve C. This results in fan operation at
Point 3 (the intersection of the fan curve and the new
System Curve C).
To review; when system losses have been estimated
accurately, when the duct systems have been fabricated and installed exactly as shown on the drawings
with specified components, then the design airflow
volume can be expected as illustrated in Figure 5-3
at Point 1.
However, when the duct systems have not been estimated accurately or installed as shown, a higher
pressure loss causes the fan to operate at Point 2 of
Figure 5-3, and a lower system pressure loss at Point

3. Again note that the interaction of the installed duct
system curve and the fan curve from actual operating
conditions determine the duct system airflow volume
rate.

4. Fan Speed Change Effects
A change in fan speed will alter the airflow volume
rate through a given system as shown by Equation
5-2:
Equation 5-2

Where:
Airflow rate = cfm (l/s)
Fan Speed = rpm (rad/s)
Figure 5-4 illustrates the increase in system airflow
when the fan speed is increased 10 percent. Any

change in fan speed creates a new fan curve. The
system operating point then moves along the system
curve from Point 1 to Point 2. The 10 percent increase in airflow extracts a severe fan power
penalty. According to the fan laws, the fan power
output must then increase 33 percent.

Figure 5-3 DUCT SYSTEM NOT AT
DESIGN POINT (1)
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PERCENT OF DUCT SYSTEM AIRFLOW VOLUME (cfm or I's)

Figure 5-4 EFFECT OF 10 PERCENT INCREASE IN FAN SPEED (1)

Solution

Equation 5-3
Using Equation 5-3:
Where:
Fan Power = HP (kW or W)
Fan Speed = rpm (rad/s)

Example 5-1 (U.S.)
A 10 HP fan runs at 500 rpm.
Calculate the HP at 550 rpm.

Solution
Using Equation 5-3:

Example 5-1 (Metric)
A 75 kW fan runs at 50 rad/s.
Calculate the fan power at 55 rad/s.

5.4

Frequently, the extra horsepower (Watts) is not available from the existing fan motor, and the motor power
wiring is too small to add a larger motor.
This fact is often startling to the system designer who
finds the system short of air. Only 10 percent more air
is needed, but the selected motor horsepower is not
capable of a 33 percent increase in load. The increased power requirements are the result of increased work done. The greater volume flow rate of
air moved by the fan against the resulting higher system resistance to the flow, causes increased work to
be done. In the same system, the fan power increases as the cube of the speed ratio, and fan efficiency remains the same at all points on the same
system curve. (See HVAC Fan Equations in Chapter
14.)
Increasing the fan speed also may create problems
for the fan by putting it and possibly the ductwork into
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a higher pressure classification. Be sure to review
the fan rating table for pressure class limits or contact
the fan manufacturer to determine if the fan speed
may be increased safely.

5. Air Density Effects

when selecting fans from manufacturers' catalogs or
curves (fan airflow volume is constant).
Equation 5-4

Where:

The resistance of a duct system is dependent on the
density of the air (or gas) flowing through the system.
Air at standard conditions has a density of 0.075 Ib/
cu.ft. (1.204 kg/m3). Figure 5-5 illustrates the effect
on the fan performance of a density variation from
this standard value.
The fan pressure and horsepower vary directly as the
ratio of the gas density at the fan inlet to standard
density. This density ratio must always be considered

d = Density-lb/cu.ft. (kg/m3)
TP = Total pressure-in. w.g. (Pa)
Fan Power = bhp (kW)

6. "Safety Factor" Cautions
System designers sometimes add "Safety Factors"
to their estimate of the system resistance to compensate for unknown field conditions. These "Safety Fac-

PERCENT OF DUCT SYSTEM AIRFLOW VOLUME (cfm or I/s)

Figure 5-5 DENSITY EFFECT (1)
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tors" may compensate for resistance losses that
were overlooked and the actual system will deliver
design flow (Point 1, Figure 5-3). Occasionally, however, the estimated system resistance, including the
"Safety Factors," is in excess of the actual installed
system conditions. Since the fan has been selected
for design conditions (Point 1), it will deliver more air
(Point 3) because the actual system resistance at the
design flow rate is less than design (Point 4).
This result may not necessarily be an advantage because the fan will usually be operating at a less efficient point on the performance curve and may require
more horsepower than at design flow. Under these
conditions, it may be necessary to reduce the fan
speed or to adjust a damper to increase the actual
system resistance (Curve C) to the original design
characteristic (Curve A).

OTHER FACTORS
AFFECTING DUCT SYSTEM
PRESSURES
1. System Effect
A "derating" of the HVAC system fan, called "System
Effect" must be taken into account by the system
designer if a realistic estimate of fan/system performance is to be made. It must be appreciated that the
System Effect Factors given in Chapter 6 of this manual are intended as guidelines and are, in general,
approximations. Some have been obtained from research studies, others have been published previously by individual fan manufacturers, and many represent the consensus of engineers with considerable
experience in the application of fans.
Fans of different types and even fans of the same
type, but supplied by different manufacturers, will not
necessarily react with the system in exactly the same
way. It will be necessary, therefore, to apply judgement based on actual experience in applying the System Effect Factors.
Figure 5-6 illustrates deficient fan/system performance resulting from undesirable flow conditions. It
is assumed that the system pressure losses have
been accurately determined (Point 1, Curve A) and a
suitable fan selected for operation at that point. However, no allowance has been made for the effect of
the system connections on the fan's performance. To
compensate for this "System Effect" and to explain
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how it works, it will be necessary to add a "System
Effect Factor" to the calculated system pressure
losses to determine the actual system curve. The
System Effect Factor for any given configuration is
dependent on the airflow velocity at that point.
In the example illustrated on Figure 5-6, the point of
intersection between the fan performance curve and
the actual system curve is Point 4. The actual airflow
volume will, therefore, be deficient by the difference
from 1 to 4. To achieve the design airflow volume, a
System Effect Factor equal to the pressure difference
between Points 1 and 2 should have been added to
the calculated system pressure losses and the fan
selected to operate at Point 2. Note, that because
the System Effect is velocity related, the difference
represented between Points 1 and 2 is greater than
the difference between Points 3 and 4.
Chapter 6--"Fan-Duct Connection Pressure
Losses" contains the necessary data, charts and tables needed to determine the System Effect Factors
required by duct connections to HVAC system fans.
The System Effect Factor is given in inches of water
gauge (Pascals) and may be added to the total system pressure losses as shown on Figure 5-6. However, System Effect can not be measured in the field
when the system is being tested and balanced. It can
only be calculated using the data in Chapter 6.
Therefore the HVAC system designer should derate
the HVAC system supply fan by deducting the System Effect Factor from the fan rated capacity (in. w.g.
or Pa).
The velocity figure used in entering the chart will be
either the inlet or the outlet velocity of the fan. This
will be dependent on whether the configuration in
question is related to the fan inlet or the outlet. Most
catalog ratings include outlet velocity figures, but for
centrifugal fans, it may be necessary to calculate the
inlet velocity. The necessary inlet dimensions usually
are included in the fan catalog.

2. Wind Effect
With few exceptions, building intakes and exhausts
cannot be located or oriented for a prevailing wind to
assure HVAC system operation. Wind can assist or
hinder supply air and exhaust air fans depending on
their position on the building, but even in locations
with a predominant wind direction, the ventilating system must perform adequately for all other directions.
Airflow through a wall opening results from positive
or negative external and internal pressures. Such differential pressures may exceed 0.5 in. w.g. (125 Pa)
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Figure 5-6 CHANGES FROM
"SYSTEM EFFECT" (1)

during high winds. Supply and exhaust systems, and
openings, dampers, louvers, doors, and windows
make the building flow conditions too complex for
most calculation. The opening and closing of doors
and windows by building occupants add further complications.
Mechanical HVAC systems are affected by wind conditions. A low-pressure wall exhaust fan, 0.05 to 0.1
in w.g. (12 to 25 Pa) can suffer a drastic reduction in
capacity. Flow can be reversed by wind pressures on
windward walls, or its rate can be increased substantially when subjected to negative pressures on
the lee and other sides, Clarke (1967) when measuring HVAC Systems operating at 1 to 1.5 in. [w.g.
(250 to 375 Pa), found flow rate changes of 25 percent for wind blowing into intakes on an L-shaped
building compared to the reverse condition. Such
changes in flow rate can cause noise at the supply
outlets and drafts in the space served.
For mechanical systems, the wind can be thought of
as producing a pressure in series with a system fan,
either assisting or opposing it (Houlihan 1965).

Where system stability is essential, the supply air and
exhaust air systems must be designed for higher
[pressures about 3 to 4 in. w.g. (750 to 1000 Pa)] to
minimize unacceptable variations in flow rate. To conserve energy, the system pressure selected should
be consistent with system needs.
Where building balance and minimum infiltration are
important, consider the following:
a) Fan system design with pressure adequate to
minimize wind effects.
b) Controls to regulate flow rate or pressure or
both.
c) Separate supply and exhaust systems to serve
each building area requiring control or balance.
d) Doors (possibly self-closing) or double-door air
locks to non-controlled adjacent areas, particularly outside doors.
e) Sealing windows and other leakage sources
and closing natural vent openings.
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3. Stack Effect
When the outside air is colder than the inside air, an
upward movement of air often occurs within building
shafts, such as stairwells, elevator shafts, dumbwaiter shafts, mechanical shafts, or mail chutes. This
phenomenon, referred to as normal stack effect, is
caused by the air in the building being warmer and
less dense than the outside air. "Normal stack effect"
is greater when outside temperatures are low and
when buildings are taller. However, "normal stack effect" can exist even in a one story building.
When the outside air is warmer than the building air,
a downward airflow frequently exists in shafts. This
downward airflow is called "reverse stack effect." At
standard atmospheric pressure, the pressure difference due to either normal or reverse stack effect is
expressed as:

Figure 5-7 PRESSURE DIFFERENCE DUE TO
NORMAL STACK EFFECT (2)

Equation 5-5

Where:
Ap - pressure difference, in w.g. (Pa)
To
absolute temperature of outside air, R (K)
T1 - absolute temperature of air inside shaft, R (K)
h= distance above neutral plane, ft (m)
ks
coefficient, 7.64 (3460)
For a building 200 ft (60 m) tall with a neutral plane
at the mid-height, an outside temperature of 0 F
( - 18 C) and an inside temperature of 70 F (21 C),
the maximum pressure difference due to stack effect
would be 0.22 in. w.g. (55 Pa). This means that at
the top of the building, a shaft would have a pressure
of 0.22 in. w.g. (55 Pa) greater than the outside pressure. At the bottom of the shaft, the shaft would have
a pressure of 0.22 in. w.g. (55 Pa) less than the
outside pressure. Figure 5-7 diagrams the pressure
difference between a building shaft and the outside.
In the diagram, a positive pressure difference indicates that the shaft pressure is higher than the outside pressure, and a negative pressure difference
indicates the opposite. These pressures would affect
all HVAC systems operating throughout the spaces.
Stack effect usually exists between a building and the
outside. The air movement in buildings caused by
both normal and reverse stack effect is illustrated in
Figure 5-8. In this case, the pressure difference expressed in Equation 5-5 refers to the pressure difference between the shaft and the outside of the building.

5.8

Figure 5-9 can be used to determine the pressure
difference due to stack effect. For normal stack effect,
Ap/h is positive and the pressure difference is positive, above the neutral plane and negative below it.
For reverse stack effect, Ap/h is negative and the
pressure difference is negative above the neutral
plane and positive below it.
In unusally tight buildings with exterior stairwells, reverse stack effect has been observed even with low
outside air temperatures (Klote 1980). In this situation, the exterior stairwell temperature was considerably lower than the building temperature. The stairwell was the cold column of air, and other shafts within
the building were the warm columns of air.

Note: Arrows Indicate Direction of Air Movement
Figure 5-8 AIR MOVEMENT DUE TO NORMAL
AND REVERSE STACK EFFECT (2)
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If the leakage paths are uniform with height, the neutral plane is near the mid-height of the building. However, when the leakage paths are not uniform, the
location of the neutral plane can vary considerably,
as in the case of vented shafts. McGuire and Tamura
(1975) provide methods for calculating the location of
the neutral plane for some vented conditions.

changes in a duct system with the total pressure and
static pressure grade lines in reference to the atmospheric pressure datum line.
At any cross-section, the total pressure (TP) is the
sum of the static pressure (SP) and the velocity pressure (Vp).
Equation 5-6
TP = SP + Vp

C SYSTEM PRESSURE
CHANGES

1. Changes Caused by Flow
The resistance to airflow imposed by a duct system
is overcome by the fan, which supplies the energy (in
the form of total pressure) to overcome this resistance and maintain the necessary airflow. Figure 510 illustrates an example of the typical pressure

where:
TP = Total Pressure-in. w.g. (Pa)
SP = Static Pressure-in. w.g. (Pa)
Vp = Velocity Pressure-in. w.g. (Pa)
In HVAC work, the pressure differences are ordinarily
so small that incompressible flow is assumed. Relationships are expressed for air at standard density of
0.075 lb/cu. ft. (1.2041 kg/m3), and corrections are
necessary for significant differences in density due to
altitude or temperature. Static pressure and velocity
pressure are mutually convertible and can either increase or decrease in the direction of flow. Total pressure, however, always decreases in the direction of
airflow.

2. Straight Duct Sections
For all constant-area straight duct sections, the
static pressure losses are equivalent to the total
pressure losses. Thus, for a section with constant
flow and area, the mean velocity pressure is constant. These pressure losses in straight duct sections
are termed friction losses. Where the straight duct
sections have smaller cross-sectional areas, such as
duct sections BC and FG, the pressure lines fall more
rapidly than those of the larger area ducts (pressure
losses increase almost as the square of the velocity).

3. Reducers

Figure 5-9 PRESSURE DIFFERENCE DUE TO
STACK EFFECT (2)

When duct cross-sectional areas are reduced, such
as at converging sections B (abrupt) and F (gradual),
both the velocity and velocity pressure increase in
the direction of airflow and the absolute value of both
the total pressure and static pressure decreases. The
pressure losses are due to changes in direction or
velocity of the air and occur at transitions, elbows,
and duct obstructions, such as dampers, etc. Dynamic losses can be expressed as a loss coefficient
(the constant which produces the dynamic pressure
losses when multiplied by the velocity pressure) or by
the equivalent length of straight duct which has the
same loss magnitude.
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4. Increasers
Increases in duct cross-sectional areas, such as at
diverging sections C (gradual) and G (abrupt), cause
a decrease in velocity and velocity pressure, a continuing decrease in total pressure and an increase in
static pressure caused by the conversion of velocity
pressure to static pressure. This increase in static
pressure is commonly known as static regain and is
expressed in terms of either the upstream or downstream velocity pressure.

5. Exit Fittings
At the exit fitting, section H, the total pressure loss
coefficient may be greater than one upstream velocity
pressure, equal to one velocity pressure, or less than
one velocity pressure. The magnitude of the total
pressure loss, as may be seen in the local loss section, depends on the discharge Reynolds number and
its shape. A simple duct discharge with turbulent flow
has a total pressure loss coefficient of 1.0 while a
same discharge with laminar flow can have a total
pressure loss coefficient greater than 1.0. Thus, the
static pressure just upstream of the discharge fitting
can be calculated by subtracting the upstream velocity pressure from the total pressure upstream.

6. Entrance Fittings
The entrance fitting at section A also may have total
pressure loss coefficients less than 1.0 or greater
than 1.0. These coefficients are referenced to the
downstream velocity pressure. Immediately downstream of the entrance, the total pressure is simply
the sum of the static pressure and velocity pressure.
Note that on the suction side of the fan, the static
pressure is negative with respect to the atmospheric
pressure. However, velocity pressure is always a
positive value.
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discharge side of the fan, as demonstrated by Points
G and H (in Figure 5-10). The distinction must be
made between static pressure loss (sections BC or
FG) and static pressure change as a result of conversion of velocity pressure (section C or G).

8. Fan Pressures
The total resistance to airflow is noted by ATPsysin
Figure 5-10. Since the prime mover is a vane-axial
fan, the inlet and outlet velocity pressures are equivalent; i.e. ATPsys= ASPsys' When the prime mover
is a centrifugal fan, the inlet and outlet areas are
usually not equal, thus the suction and discharge
velocity pressures are not equal, and obviously
ATPsys 5 ASPsys. If one needs to know the static
pressure requirements of a centrifugal fan, and the
total pressure requirements are known, the following
relationship may be used:
Equation 5-7
Fan SP = TPd
TPs - Vpd
(or as SP = TP - Vp)
Fan SP = SPd - TPs
where the subscripts "d" and "s" refer to the discharge and suction sections, respectively, of the fan.
Inlet and outlet "System Effect," due to the interaction
of the fan and duct system connections, are not
shown in this illustrative example, only actual system
resistances are shown.

9. Return Air System Pressures

7. System Pressures

There are many persons in the HVAC industry (and
elsewhere) that believe that return air in a duct system is "sucked back" by the fan; therefore the ductwork and fittings do not need the use of good design
practices (i.e. no turning vanes for mitred elbows, the
lack of smooth air flow into the fan inlet, the use of
"panned" joists in residential systems, etc.). How
wrong they are!

It is important to distinguish between static pressure
and total pressure. Static pressure is commonly
used as the basic pressure for duct system design,
but total pressure determines the actual amount of
energy that must be supplied to the system to maintain airflow. Total pressure always decreases in the
direction of airflow. But static pressure may decrease,
then increase in direction of airflow (as it does in
Figure 5-10), and may go through several more increases and decreases in the course of the system.
It can become negative (below atmospheric) on the

A diagram is shown in Figure 5-11 of a simple return
air system. Converting to absolute pressures, an atmospheric pressure of 14.7 psi or 407 in. w.g.
(101,325 pascals) at the inlet grille acts as a pressure
device (fan or pump) to PUSH the air through the duct
to the lower pressure end (404 in. w.g.-100,575
Pascals) at the system fan inlet. The total pressure
drop of 3 in.w.g. (750 Pa) could be reduced substantially if the 90° mitered elbows had turning vanes and
the fan inlet connection was better designed. In reality, a return air or exhaust air duct behaves exactly
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Figure 5-10 PRESSURE CHANGES DURING FLOW IN DUCTS

Figure 5-11 RETURN AIR DUCT EXAMPLE
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as a supply air duct with atmospheric pressure pushing the air to the lower pressure area created by the
fan suction.

DUCT
D STRAIGHT
LOSSES

1. Duct Friction Losses
Pressure drop in a straight duct section is caused by
surface friction, and varies with the velocity, the duct
size and length, and the interior surface roughness,.
Friction loss is most readily determined from Air Duct
Friction Charts (Figures 14-1 and 14-2) in Chapter 14.
They are based on standard air with a density of
0.075 lb/cu. ft. (1.204 kg/m3) flowing through average
clean round galvanized metal ducts with beaded slip
couplings on 48 inch (1220 mm) centers, equivalent
to an absolute roughness of 0.0003 feet (0.09 mm).
The previous duct friction loss charts were based on
30 inch (760 mm) joints and an absolute roughness
of 0.0005 (0.15 mm), and most computer software
programs and duct calculators still contain these
older values. The SMACNA Duct Design Calculators
(both U.S. and Metric) contain the newer data.
In HVAC work, the values from the friction loss charts
and the SMACNA Duct Design Calculators may be
used without correction for temperatures between
50°F to 140°F (10 Cto 60 C) and up to 2000 feet
(600m) altitude. Figure 14-5 and Tables 14-26 and
14-32 may be used where air density is a significant
factor, such as at higher altitudes or where high temperature air is being handled to correct for temperature and/or altitude. The actual air volume (cfm or
I/s) is used to find the duct friction loss using Figures
14-1 and 14-2. This loss is multiplied by the correction
factor(s) to obtain the adjusted duct friction loss.

2. Circular Equivalents
HVAC duct systems usually are sized first as round
ducts. Then, if rectangular ducts are desired, duct
sizes are selected to provide flow rates equivalent to
those of the round ducts originally selected. Tables
14-2 and 14-3 in Chapter 14 give the circular equivalents of rectangular ducts for equal friction and airflow
rates for aspect ratios not greater than 11.7:1. Note
that the mean velocity in a rectangular duct will be
less than the velocity for its circular equivalent. Multiplying or dividing the length of each side of a duct
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by a constant is the same as multiplying or dividing
the equivalent round size by the same constant.
Thus, if the circular equivalent of an 80 in. x 26 in.
(2030 mm x 660 mm) duct is required, it will be twice
that of a 40 in. x 13 in. (1015 mm x 330 mm) that has
a circular equivalent of 24 inches (610 mm) diameter
or 2 x 24 = 48 inches (1220 mm) diameter.
Rectangular ducts should not be sized directly from
actual duct cross-sectional areas. Instead, Tables
14-2 and 14-3 must be used, or the resulting rectangular duct sizes will be smaller creating greater duct
velocities for a given airflow.

E DYNAMIC
LOSSES
Wherever turbulent flow is present, brought about by
sudden changes in the direction or magnitude of the
velocity of the air flowing, a greater loss in total pressure takes place than would occur in a steady flow
through a similar length of straight duct having a uniform cross-section. The amount of this loss in excess
of straight-duct friction is termed dynamic loss. Although dynamic losses may be assumed to be
caused by changes in area actually occupied by the
airflow, they are divided into two general classes for
convenience: (1) those caused by changes in direction of the duct and (2) those caused by changes in
crosssectional area of the duct.

1. Duct Fitting Loss Coefficients
The dynamic loss coefficient "C" is dimensionless
and represents the number of velocity heads lost at
the duct transition or bend (in terms of velocity pressure). Values of the dynamic loss coefficient for elbows and other duct elements have been determined
by laboratory testing, and can be found in the tables
in Chapter 14. It should be noted, however, that absolutely reliable dynamic loss coefficients are not
available for all duct elements, and the information
available for pressure losses due to area changes is
generally restricted to symmetrical area changes.
Tables 14-6 and 14-7, which show the relationship of
velocity to velocity pressure for standard air, can be
used to find the dynamic pressure loss for any duct
element whose dynamic loss coefficient "C" is
known.
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Equation 5-8
TP = C xVp

Where:
TP = Total Pressure loss (in w.g. or Pa)
C = Fitting Loss coefficient
Vp = Velocity Pressure (in. w.g. or Pa)
The velocity pressure (Vp) used for rectangular duct
fittings must be obtained from the velocity (V) obtained by using the following equation:
Equation 5-9 (U.S.)

Q

Where:
V = Velocity (fpm)
= Airflow (cfm)
A = Cross-sectional Area (sq. ft.)

Where:
Vp = Velocity Pressure (in. w.g. or Pa)
V = Velocity (fpm or m/s)

Example 5-2 (U.S.)
An elbow in a 24 in. x 20 in. duct conveying 7000
cfm has a loss coefficient (C) of 0.40. Find the elbow
pressure loss.

Solution
Using Equation 5-9:

Using Equation 5-10:
-

-.

N

Using Equation 5-8:
Equation 5-9 (Metric)

Where:
V = Velocity (m/s)
Q = Airflow (m3/s), 1000 I/s = 1 m3/s
A = Cross-sectional Area (m2)
(or)

TP = C x Vp = 0.40 x 0.275

TP = 0.11 in. w.g.
(Elbow pressure loss)

Example 5-2 (Metric)
An elbow in a 600 mm x 500 mm duct conveying
3500 I/s has a loss coefficient (C) of 0.40. Find the
elbow pressure loss.

Solution
Using Equation 5-9:
Where:
V = Velocity (m/s)
Q = Airflow (l/s)
A = Area (mm2)
In fittings, such as junctions, where different areas
are involved, letters with and without subscripts are
used to denote the area at which the mean velocity
is to be calculated, such as "A" for inlet area, "Ac"
for upstream or "common" duct area, "Ab" for branch
duct area, "As" for downstream or "system" duct
area, "Ao" for orifice area, etc.
Velocity pressure (Vp) may be calculated from Equation 5-10 or obtained from Tables 14-6 and 14-7 in
Chapter 14.

(3500 I/s = 3.5 m3/s), (600 mm = 0.6 m),

(500 mm= 0.5 m)

V = 11.67 m/s
Using Equation 5-10:
Vp = 0.602 x (11.67)2 = 81.99 Pa (Use 82)
Using Equation 5-8:
TP = C x Vp = 0.40 x 82
TP = 32.8 Pa

Equation 5-10 (U.S.)

2. Pressure Losses in Elbows
Equation 5-10 (Metric)

Dynamic-loss coefficients for elbows (see Table 1410) are nearly independent of the air velocity and are
affected by the roughness of the duct walls only in
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the case of the bends. In tables used in other texts,
the dynamic losses often are grouped with the friction
losses to facilitate design calculations by determining
bend losses in terms of additional equivalent lengths
of straight duct or inches of water. However, the elbow
loss coefficients in Table 14-10 are used with the duct
velocity pressure to calculate the "total pressure"
loss of each fitting. The additional duct friction loss (if
any) of the elbow is included in the calculations for
the adjacent straight duct sections (by measuring to
the centerline of each fitting).
Data now available for losses in compound bends,
where two or more elbows are close together, do not
warrant refinement of design calculations beyond use
of the sum of the losses for the individual elbows.
Actually, the losses may be somewhat more or less
than for two bends. Loss coefficients for some normally used double elbow configurations may be obtained from Table 14-10.
Loss coefficients for some elbows with angle bends
other than 90° may be computed from the table in
Note 1 on page 14-19. Loss coefficients for elbows
discharging air directly into a large space are higher
than those given for elbows within duct systems (see
Table 14-16 figure E).
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cient when the R/W ratio is equal to 1.0 or higher (see
Table 14-10, figure F). However, most installations do
not have ample room for this configuration and
smaller R/W ratios are required The use of splitter
vanes drops the fitting loss coefficient values of these
low R/W ratio radius elbows to a minimal amount.
The splitter vane spacing may be calculated as
shown in Figure 5-12.

Example 5-3 (U.S.)
A 48 in. (H) x 24 in. (W) smooth radius elbow has a
throat radius of 6 in. Find the radius of each of two
splitter vanes and the fitting loss coefficient.

Solution:
Using Figure 5-12 and Table 14-10, figure G:

From Table 14-10. Figure G for two splitter
vanes, CR = 0.585

A. SPLITTER VANES
Smooth radius rectangular duct elbows (with radius
throat and heel) have a reasonably low loss coeffi-

c) From the fitting loss coefficient table for two
splitter vanes (opposite R/W = 0.25), C = 0.04

1. Select the number of splitter vanes to be used
(1, 2 or 3).
2. Referring to Table 14-10, figure G (Page 14.21),
calculate the R/W Ratio and select the Curve
Ratio (CR) from the proper table.
3. Calculate Splitter Vane Spacing (for the
number of vanes required):

Elbow with two splitter vanes
(Section View)

4. The proper fitting loss coefficient (C) can be
selected from Table 14-10, figure G after determining the aspect ratio (H/W).

Figure 5-12 TO CALCULATE SPLITTER VANE SPACING
FOR A SMOOTH RADIUS RECTANGULAR ELBOW
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Example 5-3 (Metric)
A 1200 mm (H) x 600 mm (W) smooth radius elbow
has a throat radius of 150 mm. Find the radius of
each of two splitter vanes and the fitting loss coefficient.

Solution
Using Figure 5-12 and Table 14-10, Figure G:

of the distortion created by some turning vane rails
(runners). But, multiple, single thickness turning vane
sections with vanes 36 inches (914 mm) long or less
can be installed in large elbows instead of using double thickness vanes.

2. Trailing Edges
Trailing edges shown on single thickness vanes, design numbers 1 and 3 in Figure 3-8 of ASHRAE 1989
Fundamentals Handbook Chapter 32 also have become an industry problem. SMACNA research has
shown that unless these turning vanes are made and
installed perfectly, trailing edged vanes, when made
with average workmanship, actually have a higher
loss than vanes without them. And when the vanes
are accidentally installed with the airflow reversed,
much higher losses develop.

c) From the fitting loss coefficient table for two
splitter vanes) (opposite R/W = 0.25), C =
0.04

B. TURNING VANES

1. Single vs Double Thickness
Duct fitting loss coefficient tables for elbows with turning vanes have been in earlier editions of the
SMACNA HVAC Systems Duct Design manual and
the ASHRAE Fundamentals Handbook (American
Society of Heating, Refrigeration, Air Conditioning
Engineers) since 1977 SMACNA research on duct
fitting turning vanes still indicates that using double
thickness turning vanes instead of single thickness
vanes, increases the pressure loss of elbows (see
new data in Chapter 14, Table 14-10H).
Single thickness vanes have a maximum length of 36
in. (914 mm) as outlined on page 2-5 of the 1985
Edition of the SMACNA "HVAC Duct Construction
Standards." Turning vanes over 36 inches (914 mm)
are used in a double thickness configuration to keep
their curved shape with the higher airstream velocities found in some HVAC system ductwork and to
prevent vibration or fluttering. They are not more aerodynamic than single-blade vanes as originally
thought, as the loss coefficients in Table 14-10H indicate.
Of course, there often are higher losses caused by
the shape of short, single thickness vanes because

Because of this research, the SMACNA Duct Design Committee has recommended that turning
vanes with trailing edges be eliminated from fitting loss coefficient tables and duct construction manuals when manuals are revised. They
have been eliminated from Table 14-10H in this
manual.

3. Vanes Missing
For many years contractors, often with the system
designer's approval, have eliminated every other turning vane from the vane runners installed in rectangular mitred duct elbows. Some contractors even believed that they would lower the pressure loss of the
elbow by doing this. But they were wrong! This practice more than doubles elbow pressure losses, and
definitely is not recommended.
Figure 5-13 is a chart developed from SMACNAsponsored research performed by ETL Laboratories
in Cortland New York. ETL tested single thickness
turning vanes with a radius of 41/2 in. (114 mm). The

distance between vanes was varied from 3 in. to 61/2
in. (75 mm to 165 mm) in increments of 1/4 in. (6mm)
using embossed rail runners. Airflow velocities varied
from 1,000 to 2,500 fpm (5 to 12.5 m/s) in the 24-in.
x 24-in. (600 mm x 600 mm) test elbow. The loss
coefficient of 0.18 for the standard spacing of 31/4 in.
(82 mm) may be compared with the loss coefficient
of 0.46 at a 61/2 in. (165 mm) spacing (every other

vane missing). The pressure loss of the elbow with
missing turning vanes was over 21/2 times the pressure loss of a properly fabricated elbow containing
all of the vanes.
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Figure 5-13 TURNING VANES RESEARCH

Example 5-4 (U.S.)
In a 2-in. wg. pressure HVAC duct system that has
six 90° elbows, an airflow velocity of 2,200 fpm, the
velocity pressure (Vp) for 2,200 fpm is 0.30-in. w.g.
Calculate the pressure loss of the 6 elbows, a) using
41/2 in. turning vanes, single thickness, with all vanes
present (Table 14-10, Figure H), b) with every other
vane missing (see Figure 5-13), and c) with 2 inch
double thickness turning vanes on 2.25 inch centers
(Table 14-10, Figure H).

Solution
a) Single, Standard Spacing
The loss coefficient for a 90 elbow with 41/2 in.
single thickness vanes is 0.23. Using Equation
5-6:
TP = C x Vp = 0.23 x 0.30
TP = 0.069 in. w.g.
Loss for 6 Elbows = 0.414 in. w.g.
b) Single, Every Other Vane Missing
From Figure 5-13, C = 0.46
TP = C x V, = 0.46 x 0.30
TP = 0.138 in. w.g.
Loss for 6 Elbows = 0.828 in. w.g.
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c) Double, Standard Spacing
The loss coefficient for the 2 in. double thickness vane is 0.50 (2000 fpm).
TP = C x Vp = 0.50 x 0.30
TP = 0.15 in. w.g.
Loss for 6 Elbows = 0.90 in. w.g.
Example 5-4 (Metric)
In a 500 Pascal pressure HVAC duct system that has
six 90° elbows, an airflow velocity of 11 m/s, the velocity pressure (Vp) is 71.6 Pa. Calculate the pressure
loss of the 6 elbows, a) using 114 mm single thickness
turning vanes (Table 14-10, Figure H); b) with every
other vane missing (see Figure 5-13); and c) with 50
mm double thickness turning vanes on 56 mm centers. (Table 14-10, Figure H, No. 3).
Solution
a) Single, Standard Spacing
The loss coefficient for a 90° elbow with 114 mm
single thickness vanes is 0.23. Using Equation
5-6:
P = C x Vp = 0.23 x 71.6
TP = 16.47 Pa
Loss for 6 elbows = 98.82 Pa
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b) Single, Every Other Vane Missing
From Figure 5-13, C = 0.46
TP = C x Vp = 0.46 x 71.6
TP = 32.94 Pa
Loss for 6 elbows = 1976 Pa

c) Double, Standard Spacing
The loss coefficient for the 50 mm double thickness vane is 0.50 (10 m/s).
TP = C x Vp = 0.50 x 71.6
TP = 35.8 Pa
Loss for 6 elbows = 214.8 Pa

The difference in losses of the three different turning
vanes in the same elbows becomes very important
to the energy conscious HVAC system designer who
only has 2.0 in w.g.(500 Pa) system static pressure
to work with. The a) single thickness vane elbows
used 0.414 in. w.g. (98.82 Pa) or 20.7 percent of the
available pressure. The b) elbows, with half of the
turning vanes missing, consumed 0.828 in. w.g.
(1976 Pa) or 41.4 percent of the system pressure.
The c) double thickness vane elbows used 0.90 in.
w.g. (214.8 Pa) or 45.0 percent.
Another turning vane problem occurs when a rectangular duct mitred elbow changes size from inlet to
outlet. Until research data is available, the pressure
loss calculations should be based on the higher velocity pressure of the smaller size. The use of double
thickness vanes is not recommended because they
usually cannot be moved in many vane rails or runners so that they are tangent to the airflow. However,
the critical and rather common problem is that turning
vanes are put into the vane rails as they are for a
normal 90° elbow, as shown in Figure 5-14. Vanes

Figure 5-14 TURBULENCE CAUSED BY
IMPROPER MOUNTING AND USE OF
TURNING VANES

that are not tangent to the airflow direction can cause
a high pressure loss. This "non-tangent to the airflow
problem" also happens in normal 90° elbows with
careless workmanship. A proper installation in a
change-of-size elbow is shown in Figure 5-15 where
the vanes have been installed so that they are tangent
to the airflow.

3. Pressure Losses in DividedFlow Fittings
A. STRAIGHT-THROUGH SECTIONS
Whenever air is diverted to a branch, there will be a
velocity reduction in the straight-through section immediately following the branch. If no friction or dynamic losses occurred at the junction, there would be
no loss in total pressure and the change in velocity
pressure would be completely converted into a regain
(rise) in static pressure.
It has been found by tests that the regain coefficient
across a takeoff can be as high as 0.90 for well
designed and constructed round ducts with no reducing section immediately after the takeoff.
Under less ideal conditions, such as in rectangular
ducts with a high aspect ratio or takeoffs closely following an upstream disturbance, the regain coefficient can be as low as 0.50. A static pressure regain
of 0.75 normally is used. Static regain (or loss) is
included in the duct fitting loss coefficient tables which
have changes in cross-sectional areas of the main
duct.

Figure 5-15 PROPER INSTALLATION OF
TURNING VANES
(Vanes do not have "trailing edges," but have been moved
in the vane runner to remain tangent to the airstream.)
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B. DIVERTED FLOW SECTIONS
The loss in a diverted flow section (tee or wye) depends on the ratio of the velocity of the diverted flow
to the total flow, the areas of the inlets and exits and
the takeoff geometry. The total pressure loss coefficients for a variety of branch configurations for round
and rectangular ductwork areshown in Tables 14-13
and 14-14 of Chapter 14. These loss coefficient tables
include static regain for converging and diverging flow
patterns which can result in both positive and negative loss coefficients.
The junction of two parallel streams moving at different velocities is characterized by turbulent mixing of
the streams, accompanied by pressure losses. In the
course of this mixing, an exchange of momentum
takes place between the particles moving at different
velocities, finally resulting in the equalization of the
velocity distributions in the common stream.
The total pressure loss of a tee or wye is a function
of the branch velocity to the upstream (diverging) velocity or the downsteam (converging) velocity using
the nomenclature (Vb,Vc) shown in the figures in Tables 14-13 and 14-14. However, because of the different sources of the fitting loss coefficient data, the
terms used to obtain the loss coefficient for different
fittings will vary (such as Qb Qc,As,Ac,V, V, etc.).
For example, data from the SMACNA Duct Fitting
Research Program shows that an inexpensive 45
entry branch from a rectangular main (Table 14-14,
figure N) is a far more efficient fitting to use than a
rectangular branch with an expensive extractor (Table
14-14, figure S). Using a VbVc ratio of 1.0. the following
can be extracted from the tables and compared:
If a commonly used plain round branch (Table 14-14,
figure T) is added to the comparison, one can see
that the use of extractors should be eliminated as
they can create other problems immediately downstream in the main duct.
However, if a rectangular wye is used (Table 14-14,

figure W) with the ratio

(Qb Qc

=

0.4), the branch

loss coefficient will range from 0.30 to 0.41, depending on the fitting area ratios used with Ab/Ac equals
0.5. This fabricated fitting is obviously more expensive to layout and make than a branch tap or takeoff,
but the ongoing cost of operation of the system would
be reduced-an important consideration with rising
energy costs.
As part of the SMACNA Duct Fitting Research Program on diverted flow fittings, a video tape entitled
"Duct Research Destroys Design Myths" was pro-
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duced, which demonstrates that turbulence is directly
related to fitting loss coefficients. Helium filled soap
bubbles in the airstream of a lighted duct with one
side of clear plastic dramatically shows the efficiency
of the 45 entry fitting over the other types of branch
duct tap fittings (see Figures 5-16 to 5-21).

4. Losses Due to Area Changes
Area changes in ducts, which are generally unavoidable, are frequently necessitated by the building construction or changes in the volume of air carried. Experimental investigations of pressure changes and of
pressure losses at changes of the area in duct cross
sections indicate that the excess pressure loss over
the normal friction loss is a dynamic one, due to a
faster stream expanding into a slower stream, as determined by the actual areas occupied by the flow,
rather than by the areas of the duct. No perceptible
dynamic loss is due to the converging of the airstream
itself where the flow is contracted, but the airstream
continues to converge beyond the edge of the contraction and reaches a minimum at the vena contracta. For contraction, therefore, the dynamic loss is
caused by expansion from the vena contracta to the
full area following the contraction. Abrupt contraction
in area may, therefore, be considered as a special
condition of abrupt enlargement.
Energy losses due to enlargement of the airstream
are high relative to losses due to contraction. Typical
loss coefficients, which include static regain or loss,
are listed in Tables 14-11 and 14-12 of Chapter 14.
In determining the proportions of a specific transitional fitting, the designer should recognize that the
total pressure loss is influenced far more by the velocity than by the loss coefficient of a particular geometry. The small losses associated with low velocity
applications may not always justify the additional cost
of fittings which have low loss coefficients.

5. Other Loss Coefficients
Loss coefficients for most commonly used entries,
discharges, screens and plates, dampers and obstructions are found in Tables 14-15 to 14-18. Screens
(or perforated plates) can also be added to many of
the discharge or entry fittings by combining the loss
coefficients (based on the use of the proper areas)
Perforated plates may be used in plenum chambers
to improve velocity profiles across filters, coils, etc.,
when irregular velocities are present due to approach
angle or mixing conditions, and in front of fan dis-
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charge in blow-through units. They also may be used
in branch ducts to dissipate excess static pressure in
low resistance runs.
Commonly used "shop" fabricated butterfly damper
loss coefficients in Table 14-18 are based on a constant velocity. Use of these coefficients will be found
in the duct design examples in Chapters 7 and 8.
However, AMCA tests have shown that there can be
a dramatic increase in the pressure drop of small
dampers as compared to large dampers of the same
design (see Figure 5-22).
Attention is called to the large loss coefficients of a
fan "free discharge," i.e. no ductwork on the discharge side of the fan (Table 14-16, Figures G and

FUNDAMENTALS

H). When fans are tested and rated, discharge ductwork is attached. However, this "free discharge" installation has been used as an industry "standard"
for roof mounted exhaust fans for many years. Example 5-5 using Table 14-16 G indicates why marginally sized exhaust systems have suffered through the
years.

Example 5-5 (U.S.)
A small vent set has an outlet velocity of 1790 fpm at
0.25 in. w.g. static pressure. Calculate the capacity
loss of the "free discharge" roof mounted fan. (0 30, A1,/A = 1.5).

Figure 5-22 AMCA DAMPER TESTS (1)
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Solution
Find Vp for 1790 fpm (using Equation 5-10):

From Table 14-16 G, C = 0.63. Using Equation 5-8:
TP = C x Vp = 0.63 x 0.20
TP = 0.126 in. w.g.

The "free discharge" consumes 50 percent of the
rated 0.25 in. w.g. fan capacity.

Example 5-5 (Metric)
A small vent set has an outlet velocity of 9 m/s at 60
pascals static pressure. Calculate the capacity loss
of the "free discharge" roof mounted fan.
(0 = 0.5 rad, A1/A = 1.5)

above a dropped ceiling in a hospital), a fitting such
as that found in Table 14-18 figure L can be used.
This configuration was tested over an extensive time
period with every conceivable variation of dimensions, aspect ratios, beam heights and widths, etc.
plus the turning vane variations. Unfortunately, some
of these fittings have been installed without turning
vanes (usually because some sheet metal contractors have found that they do not get paid for furnishing
expensive fittings which were not shown on the project mechanical drawings.)
Nevertheless, this type of fitting installed without turning vanes totally can destroy the airflow in a duct
system as is shown (and compared with the same
fitting with turning vanes) in the following example:

Example 5-6 (U.S.)
Solution
Find Vp for 9 m/s (using Equation 5-10):

From Table 14-16 G, C= 0.63
Using Equation 5-8:
TP = C x Vp = 0.63 x 47.9

An average low pressure duct system might be designed to develop a velocity of 2000 fpm at 2.5 in.
w.g. total pressure in the main supply duct leaving
the fan. What would be the pressure loss of the fitting
found in Table 14-18, Figure L if the beam/duct height
ratio (L/H) was 2 (with and without single thickness
turning vanes)?

TP = 30.2 Pa

The "free discharge" consumes about 50 percent of
the rated 60 Pa fan capacity.

6. Obstruction Avoidance
One of the areas that the SMACNA Duct Fitting Research Program concentrated on was the problem of
routing a duct under a beam or pipe where space
was limited. Table 14-18, figures I to L are the result
of this work. An offshoot of this project was the discovery of the need for new duct friction loss charts
(now found in Figures 14-1 and 14-2).
Depressing the height of a round or rectangular duct
up to 30 percent without increasing the duct width
can be done with duct fitting loss coefficients in the
range of 0.24 to 0.35. Using a duct with a 2000 fpm
(10 m/s) velocity (Vp = 0.25 in w.g. or 62 Pa) this
type of fitting develops the following fitting pressure
losses:
Round-C x Vp = 0.24 x 0.25 (62) = 0.06 in. w.g.
(15 Pa) loss.
Rectangular-C x Vp = 0.35 x 0.25 (62) = 0.09
in wg. (22 Pa) loss.
However, when there is a deep beam surrounded by
many other types of pipes and conduits (such as

Solution:
From Table 14-6, Vp = 0.25 for 2000 fpm.
From Table 14-18, figure L,
C = 0.77 for single blade turning vanes
C = 9.24 without turning vanes
With Turning Vanes:
Fitting loss = C x Vp = 0.77 x 0.25
= 0.19 in. w.g.

Without Turning Vanes:
Fitting loss = C x Vp = 9.24 x 0.25
= 2.31 in. w.g.

One can see that the 0.19 in w.g. pressure loss of the
fitting with turning vanes is but 8 percent of the initial
2.5 in w.g. in the duct system. The 2.31 in. w.g. pressure loss of the fitting without turning vanes theoretically destroys the system airflow by wiping out 92%
of the 2.5 in. w.g. total system pressure! Actually, the
operating point of the system/fan curve interchange
moves up and to the left on the fan curve, substantially reducing the system airflow, but not by 92 percent intimated above (see Figure 5-23).

Example 5-6 (Metric)
An average low pressure duct system might be designed to develop a velocity of 10 m/s at 625 Pa total
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pressure in the main supply duct leaving the fan.
What would be the pressure loss of the fitting found
in Table 14-18, Figure L if the beam duct height ratio
(L/H) was 2 (with and without single thickness turning
vanes)?
Solution:
From Table 14-7, Vp - 62 Pa for 10 m s.
From Table 14-18, Figure L,
C = 0.77 for single thickness turning vanes
C = 9.24 without turning vanes
With Turning Vanes:
Fitting loss = C x V, - 0.77 x 62=

477Pa

Without Turning Vanes:
Fitting loss = C x Vp = 9.24 x 62

573 Pa

One can see that the 477 Pa pressure loss of the
fitting with turning vanes is but 8 percent of the initial
625 Pa in the duct system. The 573 Pa pressure loss
of the fitting without turning vanes theoretically destroys the system airflow by wiping out 92 percent
of the 625 Pa total system pressure! Actually, the
operating point of the system fan curve interchange
moves up and to the left on the fan curve, substantially reducing the system airflow (see Figure 5-23).
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DUCT AIR
LEAKAGE

The amount of duct leakage in an HVAC system may
be determined in advance by the system designer
using data extracted from the SMACNA "HVAC Duct
Construction Standards-Metal and Flexible" and the
SMACNA "HVAC Air Duct Leakage Test Manual".
Leakage in all unsealed ducts varies considerably
with the fabricating machinery used, the methods of
assembly, and the workmanship. For sealed ducts, a
wide variety of sealing methods and products exists.
Each has a relatively short shelf life and no documented research has identified the in-service aging
characteristics of sealant applications. Many sealants
contain volatile solvents that evaporate and introduce
shrinkage and curing factors. Surface cleanliness and
sealant application in relation to air pressure direction
are other variables. With the exception of pressuresensitive adhesive tapes, no standard tests exist to
evaluate performance and grade sealing products. A
variety of sealed and unsealed duct leakage tests
have confirmed that longitudinal seam, transverse
joint, and assembled duct leakage can be represented by:

Figure 5-23 EXAMPLE 5-5 FAN/SYSTEM CURVE
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Table 5-1 Unsealed Longitudinal Seam Leakage for Metal Ducts

Equation 5-11
F = CLPN

where:
F
C,
P
N

=
=
=
=

Leak rate per unit of duct surface
Constant
Static Pressure
Exponent relating turbulence

Joint SMACNA/ASHRAE/TIMA tests have shown that
leakage for the same construction is not significantly

different in the negative and positive modes. A range
of leakage rates for seams commonly used in the
construction of metal ducts is presented in Table 5-1.
Longitudinal seam leakage for metal ducts is about
10 to 15 percent of total duct leakage.
Analysis of the SMACNA/ASHRAE/TIMA data resulted in the categorization of duct systems into a
leakage class (C1) based on Equation 5-12, where
the exponent N is assumed to be 0.65. A selected
series of leakage classes based on Equation 5-12 is
shown in Figure 5-24.

Figure 5-24 DUCT LEAKAGE CLASSIFICATIONS
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Table 5-2 APPLICABLE LEAKAGE CLASSESa

Equation 5-12 (U.S.)
CL = F/P065

Equation 5-12 (Metric)
C, = 720 F/P 65
where:
C, = Leakage class at 1 in.w.g. (250 Pa) static
pressure-cfm/100 sq. ft. (I/s per m2)
F = Leakage rate-cfm/100 sq. ft. (I/s per m2)
duct surface
P = Static Pressure-in.w.g. (Pa)
Table 5-2 is a summary of the leakage class attainable for good duct construction and sealing practices.
Connections of ducts to grilles, diffusers, and registers are not represented in the test data. The HVAC
system designer is responsible for assigning acceptable leakage rates. Although leakage as a percentage
of fan airflow rate is an important evaluation criterion
(see Table 5-3), designers should first become familiar with the leakage rates from selected construction
detail. This knowledge allows the designer to analyze
both first cost and life cycle cost of a duct system so
the owner may benefit. In performing an analysis, the
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designer should independently account for air leakage in casings and frames of equipment in the duct
system. Casings or volume-controlling air terminal
units may leak 2 to 5% of their maximum flow. The
effects of such leakage should be anticipated, if allowed, and the ductwork should not be expected to
compensate for equipment leakage. Allowable leakage should be controlled consistent with airflow tolerances at the air terminals. A leakage class of 3 is
attainable for all duct systems by careful selection of
joints and sealing methods and by good workmanship.
Where zero leakage is required, designers should
understand that contractors may have difficulty meeting their requirements. Zero leakage is not a practical
objective except in critical situations such as nuclear
safety-related applications. One (1) percent leakage
also is difficult or impossible to attain in larger systems. The shaded area in Table 5-3 predicts that one
(1) percent leakage in duct systems is only attainable
up to 2 in.w.g. (500 Pa) static pressure, which eliminates all higher pressure systems, and all larger systems where the system airflow per square foot of duct
surface is low.
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Additional discussions of leakage analysis may be
found in the SMACNA "HVAC Air Duct Leakage Test
Manual."

Example 5-7 (U.S.)
Using a typical duct system shown in Figure 7-2 of
Chapter 7, find the total leakage of the supply ductwork in both cfm and percentage of airflow.

Solution
a) The average pressure from A to F is 2.5 in.w.g.
[(3 + 2)/2]. From Table 5-2, the leakage class
for a 3 in.w.g. duct class round metal duct is
"6". Using Figure 5-24(A), the leakage factor
would be 10.6 cfm/100 sq. ft. The 34 inch di-

ameter duct from A to F has 800 square feet of
duct surface.
Leakage = 10.6/100 x 800 = 85 cfm
b) The average pressure from F to J and P is 1.5
in.w.g. [(2 + 1)/2]. From Table 5-2, the leakage
class for a 2 in.w.g. duct class round metal duct
is "12". Using Figure 5-24(A), the leakage factor
would be 15.5 cfm/100 sq. ft. The total calculated duct surface is 900 square feet.
Leakage = 15.5/100 x 900 = 140 cfm (F to J

and P).
Leakage for similar ducts (F to W and X
branches) would be the same, so the total
would be 140 + 140 = 280 cfm of leakage.

Table 5-3 LEAKAGE AS A PERCENTAGE OF SYSTEM AIRFLOW
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c) The average pressure from J to M is 1 in.w.g.
because the VAV boxes require 1 in.w.g. inlet
pressure. From Table 5-2, the leakage class will
remain at "12", as it is based on 1 in.w.g. The
calculated duct surface for all four (4) branches
(M, S, W, and X) is 1320 square feet.
Leakage = 12/100 x 1320 = 159 cfm
d) The total duct system leakage (not counting the
flexible connections) is:
a) AF

=

85 cfm

b) FJ/P

= 280 cfm

c) JM/etc. = 159 cfm
Total

= 524 cfm duct leakage

Percent leakage = 524 x 100/20,000 cfm
= 2.62%

Example 5-7 (Metric)
Using a typical duct system shown in Figure 8-2 of
Chapter 8, find the total leakage of the supply ductwork in both l/s and percentage of airflow.

Solution
a) The average pressure from A to F is 625 Pa
[(750 + 500)/2].From Table 5-2, the leakage
class for a 750 Pa duct class round metal duct
is "6". Using Figure 5-24(B), the leakage factor
would be 0.6 I/s per square metre. The 900 mm
diameter duct from A to F has 90 square metres
of surface.
Leakage = 0.6 x 90 = 54 I/s
b) The average pressure from F to I and O is 375
Pa [(500 + 250)/2]. From Table 5-2, the leakage class for a 500 Pa duct class round metal
duct is "12". Using Figure 5-24(B), the leakage
factor would be 0.75 l/s per square metre. The
total calculated duct surface (including all four
branches) would be 146 square metres.
Leakage = 0.75 x 146 = 110 I/s
c) The average pressure from I to M is 250 Pa
because the VAV boxes require 250 Pa inlet
pressure. From Table 5-2, the leakage class will
remain at "12", as it is based on 250 Pa. The
calculated duct surface for all four (4) branches
(M, S, W and X) is 208 square metres. Using
Figure 5-24(B), the leakage factor is 0.65 I/s
per square metre.
Leakage = 0.65 x 208 = 135 l/s
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d) The total duct system leakage (not counting the
flexible connections) is:
a) AF

=

54 l/s

b) F/IO

= 110 l/s

c) IM/etc. = 135 l/s
Total = 299 I/s duct leakage
Percent leakage = 299 x 100/10,000 Is
= 2.99%
Although the duct systems in Figures 7-2 and 8-2 are
similar, the metric unit dimensions are not conversions from the U.S. unit dimensions, so the percentage leakages from the two examples cannot be compared.
If a VAV system was built to a duct class of 3 in.w.g.
(750 Pa) throughout and 1 in.w.g. (250 Pa) was required at the VAV boxes, the average pressure would
be 2 in.w.g. (500 Pa). From Table 5-2 and Figure 524 the following is obtained:
Round metal duct,
C, = 6 & F = 9 cfm/100 ft2 (0.5 l/sper m2)
Rectangular metal duct,
CL = 12 & F = 18 cfm/100 ft2 (0.95 l/sper m2)
To obtain a one (1) percent leakage rate using a
10,000 cfm (5000 I/s) fan, the system would be limited in size to the following:
a) U.S. Units
1% of 10,000 cfm = 100 cfm
Round duct = 100 cfm/9 cfm/ 100 sq. ft.
= 1111 square feet (maximum)
Rectangular duct = 100 cfm/18 cfm/100 sq. ft.
= 556 square feet (maximum)
b) Metric Units
1% of 5000 l/s = 50 Is
Round duct = 50l/s/0.5 l/sper m2
= 100 square metres (maximum)
Rectangular duct = 50 l/s/0.95 I s per m2
= 53 square metres (maximum)
It becomes obvious that to obtain a one (1) percent
leakage rate, the designer is limited to a very small
duct distribution system. Yet some designers insist
that it can be done using normal duct sealing methods on normal sized systems. If energy losses are
critical or if the ducts must have zero leakage as in
nuclear power work, then the ductwork must be
welded or soldered, with the resultant extreme increase in costs of fabrication and erection.
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DUCT HEAT
GAIN/LOSS

ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90A (1980) requires
thermal insulation of all duct systems and their components (i.e., ducts, plenums, and enclosures) installed in or on buildings. Adequate thermal insulation
is determined by:
Equation 5-13 (U.S.)
R = At/15

Equation 5-13 (Metric)
R = At/47.3

where:
R = thermal resistance excluding film
resistances, ft2 0F-h/Btu ( m2. C/W)
At = design temperature differential between
duct air and duct surface, °F (°C)
Duct insulation is not required in any of the following
cases:
1. Where supply or return air ducts are installed
in basements, cellars, or unventilated crawl
spaces with insulated walls in one- and twofamily dwellings.
2. When the heat gain or loss of the ducts, without
insulation, will not increase the energy requirements of the building.
3. Exhaust air ducts.
Since Standard 90A does not consider condensation,
additional insulation with vapor barriers may be required.
Duct heat gains or losses must be known to calculate
supply air quantities, supply air temperatures and coil
loads. To estimate duct heat transfer and entering or
leaving air temperatures, use Equations 5-14 to 5-16.
Equation 5-14 (U.S.)

where:
y = 2.4AVp/UPL for rectangular ducts
(2.01 AVp/UPL)
y = 0.6DVp/UL for round ducts (0.5DVp/UL)
A = cross-sectional area of duct, in.2 (mm2)
V = average velocity, fpm (m/s)
D = diameter of duct, in. (mm)
L = duct length, ft (m)
Q, = heat loss/gain through duct walls,
Btu/h (W) negative for heat gain
U = overall heat transfer coefficient of duct wall,
Btu/h ft2F (W/(m2.°C)
P = perimeter of bare or insulated duct, in. (mm)
p = density, lbm/ft3 (kg/m3)
t, = temperature of air entering duct, °F (°C)
t, = temperature of air leaving duct, °F (°C)
ta = temperature of air surrounding duct, °F (°C)

Use Figure 14-6 (14-7) in Chapter 14 to determine the
"U-values" for insulated and uninsulated ducts. For
a 2 inch (50 mm) thick, 0.75 lb/ft3 (12 kg/m3) fibrous
glass blanket compressed 50 percent during installation, the heat transfer rate increases approximately
20 percent as shown in Figure 14-6(a) [14-7(a)]. Pervious flexible duct liners also influence heat transfer
significantly as shown in Figure 14-6(b) [14-7(b)]. At
2500 fpm (12.5 m/s), the pervious liner "U-value" is
0.33 Btuh/ft2°F (1.87 W/m20C); for an impervious
liner the "U-value is 0.19 Btuh/ft2 0F (1.08 W/m2.°C).

Example 5-8 (U.S.)
A 65 foot length of 24 inch by 36 inch uninsulated
sheet metal duct, freely suspended, conveys heated
air through a space maintained above freezing at
40F° Based on heat loss calculations for the heated
zone, 17,200 cfm of standard air at a supply air temperature of 122°F is required. The duct is connected
directly to the heated zone. Determine the air temperature entering the duct and the duct heat loss.

Solution
Equation 5-14 (Metric)

Equation 5-15 (U.S. & Metric)

a) Calculate the duct velocity using Equation 5-9:

Select U = 0.73 Btuh/ft2 °F
(from Figure 14-6).
Calculate P = 2(24 in. + 36 in.) = 120 in.

Equation 5-16 (U.S. & Metric)

y = 2.4A Vp/UPL

y = 79.2
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Example 5-9 (U.S)
Same as Example 5-8, except the duct is insulated
externally with 2 in. thick fibrous glass with a density
of 0.75 lb/ft3. The insulation is wrapped with 0%
compression.

c) Calculate the duct heat loss using Equation
5-14:

Solution
All values, except U and P, remain the same as Example 5-8. From Figure 14-6(a), U = 0.15 btuh ft2
at 2900 fpm. P = 136 in. Therefore:

0F

y = 441
te = 122.4°F
Q, = 9083 Btuh

Example 5-8 (Metric)
A 20 metre length of 600 mm by 900 mm uninsulated
sheet metal duct, freely suspended, conveys heated
air through a space maintained above freezing at
5°C. Based on heat loss calculations for the heated
zone, 8100 I/s of standard air at a supply air temperature of 50°C is required. The duct is connected directly to the heated zone. Determine the air temperature entering the duct and the duct heat loss.

Insulating this duct reduces heat loss to 20 percent
of the uninsulated duct.

Example 5-9 (Metric)
Same as Example 5-8, except the duct is insulated
externally with 50 mm thick fibrous glass with a density of 12 kg/m3. The insulation is wrapped with 0%
compression.

Solution
Solution
a) Calculate the duct velocity using Equation 5-9:

Select U = 4.16 W/m2 0C (from Figure 14-7).
Calculate P = 2 (600 + 900) = 3000 mm
y = 2.01 AVp/UPL

b) Calculate the entering air temperature using
Equation 5-15:

te = 51.20C
c) Calculate the duct heat loss using Equation
5-14:
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All values, except U and P, remain the same as Example 5-8. From Figure 14-7(a), U = 0.83 W/(m2°C)
at 15 m/s. P = 3400 mm. Therefore:
y = 394
te = 50.20C
Q1,
= 2300 W (2.3 kW)
Insulating this duct reduces heat loss to 20 percent
of the uninsulated duct.

HSMACNA

DUCT RESEARCH

For over 10 years, the Research Department of
SMACNA has worked independently with universities
and testing laboratories, and jointly with ASHRAE in
various duct system research projects. At SMACNA
and/or ASHRAE chapter meetings, HVAC system designers and contractors were asked to submit ideas
for test projects based on their perceived need from
experience or problems found in their area or region.
Many of these research projects are in various stages
of completion, with the results in some cases, still
undetermined.

CHAPTER 5

Although the SMACNA Duct Design Committee has
incorporated new fitting loss coefficient data for turning vanes into Table 14-10H in Chapter 14 after many
years of testing, the balance of the fitting loss coefficient data in this section did not have a sufficient
range of testing to be totally reliable under all conditions. However, the data is accurate within the research test parameters listed.

1. Other Elbow Configurations
In addition to the various test projects on turning vane
elbows discussed earlier in Section E, other types of
mitered rectangular duct elbows without turning
vanes were tested. Loss coefficients were obtained
for three sizes of 900 mitered elbows-12 x 12 inch
(300 x 300 mm), 22 x 8 inch (550 x 200 mm),
and 8 x 22 inch (200 x 550 mm). These are compared with existing data from Table 14-10D in Chapter
14 in Figure 5-25. Note that the new data is reasonably consistent with older data being used. Test velocities ranged from 800 fpm (4 m/s) to 4400 fpm (22
m/s) in 200 fpm (1 m/s) increments.

Figure 5-26 shows three unusual configuration 900
elbows that were included in the above test project.
Generally in all of the testing, the lowest value for a
fitting loss coefficient was obtained at the highest test
velocities, and the highest values were obtained at
velocities below 1200 fpm (6 m/s). However other inaccuracies enter in as the velocity pressure is being
reduced more rapidly because it is a function of the
square of the reduced velocity. Existing data for a
smooth radius 900 rectangular elbow (Table 14-10F
from Chapter 14) with R/W = 0.75 and 1.0 is compared with that of Elbows A, B, and C in Figure 526. Note that when the throat of the 90° mitered elbow
(Figure 5-25) is changed from 90° to 450 (Elbow A)
or is made on a curved radius (Elbow B), the loss
coefficient values are cut by 50 to 70 percent. This
could amount to a substantial savings of pressure
loss (i.e. energy).

2. Taps at End of Ducts
Many new duct systems are installed without supply
outlets in place until the tenant space is leased and

Figure 5-25 RECTANGULAR ELBOW WITH 90° THROAT, 90° HEEL
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Figure 5-26 DIFFERENT CONFIGURATION ELBOW RESEARCH

a floor plan submitted. If the last outlet in a duct is
not at the very end, does the "cushion head" affect
the loss coefficient? To answer this common question, tests were made of 10 and 12 inch (250 and 300
mm) diameter ducts with 14 x 6 and 22 x 8 inch
(350 x 150 and 550 x 200 mm) taps located 1, 6,
and 12 inches (25, 150 and 300 mm) from the capped
end of each round duct and tap.
The results were plotted and the fitting loss coefficients are shown in Figure 5-27 The surprise was
that the distance from the tap to the end of the duct
only changed the values by a small amount; but the
velocity ratio between the tap and the main duct was

5.30

somewhat proportional to the change in loss coefficient values. As this configuration also is essentially
an elbow, compare the values with Tables 14-10D and
14-14Q in Chapter 14.

3. Future Test Results
SMACNA unilaterally has additional research projects
underway along with joint research projects with ASHRAE. Between editions of this manual, Technical Bulletins will be issued to allow SMACNA Contractors
access to the latest in HVAC system design information resulting from these projects.

CHAPTER 5

Figure 5-27 END TAP RESEARCH
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FAN-DUCT CONNECTION
PRESSURE LOSSES
Most of the text material and accompanying tables and figures in this section were developed by the Air Moving
and Conditioning Association, Inc. and reprinted with their permission (AMCA Publication 201-"Fans and
Systems").
available, assume that the tests were made with only
System Effect Curves were discussed in Chapter 5,
an outlet duct.
but the basics will be repeated as they relate to fan
(equipment) connections. Figure 6-1 shows a series
AMCA Standard 210 specifies an outlet duct that is
of 24 System Effect Curves. By entering the chart at
not greater than 105 percent nor less than 95 of the
the appropriate air velocity (on the abcissa), it is posfan outlet area. It also requires that the included angle
sible to read across from any curve (to the ordinate)
of the transition elements should not be greater than
to find the "System Effect Factor" for a particular
15° for converging elements nor greater than 70 for
configuration. System Effect Curve "letter designadiverging elements.
tions" (such as R, S, T, etc.) may be obtained from
Figure 6-2 shows the changes in velocity profiles at
Tables 6-1 through 6-4 and Figures 6-9, 6-11, 6-12
various distances from the fan outlet. For 100 percent
and 6-17 in this section. The System Effect Factor is
recovery, the duct, including the transition, should exgiven in inches of water gauge (in. w.g.) or Pascals
tend at least two and one half equivalent duct diam(Pa) and it must be added to the total system preseters and will need to be as long as six equivalent
sure losses or subtracted from the fan performance
duct diameters at outlet velocities of 6,000 fpm (30
pressure rating.
m/s) and higher. If it is not possible to use a full length
The velocity rate used in entering the chart will be
outlet duct, a System Effect Factor must be added to
either the inlet or the outlet velocity of the fan, depenthe system resistance losses.
dent on whether the configuration in question is reTo determine the applicable System Effect Factor, callated to the fan inlet or the outlet. Most catalog ratings
culate the average velocity in the outlet duct and enter
include outlet velocity figures, but for centrifugal fans,
System Effect Curves (Figure 6-1) at this velocity.
the
it may be necessary to calculate the inlet velocity
the appropriate System Effect Curve from TaSelect
(see Figures 6-20 and 6-21). The necessary dimenThe ratio of blast area to outlet area is not
6-1.
ble
sioned drawings are usually included in the fan catincluded in fan catalog data and it will be
usually
alog.
necessary to obtain this from the fan manufacturer.
If more than one configuration is included in a sysNOTE: The system Effect Factor includes only
tem, the System Effect Factor for each must be deeffect of the system configuration on the
the
termined separately and the total of these System
performance. Any additional friction
fan's
Effects must be added to the total system pressure
due to additional ductwork should be
losses
losses or subtracted from the fan pressure rating.

added to the calculated system pressure loss.
Also, System Effect cannot be field measured
... only calculated.

FAN OUTLET
CONDITIONS
1. Outlet Ducts
Fans intended primarily for use with duct systems are
usually tested with an outlet duct in place. The system designer should examine catalog ratings carefully for statements defining whether the published
ratings are based on tests made with outlet ducts,
inlet ducts, both or no ducts. If information is not

2. Outlet Diffusers or Evases
The process which takes place in the outlet duct is
often referred to as "static regain." The relatively high
velocity airstream leaving the blast area of the fan
gradually expands to fill the duct. The kinetic energy
(velocity pressure) decreases and the potential energy (static pressure) increases.
In many systems, it may be feasible to use an outlet
duct which is considerably larger than the fan outlet.
In these cases, the static pressure available to over-
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Figure 6-2 CONTROLLED DIFFUSION AND ESTABLISHMENT OF A UNIFORM
VELOCITY PROFILE IN A STRAIGHT LENGTH OF OUTLET DUCT (1)
6.3
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Table 6-1 SYSTEM EFFECT CURVES FOR OUTLET DUCTS (1)

come system resistance can be increased by converting some of the fan outlet velocity pressure to
static pressure.
To achieve this conversion efficiently, it is necessary
to use a connection piece between the fan outlet and
the duct which allows the airstream to expand gradually. This is called a diffuser or evase.
The efficiency of conversion will depend upon the angle of expansion, the length of the diffuser section
and the blast area/outlet area ratio of the fan.

development of a uniform flow profile before an elbow
is inserted in the duct. If an elbow must be located
near the fan outlet, then it should have a minimum
center line radius to duct diameter ratio of 1.5 and
should be arranged to give the most uniform airflow
possible, as shown in Figure 6-3.
Table 6-2 lists System Effect Factor Curves which
can be used to estimate the effect of an elbow at the
fan outlet. It also shows the reduction in losses resulting from use of a straight outlet duct.

3. Outlet Duct Elbows

4. Turning Vanes

Values for pressure losses through elbows are based
upon a uniform velocity profile approaching the elbow.
Any non-uniformity in the velocity profile ahead of the
elbow will result in a pressure loss greater than the
published value.

Turning vanes will usually reduce the pressure loss
through an elbow, but where a non-uniform approach
velocity profile exists, such as at a fan outlet, the
vanes may actually serve to continue the non-uniform
profile beyond the elbow. This may result in increased
losses in other system components downstream of
the elbow.

The velocity profile at the outlet of a fan is not uniform
and an elbow located at or near the fan outlet will,
therefore, develop a pressure loss greater than its
"table" value.
The amount of this increased loss will depend upon
the location and orientation of the elbow relative to
the fan outlet. In some cases, the effect of the elbow
will be to further distort the outlet velocity profile of
the fan. This will increase the losses and may result
in such uneven flow in the duct that branch takeoffs
near the elbow will not deliver their designated airflow.
Wherever possible, a length of straight duct should
be installed at the fan outlet to permit diffusion and

6.4

5. Fan Volume Control Dampers
Dampers can be furnished as accessory equipment
by the fan manufacturer; however, in many systems,
a volume control damper will be located by the designer in the ductwork at or near the fan outlet (see
Figure 6-24).
Volume control dampers are manufactured with
either "opposed" blades or "parallel" blades. When
partially closed, the parallel bladed damper diverts
the airstream to the side of the duct. This results in

CHAPTER 6

Figure 6-3 OUTLET DUCT ELBOWS (1)

a non-uniform velocity profile beyond the damper, and
flow to branch ducts close to the downstream side
may be seriously affected (See Figure 6-4).
The use of an opposed blade damper is recommended when volume control is required at the fan
outlet and there are other system components, such

as coils or branch takeoffs, downstream of the fan.
When the fan discharges into a large plenum or to
free space, a parallel blade damper may be satisfactory.
For a centrifugal fan, best air performance usually
will be achieved by installing the damper with its
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SYSTEM EFFECT FACTOR CURVES FOR SWSI FANS
FOR DWDI FANS DETERMINE SYSTEM EFFECT FACTOR
CURVE USING THE ABOVE TABULATION FOR SWSI FANS.
NEXT DETERMINE SYSTEM EFFECT FACTOR (AP) BY USING
FIGURE 6-1 THEN APPLY APPROPRIATE MULTIPLIER FROM
TABULATION BELOW:

Table 6-2 SYSTEM EFFECT FACTOR CURVES FOR OUTLET ELBOWS (1)
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Figure 6-4 PARALLEL VS. OPPOSED DAMPERS (1)

blades perpendicular to the fan shaft; however, other
considerations may require installation of the damper
with its blades parallel to the fan shaft.
Published pressure losses for control dampers are
based upon uniform approach velocity profiles. When
a damper is installed close to the outlet of a fan, the
approach velocity profile is non-uniform and much
higher pressure losses through the damper can result. Figure 6-5 lists multipliers which should be applied to the damper manufacturer's cataloged pressure loss when the damper is installed at the outlet
of a centrifugal fan.

6. Duct Branches
Standard procedures for the design of duct systems
are all based on the assumption of uniform flow profiles in the system (Figure 6-6).
If branch takeoffs or splits are located close to the
fan outlet, non-uniform flow conditions will exist and
pressure loss and airflow may vary widely from design intent. Wherever possible, a length of straight
duct should be installed between the fan outlet and
any split or branch takeoff.

B CONDITIONS
FAN INLET
Fan inlet swirl and non-uniform inlet flow can often
be corrected by inlet straightening vanes or guide
vanes. Restricted fan inlets located too close to walls
or obstructions, or restrictions caused by a plenum or
cabinet will decrease the useable performance of a
fan. Cabinet clearance effect or plenum effect is considered a component part of the entire system and

the pressure losses through the cabinet or plenum
must be considered as a System Effect when determining system characteristics.

1. Inlet Ducts
Some fans intended primarily for use as "exhausters"
may be tested with an inlet duct in place or with a
special bell-mouth inlet to stimulate the effect of a
duct. Figure 6-8 illustrates the variations in inlet flow
which will occur. A ducted inlet condition is shown as
(a), the unducted condition as (d), and the effect of a
bell-mouth inlet as (f).
Flow into a sharp edged duct as shown in (c) or into
an inlet without a smooth entry as shown in (d) is
similar to flow through a sharp edged orifice in that a
vena contracta is formed. The reduction in flow area
caused by the vena contracta and the following rapid
expansion causes a loss which should be considered
as a System Effect. This loss can be largely eliminated by providing the duct or fan inlet with a rounded
entry as shown in (e) and (f). If it is not practical to
include such a smooth entry, a converging taper will
substantially diminish the loss of energy and even a
simple flat flange on the end of a duct will reduce the
loss to about one-half of the loss through an unflanged entry.
AMCA Standard 210 limits an inlet duct to a crosssectional area not greater than 1121/2 percent nor less
than 921/2 percent of the fan inlet area. The included
angle of transition elements is limited to 15° converging and 70 diverging.

2. Inlet Elbows
Non-uniform flow into the inlet is the most common
cause of deficient fan performance. An elbow or a 90°
duct turn located at the fan inlet will not allow the air
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AVOID LOCATION OF SPLIT OR DUCT BRANCH
CLOSE TO FAN DISCHARGE. PROVIDE A STRAIGHT
SECTION OF DUCT TO ALLOW FOR AIR DIFFUSION.
(See Figure 6-2 for corrective calculations)
Figure 6-5 PRESSURE LOSS MULTIPLIERS
FOR VOLUME CONTROL DAMPERS (1)

Figure 6-6 BRANCHES LOCATED
TOO CLOSE TO FAN (1)

Figure 6-7 TYPICAL HVAC UNIT CONNECTIONS
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Figure 6-8 TYPICAL INLET CONNECTIONS FOR CENTRIFUGAL AND AXIAL FANS (1)

to enter uniformly and will result in turbulent and uneven flow distribution at the fan impeller. Air has
weight and a moving airstream has momentum and,
therefore, the airstream resists a change in direction
within an elbow as illustrated in Figures 6-9 & 6-10.
The System Effect Curves for round section elbows
of given Radius/Diameter (R/D) ratios are listed on
Figure 6-9. The System Effect Factor for a particular
elbow can be obtained from Figure 6-1 using the
average fan inlet velocity and the tabulated System
Effect Curve. This pressure loss must be added to
the friction and dynamic losses already determined
for that particular elbow unless they are deducted
from the fan capacity. This System Effect Factor loss
only applies when the elbow is located at the fan inlet
as shown in Figure 6-9.
Refer to Figures 6-11 and 6-12 for the System Effect
Curves for other inlet elbows and 900 duct turns which
produce non-uniform inlet flow. Note that when duct
turning vanes and/or a suitable length of duct is used
(three to eight diameters long, depending on velocities) between the fan inlet and the elbow, the System
Effect Factor is not as great or is off of the chart.
These improvements help maintain uniform flow into
the fan inlet and, thereby, approach the flow conditions of the laboratory test setup. Most fan manufacturers can furnish design and System Effect infor-

mation for special inlet boxes for particular flow and
entry conditions (see Figure 6-20).

3. Inlet Vortex
Another major cause of reduced performance is an
inlet duct condition that produces a vortex or spin in
the airstream entering a fan inlet. An example of this
condition is illustrated in Figure 6-13.
The ideal inlet condition is one which allows the air
to enter axially and uniformly without spin in either
direction. A spin in the same direction as the impeller
rotation reduces the pressure-volume curve by an
amount dependent upon the intensity of the vortex.
The effect is similar to the change in the pressurevolume curve achieved by inlet vanes installed in a
fan inlet which induce a controlled spin and so vary
the volume flow rate of the system. A counter rotating
vortex at the inlet will result in a slight increase in the
pressure-volume curve but the horsepower will increase substantially.
Inlet spin may arise from a great variety of approach
conditions and sometimes the cause is not obvious.
Some common duct connections which cause inlet
spin are illustrated in Figure 6-14, but since the variations are many, no System Effect Factors are tabulated. It is recommended that these types of duct
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THE REDUCTION IN CAPACITY AND PRESSURE FOR
THIS TYPE OF INLET CONDITION IS IMPOSSIBLE TO

TABULATE. THE MANY POSSIBLE VARIATIONS IN
WIDTH AND DEPTH OF THE DUCT INFLUENCE THE
REDUCTION IN PERFORMANCETO VARYING DEGREES AND THEREFORE THIS INLET SHOULD BE
AVOIDED. CAPACITY LOSSES AS HIGH AS 45 PERCENT HAVE BEEN OBSERVED. EXISTING INSTALLATIONS CAN BE IMPROVED WITH VANES OR THE
CONVERSION TO SQUARE OR MITERED ELBOWS
WITH VANES.

Figure 6-9 NON-UNIFORM FLOW INTO A
FAN INLET INDUCED BY A 900 ROUND
SECTION ELBOW-NO TURNING VANES (1)

Figure 6-10 NON-UNIFORM FLOW
INDUCED INTO FAN INLET BY A
RECTANGULAR INLET DUCT (1)

connections be avoided, but if this is not possible,
inlet conditions can usually be improved by the use
of vanes to break the spinning vortex (Figure 6-15).

figure. The effectiveness of the vanes in the elbow
will also be reduced.

4. Inlet Duct Vanes
Where space limitations prevent the use of optimum

fan inlet connections, more uniform flow can be

achieved by the use of vanes in the inlet elbow.
Numerous variations of vanes are available, from a
single curved sheet metal van to multi-bladed "airfoil"
vanes.
The pressure drop through elbows with these devices
are part of the system pressure losses. The cataloged pressure loss of proprietary vanes will be
based upon uniform airflow at the entry to the elbow.
If the airflow approaching the elbow is significantly
non-uniform because of the disturbance further upstream in the system, the pressure loss through the
elbow will be higher than the published or calculated
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5. Straighteners
Airflow straighteners (egg-crates) are often used to

eliminate or reduce swirl or vortex flow in a duct. An
example of an egg-crate straightener, Figure 6-16, is
reproduced from AMCA Standard 210.

6. Enclosures
Fans within plenums and cabinets or next to walls
should be located so that air may flow unobstructed
into the inlets. Fan performance is reduced if the

space between the fan inlet and the enclosure is too

restrictive. It is common practice to allow at least onehalf impeller diameter between an enclosure wall and
the fan inlet. The inlets of multiple double width cen-

trifugal fans located in a common enclosure should
be at least one impeller diameter apart if optimum

CHAPTER 6

Figure 6-11 SYSTEM EFFECTS FOR VARIOUS MITERED ELBOWS WITHOUT VANES (1)

performance is to be expected. Figure 6-17 illustrates
fans located in an enclosure and lists the System
Effect Curve for restricted inlets.
The manner in which the airstream enters an enclosure in relation to the fan inlets also affects fan performance. Plenum or enclosure inlets or walls which
are not symmetrical with the fan inlets will cause
uneven flow and/or inlet spin. Figure 6-18 illustrates
this condition, which must be avoided to achieve maximum performance from a fan. If this is not possible,

inlet conditions can usually be improved with a splitter
sheet to break up the inlet vortex as illustrated in
Figure 6-19.

7. Obstructed Inlets
A reduction in fan performance can be expected
when an obstruction to airflow is located in the plane
of the fan inlet. Structural members, columns, butterfly valves, blast gates and pipes are examples of
more common inlet obstructions.
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Figure 6-13 EXAMPLE OF A FORCED INLET VORTEX (SPIN-SWIRL) (1)
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Figure 6-14 INLET DUCT CONNECTIONS CAUSING INLET SPIN (1)

Figure 6-15 CORRECTIONS FOR INLET SPIN (1)

Some accessories, such as fan bearings, bearing
pedestals, inlet vanes, inlet dampers, drive guards
and motors may also cause inlet obstruction.
Obstruction at the fan inlet may be classified conveniently in terms of the unobstructed percentage of the
inlet area. Because of the shape of inlet cones of
many fans, it is sometimes difficult to establish the
area of the fan inlet. Figures 6-21 and 6-22 illustrate
the convention adopted for this purpose. Where an

inlet collar is provided (Figure 6-21) the inlet area is
calculated from inside diameter of this collar. Where
no collar is provided, the inlet plane is defined by the
points of tangent of the fan housing with the inlet cone
radius (Figure 6-22).
The unobstructed percentage of the inlet area is calculated by projecting the profile of the obstruction
onto the profile of the inlet. The adjusted inlet velocity
obtained is then used to enter the System Effect
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Figure 6-16 AMCA STANDARD 210 FLOW STRAIGHTENER (1)

Figure 6-17 SYSTEM EFFECT CURVES FOR FANS LOCATED IN PLENUMS
AND CABINET ENCLOSURES AND FOR VARIOUS WALL TO INLET DIMENSIONS (1)

Figure 6-18 ENCLOSURE INLET NOT
SYMMETRICAL WITH FAN INLET,
PREROTATIONAL VORTEX INDUCED (1)
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Figure 6-19 FLOW CONDITION OF
FIGURE 6-18 IMPROVED
WITH A SPLITTER SHEET (1)
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Curve chart and the System Effect Factor determined
from the curve listed for that unobstructed percentage
of the inlet area.

8. Field Fabricated Fan Inlet Box
Inlet boxes have been used for years on industrial
centrifugal fan applications with predictable results.
The dimensions of the inlet boxes have been established by extensive field testing. Figure 6-20 shows
the inlet box configuration and dimensions based on
the size of the fan wheel of the centrifugal fan. The
inlet box allows a 900 connection to the fan with almost no horizontal duct.
The inlet box should be made of a metal gauge equal
to that of the fan scrolls and it should be bolted tightly
to the fan inlet ring, with the flexible connection at the
return air duct connection to the inlet of the box. This
requires the box to be adequately supported by the
fan base and the vibration isolation pad or mountings
to be designed to include the weight of the inlet box.
When an inlet box is used, a duct fitting loss coefficient (C) of 1.0 should be used for the inlet box. This
is multiplied by the velocity pressure (Vp) based on
the return air duct velocity. No additional System Effect Factor should be calculated.

C

EFFECTS OF FACTORY
SUPPLIED ACCESSORIES

Unless the manufacturer's catalog clearly states to
the contrary, it should be assumed that published
fan performance data does not include the effects of
any accessories supplied with the fan.
If possible, the necessary information should be obtained directly from the fan manufacturer. The data
presented in this section are offered only as a guide
in the absence of specific data from the fan manufacturer.

1. Bearing Supports
Some fans require that the fan shaft be supported by
a bearing and bearing support in the fan inlet or just
adjacent to it.
These components may have an effect on the airflow
to the fan inlet and, consequently, on the fan performance, depending on the size of the bearings and
supports in relation to the fan inlet opening. The location of the bearing and support, that is, whether it
is located in the actual inlet sleeve or "stepped out"
from the inlet, will also have an effect.

Figure 6-20 CENTRIFUGAL FAN INLET BOX
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In cases where manufacturer's performance ratings
do not include the effect of the bearings and supports,
it will be necessary to compensate for this inlet restriction, if possible by use of the fan manufacturer's
allowance for bearings in the fan inlet.
If no better data is available, an approximation may
be made as described under "Obstructed Inlets" in
subsection B of this section.

2. Drive Guards
Most fans may require a belt drive guard in the area
of the fan inlet. Depending on design, the guard may
be located at the plane of the inlet, along the casing
side sheet or it may be "stepped out" due to "stepped
out" bearing pedestals.
In any case, depending on the location of the guard
and on the inlet velocity, the fan performance may be
significantly affected by this obstruction.
It is desirable that a drive guard located in this position be furnished with as much opening as possible
to allow maximum airflow to the fan inlet. However,
the guard design must comply with any Occupational
Health and Safety Act requirements or any other applicable codes.
If available, use the fan manufacturer's allowance for
drive guards obstructing the fan inlet. System Effect
Curves for drive guard obstructions situated at the
inlet of a fan may be approximated using Figures 621, 6-22, and Table 6-3.
Where possible, open construction on guards is recommended to allow free air passage to the inlet.

Figure 6-21 FREE INLET AREA PLANEFAN WITH INLET COLLAR (1)
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Guards and sheaves should be designed to obstruct
as little of the inlet as possible and in no case should
the obstruction be more than 1/3 of the inlet area.

3. Belt Tube in Axial Fans
With a belt-driven axial flow fan, it is usually necessary that the fan motor be mounted outside the fan
housing.
To protect the belts from the airstream and also to
prevent any leakage from the fan housing, manufacturers, in many cases, provide a belt tube.
Most manufacturers include the effects of this belt
tube in their rating tables; however, in cases where
this is not reflected, the appropriate System Effect
Curves obtained from Table 6-3 may be used.

4. Factory Made Inlet Boxes
The "System Effect" of fan inlet boxes can vary
widely, depending upon the design. This data should
be available from the fan manufacturer. In the absence of fan manufacturer's data, a well designed
inlet box should approximate System Effect Curves
"S" or "T" of Figure 6-1.
Inlet box dampers may be used to control the airflow
volume through the system. Either parallel or opposed blade types may be used.
The parallel blade type is installed with the blades
parallel to the fan shaft so that, in a partially closed
position, a forced inlet vortex will be generated. The
effect on the fan characteristics will be similar to that
of inlet vane control.

Figure 6-22 FREE INLET AREA PLANEFAN WITHOUT INLET COLLAR (1)
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Table 6-3 SYSTEM EFFECT CURVES FOR INLET OBSTRUCTIONS (1)

The opposed blade type is used to control airflow
volume by changing the system by the addition of the
pressure loss created by the damper in a partially
closed position.
If possible, complete data should be obtained from
the fan manufacturer giving the "System Effect" or
pressure loss of the inlet box and damper over the
range of application. If data is not available, System
Effect Curves "S" or "T" from Figure 6-1 should be
applied in making the fan selection.

5. Inlet Vane Control
To maintain fan efficiency at reduced flow conditions,
airflow quantity is often controlled by variable vanes
mounted in the fan inlet (see Figure 6-24).
These are arranged to generate a forced inlet vortex
which rotates in the same direction as the fan impeller.
Inlet vanes may be of two different basic types:
1. Integral (built-in)
2. Cylindrical (add on).
The "System Effect" of a wide open inlet vane must
be accounted for in the original fan selection. This
data should be available from the fan manufacturer.
If not, the System Effect Curves of Table 6-4 should
be applied in making the fan selection using Figure
6-23.

CALCULATING
SYSTEM EFFECT

Figure 6-23 TYPICAL NORMALIZED INLET
VALVE CONTROL PRESSUREVOLUME CURVE (1)

The HVAC system designer is responsible for the layout of the equipment room and the equipment duct
connection configuration. Therefore System Effect
Factors can be noted and included in the system total
pressure loss/fan capacity calculations.
Using a fan similar to that in the duct system example
in Figures 7-2 or 8-2 of Chapters 7 or 8, the fan is in
a plenum having adequate clearance for air entry to
the fan inlet. However, the fan contains integral inlet
vanes. With the blades wide open (Table 6-4), Sys-
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Figure 6-24 COMMON TERMINOLOGY FOR
CENTRIFUGAL FAN APPURTENANCES (1)
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tem Effect Curve "Q" will be used in Figure 6-1 to
determine the static pressure loss. The manufacturer's literature indicates that the selected 48 inch
(1220 mm) SWSI fan has an inlet and outlet area of
13.1 square feet (1.22 m2) each. At 20,000 cfm
(10,000 I/s) and 2.4 in. w.g. (600 Pa) static pressure,
the velocities are 1527 fpm (776 m/s). From Figure
6-1, reading up from 1527 fpm (776 m/s) to the "Q"
curve gives a System Effect Factor of 0.23 in. w.g.
(57 Pa) for the inlet side of the fan. This becomes
part of the static pressure derating of the fan.
The fan discharge size for this example is 43 inches
(1092 mm) wide by 44 inches (1118 mm) high and the

blast area ratio is 0.8. The 1.5 R/W elbow (the duct
size is the same as the fan discharge size) is located
30 inches (760 mm) from the fan discharge, which
would result in an approximately "25% effective duct"
in position A (see Figures 6-2 and 6-3). From Table
6-2, the System Effect Factor Curve "T" or "U" is
selected to be used in Figure 6-1. At 1527 fpm (776
m/s), both curves are off the graph, so no System
Effect Factor would be added for the discharge side
of the fan. Therefore the fan would be rated at 2.17
in. w.g. (2.4-0.23) or 543 Pa (600-57) static pressure.
In many cases, a duct transition is used at the fan
discharge connection (normally made with a flexible
connection). Then the velocity in the duct has no relationship with the fan discharge velocity unless it
falls within the parameters discussed earlier in "Outlet Ducts" of Subsection A.
It is important to note again that System Effect cannot
be measured in the field by testing and balancing
technicians. Therefore the system 'designer should
deduct System effect from the fan capacity rather
than adding it to the total pressure loss of the HVAC
system.
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ADESIGN
FUNDAMENTALS
For duct sizing procedures using S.I. units or the
metric system, see chapter 8.
1. The total pressure (TP) at any location within a
system is the sum of the static pressure
(SP)and the velocity pressure (Vp).
2. Total pressure always decreases algebraically
in the direction of airflow (negative values of
return air or exhaust systems increase in the
direction of airflow, and positive values of supply
air systems decrease in the direction of airflow).
See Figure 5-10 and the text on page 5.11.
3. The losses in total pressure between the fan
and the end of each branch of a system are the
same.
4. Static pressure and velocity pressure are mutually convertible and either can increase or decrease in the direction of flow.

B

DESIGN
OBJECTIVES
1. Design the duct system to convey the design
airflow from the fan to the terminal devices in
the most efficient manner as allowed by the
building structure.
2. Consider energy conservation in the fan selection, duct configuration, duct wall heat gain or
loss, etc.
3. Special consideration should be given to the
need for sound attenuation and breakout noise.
4. Testing, adjusting and balancing equipment and
dampers should be shown on the drawings.
5. Locations of all life safety devices such as fire
dampers, smoke dampers, etc. should be
shown on the drawings.
6. The designer should consider the pressure
losses that occur from tie rods and other duct
obstructions.
7. If the ductwork is well designed and con-

structed, at least 75 to 90 percent of the original
velocity pressure can be regained.
8. Round ducts generally are preferred for higher
pressure systems.
9. Branch takeoffs and fittings with low loss coefficients should be used. Both 900 and 450 duct

takeoffs can be used. However, the use of conical tees or angular takeoffs can reduce pressure losses.
10. Use of the SMACNA Duct Design Calculators
would aid the duct design process, especially
when making changes in the field.

C

DUCT SYSTEM
SIZING PROCEDURES

1. Introduction
The "equal friction" method of duct sizing probably
has been the most universally used means of sizing
low pressure supply air, return air and exhaust air
duct systems and it is being adapted by many for use
in medium pressure systems. It normally has not
been used for sizing high pressure systems. This
design method "automatically" reduces air velocities
in the direction of the airflow, so that by using a reasonable initial velocity, the chances of introducing airflow generated noise from high velocities are reduced
or eliminated. When noise is an important consideration, the system velocity readily may be checked at
any point. There is then the opportunity to reduce
velocity created noise by increasing duct size or adding sound attenuation materials (such as duct lining).
The major disadvantages of the equal friction method
are: (1) there is no natural provision for equalizing
pressure drops in the branches (except in the few
cases of a symmetrical layout); and (2) there is no
provision for providing the same static pressure behind each supply or return terminal device. Consequently, balancing can be difficult, even with a considerable amount of dampering in short duct runs.
However, the equal friction method can be modified
by designing portions of the longest run with different
friction rates from those used for the shorter runs (or
branches from the long run).
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Static regain (or loss) due to velocity changes, has
been added to the equal friction design procedure
by using fitting pressure losses calculated with new
loss coefficient tables in Chapter 14. Otherwise, the
omission of system static regain, when using older
tables, could cause the calculated system fan static
pressure to be greater than actual field conditions,
particularly in the larger, more complicated systems.
Therefore, the "modified equal friction" low
pressure duct design procedure presented in
this subsection will combine the advantages of
several design methods when used with the
loss coefficient tables in Chapter 14.

2. Modified Equal Friction Design
Procedures
"Equal friction" does not mean that total friction remains constant throughout the system. It means that
a specific friction loss or static pressure loss per 100
equivalent feet of duct is selected before the ductwork
is laid out, and that this loss per 100 feet is used
constantly throughout the design. The figure used for
this "constant" is entirely dependent upon the experience and desire of the designer, but there are practical limits based on economy and the allowable velocity range required to maintain the low pressure
system status.
To size the main supply air duct leaving the fan, the
usual procedure is to select an initial velocity from
the chart in Figure 14-1. This velocity could be selected above the shaded section of Figure 14-1 if
higher sound levels and energy conservation are not
limiting factors. The chart in Figure 14-1 is used to
determine the friction loss by using the design air
quantity (cfm) and the selected velocity (fpm). A friction loss value commonly used for lower pressure
duct sizing is 0.1 in. of water (in.w.g.) per 100 equivalent feet of ductwork, although other values, both
lower and higher, are used by some designers as
their "standard" or for special applications. This
same friction loss "value" generally is maintained
throughout the design, and the respective round duct
diameters are obtained from the chart in Figure 14-1.
The friction losses of each duct section should be
corrected for other materials and construction methods by use of Table 14-1 and Figure 14-3. The correction factor from Figure 14-3 is applied to the duct
friction loss for the straight sections of the duct prior
to determining the round duct diameters. The round
duct diameters thus determined are then used to se-
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lect the equivalent rectangular duct sizes from Table
14-2, unless round ductwork is to be used.
The flow rate (cfm) in the second section of the main
supply duct, after the first branch takeoff, is the original cfm supplied by the fan reduced by the amount
of cfm into the first branch. Using Figure 14-1, the
new flow rate value (using the recommended friction
rate of 0.1 in. w.g. per 100 ft.) will determine the duct
velocity and diameter for that section. The equivalent
rectangular size of that duct section again is obtained
from Table 14-2 (if needed). All subsequent sections
of the main supply duct and all branch ducts can be
sized from Figure 14-1 using the same friction loss
rate and the same procedures.
The total pressure drop measured at each terminal
device or air outlet (or inlet) of a small duct system,
or of branch ducts of a larger system, should not differ
more than 0.05 in. w.g. If the pressure difference
between the terminals exceeds that amount, dampering would be required that could create objectionable air noise levels.
The modified equal friction method is used for sizing
duct systems that are not symmetrical or that have
both long and short runs. Instead of depending upon
volume dampers to artificially increase the pressure
drop of short branch runs, the branch ducts are sized
(as nearly as possible) to dissipate (bleed-off) the
available pressure by using higher duct friction loss
values. Only the main duct, which usually is the longest run, is sized by the original duct friction loss value.
Care should be exercised to prevent excessively high
velocities in the short branches (with the higher friction rates). If calculated velocities are found to be too
high, then duct sizes must be recalculated to yield
lower velocities, and opposed blade volume dampers
or static pressure plates must be installed in the
branch duct at or near the main duct to dissipate the
excess pressure. Regardless, it is a good design
practice to include balancing dampers in HVAC duct
systems to balance the airflow to each branch.

3. Fitting Pressure Loss Tables
Tables 14-10 to 14-18 contain the loss coefficients for
elbows, fittings, and duct components. The "loss
coefficient" represents the ratio of the total pressure
loss to the dynamic pressure (in terms of velocity

pressure). It does not include duct friction loss
(which is picked up by measuring the duct sections
to fitting center lines). However, the loss coefficient
does include static regain (or loss) where there is a
change in velocity.

CHAPTER 7

Equation 7-1
TP = C x Vp

Where:
TP = Total Pressure (in. w.g.)
C = Dimensionless Loss Coefficient
Vp = Velocity Pressure (in. w.g.)
By using the duct fitting loss coefficients in Chapter
14 which include static pressure regain or loss, accurate duct system fitting pressure losses are obtained. When combined with the static pressure friction losses of the straight duct sections sized by the
modified equal friction method, the result will be the
closest possible approximation of the actual system
total pressure requirements for the fan.
To demonstrate the use of the loss coefficient tables,
several fittings are selected from a sample duct system which has a velocity of 2550 fpm. Using Table
14-6, the velocity pressure (Vp) is found to be 0.41 in.
w.g. The total pressure (TP) loss of each fitting is
determined as follows:

Example A:
36" (H) x 12" (W), 90° Radius Elbow (R/W = 1.5),
no vanes. From Table 14-10, Figure F, the loss coefficient of 0.14 is obtained using H/W = 3.0.
The loss coefficient should not be used without
checking to see if a correction is required for the
Reynolds number (Note 3):

Example B:
45° Round Wye, 20" diameter main duct, (2500 fpm);
10" diameter branch duct, branch velocity of 1550
fpm. Determine the fitting pressure losses. (Figure A
of Table 14-14).
Ab = 7rrr2 =

Tf52 =

wr25

A, = wr2 = rr102 = Tr100
Ab/AC = 25/100 = 0.25
From Figure 14-1:
For 10" diameter, 1550 fpm; Qb = 850 cfm
For 20" diameter, 2500 fpm; QC = 5500 cfm
Qb/Qc

= 850/5500 = 0.155

Interpolating in the table between Ab/AC = 0.2 and
0.3; and Qb/Qc = 0.1 and 0.2; 0.56 is selected as the

branch fitting loss coefficient. The branch pressure
loss is calculated.
Obtain Vp of 0.39 for 2500 fpm from Table 14-6.
TP = C x Vp = 0.56 x 0.39 = 0.218 in. w.g.
The main pressure loss is calculated by first establishing Vs:
QS = Q - Q, = 5500 - 850 = 4650 cfm

Using Figure 14-1, 20" diameter:
Vs = 2120 fpm
Vs/Vc = 2120/2500 = 0.85
From the Table 14-14, Figure A, C = 0.02
TP = C x Vp = 0.02 x 0.39 = 0.008 in. w.g.

Example C:

The correction factor of 1.0 is found where R/W >
0.75 and Re 10-4 > 20; so the loss coefficient remains at 0.14. Then:
TP = C x VP = 0.14 x 0.41 = 0.057 in. w.g.

All of the above calculations for Re10-4 could have
been avoided if the graph in the "Reynolds Number
Correction Factor Chart" on Page 14-19 had been
checked, as the plotted point is outside the shaded
area requiring correction (using the duct diameter
and velocity to plot the point).
If the elbow was 450 instead of 90°, another correction

factor of 0.60 (See the reference to Note 1 on page
14.19) would be used: 0.60 x 0.057 = 0.034 in. w.g.

36" x 12" rectangular to 20" diameter round transition where 0 = 30° (Table 14-12, Figure A), Vp =
0.4.
A, = 36 x 12 = 432 sq. in.
A = 7Tr2 = Tr102 = 314 sq. in.
A1/A = 1.38 (use 2)
0.05 is selected as the loss coefficient.
TP = C x Vp = 0.05 x 0.4 = 0.02 in. w.g.
Fortunately, there usually are not too many "complicated" fittings in most duct systems, but when there
are, the systems usually are part of a large complex.
A computer programmed for the above calculations
can facilitate the duct system design procedure.
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SUPPLY AIR DUCT SYSTEMD

SIZING EXAMPLE NO. 1

A plan of a sample building HVAC duct system is
shown in Figure 7-1 and the tabulation of the computations can be found in Table 7-1. A full size "Duct
Sizing Work Sheet" may be found in Figure 7-5 at
the end of this Chapter. It may be photocopied for "inhouse" use only. The conditioned area is assumed
to be at zero pressure and the two fans have been
sized to deliver 8000 cfm each. The grilles and diffusers have been tentatively sized to provide the required flow, throw, noise level, etc., and the sizes and
pressure drops are indicated on the plan. To size the
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ductwork and determine the supply fan total pressure
requirement, a suggested step-by-step procedure follows.

1. Supply Fan Plenum
From manufacturer's data sheets or from the Figures
or Tables in Chapter 9, the static pressure losses of
the energy recovery device, filter bank and heatingcooling coil are entered in Table 7-1 in column L.
(Velocities, if available, are entered in column F for
reference information only.) With 10 feet of duct discharging directly from fan "B" (duct is fan outlet size),
no "System Effect Factor" (see Chapter 6) needs to
be added for either side of the fan. As the plenum

Figure 7-1 DUCT SYSTEMS FOR DUCT SIZING EXAMPLES NO 1 AND 2.

Table 7-1 DUCT SIZING, SUPPLY AIR SYSTEMEXAMPLE NO. 1

DUCT SIZING WORK SHEET
(U.S. Units)
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static pressure (SP) loss is negligible, the losses for
the inlet air portion of the fan system entered in column L are added, and the loss of 0.90 in. w.g. is
entered in column M on line 3.

2. Supply Air System
a) Duct Section BC-The 24" x 32" fan discharge
size has a circular equivalent of 30.2 inches (Table
14-2). Using the chart in Figure 14-1, a velocity of
1600 fpm and a friction loss of 0.095 in. w.g. per 100
ft. of duct is established within the recommended
velocity range (shaded area) using the 8000 cfm system airflow. The data is entered on line 4 in the appropriate columns. Without any changes in direction
to reduce the fan noise, and with the duct located in
an unconditioned space up to the first branch (at point
E), internal fibrous glass lining can be used to satisfy
both the acoustic and thermal requirements. There-

fore, the duct size entered in column J is marked
with an asterisk and the fibrous glass liner "medium
rough" correction factor of 1.40 is obtained from
Table 14-1 and Figure 14-3 and entered in column
K. Duct sections BC static pressure (SP) loss is
computed as follows:

The duct section BC static pressure loss is entered
in column L, and as it is the only loss for that section,
the loss also is entered in column M.
b) Duct Section CE-At point C, building construction conditions require that the duct aspect ratio
change, so a duct transition is needed. Using the
same 0.095 in. w.g. per 100 ft. duct friction loss and
30.2 in. duct diameter for the 8000 cfm airflow, a 44"
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Table 7-1(a) DUCT SIZING, SUPPLY AIR SYSTEMEXAMPLE NO. 1 (CONT.)

x 18" duct is selected from Table 14-2 and entered
in column J on line 5. This section of duct continues
to require acoustical and thermal treatment, so the
section friction loss is computed:

(enter on line 5 in column L)
The transition loss coefficient can be obtained after
determining if the fitting is diverging or converging.
A = 24 x 32 = 768 and A1 = 44 x 18 = 792,

The average velocity of the entering airstream (Equation 5-7) = Q/A or cfm/Area (ft.) = 8000/24 x 32/
144 = 1500 fpm.

7.6

From Table 14-11, Figure B, using O = 30° and A1/A
= 2 (smallest number for A,A), the loss coefficient of
0.25 is entered on line 6 in column H. The velocity
pressure (Vp) of 0.14 in. w.g. is obtained from Table
14-6 for 1500 fpm and entered in column G. The transition fitting pressure loss of 0.035 in. w.g. (C x Vp
= 0.25 x 0.14) is entered in column L. As this is a
dynamic pressure loss, the correction factor for the
duct lining does not apply.
The static pressure loss of 0.06 in. w.g. for the fire
damper at D is obtained from Chapter 9 or manufacturer's data sheets and entered in column L on line
7 The three static pressure losses in column L on
lines 5, 6, and 7 are totalled (0.133 in. w.g.) and entered in column M on line 7 This is the total pressure
loss of the 44" x 18" duct section CE (inside dimensions) and its components.

c) Duct Section EF-An assumption must now be
made as to which duct run has the greatest friction
loss. As the duct run to the "J" air supply diffuser is
apparently the longest with the most fittings, this run
will be the assumed path for further computations.
Branch duct run EQ will be compared with duct run
EJ after calculations are completed.
Applying the 6,000 cfm (for duct section EF) and
0.095 in. w.g. per 100 ft. to the chart in Figure 14-1,
a duct diameter of 271 in. and 1500 fpm velocity is
obtained and entered on line 8. Table 14-2 is used to
select a 36" x 18" rectangular duct size needed by
keeping the duct height 18 inches (equivalent duct
diam. = 274 in.). Normally, duct size changes are
made changing only one dimension (for ease and
economy of fabrication) and keeping the aspect ratio
as low as possible. The use of 274 in. instead of 27.1
in. does not change the velocity (including velocity
pressure) or duct friction losses significantly to require the use of different values. A review of the chart
in Figure 14-1 will verify this, so 1500 fpm and 0.095
in. w.g. will continue to be used.
As the continuous rolled galvanized duct system is
being fabricated in 4 foot sections, the degree of
roughness (Table 14-1) indicates "medium smooth".
No correction factor is needed, as the chart in Figure
14-1 is based on an Absolute Roughness of 0.0003
ft. as a result of recent SMACNA assisted ASHRAE
research.
The static pressure loss for duct section EF is:

The fitting "loss" thus has a negative value (-0.01
x 0.13 = - 0.001) and is entered on line 9 in column

L with a minus sign (the static regain is actually
greater than the dynamic pressure loss of the fitting).
The pressure losses on lines 8 and 9 in column L
are added (-0.001 + 0.019 = 0.018 in. w.g.) and
entered on line 9 in column M.
d) Duct Section FH-The wye fitting at F and duct
section FH are computed in the same way as above
and the values entered on lines 10 and 11. By using
0.095 in. w.g. and 3000 cfm in Figure 14-1, 1260 fpm
and 20.7 inches diameter are obtained from Figure
14-1; 20" x 18" equiv. duct size from Table 14-2:

= 0.029 in. w.g.

(enter on line 10)
For the wye fitting at F, Table 14-14, figure W is again
used. With the 6000 cfm airflow dividing equally into
two 3000 cfm airstream ducts, Ab = As. Therefore,
Ab/As = 1.0; Ab/AC = (10.5)2 -Tr/(13.7)2 7T
= 346/590 = 0.59
Qb/Qc = 3000/6000 = 0.5
Using Ab/As = 1.0; Ab/Ac = 0.5;
C (Main) = 0.05,

velocity = 1333 fpm (6000/36 x 18/144)
Vp = 0.11 (From Table 14-6)
Fitting loss = C x Vp = 0.05 x 0.11
= 0.006 in. w.g. (line 11)

(enter on line 8 column L)
The diverging 90° wye fitting used at E can be found

in Table 14-14, Figure W. In order to obtain the proper
loss coefficient "C" to calculate the fitting pressure
loss, preliminary calculations to obtain Ab must be
made (if a different friction loss rate is used later when
computing the branch losses, subsequent recalculation might be necessary).
Ab (Prelim.) for 2,000 cfm @ 0.095 in. w.g. = 254

sq. in. (area of 18.0 in. diameter duct obtained from
Figure 14-1). Then:
Ab/As = (9.0)2rr/(13.7)27r = 254/590 = 0.43,
Ab/Ac = 254/707 = 0.36, and
Qb/Qc = 2000/8000 = 0.25.
Using Ab/As = 0.33; and Ab/AC = 0.25 (the closest
figures), C (Main) = - 0.01 (obtained by interpola-

tion). The Vp for 1455 fpm (8000/44 x 18/144) is 0.13
in. w.g.

The loss coefficient for the thin plate volume damper
near F can be obtained from Table 14-18, Figure B
(Set wide open, i.e. 0°). The velocity pressure (Vp) of

0.09 in. w.g. for 1200 fpm (3000/20 x 18/144) is
obtained from Table 14-6.
Damper Loss = C x Vp = 0.04 x 0.09
= 0.004 in. w.g. (line 12)

Elbow G in the FH duct run is a square elbow with
4.5 inch single thickness turning varies on 3 1/4 inch
centers. The loss coefficient of 0.24 is obtained
from Table 14-10, Figure H for the 20" x 18" elbow
and entered on line 13 along with the other data
(cfm, fpm, Vp, etc.)
G fitting loss = C x Vp = 0.24 x 0.09
= 0.022 in w.g. (line 13)

The total pressure loss for duct section FH from lines
10, 11, 12, and 13 in column L(0.029 + 0.006 + 0.004
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+ 0.022) of 0.061 in. w.g. is entered on line 13 in
column M.

I fitting loss = C x Vp = 0.05 x 0.07

e) Duct Section HI-Data for duct section HI is developed as other duct sections above. Starting with
2000 cfm, the values of 1140 fpm, 18.0 inch diameter
(and the duct size of 20" x 14") are obtained (again
changing only one duct dimension where possible).

The "J" elbow is smooth, long radius without vanes
(Table 14-10, Figure F) having a R/W ratio of 2.0. As

= 0.019 in. w.g. (line 14).

The loss coefficient for transition H (converging flow)
is obtained from Table 14-12, Figure A using 0 = 30°

= 0.004 in. w.g. (line 17).

H/W = 12/14 = 0.86, the loss coefficient of 0.16 is

used.
By applying values of the 14.2 inch equivalent duct
diameter and the duct velocity of 900 fpm to the
"Reynolds Number Correction Factor Chart" on page
14.19, it is found that a correction factor must be
used. The actual average velocity is:
V = 1000/14 x 12/144 = 857 fpm

(use the upstream velocity based on 3000 cfm) to
compute the Vp, assuming that there is not an instant
change in the upstream airflow velocity. This will hold
true for each similar fitting in this example).

The equations under Note 3 on page 14,20 are solved
to allow the correction factor to be obtained.

Vel = 3000/20 x 18/144 = 1200 fpm; Vp = 0.09,

Re = 8.56 DV = 8.56 x 12.92 x 857
Re = 94,780
Re10 4 = 9.48

H fitting loss = C x Vp = 0.05 x 0.09
= 0.005 in. w.g. (line 15)

From the table (Note 3) the correction factor of 1.32
is obtained and the Vp of 0.05 for 857 fpm is used.

The loss values in column L (0.019 and 0.005) are
again totalled and entered on line 15 in column M
(0.024 in. w.g.).

Fitting loss = C x Vp x KRe
= 0.16 x 0.05 x 1.32 = 0.011 in. w.g.

f) Duct Section IJ-Duct section IJ is calculated as
the above duct sections and the same type of transition is used (1000 cfm, 970 fpm, 13.9 inch diam.;
with a 14" x 12" duct size being selected at a 14.2
inch diameter Equivalent):
30 ft. x 0.095
= 0.029 in. w.g.
100 ft.
If the 14.2 in. circular equivalent of the 14" x 12" duct
is reploted on the chart in Figure 14-1 for 1000 cfm,
a velocity of 900 fpm and a friction loss of 0.080 will
be obtained. A recalculation for the IJ duct loss is:
IJ duct loss =

As the new value is 0.003 in. w.g. less (a somewhat
significant amount), the 0.024 in w.g. is entered on
line 16. However, if this were done on a computer, the
larger (safer) amount would be used.
Transition at I (Table 14-12, Figure A):

Velocity = 2000/20 x 14/144 = 1029 fpm;
Vp = 0.07,
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(enter on line 18)
If the KRe correction factor was not used, the calculated loss of 0.008 in. wg. (0.16 x 0.05) is 0.003 in.
w.g. lower than the value used. On a long, winding
run with many elbows, this could become significant.
The volume damper at J has the same coefficient as
that used at F Using the Vp for 857 fpm:
Damper Loss = C x Vp = 0.04 x 0.05
= 0.002 in. w.g. (Line 19)

Figure T of Table 14-14 (Tee, Rectangular Main to
Round Branch) should not be used for a round tap at
the end of a duct run, nor should Figure Q for a
square tap under the same conditions, as the total
airflow is going through the tap. The closest duct
configurations in Chapter 14 would be the mitered
elbows in Table 14-10, Figures C, D or E. The average
loss coefficient value for a 900 turn from these figures
is 1.2, which is the recommended value to use until
additional research in the SMACNA program establishes duct fitting loss coefficients for these configurations.
Obviously, if there was ample room in the ceiling, the
use of a vaned elbow or a long radius elbow and a
rectangular to round transition would be the most
energy efficient with the lowest combined pressure
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loss. Therefore, the loss of the fitting at the diffuser
should be calculated:
Fitting loss = C x Vp = 1.2 x 0.05= 0.060 in. w.g.
(enter on line 20)
The diffuser pressure loss on the drawing (Figure 71) for the diffuser at J includes the pressure losses
for the damper with the diffuser. The 0.14 in. w.g. is
entered on line 21 in column L.
In Table 7-1, the pressure losses on lines 16 through
21 in column L are totalled (0.241 in. w.g.) and the
value entered on line 21 in column M (in black) and
on line 16 in column N (in red). Starting from the
bottom (line 16), the pressure losses of each section in column M are accumulated in Column N
resulting in a total pressure loss of 0.492 in. w.g.
(line 4) for the duct run B to J (the assumed main
duct run). This total is added to the 0.90 in. w.g. on
line 3 of column M (Fan Plenum B) for the total
pressure loss of 1.382 in w.g., the design total pressure at which supply fan B must operate for 8000
cfm. The value of 1.382 in. w.g. is entered on line
1 in columns N and O.(The numbers in column N
and 0 are shown in red to indicate that they are calculated after columns A to M.)
Attention is called to the progressively lower value of
the velocity pressure as the velocity continues to be
reduced (velocity pressure is proportional to the
square of the velocity). By carefully selecting fittings
with low loss coefficients, actual dynamic pressure
loss values become quite low. However, straight duct
loss values per 100 feet remain constant, as these
losses are dependent only on the friction loss rate
selected. The minor modification at the last duct section was made because of the rectangular duct size
that was selected.
The last section of duct (IJ), with all of its fittings and
the terminal device, had over half of the pressure loss
generated by the complete duct run (BJ). The primary
reason for this is that all of the fittings in the main run
had a static regain (included in the loss coefficients)
with each lowering of the airstream velocity which
reduced the actual pressure loss of each section.
g) Duct Section FM-As the branch duct run F to
M is similar to duct run G to J, one would assume
that the duct sizes would be the same, provided that
the branch pressure loss of the wye at F had approximately the same pressure loss as the 20 feet of duct
from F to G (0.019 in. w.g.) and the elbow at G (0.014
in. w.g. for a total loss of 0.033 in. w.g.). However, to
compute the complete duct run from A1 to M, lines 1
to 9 (A1 to F) in column M must be totaled (1.067 in.

w.g.) and the result entered on line 1 (column M) of
the table in Figure 7-1(a) using a new duct sizing
form.
Referring again to Table 14-14, Figure W (used before
for the wye at F), and using the same ratios as before,
(Ab/As = 1.0; Ab/Ac = 0.5; Qb/Qc = 0.5), the branch
loss coefficient C = 0.52.
F fitting loss = C x Vp = 0.52 x 0.11
= 0.057 in. w.g. (line 2)

It should be noted that the fitting entering velocity of
1333 fpm is used to determine the velocity pressure
for the computations. The branch loss of 0.057 in.
w.g. for fitting F is compared to the 0.033 in. w.g.
computed above for duct EG and elbow G. As the
difference between them of 0.024 in. w.g. is within
the 0.05 in. w.g. allowable design difference, the fitting used at F was a good selection. However, the
A1Mduct run will have a 0.024 in. w.g. greater pressure loss than the A1J duct run. So the assumed
"longest run" did not have the greatest pressure loss
although again the difference was within 0.05 in. w.g.
This also confirms the need for the use of balancing
dampers in each of the 20" x 18" ducts at F
The information for the "branch" volume damper at F
can be copied from line 12 of Table 7-1 (as all conditions are the same) and entered on line 3 of Table
7-1 (a). The calculations then are made for the 10 ft.
of 20" x 18" duct (FK):

(enter on line 4)
The pressure losses on lines 2, 3, and 4 in column L
are totaled and entered on line 4 in column M (0.071
in. w.g.) of Table 7-1 (a).
The pressure loss of the Kto M duct section is identical to the H to J duct section (including the diffusers),
so lines 15 and 21 in column M of Table 7-1 are
totalled (0.265 in. w.g.) and entered on line 5 in
columns M and N of table 7-1 (a).
Finally, the figures in column M are accumulated in
column N (starting from the bottom) to obtain the new
total pressure loss of 1.403 in. w.g. for the fan B duct
system (line 1, column 0). This loss only is 0.021 in.
w.g. higher than the A1Jduct system pressure loss
(Table 7-1), but it is the higher total pressure loss
value to be used in the selection of Fan B.
h) Duct Section EN-Using the balance of the duct
sizing form (Table 7-1(a)), the next duct run to be
sized is the branch duct EQ. The pressure loss for
the duct system from A, to E is obtained by totalling
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lines 1 to 7 of Table 7-1 and entering the 1.049 in.
w.g. value on line 7 in column M.
Data for duct section EN is obtained (2000 cfm, 1140
fpm, 18.2 inch diam., with 20" x 14" being the selected rectangular size) using the same 0.095 in. w.g.
friction loss rate which has changed only once in this
example to this point:

(enter on line 8)
The data used before for computing the "main" loss
coefficient for wye E (Table 14-14, figure W) is again
used to obtain the "branch" loss coefficient (see
"Duct Section EF")
Ab/As = 0.33, Ab/Ac = 0.25, Qb/Qc = 0.25
(the preliminary calculations to branch EN are verified).
C (branch) = 0.43 (by interpolation)
E fitting loss = C x Vp = 0.43 x 0.13
= 0.056 in. w.g. (line 9)

The loss values in column L (0.010 + 0.056) are
totalled and entered on line 9 in column M (0.066 in.
w.g.).
i) Duct Section NP-Data for the 55 ft. duct run from
N to P is computed (using the lower friction loss rate
from duct section IJ) and the 14" x 12" rectangular
size again is selected using 14.2 in. diameter, 0.08 in.
w.g. per 100 ft. friction loss rate, and 900 fpm velocity.

(enter on line 10)
At N, a 45° entry tap is used for branch duct NS and
a 30° transition is used to reduce the duct size for
the run to P From Table 14-12, Figure A:
A1/A = 20 x 14/14 x 12 = 1.67
C = 0.05 for 0 = 30°,

Vel. = 2000/20 x 14/144 = 1029 fpm, Vp = 0.07
N fitting loss = C x Vp = 0.05 x 0.07
= 0.004 in. w.g. (line 11).
The volume damper at N has the same numbers as
used above for the damper at J:
Damper loss = C x Vp = 0.04 x 0.05
= 0.002 in. w.g. (Line 12)
At 0, a smooth radius elbow with one splitter vane is
selected (Table 14-10, Figure G):
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R/W = 0.25, H/W = 12/14 = 0.86, C = 0.12

(by interpolation)
O fitting loss = C x VP = 0.12 x 0.05
= 0.006 in. w.g. (line 13)

The cumulative loss of 0.056 in. w.g. (0.044 + 0.004
+ 0.002 + 0.006) is entered on line 13 in column M.
j) Duct Section PQ-Data for the last 20 feet of
duct is obtained from Figure 14-1 and Table 14-2 (500
cfm, 810 fpm, 10.7 inch diameter, which is the equivalent of a 12" x 8" rectangular size):

(enter on line 14)
The loss coefficient for transition P is obtained from
Table 14-12, Figure A (converging flow) using 0 =
45°:
A,/A = 14 x 12/12 x 8 = 1.75;
C = 0.06, Vel. = 857 (from the 14" x 12" duct)

P fitting loss = C x Vp = 0.06 x 0.05
= 0.003 in. w.g. (line 15)
The fitting at Q is a mitered 90° change of-size elbow

(Table 14-10, Figure E).
H/W = 8/12 = 0.67; W1/W = 16/12 = 1.33
Velocity = 500/12 x 8/144 = 750 fpm, Vp = 0.04

A fitting loss coefficient of 1.0 is selected. Then referring to Note 2 on Page 14.17 plotting the data on the
"Reynolds Number Correction Factor Chart" indicates that a correction factor will be required.

Re = 8.56 DV = 8.56 x 9.6 x 750 = 61,632
Re10

4 =

6.16; KRe = 1.09

Q fitting loss = 1.0 x 0.04 x 1.09
= 0.044 in. w.g.

(enter on line 16)
The pressure loss of 0.13 in. w.g. on the drawing
(Figure 7-1) for the 16" x 8" grille is entered on line
17
The pressure losses on lines 14-17 in column L are
totalled (0.196 in. w.g.) and the value entered on line
17 in column M and on line 14 in column N. Starting
from the bottom (line 14), the pressure losses of each
section in column M are accumulated in column N,
resulting in the total pressure loss of 1.367 in. w.g.
which is entered on line 7 in columns N and O.
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The A1Mduct run pressure loss of 1.430 in. w.g. is
0.063 in. w.g. higher than the 1.367 in w.g. pressure
loss of the A1Q duct run, giving a system that is
slightly above the 0.05 in. w.g. suggested good design difference. Nevertheless, balancing dampers in
the branch ducts at N should allow the TAB technician
to properly balance the system.
k) Duct Section NS-The pressure losses from A,
to N (lines 7 to 9) are totalled (1.115 in. wg.) and
entered on line 18 in column M. The last section of
the supply duct system is sized using the same procedures and data from above:

from A1 to S (1.371 in. w.g.) placed on line 18 in
columns N and 0. This loss again is almost equal to
that of the other portions of the duct system.
I) Additional Discussion-If the NS branch loss
had been substantially lower, reasonable differences
could have been compensated for by adjustments of
the balancing damper. The damper loss coefficient
used in each case was based on 0 = 0° (wide open).
The preliminary damper setting angle 0 can be calculated in this situation as follows (assuming a total
system loss difference of 0.038 in. w.g. between
points S and Q for this example):
System loss difference = 0.038 in. w.g.
N damper loss (set at 0°) = 0.002 in. w.g.

(enter on line 19)
A 45° entry rectangular tap is used for the branch
duct at N. From Table 14-14, Figure N:

N damper loss (set at ?) = 0.040 in. w.g.
(0.038 + 0.002)

Vb/VC = 857/1029 = 0.83 (Use 1.0)

C = 0.040/0.50 = 0.80

Qb/Q

= 1000/2000 = 0.5; C = 0.74

Velocity = 1029 fpm; Vp = 0.07
N Fitting Loss = C x Vp = 0.74 x 0.07

= 0.052 in. w.g.
(Enter on line 20)
The data for the volume damper in the branch duct
at N is the same as on line 12, which can be copied
and entered on line 21. The total of lines 19-21 in
column L of 0.060 can be entered on line 21 in column M.
Using the data from line 14:

(Enter on line 22)
R Transition loss = C x Vp = 0.06 x 0.05

(from line 15)
= 0.003 in. w.g.

(Enter on line 23)
S Elbow loss = C x Vp x

KRe

(from line 16)

= 1.0 x 0.04 x 1.09
= 0.044 in. w.g.

(Enter on line 24)
S Grille loss (from Figure 7-1) = 0.13 in. w.g.
(Enter on line 25)
The losses for Run RS in column L are totalled and
0.196 in. w.g. value is placed in column M on line 25
and in column N on line 22.
The section losses in column Mare again added from
the bottom in column N and the total system loss

Damper loss = C x Vp or C = Damper loss/Vp

Referring back to Table 14-18, Figure B, the loss coefficient when C = 0.80 would require a damper angle
o of about 15° (by interpolation). The duct airflow and
velocity at the damper still would remain at the design
values. Points S and Q of the duct system would then
have the same total pressure loss (relative to point
A, or fan B).
Other advantages of the above duct sizing procedures are that using columns M and N, the designer
can observe the places in the duct system that have
the greatest total pressure losses and where the duct
construction pressure classifications change (see Table 4-1 and Figure 4-1 in Chapter 4). After the duct
system is sized, these static pressure "flags" should
be noted on the drawings as shown on Figure 7-1 to
obtain the most economical duct fabrication and installation costs.
Building pressure allowance for supply air duct systems should be determined from building ventilation
requirements considering normal building infiltration.
Allowance in the range of 0.02 to 0.1 in. w.g. for building pressurization normally is used. The designer
should determine the proper building pressurization
value based upon individual system requirements
and location. Consideration should also include elevator shaft ventilation requirements, tightness of
building construction, building stack effect, fire and
smoke code requirements, etc.
Finally, the system pressure loss check list in Figure
9-1 of Chapter 9 should be used to verify that all
system component pressure losses have been in-
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charge into the plenum). From manufacturer's data,
Vp = 0.16 and C = 1.5 from Table 14-16, Figure I:
Z Fan pressure loss = C x Vp = 1.5 x 0.16
= 0.24 in. w.g.

(Enter on line 2)
The plenum loss total of 0.54 in. w.g. is entered on
line 2 in Column M.

RETURN AIR (EXHAUST AIR)
DUCT SYSTEM-SIZING
EXAMPLE NO. 2
The exhaust air duct system of fan "Y" shown in
Figure 7-1 will be sized using lower main duct velocities to reduce the fan brake horsepower requirements. This will conserve energy and, therefore,
lower the daily operating costs. However, the duct
sizes will be larger, which could increase the initial
cost of the duct system.
Attention is called to the discussion in Section B"Other Factors Affecting Duct System Pressures" of
Chapter 5. All of the static pressure and total pressure values are negative with respect to atmospheric
pressure on the suction side of the fan. Applying this
concept to Equation 5-5:
Fan
Fan
Fan
as

SP
SP
SP
TP

=
=
=
=

TPd - TPs - VPd (Equation 5-4)
TPd - (-TPs) - Vpd
TPd + TPs - VPd
SP + Vp, then:

Equation 7-2
Fan TP = TPd + TPs

Where:
TPd = TP of fan discharge
TPs = TP of fan suction

Using the suction side of Equation 7-2, all of the system pressure loss values for the exhaust system
(suction side of the fan) will be entered on the work
sheet as positive numbers.

2. Exhaust Air System
a) Duct Section YW-Using 8,000 cfm, 1500 fpm
is selected from the chart in Figure 14-1 which establishes the duct friction loss at 0.08 in. w.g. per 100 ft.
of duct and the diameter at 32.8 inches. From Table
14-2, a 30" x 30" retangular duct can be selected
for the YW duct section and the computed friction
loss value entered in column L.

(Enter on line 3)
The fan intake connection must be examined for a
possible System Effect Factor, which can be added
to the system losses or deducted from the fan rating.
(For this example, it will be added to the system
losses.) Using a radius elbow with an inlet transition
(see Figure 6-12a) and no duct between, R/H = 0.75
indicates the use of the "P" System Effect Curve.
Using the chart in Figure 6-1, a velocity of 1500 fpm
indicates a System Effect Factor of 0.28 in. w.g. (entered on line 4).
The use of an inlet box (see Section B-8 of Chapter
6) would reduce the loss, but many fans are connected in this manner.
The dynamic friction loss of the elbow/transition must
also be computed. Table 14-10, Figure F can be used
for the elbow, and Table 14-11, Figure D for the transition.
Transition Y:

1. Exhaust Air Plenum Z
Pressure loss data for the discharge side of the heat
recovery device A1Zis entered on line 1 of Table 7-2
in column L (0.30 in. wg.). As the backwardly curved
blade fan Z free discharges into the plenum, a tentative fan selection must be made in order to obtain
a velocity or velocity pressure to use to calculate the
pressure loss (most centrifugal fans are rated with
duct connections on the discharge, so the loss due
to "no static regain" must be added for the free dis-
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From Table 14-11, Figure B:
A,/A < 2; C = 0.24 (by interpolation)
Velocity = 8000/30 x 30/144 = 1280 fpm

From Table 14-6 or by calculation, Vp = 0.10 in. w.g.

CHAPTER 7

Table 7-2 DUCT SIZING, EXHAUST AIR SYSTEMEXAMPLE NO. 2

Y Transition loss = C x Vp = 0.24 x 0.10

= 0.024 in. w.g.
(Enter on line 5)
Elbow Y:
H/W = 1.0, R/W = 0.75, C = 0.44

Using the equivalent diameter, a quick check of the
"Reynolds Number Correction Factor Chart" on page
14.17 indicates that no correction is needed.
Y Elbow loss = C x Vp = 0.44 x 0.10
= 0.044 in. w.g.

(Enter on line 6)
Note that the combined pressure loss of 0.348 in.
w.g. (0.280 + 0.024 + 0.044) for the system effect,
transition and elbow are far greater than the loss
when using an inlet box (loss coefficient of 1.0):
Inlet box loss = CxVp = 1.0 x 0.10 = 0.10 in. w.g.

The total for YW (0.372) is entered on line 6 in column
M.
b) Duct Section WU-Using 6000 cfm and 0.8 in.
w.g./100, 1400 fpm is established with 28.0 inch diameter. Using Table 14-2, a rectangular size of 30" x
20" is selected (keeping one side the same size).

(Enter on line 7)
A converging 450 entry fitting will be used at W (see

Table 14-13, Figure F).
To obtain the "main" loss coefficient, the note in Fitting 14-13F refers to Fitting 14-13B:
Using Table 14-13B (Main Coefficient):
Qb/Qc = 2000/8000 = 0.25; C = 0.33

(by interpolation)
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W fitting loss = C x Vp = 0.33 x 0.10
= 0.033 in. w.g.
(Enter on line 8)
Note that 0.10 is the velocity pressure of the 30" x
30" downstream section (note direction of flow).
The diverging flow transition at W with an included
angle of 30° uses Table 14-11, Figure E because of
the change of only one duct dimension.
A,/A = 30 x 30/30 x 22 = 1.36 (use 2);
C = 0.20;
upstream section velocity = 6000/30 x 22/144 =
1309 fpm.
Vp = 0.11 (From Table 14-6 or by calculation)
W trans. fitting loss = C x Vp = 0.20 x 0.11
= 0.022 in. w.g.
(Enter on line 9)
Using a radius elbow without vanes (Table 14-10, Figure F) at V, the following data is used:
H/W = 22/30 = 0.73, R/W = 2.0,
C = 0.16
Again, using the equivalent diameter of 28.0 and the
velocity of 1309 fpm, a check of the "Reynolds Number Correction Factor" chart indicates that no correction is needed.
Vfitting loss = C x Vp = 0.16 x 0.11
= 0.018 in. w.g.
(Enter on line 10)
As before, the total section loss of 0.145 in. w.g. is
entered in column M.
c) Duct Section UT-The static pressure loss (the
total pressure loss is always the same as the static
pressure when there is no velocity change) for the
duct section UT is:
Ut duct loss

20' x 0.08
= 0.016 in. w.g.
0
100'

(Enter on line 11)
From Figure 14-1 where a 21.7 inch diameter duct
and 1180 fpm was obtained for 3000 cfm, a 22" x
18" rectangular duct is selected from Table 14-2. A
converging 90° tee fitting (Table 14-13, Figure D) will
be used at U, but again the "main" loss coefficient is
obtained from Figure 14-13B.
Qb/Qc

= 3000/6000 = 0.5; C = 0.53

U Fitting loss = 0.53 x 0.11 (downstream Vp)
= 0.058 in. w.g.

(Enter on line 12)
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The U transition loss coefficient is found in Table 1411, Figure B, and the following data computed:
A1/A
C =
Vel.
Vp

= 30 x 22/22 x 18 = 1.67 (use 2), 0 = 30°,
0.25
= 3000/22 x 18/144 = 1091 fpm
= 0.07 (upstream duct)

U fitting loss = C x Vp = 0.25 x 0.07
= 0.018 in. w.g.
(Enter on line 13)
The pressure loss for the change of size elbow at T
will again be computed using Table 14-10, Figure E
(Caution should be used to determine airflow direction):
H/W = 18/48 = 0.38, W,/W = 24/48 = 0.5,
C = 1.75 (by interpolation and extrapolation)
Vel. of the upstream section (grille size)
= 3000/48 x 18/144 = 500 fpm, Vp = 0.02
T fitting loss = C x Vp = 1.75 x 0.02
= 0.035 in. w.g.
(Enter on line 14)
Turning vanes could be added to the change of size
mitered elbow, but no loss coefficient tables are available. One could speculate that if single-blade turning
vanes reduce the C = 1.2 of a standard 90° mitered
elbow to about C = 0.15, the C = 1.75 used above
could be reduced to approximately C = 0.22 (using
the same ratio). The pressure loss of 0.08 in. w.g. for
the exhaust grille at T is taken from Figure 7-1 and
entered on line 15.
The section losses in column M are again added from
the bottom in column N, and the Y fan duct system
total of 1.272 in. w.g. entered on line 1 in columns N
and 0.
d) Duct Section WX (Modified Design Method)Branch WX must now be sized, but a visual inspection indicates that the pressure drop from W to X
would be much less than that of the long run from W
to T The cumulative loss of 0.360 in. w.g. for duct

run W to T (line 7, column N) is also the total pressure
loss requirement for the short 20' duct run (0.05 in.
w.g. is the acceptable pressure difference between
outlets or inlets on the same duct run).
In an attempt to dissipate this pressure, a velocity of
1,550 fpm and a duct friction loss rate of 0.2 in. w.g.
per 100 ft. (15.3 inch diameter) is selected for the
2,000 cfm flow rate (Figure 14-1). One inch thick duct
lining (correction factor = 1.93 from Figure 14-3 and
Table 14-1 [Rough]) also can be added for noise control and increased friction, and a balancing damper is
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to be used for final adjustments. The computations
using this modification of the design method are:

= 0.077 in. w.g.

(Enter on line 17)
Select the rectangular size of 14" x 14" from Table
14-2.
The converging 450 entry fitting used at W (Table 14-

A perforated plate (Table 14-17, Figure B) is a nonadjustable alternate solution. If a 1/18" thick perforated plate was used instead of the balancing damper, the calculation procedure would be as follows
(see Table 14-17 Figure B):
Assuming 5/8" diameter holes,
t/d = 0.125/0.625 = 0.2.

With C = 1.53 (from above),
n = 0.64 (by interpolation).

13, Figure F) is reviewed again to determine the
branch loss coefficient.
Qb/Qc = 0.25, Velocity (Vc) = 1280 fpm,
C = -0.37,

Ap (flow area of perf. plate) = 0.64 x 16 x 13

W fitting loss = -0.37 x 0.10 = -0.037 in. w.g.

No. of holes = Ap/area of a 5/8" hole

As there is a negative branch pressure loss for this
fitting because of static regain (data is entered on
line 18), additional losses must be provided by a balancing damper or a perforated plate in the branch
duct. A smaller grille with a higher pressure loss could
be used if a greater noise level could be tolerated.
If a straight rectangular tap was used (Table 14-13,
Figure D) instead of the 450 entry tap, the loss coefficient would then become 0.01, a more appropriate
selection.
An inefficient transition at X also will help build up the
loss. Figure A is a rectangular converging transition

= 180° (abrupt), C = 0.33 by interpolation. The

downstream velocity must be used to determine the
Vp used in the computations:
Velocity = 2000/14 x 14/144 = 1469 fpm;

Vp = 0.13;
Xfitting loss = C x Vp = 0.33 x 0.13
= 0.043 in. w.g.

(Enter on line 19)
X grille loss (from Figure 7-1) = 0.08 in. w.g. (line
20)
Subtracting 0.163 in. w.g. (the total of lines 17 to 20)
from the 0.360 in. w.g. duct run WT pressure loss
shown on line 7 in column N, leaves 0.197 in. w.g. of
pressure for the balancing damper to dissipate.
Damper loss coefficient C = TP/Vp = 0.197/0.13

= 1.52
From Table 14-18, Figure B, a damper set at 22° (by
interpolation) has the loss coefficient of 1.53 that will
balance the branch duct WX. The total of 0.360 in.
w.g. (adding lines 17-21) is entered on line 21 in column M and on line 17 in column N.

= 133.12 sq. in.
= 133.12/0.307

= 434 (5/8" diameter)

SUPPLY AIR DUCT SYSTEM
SIZING EXAMPLE NO. 3
1. Introduction
Higher pressure supply air systems (over 3 in. w.g.)
usually are required for the large central station
HVAC supply air duct distribution systems. Because
of higher fan brake horsepower requirements, ASHRAE Standard 90.1-1989 provisions will cause the
designer to analyze lower pressure duct systems
against the on-going (and constantly increasing)
costs of building operation. The choice of duct system
pressure is now more than ever dependent on energy
costs, the application, and the ingenuity of the designer.
The "Static Regain Method" and the "Total Pressure
Method" have traditionally been used to design the
higher pressure supply air systems. However, the
choice of fitting loss coefficient tables in Chapter 14
require some designers to use a new approach when
designing these systems.

2. Design Procedures
After analyzing a duct system layout, the chart in
Figure 14-1 of Chapter 14 is used to select an "approximate" initial velocity and a pressure loss per 100
feet that will be used for most duct sections throughout the system. This selected velocity should be
within the shaded sections of the chart. Using the
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design airflow quantities (cfm) of the duct sections
and the selected velocity (fpm), the duct diameters
and friction loss rates also may be obtained from
Figure 14-1. When rectangular duct sizes are to be
used, selection may be made from the chart in Table
14-2, based on circular equivalents. The use of higher
velocities normally increases duct system noise levels. The designer must consider that acoustical treatment might be required for the duct system, and an
allowance must be made for increased duct dimensions (if lined) or for additional space requirements if
sound attenuators are used.
The designer must inspect the duct layout and make
an assumption as to which duct run has the highest
pressure loss. This is the path for the first series of
calculations. The average velocity of the initial duct
section (based on the cross-sectional area) is used
to obtain the velocity pressure (Vp) from Table 14-4
or it may be calculated using Equation 5-8 in Chapter
5. The velocity pressure is used with fitting loss coefficients from the tables in Chapter 14 to determine the
dynamic pressure loss of each fitting. The pressure
losses of system components usually are obtained
from equipment data sheets, but approximate data
can be selected from the tables and charts in Chapter
9. The total pressure loss is then computed for the
initial duct section by totaling the individual losses of
the straight duct sections and duct fittings.
Each succeeding duct section is computed in the
same manner, with careful consideration being given
to the type of fitting selected (comparing loss coefficients to obtain the most efficient fitting). If the initial
system airflow is over 30,000 cfm, the velocity can
be held constant (with an increase in the duct friction
rate) until the system airflow drops below 30,000 cfm.
Then the duct friction rate generally should remain
constant (equal friction).
After the calculations are made and each duct section
properly sized, the pressure loss must be added for
the terminal outlet device at the end of the last duct
section. Adding from the bottom of the form to the
top, the section losses are totalled in column N to
obtain the supply fan pressure requirements for the
supply air duct system (if the original "duct run with
the highest pressure loss" assumption was correct).
Using the cumulative pressure subtotal of the main
duct at the point of each branch, calculate the cumulative pressure total for each branch run as outlined above. If a duct run other than the assumed
duct run has a higher cumulative pressure loss total,
then the higher amount now becomes the pressure
which the fan must provide to the supply air duct
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system. (The return air duct system, which is calculated separately; also is part of the fan load.) Velocities and friction loss rates for the shorter runs may
fall into a "higher velocity range" as long as the noise
potential is considered.
Caution must be used in the above sizing procedure
for the "longest duct run," as the use of smaller duct
sizes, created by higher velocities and higher pressures, can increase the fan brake horsepower and
cost of operation. This is becoming more critical with
rising energy rates, and a life cycle cost analysis will
probably dictate that lower operating costs be considered more important than lower first costs and space
saving requirements.

3. Supply Air System
Table 7-3 is the tabulation of design and computation
data obtained when sizing the 20,000 cfm supply
duct system shown in Figure 7-2. The 290 foot duct
run from C to S appears to be the path with the
greatest resistance, although the duct run from C to
W appears to have about the same resistance. All of
the VAV terminal units have the same capacity (1000
cfm each). The airflow (cfm) of the duct sections vary
from 20,000 cfm to 1000 cfm. Selecting an initial
velocity of approximately 3200 fpm and a friction rate
of 0.30 in. w.g. per 100 feet would indicate (by following the 0.30 in. w.g. line horizontally to 1000 cfm) that
the duct velocities would gradually be reduced to almost 1500 fpm at an airflow of 1000 cfm.
a) Plenum-Before the duct system is sized, the
losses within the plenum must be calculated. Data
from the manufacturer's catalog for the DWDI fan A,
which must be tentatively selected, indicates a discharge outlet size of 43" x 32", a discharge velocity
of 2190 fpm (velocity pressure = 0.30 in. w.g.), and
a blast area/outlet area ratio of 0.6.
Elbow B is sized 44" x 32" (so that it is similar to
the outlet size) and a radius elbow (R/V= 1.5) is
selected. It is located 26 inches above the fan discharge opening.
Using the directions in Figure 6-2, Figure 6-3, and
Table 6-2 for a DWDI fan, the pressure loss is calculated for the "System Effect" created by the discharge elbow at B:
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(or use 40.9 in. from Table 14-2),

The loss coefficient of 0.15 for elbow B is obtained
(using Table 14-10, figure F) with R/W = 1.5 and H/
W = 44/32 = 1.38.

From Table 6-2, System Effect Curve R-S for a 0.6
blast area ratio and 25% Effective Duct is used with
Figure 6-1 to find the System Effect pressure loss of
0.29 in. w.g. (based on 2190 fpm). As the elbow is in
position "A" (Figure 6-3), the multiplier for the DWDI
fan from Table 6-2 of 1.00 does not change the value,
which is entered on line 1 in column L of the duct
sizing work sheet in Table 7-3. Again it is noted that
the 0.29 in. w.g. could be subtracted from the total
pressure output of the fan instead of being added to
the total system loss.

Average Velocity = 20,000/44 x 32/144
= 2045 fpm
The velocity pressure (Vp) of 0.26 in. w.g. is obtained
from Table 14-4 for a velocity of 2045 fpm. A quick
check of the "Reynolds Number Correction Factor"
chart on page 14.17 shows that no correction is
needed.
B fitting loss = C x Vp = 0.15 x 0.26
= 0.039 (line 2)

The total pressure loss of 0.329 in. w.g. for the
plenum is entered on line 2 in column M.
b) Duct Section CF-Round spiral duct with an absolute roughness of 0.0003 feet will be used in this
supply duct system. For the 80 feet of duct in section
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CF and using an assumed velocity of 3200 fpm, it
falls right on the closest standard size duct diameter
of 34 inches (in the chart of Figure 14-1). The selected velocity of 3200 fpm has a friction loss rate of
0.30 in. w.g. per 100 ft. A duct friction correction factor
is not required, as the chart in Figure 14-1 is based
on the same absolute roughness.

= 0.240 in. w.g. (line 3)
The transition at C will be converging, rectangular to
round (Table 14-12, figure A) with A1/A = 44 x 32 /
(17)27r = 1.55 and

0 = 20°; C = 0.05. The velocity

pressure used is that of the downstream section:
0.64 in. w.g. for 3200 fpm (Table 14-4).
C transition loss = C x Vp
= 0.05 x 0.64 (leaving Vp)
= 0.032 in. w.g. (line 4).
The pressure loss for a medium attenuation 34 inch
diameter sound trap of 0.26 in. w.g. is obtained from
Chapter 9. A preliminary loss also can be obtained
from manufacturer's data sheets. The data is entered
on line 5.
The smooth radius, 90° round elbow at E has an R/
D ratio = 1.5; C = 0.15 (Table 14-10, Figure A).
E elbow loss = C x V, = 0.15 x 0.64
= 0.096 in. w.g. (line 6).
The pressure losses of the four items in duct section
CF are added and the 0.628 in. w.g. total is entered
in column M on line 6.
c) Duct Section FH-Using the same procedure as
above, the closest standard size for 10,000 cfm at
0.30 in. w.g. friction loss per 100 feet is 26 inch diameter (Figure 14-1). A velocity of 2700 fpm and the
related Vp of 0.45 is used for further calculations.

= 0.150 in. w.g. (line 7)
Using a 45° round wye fitting (Table 14-14, Figure Y)
with 45° elbows at F, Vlb/Vc = 2700/3200 = 0.84;

C = 0.28 (by interpolation).
F wye fitting loss = C x Vp = 0.28 x 0.64
= 0.179 in. w.g. (line 8).
The 45° round elbow (RD = 1.5) at F will use the

same loss coefficient as the 90° elbow above (Table
14-10, Figure A) multiplied by the 0.6 correction factor
for 45° (Note 1). Vp for 2700 fpm = 0.45 in. w.g.

F elbow fitting loss = 0.15 x 0.45 x 0.6
= 0.041 in. w.g. (line 9).
The 90° round elbow at G uses the same values
without the correction factor.
G elbow fitting loss = 0.15 x 0.45
= 0.068 in. w.g. (line 10).
The losses in column L again are totalled in column
M (0.438 in. w.g.).
d) Duct Section HO-The following values are obtained using the same procedures as above (5000
cfm at 0.30 in. w.g. per 100 feet friction loss): 20 inch
diameter duct size, 2300 fpm velocity. Note that the
duct velocity continues to decrease as the duct volume (cfm) becomes lower using the same duct friction loss rate (0.30 in. w.g. per 100 ft.).

= 0.120 in. w.g. (line 11)
At point H in the duct system, the branch coefficient
is obtained for the diverging 45° round wye with a
conical main and branch with a 45° elbow (Table 1414, Figure M):

Vp = 0.45 (2700 fpm).
H wye (branch) loss = C x Vp = 0.51 x 0.45
= 0.230 in. w.g. (line 12).
The 90° round elbow is calculated as the above 90°

ell and the loss coefficient for the balancing damper
is obtained from Table 14-18, Figure A (O = 0°);
C = 0.20.

H damper loss = C x Vp = 0.20 x 0.33
= 0.066 in. w.g. (line 13)
N elbow fitting loss = C x Vp = 0.15 x 0.33
= 0.050 in. w.g. (line 14)
The total for the HO duct section (0.466 in. w.g.) is
entered in column M.
e) Duct Section OP-For 4000 cfm at 0.30 in. w.g.,
the closest standard size duct is 18 inch diameter.
Using the 18 inch duct, the friction rate then becomes
0.34 in. w.g. per 100 feet and the duct velocity is 2250
fpm.

= 0.102 in. w.g. (line 15)
Vp for 2250 fpm = 0.32 (Table 14-6)
The 45° round diverging conical wye at point 0 (Table
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14-14, figure C) requires that the "main" coefficient C
be obtained from Table 14-14A.
Vs/Vc = 2250/2300 = 0.98; but when there is no

change in velocity, the table indicates that there is no
dynamic loss, i.e. C = 0 for Vs/Vc = 1.0. Interpolating
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Vp for 1880 fpm = 0.22 (by calculation)
Again using the same type of wye at Q:
Vs/Vc = 1880/2150 = 0.87, C = 0.01 (0.013 by inter-

polation)

gives a questionable loss coefficient of 0.004, which
multiplied by the Vp of 0.33 gives a loss of 0.001.
However, a minimum loss coefficient of 0.01 is used.

Q wye (main) loss = C x Vp = 0.01 x 0.29
= 0.003 in. w.g. (line 22)
Q Transition: A1/A = 82Trr/72T = 1.31, C = 0.06

0 Wye (main) loss = 0.01 x 0.33 = 0.003 in. w.g.

Q Trans. fitting loss = C x Vp = 0.06 x 0.22

(enter on line 16)
The 600 transition from 20 inch diameter to 18 inch
diameter does have a dynamic pressure loss and the
fitting loss coefficient is obtained from Table 14-12,
Figure A.
A1/A = 1021T/92rr = 1.23, C = 0.06
0 transition loss = C x Vp (downstream)
= 0.06 x 0.32
= 0.019 in. w.g. (line 17)

The section loss of 0.124 in. w.g. is entered in column
Monline 17
f) Duct Section PQ-The same calculations as
used in duct section OP are repeated using 3000
cfm and a 0.30 in. w.g. per 100 feet friction loss rate
to obtain the closest standard duct size of 16 inch
diameter (Figure 14-1). Using the exact 16 inch duct
size, the new velocity is 2150 fpm and the friction loss
rate is 0.36 in. w.g. per 100 feet:

= 0.108 in. w.g. (line 18)

Vp for 2150 fpm = 0.29 (Table 14-6)

= 0.013 in. w.g. (line 23)

The section loss of 0.112 is entered in column M.
h) Duct Section RS-Using an addition duct sizing
form to record the data [Table 7-3(a)], the 1000 cfm
duct size at 0.30 in. w.g. would be half way between
the 10 inch and 12 inch standard duct sizes. The 10
inch diameter duct would be in a much higher pressure loss category, so the 12 inch duct at 0.19 in. w.g.
per 100 feet and 1290 fpm velocity would be the better
selection.

= 0.057 in. w.g.
[Enter on line 1 of Table 7-3(a)]
Vp for 1290 fpm = 0.10 in. w.g. (by calculation)
R wye fitting: Vs/Vc = 1290/1880 = 0.69, C = 0.04

R wye (main) loss = C x Vp = 0.04 x 0.22
= 0.009 in. w.g. (line 2)
R transition: A1/A = 721r/627r = 1.36, C = 0.06
R transition loss = C x Vp = 0.06 x 0.10
= 0.006 in. w.g. (line 3)

For the 45° round conical wye at P (Table 14-14A):

A 450 elbow at the end of the duct is connected to

VsVc = 2150/2250 = 0.96,
C = 0.01 (0.004 by interpolation),

the VAV box by a 5 foot piece of 12 inch diameter
flexible duct. The correction factor for the flexible duct
is obtained from the chart in Figure 14-3 using Table
14-1 as a guide. Bends of 30° or more would also add
additional resistance. Verified data is not available,
so a radius elbow loss coefficient could be used to
obtain the additional loss. Figure 14-4 also contains
a correction factor for unextended (compressed) flexible duct.

Pwye (main) loss = C x Vp = 0.01 x 0.32

= 0.003 in. w.g. (line 19).
600 transition at P: A1/A = 92rr/82-: = 1.27,
C = 0.06
P transition loss = C x V = 0.60 x 0.29
= 0.017 in. w.g. (line 20)

This section loss of 0.128 is entered in column M.
g) Duct Section QR-The selection of a standard
14 inch diameter duct for 2000 cfm (Figure 15-1 indicates a 0.32 in. w.g. per 100 feet friction loss rate
and a velocity of 1880 fpm.

= 0.096 in. w.g. (line 21)
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S 450 elbow fitting loss = 0.15 x 0.10 x 0.60
= 0.009 in. w.g. (line 4)

= 0.019 in. w.g. (line 5)

An estimate of 0.25 in. w.g. is made for the downstream side ductwork and diffuser from the VAV box.
This is added to the VAV box pressure loss of 0.30
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in. w.g. and the total (0.55 in. w.g.) is entered on line
6. The total pressure loss of 0.650 for the RS section
is entered in columns Mand N and also in column N
on line 24 of page 1 (Table 7-3) of the duct sizing
work sheet. Working from the bottom to the top of the
form, the section pressure losses are totalled in column N with the total pressure loss for the supply duct
system of 2.875 in. w.g. being entered on line 1 in
column 0.
i) Recap-the same procedure is used to size the
other segments of the supply duct system; or if the
layout is symmetrical, the same sizes can be used
for similar segments of the system. However, as was
found in the supply air duct system sizing Example
No. 1, several fittings with higher pressure losses or
"high loss" VAV boxes can allow a duct run that was
not the originally selected run for design computations, actually to be the duct run with the greatest
pressure loss.
Assuming that the return air duct system of Example
No. 3 (not shown) had an approximate total pressure
loss of 2.0 in. w.g., the output of the system supply
fan would need to be 20,000 cfm at 4.88 in. w.g.
(2.875 + 2.0). Attention is called to the fact that although the fan total pressure requirements are in the
upper portion of the duct pressure classification
range, all of the supply air duct system past the wye
fitting at F is in the low pressure range (under 2 in.
w.g.), even though there are velocities up to 2700
fpm.
This is the reason that it is extremely important to
indicate static pressure "flags" on the drawings after
the duct system is sized (as in indicated in Figure 72). Table 2-5 indicates the relative costs of fabrication
and installation of the different pressure classes of
ductwork for the same size duct. So the initial installation cost savings become quite apparent by this
simple procedure, especially when the system designer specifies a higher pressure duct construction
classification for the duct systems when a lower classification would be more than adequate.
In the first edition of this "HVAC Duct System Design"
manual, this same duct system example was sized
using a "constant" velocity of approximately 2800
fpm. The duct sizes ranged from 36 inch to 10 inch
diameter at 3.22 in. w.g. total pressure, instead of
from 34 inch to 12 inch diameter at 2.88 in. w.g. total
pressure. The "modified" equal friction method of design allowed a 10 percent lower system total pressure, a smaller main duct near the fan where construction costs are proportionately the greatest, and
a yearly savings of approximately $816.00 based on

the example in Chapter 2 where electrical energy
costs were 9 cents per kW-hour. On-going costs of
operating a system are extremely important, but savings in initial system costs also can conserve energy.

GEXTENDED PLENUM
DUCT SIZING

1. Introduction
In the design of air distribution duct layouts, a design
variation commonly referred to as "extended plenum"
or "semi-extended plenum" often is incorporated into
the particular duct sizing method being employed;
i.e., equal friction method, etc. Though there is a lack
of published data concerning extended plenum use
and design, extensive field testing, both in experimental form and in many actual installations throughout the country, have proven the concept. An extended plenum is a trunk duct of constant size,
usually at the discharge of a fan, fan-coil unit, mixing
box, variable air volume (VAV) box, etc., extended as
a plenum to serve multiple outlets and/or branch
ducts.
A semi-extended plenum is a trunk design system

utilizing the concept of extended plenum incorporating a minimum number of size reductions due to decreasing volume.

2. Properties
Some of the advantages realized through the use of
the semi-extended plenum system concept are:
a) Lower first cost due to an improved length of
straight duct to fitting ratio.
b) Lower operating cost due to savings in fan
horsepower through elimination of high energy
loss transition fittings.
c) Ease of balancing due to low branch take-off
pressure losses and fewer trunk duct pressure
changes.
d) As long as design air volume is not exceeded,
branch ducts can be added, removed, and relocated at any convenient point along the trunk
duct (between size reductions) without affecting
performance. This is particularly useful in "tenant development" work.
A limiting factor to be considered when using the
extended plenum method is that low velocities, which
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could develop, might result in excessive heat gain or
loss through the duct walls.

3. Design Criteria
Actual installations and tests indicate that semi-extended plenum design is acceptable for use with system static pressures that range from 1 in. w.g.
through 6 in. w.g. and duct velocities up through 3000
feet per minute. Other specific design considerations
include:
a) Branch takeoffs from the trunk duct should preferably be round duct connecting at a 450 angle.
If rectangular branches are used, a 450 entry

tap should be used.
b) Velocities in branch takeoffs should range between 55 and 90 percent of the trunk duct velocity to minimize static pressure loss across
the takeoff.
c) Branch velocities should not exceed the trunk
duct velocity.
d) Balancing dampers should be installed in each
branch duct.
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4. Comparison of Design
Methods
Figures 7-3 and 7-4 illustrate identical medium pressure systems differing only in the trunk duct sizing
techniques used. The trunk duct system shown in
Figure 7-3 has been sized by the equal friction
method at a pressure loss of approximately 0.5 in.
w.g. per 100 feet. Note that reducing fittings have
been used at each branch takeoff.
In Figure 7-4, the semi-extended plenum "concept"
has been used to keep duct reductions at a minimum.
Note that System "A" utilizes six trunk duct sizes and
five reducing fittings while System "B" has only three
duct suzes and two reducing fittings. Assuming that
the duct between the primary air handling unit and
secondary terminal unit "F" has the highest supply
pressure loss and using friction loss data from Chapter 14, the results are tabulated in Table 7-4. Ignoring
branch duct and outlet losses, which are identical for
both systems, the semi-extended plenum system has
a 0.63 in. w.g. (1.93-1.30) lower pressure loss than
the system sized by the equal friction method.
The brake horsepower necessary to satisfy the supply pressure requirements, selected from a typical
manufacturer's catalog, is also shown in Table 7-4. It
can be seen that the semi-extended plenum design
results in reduced fan brake horsepower and, there-

Figure 7-3 SYSTEM "A"-SIZED BY EQUAL
FRICTION METHOD
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Figure 7-4 SYSTEM "B"-MODIFIED BY SEMI-EXTENDED PLENUM CONCEPT
Table 7-4 SEMI-EXTENDED
PLENUM COMPARISON

fore, lower operating costs. The cost savings, both
first and operating, could be even greater with a return air duct system utilizing the semi-extended
plenum concept.

5. Cost Comparison
Although energy conservation holds the "spotlight,"
installation costs are still of primary concern to the
designer, the contractor and the owner. Table 7-5 il-

Table 7-5 SEMI-EXTENDED PLENUM
INSTALLATION COST COMPARISON

lustrates the estimated installation cost comparison
between the two systems analyzed. It can be seen
that the overall installed cost for the semi-extended
plenum system is appreciably less.
The utilization of an extended or semi-extended
plenum is not actually a different method of duct or
system sizing. It is merely the combination of good
design and cost savings ideas using conventional
duct sizing techniques.
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DUCT SIZING PROCEDURES
(METRIC UNITS)

A

DESIGN
FUNDAMENTALS

1. Metric Design
The easiest way that the HVAC system designer can
size a duct system using the metric system is to
"think metric" throughout the complete design procedure. To make matters easier, the duct fitting loss
coefficient "C" is dimensionless, therefore it is applicable to both the U.S. and the metric measurement
systems. Correction factors also are dimensionless,
but sometimes they must be adjusted to the measuring system being used because of the "constant"
number in the equation.
The examples used in this chapter are in the same
general range of values as the examples in U.S. Units
in Chapter 7. However, they are not "soft conversions", i.e. the numbers multiplied by the conversion
factors found in Chapter 14, Section F-"Metric Units
and Equivalents". For example, dividing 3.5 in. w.g.
by 0.004022 in. w.g., which equals 1 pascal (1 Pa),
the answer would equal 870.21 Pa. A "hard conversion" would be 870 or 875 Pa, a rounded off number.
Some of the easy to remember "round number" conversions generally used to check calculations or
where exact conversions are not required are:
2 cfm = 1 litre per second (1 I/s)
200 fpm = 1 metre per second (1 m/s)
1 in. w.g. = 250 pascals (250 Pa)
1 inch = 25 millimetres (25 mm)
B

1. The total pressure (TP) at any location within a
system is the sum of the static pressure (SP)
and the velocity pressure (Vp).
2. Total pressure always decreases algebraically
in the direction of airflow (negative values of
return air or exhaust systems increase in the
direction of airflow, and positive values of supply
air systems decrease in the direction of airflow-see Figure 5-10).
3. The losses in total pressure between the fan
and the end of each branch of a system are the
same.
4. Static pressure and velocity pressure are mutually convertible and either can increase or decrease in the direction of flow.

DESIGN
OBJECTIVES
1. Design the duct system to convey the design
airflow from the fan to the terminal devices in
the most efficient manner as allowed by the
building structure.

2. Design Criteria

2. Consider energy conservation in the fan selection, duct configuration, duct wall heat gain or
loss, etc.
3. Special consideration should be given to the
need for sound attenuation and breakout noise.
4. Testing, adjusting and balancing equipment and
dampers should be shown on the drawings.
5. Locations of all life safety devices such as fire
dampers, smoke dampers, etc. should be
shown on the drawings.
6. The designer should consider the pressure
losses that occur from tie rods and other duct
obstructions.
7. If the ductwork is well designed and constructed, at least 75 to 90 percent of the original
velocity pressure can be regained.

For duct sizing procedures using U.S. Units, see
Chapter 7

8. Round ducts generally are preferred for higher
pressure systems.

Some duct friction loss charts being circulated in the
HVAC industry are using "mm w.g./m" (millimetres
water gauge per metre) instead of "Pa/m". One Pascal equals 0.1022 mm water gauge, so for practical
purposes: 1 Pa = 0.1 mm w.g.-an easy conversion.
Also, 1000 I/s equals 1 m3/s, a unit used for airflow
volume in some parts of the world. All other needed
metric tables, conversions, and equations can be
found in Chapter 14.
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9. Branch takeoffs and fittings with low loss coefficients should be used. Both 900 and 450 duct
takeoffs can be used. However, the use of conical tees or angular takeoffs can reduce pressure losses.

C

DUCT SYSTEM
SIZING PROCEDURES

1. Introduction
The "equal friction" method of duct sizing probably
has been the most universally used means of sizing
low pressure supply air, return air and exhaust air
duct systems and it is being adapted by many for use
in medium pressure systems. It normally has not
been used for sizing high pressure systems. This
design method "automatically" reduces air velocities
in the direction of the airflow, so that by using a reasonable initial velocity, the chances of introducing airflow generated noise from high velocities are reduced
or eliminated. When noise is an important consideration, the system velocity readily may be checked at
any point. There is then the opportunity to reduce
velocity created noise by increasing duct size or adding sound attenuation materials (such as duct lining).
The major disadvantages of the equal friction method
are: (1) there is no natural provision for equalizing
pressure drops in the branches (except in the few
cases of a symmetrical layout); and (2) there is no
provision for providing the same static pressure behind each supply or return terminal device. Consequently, balancing can be difficult, even with a considerable amount of dampering in short duct runs.
However, the equal friction method can be modified
by designing portions of the longest run with different
friction rates from those used for the shorter runs (or
branches from the long run).
Static regain (or loss) due to velocity changes, has
been added to the equal friction design procedure
by using fitting pressure losses calculated with new
loss coefficient tables in Chapter 14. Otherwise, the
omission of system static regain, when using older
tables, could cause the calculated system fan static
pressure to be greater than actual field conditions,
particularly in the larger, more complicated systems.
Therefore, the "modified equal friction" low
pressure duct design procedure presented in
this subsection will combine the advantages of
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several design methods when used with the
loss coefficient tables in Chapter 14.

2. Modified Equal Friction Design
Procedures
"Equal friction" does not mean that total friction remains constant throughout the system. It means that
a specific friction loss or static pressure loss per
equivalent metre of duct is selected before the ductwork is laid out, and that this pressure loss in pascals
per metre is used constantly throughout the design.
The figure used for this "constant" is entirely dependent upon the experience and desire of the designer,

but there are practical limits based on economy and
the allowable velocity range required to maintain the

low pressure system status.
To size the main supply air duct leaving the fan, the
usual procedure is to select an initial velocity from
the chart in Figure 14-2. This velocity could be selected above the shaded section of Figure 14-2 if
higher sound levels and energy conservation are not
limiting factors. The chart in Figure 14-2 is used to
determine the friction loss by using the design air
quantity (litres per second) and the selected velocity
(metres per second). A friction loss value commonly
used for lower pressure duct sizing is in the range of
0.8 to 1.0 pascals per metre (Pa/m), although other
values, both lower and higher, are used by some designers as their "standard" or for special applications. This same friction loss "value" generally is
maintained throughout the design, and the respective
round duct diameters are obtained from the chart in
Figure 14-2.
The friction losses of each duct section should be
corrected for other materials and construction methods by use of Table 14-1 and Figure 14-3. The correction factor from Figure 14-3 is applied to the duct
friction loss for the straight sections of the duct prior
to determining the round duct diameters. The round
duct diameters thus determined are then used to select the equivalent rectangular duct sizes from Table
14-3, unless round ductwork is to be used.
The flow rate (l/s) in the second section of the main
supply duct, after the first branch takeoff, is the original airflow (l/s) supplied by the fan reduced by the
amount of airflow (l/s) into the first branch. Using
Figure 14-2, the new flow rate value (using the recommended friction rate of 0.8 to 1.0 pascals per
metre) will determine the duct velocity and diameter
for that section. The equivalent rectangular size of
that duct section again is obtained from Table 14-3 (if

CHAPTER 8

needed). All subsequent sections of the main supply
duct and all branch ducts can be sized from Figure
14-2 using the same friction loss rate and the same
procedures.
The total pressure drop measured at each terminal
device or air outlet (or inlet) of a small duct system,
or of branch ducts of a larger system, should not differ
more than 12 pascals. If the pressure difference between the terminals exceeds that amount, dampering
would be required that could create objectional air
noise levels.
The modified equal friction method is used for sizing
duct systems that are not symmetrical or that have
both long and short runs. Instead of depending upon
volume dampers to artificially increase the pressure
drop of short branch runs, the branch ducts are sized
(as nearly as possible) to dissipate (bleed-off) the
available pressure by using higher duct friction loss
values. Only the main duct, which usually is the longest run, is sized by the original duct friction loss value.
Care should be exercised to prevent excessively high
velocities in the short branches (with the higher friction rates). If calculated velocities are found to be too
high, then duct sizes must be recalculated to yield
lower velocities, and opposed blade volume dampers
or static pressure plates must be installed in the
branch duct at or near the main duct to dissipate the
excess pressure. Regardless, it is a good design
practice to include balancing dampers in HVAC duct
systems to balance the airflow to each branch.

tained. When combined with the static pressure friction losses of the straight duct sections sized by the
modified equal friction method, the result will be the
closest possible approximation of the actual system
total pressure requirements for the fan.
To demonstrate the use of the loss coefficient tables,
several fittings are selected from a sample duct system which has a velocity of 13 m/s. Using Table 14-7,
the velocity pressure (Vp) is found to be 100 pascals.
The total pressure (TP) loss of each fitting is determined as follows:
Example A:
900mm (H) x 300mm (W), 90° Radius Elbow (R/W
= 1.5), no vanes. From Table 14-10, Figure F, the loss
coefficient of 0.14 is obtained using H/W = 3.0.
The loss coefficient should not be used without
checking to see if a correction is required for the
Reynolds number (Note 3):

The correction factor of 1.0 is found where R/W >
0.75 and Re 10 4 > 20; so the loss coefficient remains at 0.14. Then:
TP = C x Vp = 0.14 x 100 = 14 Pa.

3. Fitting Pressure Loss Tables
Tables 14-10 to 14-18 contain the loss coefficients for
elbows, fittings, and duct components. The "loss
coefficient" represents the ratio of the total pressure
loss to the dynamic pressure (in terms of velocity
pressure). It does not include duct friction loss
(which is picked up by measuring the duct sections
to fitting center lines). However, the loss coefficient
does include static regain (or loss) where there is a
change in velocity.
Equation 8-1
TP = C x Vp
Where:
TP = Total Pressure (Pa)
C = Dimensionless Loss Coefficient
Vp = Velocity Pressure (Pa)

All of the above calculations for Re10 4 could have
been avoided if the graph in the "Reynolds Number
Correction Factor Chart" on Page 14-17 had been
checked, as the plotted point is outside the shaded
area requiring correction (using the duct diameter
and velocity to plot the point).
If the elbow was 45° instead of 90°, another correction
factor of 0.60 (See the reference to Note 1 on page
14.17) would be used: 0.60 x 14 = 8.4 Pa.
Example B:
45° Round Wye, 500mm diameter main duct, (12.5
m/s); 250mm diameter branch duct, branch velocity
of 7.7 m/s. Determine the fitting pressure losses. (Figure A of Table214-14).

By using the duct fitting loss coefficients in Chapter
14 which include static pressure regain or loss, accurate duct system fitting pressure losses are ob-
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From Figure 14-2:
For 250mm diameter, 77 m/s; Qb = 370 I/s
For 500mm diameter, 12.5 m/s; Qc = 2400 I/s
Qb/Qc = 370/2400 = 0.154
Interpolating in the table between Ab/Ac

= 0.2 and

0.3; and Qb/Qc = 0.1 and 0.2; 0.56 is selected as the
branch fitting loss coefficient. The branch pressure
loss is calculated.
Obtain Vp of 92.5 for 12.5 m/s from Table 14-7 or by
using Equation 5-8 (Metric).
TP = C x Vp = 0.56 x 92.5 = 51.8 Pa (Equation
5-6).
The main pressure loss is calculated by first establishing Vs:
Qs = Qc - Qb = 2400 - 370 = 2030 I/s (down-

stream airflow).
From Figure 14-2, 500mm diameter and 2030 I/s:
Vs = 10.5 m/s.
Vs/,Vc = 10.5/12.5 = 0.84

From the Table 14-14, Figure A, C = 0.02
TP = C x Vp = 0.02 x 92.5 = 1.85 Pa.

Example C:
900mm x 300mm rectangular to 500mm diameter
round transition where 0 = 300 (Table 14-12, Figure
A), VP = 100 Pa.

A, = 900 x 300 = 270,000 m2
A = 'rrr2 = T7(250)2 = 196,350 m2
A,/A = 270,000/196,350 = 1.37 (use 2)

0.05 is selected as the loss coefficient.
TP = C x Vp = 0.05 x 100 = 5 Pa

Fortunately, there usually are not too many "complicated" fittings in most duct systems, but when there
are, the systems usually are part of a large complex.
A computer programmed for the above calculations
can facilitate the duct system design procedure.

SUPPLY AIR DUCT SYSTEMSIZING EXAMPLE NO. 1
A plan of a sample building HVAC duct system is
shown in Figure 8-1 and the tabulation of the computations can be found in Table 8-1. A full size "Duct
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Sizing Work Sheet" may be found in Figure 8-5 at
the end of this Chapter. It may be photocopied for "inhouse" use only. The conditioned area is assumed
to be at zero pressure and the two fans have been
sized to deliver 4000 I/s each. The grilles and diffusers have been tentatively sized to provide the required flow, throw, noise level, etc., and the sizes and
pressure drops are indicated on the plan. To size the
ductwork and determine the supply fan total pressure
requirement, a suggested step-by-step procedure follows.

1. Supply Fan Plenum
From manufacturer's data sheets or from the Figures
or Tables in Chapter 9, the static pressure losses of
the energy recovery device, filter bank and heatingcooling coil are entered in Table 8-1 in column L.
(Velocities, if available, are entered in column F for
reference information only.) With 3 metres of duct
discharging directly from fan "B" (duct is fan outlet
size), no "System Effect Factor" (see Chapter 6)
needs to be added for either side of the fan. As the
plenum static pressure (SP) loss is negligible, the
losses for the inlet air portion of the fan system entered in column L are added, and the loss of 225
pascals (Pa) is entered in column M on line 3.

2. Supply Air System
a) Duct Section BC-The 600mm x 800mm fan
discharge size has a circular equivalent of 755mm
inches (Table 14-3). Using the chart in Figure 14-2, a
velocity of 9.0 m/s and a friction loss of 0.95 Pa/m of
duct is established within the recommended velocity
range (shaded area) using the 4000 I/s system airflow. The data is entered on line 4 in the appropriate
columns. Without any changes in direction to reduce
the fan noise, and with the duct located in an unconditioned space up to the first branch (at point E),
internal fibrous glass lining can be used to satisfy
both the acoustic and thermal requirements. Therefore, the duct size of 600mm x 800mm entered in
column J is marked with an asterisk and the fibrous
glass liner "medium rough" correction factor of 1.35
is obtained from Table 14-1 and Figure 14-3 and entered in column K. Duct section BC static pressure
(SP) loss is computed as follows:
SP (duct section) = 3m (duct) x 0.95 Pa/m
x 1.35 (corr. factor) = 3.8 (use 4)
The duct section BC static pressure loss is entered
in column L, and as it is the only loss for that section,
the loss also is entered in column M.
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Figure 8-1 DUCT SYSTEMS FOR DUCT SIZING EXAMPLES NO 1 AND 2 (METRIC)

b) Duct Section CE-At point C, building construction conditions require that the duct aspect ratio
change, so a duct transition is needed. Using the
same 0.95 Pa/m duct friction loss and 755mm duct
diameter for the 4000 I/s or 4.0 m3/s airflow, a
1300mm x 400mm duct is selected from Table 14-3
and entered in column J on line 5. This section of
duct continues to require acoustical and thermal
treatment, so the section friction loss is computed:
SP = 10 x 0.95 x 1.35 = 12.8 pascals
(enter 13 pascals on line 5 in column L)
The transition loss coefficient can be obtained after
determining if the fitting is diverging or converging.

A = 600 x 800 = 480,000 and A1 = 1300 x 400
= 520,000, A1/A = 520,000/480,000 = 1.08, so it
is diverging (greater than 1.0).
The average velocity of the entering airstream (EquaQ
4.0m3/s
= 7.7 m/s.
4.0m3s
tion 5-9) V = Q
A
1.3m x 0.4m
From Table 14-11, Figure B, using 0 = 300 and A1/A
= 2 (smallest number for A1A), the loss coefficient of
0.25 is entered on line 6 in column H. The velocity
pressure (Vp) of 35.7 pascals is calculated using
Equation 5-10 (Vp = 0.602 V2) or is obtained from
Table 14-7 for 77 m/s and entered in column G. The
transition fitting pressure loss of 9 Pa (C x Vp =
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0.25 x 35.7 = 8.9) is entered in column L. As this
is a dynamic pressure loss, the correction factor for
the duct lining does not apply.
The static pressure loss of 15 pascals for the fire
damper at D is obtained from Chapter 9 or manufacturer's data sheets and entered in column L on line
7. The three static pressure losses in column L on
lines 5, 6, and 7 are totalled (37 Pa) and entered in
column M on line 7 This is the total pressure loss of
the 1300mm x 400 mm duct section CE (inside dimensions) and its components.
c) Duct Section EF-An assumption must now be
made as to which duct run has the greatest friction
loss. As the duct run to the "J" air supply diffuser is
apparently the longest with the most fittings, this run
will be the assumed path for further computations.
Branch duct run EQ will be compared with duct run
EJ after calculations are completed.
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Applying 3000 I/s (for duct section EF) and 0.95 Pa/
m to the chart in Figure 14-2, a duct diameter of
676mm and 8.4 m/s velocity is obtained and entered
on line 8. Table 14-3 is used to select a 1000mm x
400mm rectangular duct size needed by keeping the
duct height 400mm. Normally, duct size changes are
made changing only one dimension (for ease and
economy of fabrication) and keeping the aspect ratio
as low as possible.
As the continuous rolled galvanized duct system is
being fabricated in 1200mm sections, the degree of
roughness (Table 14-1) indicates "medium smooth".
No correction factor is needed, as the chart in Figure
14-2 is based on an Absolute Roughness of 0.09mm
as a result of recent SMACNA assisted ASHRAE
research.
The static pressure loss for duct section EF is:
SP = 6m x 0.95 = 5.7 Pa (Use 6)
(enter on line 8 in column L).

Table 8-1 DUCT SIZING, SUPPLY AIR
SYSTEM-EXAMPLE NO. 1

DUCT SIZING WORK SHEET
(METRIC UNITS)
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The diverging 90° wye fitting used at E can be found
in Table 14-14, Figure W. In order to obtain the proper
loss coefficient "C" to calculate the fitting pressure
loss, preliminary calculations to obtain Ab must be
made (if adifferent friction loss rate is used later when
computing the branch losses, subsequent recalculation might be necessary).
Ab (Prelim.) for 1000 I/s at 0.95 Pa/m = 196,350 mm2
(area of 450mm diameter duct obtained from Figure
14-2). Then:

Using A/As = 0.5; and Ab/Ac = 0.5 (the closest
figures), C (Main) = -0.05. The Vp for 77 m/s is
35.7 Pa (Equation 5-10).
The fitting "loss" thus has a negative value (TP = C
x Vp = -0.05 x 35.7 = -1.79) and minus 2
pascals is entered on line 9 in column L with a minus
sign. The static regain is actually greater than the
dynamic pressure loss of the fitting. The pressure
losses on lines 8 and 9 in column L are added (-2
+ 6 = 4 Pa) and entered on line 9 in column M.
d) Duct Section FH-The wye fitting at F and duct
section FH are computed in the same way as above
and the values entered on lines 10 and 11. By using
0.95 Pa/m and 1500 I/s in Figure 14-2, 7 m/s and
510mm diameter are obtained from Figure 14-2;
550mm x 400mm equiv. duct size from Table 14-3:
FH duct section loss = 10 x 0.95 = 9.5 pascals;
(enter 10 pascals on line 10).

Table 8-1(a) DUCT SIZING, SUPPLY AIR
SYSTEM-EXAMPLE NO. 1 (CONT.)

DUCT SIZING WORK SHEET
(METRIC UNITS)
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For the wye fitting at F, Table 14-14, figure W is again
used. With the 3000 I/s airflow dividing equally into
two 1500 I/s airstream ducts, Ab = As. Therefore,

Using Ab/As = 1.0; Ab/Ac = 0.5;
C (Main) = 0.05,
velocity = 3/1.0 x 0.4 = 75 m/s
Vp = 33.9 Pa (From Table 14-7)
Fitting loss = C x Vp = 0.05 x 33.9
= 1.70 pascals
(enter 2 pascals on line 11).
The loss coefficient for the thin plate volume damper
near F can be obtained from Table 14-18, Figure B
(Set wide open, i.e. 0°). The velocity pressure (Vp) of
278 Pa for 6.8 m/s (1.5/0.55 x 0.4) is obtained from
Table 14-7 or calculated.
Damper Loss = C x Vp = 0.04 x 27.8
= 1.1 Pa (Use 1 pascal on line 12).
Elbow G in the FH duct run is a square elbow with
114mm single thickness turning vanes on 57mm centers. The loss coefficient of 0.15 is obtained from Table
14-10, Figure H for the 550mm x 400 mm elbow
(single thickness vanes-No. 2) and entered on line
13 along with the other data (cfm, fpm, Vp, etc.)
G fitting loss = C x Vp = 0.15 x 27.8
= 4.2 Pa (Use 4 pascals on line 13).
The total pressure loss for duct section FH from lines
10, 11, 12, and 13 in column L(10 + 2 + 1 + 4 = 17
Pa) is entered on line 13 in column M.
e) Duct Section HI-Data for duct section HI is developed as other duct sections above. Starting with
1000 I/s, the values of 6.4 m/s, 456 mm diameter
(and the duct size of 450mm x 400mm) are obtained
(again changing only one duct dimension where possible).
HI duct section loss = 6m x 0.95 Pa/m
= 5.7 Pa (Use 6 Pa on line 14)
The loss coefficient for transition H (converging flow)
is obtained from Table 14-12, Figure A using 0 =
300. Use the upstream velocity based on 1500 I/s to
compute the Vp, assuming that there is not an instant
change in the upstream airflow velocity. This will hold
true for each similar fitting in this example.
Velocity = 1.5/0.55 x 0.40 = 6.8 m/s;
Velocity pressure (Vp) = 278 Pa;

8.8

The loss values in column L (6 + 1) are again totalled
and entered on line 15 in column M (7 Pa).
f) Duct Section IJ- Duct section IJ is calculated as
the above duct sections and the same type of transition is used (500 I/s, 5.4 m/s, 340mm diam, with a
400mm x 250mm duct size being selected):
IJ duct loss = 10m x 0.95 Pa/m = 9.5 Pa
(enter 10 pascals on line 16).
It might be obvious by now that using a duct friction
loss of 0.95 to 1.0 Pa/m, the calculations are quite
simple, i.e. 1 pascal pressure loss for each metre of
duct!
Transition at I (Table 14-12, Figure A):

Velocity = 1.0/0.45 x 0.4 = 5.6 m/s;
Vp = 18.9;
I fitting loss = C x Vp = 0.05 x 18.9
= 0.95 Pa (Use 1 Pa on line 17).
The "J" elbow is smooth, long radius without vanes
(Table 14-10, Figure F) having a R/W ratio of 2.0. As
H/W = 250/400 = 0.63, the loss coefficient of 0.17
(by interpolation) is used.
By applying the values of the 340mm duct diameter
and the duct velocity of 5.6 m/s to the "Reynolds
Number Correction Factor Chart" on page 14.17, it is
found that a correction factor must be used. The actual average velocity is:
V = 0.5/0.4 x 0.25 = 5.0 m/s (Equation 5-9).
The equations under Note 3 on page 14.18 are solved
to allow the correction factor to be obtained.

Re = 66.4 DV = 66.4 x 3077 x 5.0
Re = 102,156
Re10-4 = 10.22
From the table (Note 3) when R/W > 0.75, the correction factor of 1.29 is obtained and the Vp of 15.1 Pa
for 5 m/s is used.
Fitting loss = C x Vp x KRe
= 0.17 x 15.1 x 1.29 = 3.31 Pa;
(3 Pa is entered on line 18).
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If the KRe correction factor was not used, the calculated loss of 2.57 Pa (0.17 x 15.1) is 0.74 pascals
lower than the value used. On a long, winding run
with many elbows, this difference could become significant. However, when both are rounded to 3 Pa,
the difference would not be noted.
The volume damper at J has the same coefficient as
that used at F Using the Vp for 5 m/s:
Damper Loss = C x Vp = 0.04 x 15.1
= 0.60 Pa (enter 1 Pa on line 19).
Figure T of Table 14-14 (Tee, Rectangular Main to
Round Branch) should not be used for a round tap at
the end of a duct run, nor should Figure Q for a
square tap under the same conditions, as the total
system airflow is going through the tap. The closest
duct configurations found in Chapter 14 would be the
mitered elbows in Table 14-10, Figures C, D or E. The
average loss coefficient value for a 900 turn from
these figures is 1.2, which is the recommended value
to use until additional research in the SMACNA program establishes duct fitting loss coefficients for
these configurations (see Section H of Chapter 5).
Obviously, if there was ample room in the ceiling, the
use of a vaned elbow or a long radius elbow and a
rectangular to round transition would be the most
energy efficient with the lowest combined pressure
loss. Therefore, the loss of the fitting at the diffuser
should be calculated using the loss coefficient of 1.2:
Fitting loss = C x Vp = 1.2 x 15.1 = 18.1 Pa;
(enter 18 Pa on line 20).
The pressure loss of the 350mm diameter diffuser on
the drawing (Figure 8-1) at J includes the pressure
losses for the damper behind the diffuser. The 35
pascal loss is entered on line 21 in column L.
In Table 8-1, the pressure losses on lines 16 through
21 in column L are totalled (68 Pa) and the value
entered on line 21 in column M (in black) and on line
16 in column N (in red). Starting from the bottom (line
16), the pressure losses of each section in column M
are accumulated in Column N on line 4 resulting in
a total pressure loss of 137 pascals for the duct run
B to J (the assumed main duct run) being entered on
line 4. This total is added to the 225 pascals on line
3 of column M (Fan Plenum B) for the total pressure
loss of 362 pascals, the design total pressure at
which supply fan B must supply 4000 litres per second. The value of 362 pascals is entered on line 1 in
columns N and O.(The numbers in columns N and
O are shown in red to indicate that they are calculated after columns A to M.)

Attention is called to the progressively lower value of
the velocity pressure as the velocity continues to be
reduced (velocity pressure is proportional to the
square of the velocity). By carefully selecting fittings
with low loss coefficients, actual dynamic pressure
loss values become quite low. However, straight duct
loss values per 100 feet remain constant, as these
losses are dependent only on the friction loss rate
selected.
The last section of duct (IJ), with all of its fittings and
the terminal device, had half of the pressure loss
generated by the complete duct run (BJ). The primary
reason for this is that all of the fittings in the main run
had a static regain (included in the loss coefficients)
with each lowering of the airstream velocity which
reduced the actual pressure loss of each section.
g) Duct Section FM-As the branch duct run F to
M is similar to duct run G to J, one would assume
that the duct sizes would be the same, provided that
the branch pressure loss of the wye at F had approximately the same pressure loss as the 6 metres of
duct from F to G (6 Pa) and the elbow at G (4 Pa), a
total loss of 10 pascals. However, to compute the
complete duct run from A1 to M, lines 1 to 9 (A1 to F)
in column M must be totaled (270 Pa) and the result
entered on line 1 (column M) of the table in Figure 81(a) using a new duct sizing form.
Referring again to Table 14-14, Figure W (used before
for the wye at F), and using the same ratios as before,
(Ab/As = 1.0; Ab/Ac = 0.5; Qb/Qc = 0.5), the branch
loss coefficient C = 0.52.
F fitting loss = C x Vp = 0.52 x 33.9
= 17.6 Pa (Enter 18 Pa on line 2).
It should be noted that the fitting entering velocity of
75 m/s is used to determine the velocity pressure for
the computations. The branch loss of 18 pascals for
fitting F is compared to the 10 pascals computed
above for duct EG and elbow G. As the difference
between them of 8 pascals is within the 12 pascals
allowable design difference, the fitting used at F was
a good selection. However, the A, M duct run will have
a 8 pascals greater pressure loss than the A1J duct
run. So the assumed "longest run" did not have the
greatest pressure loss although again the difference
was within 12 pascals. This also confirms the need
for the use of balancing dampers in each of the
550mm x 400mm ducts at F
The information for the "branch" volume damper at F
can be copied from line 12 of Table 8-1 (as all conditions are the same) and entered on line 3 of Table
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8-1(a). The calculations then are made for the 3
metres of 550mm x 400mm duct from F to K:
FK duct loss = 3 x 0.95 = 2.9 Pa;

(enter 3 pascals on line 4).
The pressure losses on lines 2, 3, and 4 in column L
are totaled (22 Pa) and entered on line 4 in column
M of Table 8-1 (a).
The pressure loss of the K to M duct section is identical to the H to J duct section (including the diffusers), so lines 15 and 21 in column M of Table 8-1 are
totalled (75 Pa) and entered on line 5 in columns M
and N of Table 8-1 (a).
Finally, the figures in column M are accumulated in
column N (starting from the bottom) to obtain the new
total pressure loss of 367 pascals for the fan B duct
system (line 1, column 0). This loss only is 5 pascals

higher than the A ,J duct system pressure loss (Table
8-1), but it is the total pressure loss value to be used
in the selection of Fan B.
h) Duct Section EN-Using the balance of the duct
sizing form (Table 8-1(a)), the next duct run to be
sized is the branch duct EQ. The pressure loss for
the duct system from A, to E is obtained by totalling
lines 1 to 7 of Table 8-1 and entering the 266 pascals
loss on line 7 in column M.
Data for duct section EN is obtained (1000 I/s, 6.4 m/
s, 456 mm diameter with 450mm x 400mm being
the selected rectangular size) using the same 0.95
Pa/mfriction loss rate.
EN duct loss = 3 x 0.95 = 2.9 Pa;
(enter 3 pascals on line 8).
The data used before for computing the "main" loss
coefficient for wye E (Table 14-14, figure W) is again
used to obtain the "branch" loss coefficient (see
"Duct Section EF").
AJAs = 0.5, Ab/Ac = 0.5, Qb/Qc = 0.25
The preliminary calculations to branch EN are verified
(see text of "Duct Section EF").
C (branch) = 0.44 (by interpolation)
E fitting loss = C x Vp = 0.44 x 35.7
= 15.7 pascals;
(enter 16 pascals on line 9).
The loss values in column L (3 + 16 = 19) are
totalled and entered on line 9 in column M.
i) Duct Section NP-Data for the 17 metre duct run
from N to P is computed with the friction loss rate of
0.95 Pa/m obtaining the following: 5.4 m/s velocity,
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340mm diameter and 400mm x 250mm equivalent
rectangular size.
NP duct loss = 17 x 0.95 = 16.2 pascals;
(enter 16 pascals on line 10).
At N, a 450 entry tap is used for branch duct NS and
a 30° transition is used to reduce the duct size for
the run to P From Table 14-12, Figure A:
A,/A = 450 x 400/400 x 250 = 1.8 (Use 2)
C = 0.05 for 0 = 30°,
Velocity = 1.0/0.45 x 0.4 = 5.6 m/s;
Vp (Table 14-7) = 18.9 pascals;
Nfitting loss = C x Vp = 0.05 x 18.9
= 0.95 pascals;
(enter 1 pascal on line 11).
The volume damper at N has the same numbers as
used above for the damper at J:
Damper loss = C x Vp = 0.04 x 15.1
= 0.6 pascals;
(enter 1 pascal on line 12).
At O, a smooth radius elbow with one splitter vane is
selected (Table 14-10, Figure G):
R/W = 0.25, H/W = 250/400 = 0.63; C = 0.12
(by interpolation);
O fitting loss = C x Vp = 0.12 x 15.1
= 1.8 pascals;
(enter 2 pascals on ine 13).
The cumulative loss of 20 pascals (16 + 1 + 1 + 2) is
entered on line 13 in column M.
j) Duct Section PQ-Data for the last 6 metres of
duct is obtained from Figure 14-2 and Table 14-3: 250
I/s, 4.6 m/s, 270mm diameter, and 250mm x 250mm
equivalent rectangular size.
PQ duct loss = 6 x 0.95 = 5.7 pascals;
(enter 6 pascals on line 14).
The loss coefficient for transition P is obtained from
Table 14-12, Figure A (converging flow) using 0 =
450:
A1/A = 400 x 250/250 x 250 = 1.6 (Use 2);
C = 0.06, Vel. = 5.0 m/s (from the 400 x 250 duct),
Vp = 15.1 pascals;
P fitting loss = C x Vp = 0.06 x 15.1
= 0.9 pascals;
(enter 1 pascal on line 15).
The fitting at Q is a mitered 90° change of-size elbow
(Table 14-10, Figure E):
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H/W = 250/250 = 1.0; W1/W = 400/250 = 1.6;
Velocity = 0.25/0.25 x 0.25 = 4.0 m/s; Vp = 9.6

pascals.
A fitting loss coefficient of 0.90 is selected. Then referring to Note 2 on Page 14.17, plotting the data on
the "Reynolds Number Correction Factor Chart" indicates that a correction factor will be required.

Re = 66.4 DV = 66.4 x 250 x 4.0 = 66,400;
Re10

4

=

6.64; KRe = 1.08

Q fitting loss = 0.90 x 4 x 1.08 = 3.9 pascals;

(enter 4 pascals on line 16).
The pressure loss of 32 pascals on the drawing (Figure 8-1) for the 400 x 250 grille is entered on line
17

The pressure losses on lines 14-17 in column L are
totalled (43 pascals) and the value entered on line 17
in column M and on line 14 in column N. Starting from
line 14, the pressure losses of each section in column
M are accumulated in column N, resulting in the total
pressure loss of 348 pascals, which is entered on
line 7 in columns N and 0.
The A1Mduct run pressure loss of 367 pascals is 19
pascals higher than the 348 pascals pressure loss of
the A1Q duct run, giving a system that is above the
12 pascals suggested good design difference for
branch ducts. Nevertheless, balancing dampers in
the branch ducts at N should allow the TAB technician
to properly balance the system.
k) Duct Section NS-The pressure losses from A,
to N (lines 7 to 9) are totalled (285 pascals) and
entered on line 18 in column M. The last section of
the supply duct system is sized using the same procedures and data from above:

The data for the volume damper in the branch duct
at N is the same as on line 12, which can be copied
and entered on line 21. The total of lines 19-21 in
column L of 18 pascals can be entered on line 21 in
column M.
Using similar data from line 14:
RS duct loss = 6 x 0.95 = 5.9 pascals;
(enter 6 pascals on line 22).

Using similar data from line 15:
R Transition loss = C x Vp = 0.06 x 15.1
= 0.91 pascals;
(enter 1 pascal on line 23).
S Elbow loss = C x Vp x KRe (from line 16)
= 0.90 x 9.6 x 1.08
= 3.9 pascals;

(enter 4 pascals on line 24).
S Grille loss (from Figure 8-1) = 32 pascals;
(Enter on line 25).
The losses for Run RS in column L are totalled and
the 43 pascal loss is placed in column M on line 25
and in column N on line 22.
The section losses in column Mare again added from
the bottom in column N and the total system loss
from A, to S of 346 pascals is placed on line 18 in
columns N and O.This loss again is almost equal to
that of the other portions of the duct system.
I) Additional Discussion-If the NS branch loss
had been substantially lower, reasonable differences
could have been compensated for by adjustments of
the balancing damper. The damper loss coefficient
used in each case was based on 0 = 00 (wide open).

(enter 3 pascals on line 19).

The preliminary damper setting angle () can be calculated in this situation as follows (assuming a total
system loss difference of 20 pascals between points
S and Q for this example):
System loss difference = 20 pascals

A 45° entry rectangular tap is used for the branch

N damper loss (set at 0O) = 1 pascal

duct at N. From Table 14-14, Figure N:

N damper loss (set at ?) = 21 pascals (20 + 1)

Vb = 0.5/0.4 x 0.25 = 5.0 m/s;

Damper loss = C x Vp or C = Damper loss/Vp

Vc = 1.0/0.45 x 0.4 = 5.6 m/s;

C = 21 Pa/15.1 = 1.39

Vb/Vc = 5.0/5.6 = 0.89 (Use 1.0);

Referring back to Table 14-18, Figure B, the loss coefficient of C = 1.39 would require a damper angle 0
of about 21° (by interpolation). The duct airflow and
velocity at the damper still would remain at the design
values. Points S and Q of the duct system would then
have the same total pressure loss (relative to point
A, or fan B).

NR duct loss = 3 x 0.95 = 2.9 pascals;

Qb/Qc =

500/1000 = 0.5; C = 0.74;

Vp (upstream) of 5.6 m/s = 18.9 pascals;
N Fitting Loss = C x Vp = 0.74 x 18.9
= 14 Pascals;

(enter on line 20).
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Other advantages of the above duct sizing procedures are that using columns M and N, the designer
can observe the places in the duct system that have
the greatest total pressure losses and where the duct
construction pressure classifications change (see Table 4-1 and Figure 4-1 in Chapter 4). After the duct
system is sized, these static pressure "flags" should
be noted on the drawings as shown on Figure 8-1 to
obtain the most economical duct fabrication and installation costs.
Building pressure allowance for supply air duct systems should be determined from building ventilation
requirements considering normal building infiltration.
Allowance in the range of 5 to 25 pascals for building
pressurization normally is used. The designer should
determine the proper building pressurization value
based upon individual system requirements and location. Consideration should also include elevator
shaft ventilation requirements, tightness of building
construction, building stack effect, fire and smoke
code requirements, etc.
Finally, the system pressure loss check list in Figure
9-1 of Chapter 9 should be used to verify that all
system component pressure losses have been included in the fan total pressure requirements, and
that some allowance has been added for possible
changes in the field. These additional items should
be shown on the duct sizing work sheets.

RETURN AIR (EXHAUST AIR)
DUCT SYSTEM-SIZING
EXAMPLE NO. 2
The exhaust air duct system of fan "Y" shown in
Figure 8-1 will be sized using lower main duct velocities to reduce the fan power requirements. This will
conserve energy and, therefore, lower the daily operating costs. However, the duct sizes will be larger,
which could increase the initial cost of the duct system.
Attention is called to the discussion in Section B"Other Factors Affecting Duct System Pressures" of
Chapter 5. All of the static pressure and total pressure values are negative with respect to atmospheric
pressure on the suction side of the fan. Applying this
concept to Equation 5-5:
Fan
Fan
Fan
as
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TPd - TPs - Vpd (Equation 5-4)
TPd - (-TPs)- VPd
TPd + TPs - Vpd
SP + Vp, then:
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Equation 8-2
Fan TP = TPd + TPs

Where:
TPd = TP of fan discharge
TPs = TP of fan suction

Using the suction side of Equation 8-2, all of the system pressure loss values for the exhaust system
(suction side of the fan) will be entered on the work
sheet as positive numbers.

1. Exhaust Air Plenum Z
Pressure loss data for the discharge side of the heat
recovery device A1Zis entered on line 1 of Table 8-2
in column L (75 Pa). As the backwardly curved blade
fan Z free discharges into the plenum, a tentative fan
selection must be made in order to obtain a velocity
or velocity pressure to use to calculate the pressure
loss (most centrifugal fans are rated with duct connections on the discharge, so the loss due to "no
static regain" must be added for the free discharge
into the plenum). From manufacturer's data, Vp = 40
Pa and C = 1.5 from Table 14-16, Figure I:
Z Fan pressure loss = C x Vp = 1.5 x 40
= 60 pascals;

(enter in column L on line 2).
The plenum loss total of 135 Pa is entered on line 2
in Column M.

2. Exhaust Air System
a) Duct Section YW-The 750mm inlet duct to the
fan is connected to an inlet box (see Figure 6-20 of
Chapter 6). The inlet box exhaust duct connection
size is 600mm (0.8 x 750) x 1160mm (1.55 x 750).
The given loss coefficient (C) is 1.0. The return air
duct connection velocity is:
Velocity = 4/0.6 x 1.16 = 5.8 m/s (Equation 5-9);
From Table 14-7, Vp = 20.3 pascals;
Inlet box loss = C x Vp = 1.0 x 20.3
= 2.03 pascals;

(enter 20 pascals on line 3).
Using 4000 I/s and 8 m/s from the chart in Figure 142, the following is established: duct friction loss of 0.7
Pa/m, 800mm duct diameter; and from Table 14-3, a
750mm x 750mm rectangular equivalent size duct.
YW duct loss = 10m x 0.7 Pa/m = 7 pascals;

(enter on line 4).
The transition at Y (Table 14-11, Figure B) has a 30°
total slope.
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A,/A = 600 x 1160/750 x 750 = 1.24 (Use 2);

Loss Coefficient (C) = 0.25 for 30°;
Velocity = 4.0/0.75 x 0.75 = 71 m/s;
Vp = 30.4 pascals;
Y transition loss = C x Vp = 0.25 x 30.4
= 7.6 pascals;

(enter 8 pascals on line 5).
The total for section YW (20 + 7 + 8 = 35 Pa) is
entered on line 5 in column M.
b) Duct Section WU-Using 3000 I/s and 0.7 Pa/
m, 74 m/s is established along with a duct diameter
of 730mm. Using Table 14-3, a rectangular size of
750mm x 600mm is selected (keeping one side the
same size).

WU duct loss = 32m x 0.7 Pa/m = 22.4 pascals;
(enter 22 pascals on line 6).
A converging 450 entry tee will be used at W (see
Table 14-13, Figure F) with the velocity pressure of
the downstream airflow velocity (4000 m/s).
To obtain the "main" loss coefficient, the note in Fitting 14-13 F refers to Fitting 14-13B:
Using Table 14-13B (Main Coefficient):
Qb/Qc = 1000/4000 = 0.25; C = 0.33
(by interpolation);
W fitting loss = C x Vp = 0.33 x 30.4
= 10.0 pascals;
(enter on line 7).

Table 8-2 DUCT SIZING, EXHAUST AIR
SYSTEM-EXAMPLE NO. 2

DUCT SIZING WORK SHEET
(METRIC UNITS)
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The diverging flow transition at W with an included
angle of 30° uses Table 14-11, Figure E because of
the change of only one duct dimension.

U fitting loss = C x Vp = 0.25 x 23.9
= 6.0 pascals;
(enter on line 12)

A1/A = 750 x 750/750 x 600
= 1.25 (Use 2);
C = 0.20;
upstream section velocity = 3.0/0.75 x 0.6
= 6.7 m/s;
Vp = 270 for 6.7 m/s
(From Table 14-7 or by calculation);
W trans. fitting loss = C x Vp = 0.20 x 27.0
= 5.4 pascals;
(enter 5 pascals on line 8).

The pressure loss for the change of size elbow at T
will again be computed using Table 14-10, Figure E
(Caution should be used to determine airflow direction):

Using a radius elbow without vanes (Table 14-10, Figure F) at V, the following data is used:
H/W = 600/750 = 0.8, R/W = 2.0, C = 0.16
Again, using the equivalent diameter of 730mm and
the velocity of 6.7 m/s from the 3000 I/s duct for a
quick check, the "Reynolds Number Correction Factor" chart indicates that no correction is needed.
V fitting loss = C x Vp = 0.16 x 27.0
= 4.3 pascals
(enter 4 pascals on line 9).
As before, the total section loss of 41 pascals is entered in column M.
c) Duct Section UT-The static pressure loss (the
total pressure loss is always the same as the static
pressure when there is no velocity change) for the
duct section UT is:
UT duct loss = 6 x 0.7 = 4.2 pascals;
(enter 4 pascals on line 10).
From Figure 14-2 where a 540mm diameter duct and
6.2 m/s was obtained for 1500 I/s, a 600mm x
400mm rectangular duct is selected from Table 14-3.
A converging 90° tee fitting (Table 14-13, Figure D)
will be used at U, but again the "main" loss coefficient
is obtained from Figure 14-13B.
Qb/Qc = 1500/3000 = 0.5; C = 0.53;
U Fitting loss = 0.53 x 27.0 (downstream Vp)
= 14.3 pascals;
(enter 14 pascals on line 11).
The U transition loss coefficient is found in Table 1411, Figure B, and the following data computed:
A,/A
0 =
Vel.
Vp
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= 750 x 600/600 x 400 = 1.88 (use 2),
30°, C = 0.25;
= 1.5/0.6 x 0.4 = 6.3 m/s
= 23.9 Pa (upstream duct).

H/W = 400/1200 = 0.33, W1/W = 600/1200 = 0.5;
C = 1.8
Vel. of the upstream section (grille size)
= 1.5/1.2 x 0.4 = 3.1 m/s, Vp = 5.8 pascals;
T fitting loss = C x Vp = 1.8 x 5.8
= 10.4 pascals;
(enter 10 pascals on line 13).
Turning vanes could be added to the change of size
mitered elbow, but no loss coefficient tables are available. One could speculate that if single-blade turning
vanes reduce the C = 1.2 of a standard 90° mitered
elbow to about C = 0.15, the C = 1.8 used above
could be reduced to approximately C = 0.23 (using
the same ratio).
The pressure loss of 20 pascals for the exhaust grille
at T is taken from Figure 8-1 and entered on line 14.
The section losses in column M are again added from
the bottom in column N, and the Y fan duct system
total of 265 pascals entered on line 1 in columns N
and 0.
d) Duct Section WX (Modified Design Method)Branch WX must now be sized, but a visual inspection indicates that the pressure drop from W to X
would be much less than that of the long run from W
to T. The cumulative loss of 95 pascals for duct run
W to T (line 6, column N) is also the total pressure
loss requirement for the short 6 metre duct run (12
pascals is the acceptable pressure difference between outlets or inlets on the same duct run).
In an attempt to dissipate this pressure, a velocity of
8 m/s, and a duct friction loss rate of 1.7 Pa/m, and
400mm diameter is selected for the 1000 I/s flow rate
(Figure 14-2). Duct lining of 25mm thickness (correction factor = 1.93 from Figure 14-3 and Table 14-1
[Rough]) also can be added for noise control and
increased friction. A balancing damper should be
used for final adjustments. The computations using
this modification of the design method are:
WX duct loss = 6m x 1.7 Pa/m x 1.93
= 19.7 pascals;
(enter 20 pascals on line 17).
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Select the rectangular size of 350mm x 400mm
from Table 14-3.
The converging 45° entry fitting used at W (Table 1413, Figure F) is reviewed again to determine the
branch loss coefficient.
= 0.25, Velocity (Vc) = 7.1 m/s,
Vp = 30.4 Pa, C = -0.37;

Qb/Qc

Wfitting loss = C x Vp = -0.37 x 30.4
= - 11.2 pascals.

As there is a negative branch pressure loss for this
fitting because of static regain (data is entered on
line 18), additional losses must be provided by a balancing damper or a perforated plate in the branch
duct. A smaller grille with a higher pressure loss could
be used if a greater noise level could be tolerated.
If a straight rectangular tap was used (Table 14-13,
Figure D) instead of the 450 entry tap, the loss coefficient would then become 0.01, a more appropriate
selection. This is one of the reasons why higher loss
fittings remain in the tables.
An inefficient transition at grille X also will help build
up the loss (note airflow direction). Figure A is a
rectangular converging transition in Table 14-12. With

C = 0.30. The downstream velocity must be used to
determine the Vp used in the computations:
Velocity (downstream) = 1.0/0.35 x 0.4
= 7.1 m/s;
Vp = 30.4 pascals;
Xfitting loss = C x Vp = 0.30 x 30.4
= 9.1 pascals

(enter 9 pascals on line 20).
X grille loss (from Figure 8-1) = 20 pascals
(enter on line 20).
Subtracting 38 pascals (the total of lines 17 to 20)
from the 95 pascal duct run WT pressure loss shown
on line 6 in column N, leaves 57 pascals of pressure
for the balancing damper to dissipate.
Damper loss coefficient C = TP/Vp
= 57Pa/30.4 Pa
= 1.88.

From Table 14-18, Figure B, a damper set about 23°
(by interpolation) has a loss coefficient of 1.88 that
will balance the branch duct WX. The total of 95
pascals (adding lines 17-21) is shown on line 21 in
column M and on line 17 in column N.

A perforated plate (Table 14-17, Figure B) is a nonadjustable alternate solution. If a 3mm thick perforated plate was used instead of the balancing damper, the calculation procedure would be as follows
(see Table 14-17, Figure B):
Assuming 16mm diameter holes,
t/d = 3/16 = 0.19
With C = 1.88 (from above),
n = 0.60

SUPPLY AIR DUCT SYSTEM
SIZING EXAMPLE NO. 3
1. Introduction
Higher pressure supply air systems (over 750 pascals) usually are required for the large central station
HVAC supply air duct distribution systems. Because
of higher fan power requirements, ASHRAE Standard
90.1-1989 provisions will cause the designer to analyze lower pressure duct systems against the ongoing (and constantly increasing) costs of building
operation. The choice of duct system pressure is now
more than ever dependent on energy costs, the application, and the ingenuity of the designer.
The "Static Regain Method" and the "Total Pressure
Method" have traditionally been used to design the
higher pressure supply air systems. However, the
choice of fitting loss coefficient tables in Chapter 14
require some designers to use a new approach when
designing these systems.

2. Design Procedures
After analyzing a duct system layout, the chart in
Figure 14-2 of Chapter 14 is used to select an "approximate" initial velocity and a pressure loss (pascals per metre) that will be used for most duct sections throughout the system. This selected velocity
should be within the shaded sections of the chart.
Using the design airflow quantities (litres per second)
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of the duct sections and the selected velocity (metres
per second), the duct diameters and friction loss rates
also may be obtained from Figure 14-2. When rectangular duct sizes are to be used, selection may be
made from the chart in Table 14-3, based on circular
equivalents. The use of higher velocities normally increases duct system noise levels. The designer must
consider that acoustical treatment might be required
for the duct system, and an allowance must be made
for increased duct dimensions (if lined) or for additional space requirements if sound attenuators are

used.
The designer must inspect the duct layout and make
an assumption as to which duct run has the highest
pressure loss. This is the path for the first series of
calculations. The average velocity of the initial duct
section (based on the cross-sectional area) is used
to obtain the velocity pressure (Vp) from Table 14-7
or it may be calculated using Equation 5-8 in Chapter
5. The velocity pressure is used with fitting loss coefficients from the tables in Chapter 14 to determine the
dynamic pressure loss of each fitting. The pressure
losses of system components usually are obtained
from equipment data sheets, but approximate data
can be selected from the tables and charts in Chapter
9. The total pressure loss is then computed for the
initial duct section by totaling the individual losses of
the straight duct sections and duct fittings.
Each succeeding duct section is computed in the
same manner, with careful consideration being given
to the type of fitting selected (comparing loss coefficients to obtain the most efficient fitting). If the initial
system airflow is over 15,000 I/s, the velocity can be
held constant (with an increase in the duct friction
rate) until the system airflow drops below 15,000 I/s.
Then the duct friction rate generally should remain
constant (equal friction).
After the calculations are made and each duct section
properly sized, the pressure loss must be added for
the terminal outlet device at the end of the last duct
section. Adding from the bottom of the form to the
top, the section losses are totalled in column N to
obtain the supply fan pressure requirements for the
supply air duct system (if the original "duct run with
the highest pressure loss" assumption was correct).
Using the cumulative pressure subtotal of the main
duct at the point of each branch, calculate the cumulative pressure total for each branch run as outlined above. If a duct run other than the assumed
duct run has a higher cumulative pressure loss total,
then the higher amount now becomes the pressure
which the fan must provide to the supply air duct
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system. (The return air duct system, which is calculated separately; also is part of the fan load.) Velocities and friction loss rates for the shorter runs may
fall into a "higher velocity range" as long as the noise
potential is considered.
Caution must be used in the above sizing procedure
for the "longest duct run," as the use of smaller duct
sizes, created by higher velocities and higher pressures, can increase the fan power and cost of operation. This is becoming more critical with rising energy rates, and a life cycle cost analysis will probably
dictate that lower operating costs be considered more
important than lower first costs and space saving requirements.

3. Supply Air System
Table 8-3 is the tabulation of design and computation
data obtained when sizing the 10,000 I/s supply duct
system shown in Figure 8-2. The 95 metre duct run
from C to S appears to be the path with the greatest
resistance, although the duct run from C to W appears to have about the same resistance. All of the
VAV terminal units have the same capacity (500 I/s
each). The airflow of the duct sections varies from
10,000 I/s to 500 I/s. Selecting an initial velocity of
approximately 16 m/s and a friction rate of 2.4 Pa/m
would indicate (by following the 2.4 Pa/m line horizontally to 500 I/s) that the duct velocities would gradually be reduced to less than 8 m/s at an airflow of
500 I/s.
a) Plenum-Before the duct system is sized, the
losses within the plenum must be calculated. Data
from the manufacturer's catalog for the DWDI fan A,
which must be tentatively selected, indicates a discharge outlet size of 1100mm x 810mm, a discharge
velocity of 11 m/s (velocity pressure = 75 pascals),
and a blast area/outlet area ratio of 0.6.
Elbow B is sized 1100mm x 810mm (so that it is
similar to the outlet size) and a radius elbow (R/W =
1.5) is selected. It is located 660mm above the fan
discharge opening.
Using the directions in Figure 6-2, Figure 6-3, and
Table 6-2 for a DWDI fan, the pressure loss is calculated for the "System Effect" created by the discharge elbow at B:
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From Table 6-2, System Effect Curve R-S for a 0.6
blast area ratio and 25% Effective Duct is used with
Figure 6-1 to find the System Effect pressure loss of
72 pascals (based on 11 m/s). As the elbow is in
position "A" (Figure 6-3), the multiplier for the DWDI
fan from Table 6-2 of 1.00 does not change the value,
which is entered on line 1 in column L of the duct
sizing work sheet in Table 8-3. Again it is noted that
the 72 pascals of system effect could be subtracted
from the total pressure output of the fan instead of
being added to the total system loss.
The loss coefficient of 0.15 for elbow B is obtained
(using Table 14-10, figure F) with R/W = 1.5 and
H/W = 1100/810 = 1.36.
Average Velocity = Q/A (Equation 5-9)
= 10/1.1 x 0.81 = 11.2 m/s
The velocity pressure (Vp) of 76 pascals is obtained

from Table 14-7 for a velocity of 11.2 m/s. A quick
check of the "Reynolds Number Correction Factor"
chart on page 14.17 shows that no correction is
needed.
Bfitting loss = C x Vp = 0.15 x 76
= 11.4 pascals (Use 11 Pa).
The total pressure loss of 83 pascals for the plenum
is entered on line 2 in column M.
b) Duct Section CF-Round spiral duct with an absolute roughness of 0.0003 feet will be used in this
supply duct system. For the 27 metres of duct in
section CF and using an assumed velocity of 16.0 m/
s, it falls right on the closest standard size duct diameter of 900mm (from the chart of Figure 14-2). The
selected velocity of 16.0 m/s has a friction loss rate
of 2.4 Pa/m. A duct friction correction factor is not
required, as the chart in Figure 14-2 is based on the
same absolute roughness.
CF duct loss = 27 x 2.4 = 64.8 pascals;
(enter 65 pascals on line 3.)
The transition at C will be converging, rectangular to
round (Table 14-12, figure A) with A1/A = 1100 x 810/
(450)2
=1.40 and 0 = 20°; C = 0.05. The velocity

Figure 8-2 SUPPLY AIR DUCT SYSTEM FOR SIZING EXAMPLE NO. 3 (METRIC)
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pressure used is that of the downstream section: 154
pascals for 16 m/s (Table 14-7).

s at 2.4 Pa/m friction loss gives a 525mm diameter
duct size. Using a standard size of 550mm, velocity

C transition loss = C x Vp
= 0.05 x 154 (leaving Vp)
= 7.7 Pa

= 10.6 m/s; Vp = 68 pascals, and the friction loss
rate = 1.9 m/s.

(enter 8 Pa on line 4).
The pressure loss for a medium attenuation 900mm
diameter sound trap of 65 pascals is obtained from
Chapter 9. A preliminary loss also can be obtained
from manufacturer's data sheets. The data is entered
on line 5.
The smooth radius, 90° round elbow at E has an R/
D ratio = 1.5; C = 0.15 (Table 14-10, Figure A).
E elbow loss = C x Vp = 0.15 x 154
= 23.1 pascals (line 6).

The pressure losses of the four items in duct section
CF are added and the 161 pascals total is entered in
column M on line 6.
c) Duct Section FH-Using the same procedure as
above, the closest standard size for 5000 I/s at 2.4
Pa/m friction loss is 680mm (use 700) diameter (Figure 14-2). A velocity of 13.0 m/s, 2.0 Pa/m and the
related Vp of 102 pascals is used for further calculations based on the 700mm diameter standard size
duct.

HO duct loss 12 x 1.9 = 22.8 Pa;
(enter 23 Pa on line 11).
At point H in the duct system, the branch coefficient
is obtained for the diverging 45° round wye with a
conical main and branch with a 45° elbow (Table 14-

14, Figure M):

The 90° round elbow is calculated as the above 900

ell and the loss coefficient for the balancing damper
is obtained from Table 14-18, Figure A (O = 0°);
C = 0.20; Vp for 10.6 m/s = 68 pascals.

H damper loss = C x Vp = 0.20 x 68
= 13.6 Pa (line 13)

N elbow fitting loss = C x Vp = 0.15 x 68
= 10.2 Pa (line 14)

The total for the HO duct section (99 pascals) is entered in column M.

FH duct loss = 16 x 2.0 = 32 Pa;

(enter 32 pascals on line 7).
Using a 450 round wye fitting (Table 14-14, Figure Y)
with 450 elbows at F, Vlb/Vc = 13.0/16 = 0.81;
C = 0.29 (by interpolation).
F wye fitting loss = C x Vp = 0.29 x 154
= 44.7 pascals;

e) Duct Section OP--For 2000 I/s at 2.4 Pa/m, the
closest standard size duct is 500mm diameter. Using
the 500mm duct, the friction rate then becomes 2.0
Pa/m and the duct velocity is 10.2 m/s.
OP duct loss = 10 x 2.0 = 20 Pa (line 15).

Vp for 10.2 m/s = 63 Pa (Table 14-7).

(enter 45 pascals on line 8.)

The 45° round diverging conical wye at point 0 (Table

The 45° round elbow (RD = 1.5) at F will use the
same loss coefficient as the 90° elbow above (Table

14-14, figure C) requires that the "main" coefficient C
be obtained from Table 14-14A.

14-10, Figure A) multiplied by the 0.6 correction factor

Vs/Vc = 10.2/10.6 = 0.96; but when there is little or

for 450 (Note 1). Vp for 13.0 m/s = 102 pascals.

no change in velocity, the table indicates that there is

F elbow fitting loss = 0.15 x 102 x 0.6
= 9.2 Pa (line 9).
The 90° round elbow at G uses the same values

without the correction factor.
G elbow fitting loss = 0.15 x 102
= 15.3 Pa (line 10).

The losses in column L again are totalled and 101
pascals is entered in column M.
d) Duct Section HO-The following values are obtained using the same procedures as above: 2500 I/

8.18

no dynamic loss, i.e. C = 0 for Vs/Vc

= 1.0. Inter-

polating gives a questionable loss coefficient of
0.004, which multiplied by the Vp of 68 pascals gives
a loss of 0.3 pascals. However, a minimum loss coefficient of 0.01 is used to be on the safe side.
0 Wye (main) loss = 0.01 x 68 = 0.7 pascals;

(enter 1 pascal on line 16).
The 600 transition from 550mm diameter to 500mm
diameter does have a dynamic pressure loss and the
fitting loss coefficient is obtained from Table 14-12,
Figure A.
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0 transition loss = C x Vp (downstream)
= 0.06 x 63

= 3.8 pascals (line 17).
The section loss of 25 pascals is entered in column
M.
f) Duct Section PQ-The same calculations as
used in duct section OP are repeated using 1500 I/s
and a 2.4 Pa/m friction loss rate to obtain the closest
standard duct size of 450mm diameter (Figure 14-2).
Using the 450mm duct size, the new velocity is 9.0
m/s and the friction loss rate is 1.9 Pa/m:
PQ duct loss = 10 x 1.9 = 19 Pa (line 18).
Vp for 9.0 m/s = 49 Pa (Table 14-7).
For the 45° round conical wye at P (Table 14-14A):

The section loss of 21 pascals is entered in column
M.
h) Duct Section RS-Using an addition duct sizing
form to record the data [Table 8-3(a)], the 500mm
duct size at 2.4 Pa/m would be between the 250mm
and 300mm standard duct sizes. The 250mm diameter duct would have a much higher pressure loss,
so the 300mm duct at 1.7 Pa/m friction loss and 6.8
m/s velocity would be the better selection.
RS duct loss = 10 x 1.7 = 17 Pa (line 1).
Vp for 6.8 m/s = 28 pascals (Table 14-7).
R wye fitting: Vs/Vc = 6.8/8.0 = 0.85, C = 0.01
(Figure 14-14A);
R wye (main)loss = C x Vp = 0.01 x 39
= 0.04 pascals

(Enter 1 pascal on line 2).

Vs/Vc = 9.0/10.2 = 0.88, C = 0.01;

P wye (main) loss = C x Vp = 0.01 x 63
(upstream Vp)
= 0.6 Pa

(enter 1 Pa on line 19).
(Table 14-12A), C = 0.06;
P transition loss = C x V = 0.60 x 49 = 2.9

pascals;
(enter 3 pascals on line 20).
This section loss of 23 pascals is entered in column
M.
g) Duct Section QR-The selection of a standard
400mm diameter duct for 1000 I/s (Figure 15-2 indicates a 1.8 Pa/m friction loss rate and a velocity of
8.0 m/s).
QR duct loss
10 x 1.8 = 18 pascals (line 21).
Vp for 8.0 m/s = 39 Pa (Table 14-7).
Again using the same type of wye at Q:
Vs/Vc = 8.0/9.0 = 0.89, C = 0.01;

Q wye (main)loss = C x Vp = 0.01 x 49
(upstream Vp)
= 0.5 Pa

(enter 1 Pa on line 22).

Q Trans. fitting loss = C x Vp = 0.06 x 39
= 2.3 (line 23).

R transition loss = C x Vp = 0.06 x 28
= 1.7 pascals (line 3).
A 45° elbow at the end of the duct is connected to
the VAV box by a 2 metre piece of 300mm diameter
flexible duct. The correction factor for the flexible duct
is obtained from the chart in Figure 14-3 using Table
14-2 as a guide. Bends of 30° or more would also add
additional resistance. Verified data is not available,
so a radius elbow loss coefficient could be used to
obtain the additional loss. Figure 14-4 also contains
a correction factor for unextended (compressed) flexible duct.
S 45° elbow fitting loss = 0.15 x 28 x 0.60

= 2.5 Pa (line 4)
S flex. duct loss = 2m x 1.7 Pa/m x 1.95
= 6.6 pascals (line 5).
An estimate of 65 pascals is made for the downstream side ductwork and diffuser from the VAV box.
This is added to the VAV box pressure loss of 75
pascals and the total (140 pascals) is entered on line
6. The total pressure loss of 170 pascals for the RS
section is entered in columns M and N and also in
column N on line 24 of page 1 (Table 8-3) of the duct
sizing work sheet. Working from the bottom to the top
of the form, the section pressure losses are totalled
in column N with the totalpressure loss for the supply
duct system of 683 pascals being entered on line 1
in columns N and O.
i) Recap-the same procedure is used to size the
other segments of the supply duct system; or if the
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Table 8-3 DUCT SIZING, SUPPLY AIR
SYSTEM-EXAMPLE NO. 3
DUCT SIZING WORK SHEET
(METRIC UNITS)

layout is symmetrical, the same sizes can be used
for similar segments of the system. However, as was
found in the supply air duct system sizing Example
No. 1, several fittings with higher pressure losses or
"high loss" VAV boxes can allow a duct run that was
not the originally selected run for design computations, actually to be the duct run with the greatest
pressure loss.
Assuming that the return air duct system of Example
No. 3 (not shown) had an approximate total pressure
loss of 500 pascals, the output of the system supply
fan would need to be 10,000 l/s at 1182 pascals (500
+ 683). Attention is called to the fact that although
the fan total pressure requirements are in the upper
portion of the duct pressure classification range, all
of the supply air duct system past the wye fitting at F
is in the low pressure range (under 500 pascals),
even though there are velocities up to 13 m/s.

8.20

This is the reason that it is extremely important to
indicate static pressure "flags" on the drawings after
the duct system is sized (as in indicated in Figure 82). Table 2-5 indicates the relative costs of fabrication
and installation of the different pressure classes of
ductwork for the same size duct. So the initial installation cost savings become quite apparent by this
simple procedure, especially when the system designer specifies a higher pressure duct construction
classification for the duct systems when a lower classification would be more than adequate.
In the first edition of this "HVAC Duct System Design"
manual, this same duct system example was sized
in U.S. units using a "constant" velocity of approximately 14 m/s. The duct sizes ranged from 900mm
to 250mm diameter at 800 pascals total pressure,
instead of from 900mm to 300mm at 683 pascals
total pressure. The "modified" equal friction method

CHAPTER 8

Table 8-3(a) DUCT SIZING, SUPPLY AIR
SYSTEM-EXAMPLE NO. 3 (CONT.)

DUCT SIZING WORK SHEET
(METRIC UNITS)

of design allowed a 15 percent lower system total
pressure, which results in a yearly savings of approximately $1132 based on the example in Chapter
2 where electrical energy costs were 9 cents per kWhour. On-going costs of operating a system are extremely important, but savings in initial system costs
also can conserve energy.

GEXTENDED
PLENUM
DUCT SIZING
1. Introduction
In the design of air distribution duct layouts, a design
variation commonly referred to as "extended plenum"

or "semi-extended plenum" often is incorporated into
the particular duct sizing method being employed;
i.e., equal friction method, etc. Though there is a lack
of published data concerning extended plenum use
and design, extensive field testing, both in experimental form and in many actual installations throughout the country, have proven the concept. An extended plenum is a trunk duct of constant size,
usually at the discharge of a fan, fan-coil unit, mixing
box, variable air volume (VAV) box, etc., extended as
a plenum to serve multiple outlets and/or branch
ducts.
A semi-extended plenum is a trunk design system
utilizing the concept of extended plenum incorporating a minimum number of size reductions due to decreasing volume.
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2. Properties

3. Design Criteria

Some of the advantages realized through the use of
the semi-extended plenum system concept are:
a) Lower first cost due to an improved length of
straight duct to fitting ratio.
b) Lower operating cost due to savings in fan
horsepower through elimination of high energy
loss transition fittings.
c) Ease of balancing due to low branch take-off
pressure losses and fewer trunk duct pressure
changes.
d) As long as design air volume is not exceeded,
branch ducts can be added, removed, and relocated at any convenient point along the trunk
duct (between size reductions) without affecting
performance. This is particularly useful in "tenant development" work.
A limiting factor to be considered when using the
extended plenum method is that low velocities, which
could develop, might result in excessive heat gain or
loss through the duct walls.
A limiting factor to be considered when using the
extended plenum method is that low velocities, which
could develop, might result in excessive heat gain or
loss through the duct walls.

Actual installations and tests indicate that semi-extended plenum design is acceptable for use with system static pressures that range from 250 to 1500
pascals and duct velocities up through 15 metres per
second. Other specific design considerations include:
a) Branch takeoffs from the trunk duct should preferably be round duct connecting at a 45° angle.
If rectangular branches are used, a 45° entry

tap should be used.
b) Velocities in branch takeoffs should range between 55 and 90 percent of the trunk duct velocity to minimize static pressure loss across
the takeoff.
c) Branch velocities should not exceed the trunk
duct velocity.
d) Balancing dampers should be installed in each
branch duct.

4. Comparison of Design
Methods
Figures 8-3 and 8-4 illustrate identical medium pressure systems differing only in the trunk duct sizing
techniques used. The trunk duct system shown in
Figure 8-3 has been sized by the equal friction

Figure 8-3 SYSTEM "A"-SIZED BY EQUAL
FRICTION METHOD
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method at a pressure loss of approximately 4 Pa/m.
Note that reducing fittings have been used at each
branch takeoff.
In Figure 8-4, the semi-extended plenum "concept"
has been used to keep duct reductions at a minimum.
Note that System "A" utilizes six trunk duct sizes and
five reducing fittings while System "B" has only three
duct suzes and two reducing fittings. Assuming that
the duct between the primary air handling unit and
secondary terminal unit "F" has the highest supply
pressure loss and using friction loss data from Chapter 14, the results are tabulated in Table 8-4. Ignoring
branch duct and outlet losses, which are identical for
both systems, the semi-extended plenum system has
a 157 pascals (481-324) lower pressure loss than the
system sized by the equal friction method.
The fan power necessary to satisfy the supply pressure requirements, selected from a typical manufacturer's catalog, is also shown in Table 8-4. It can be

seen that the semi-extended plenum design results
in reduced fan power and, therefore, lower operating
costs. The cost savings, both first and operating,
could be even greater with a return air duct system
utilizing the semi-extended plenum concept.

5. Cost Comparison
Although energy conservation holds the "spotlight,"
installation costs are still of primary concern to the
designer, the contractor and the owner. Table 8-5 illustrates the estimated installation cost comparison
between the two systems analyzed. It can be seen
that the overall installed cost for the semi-extended
plenum system is appreciably less.
The utilization of an extended or semi-extended
plenum is not actually a different method of duct or
system sizing. It is merely the combination of good
design and cost savings ideas using conventional
duct sizing techniques.

Figure 8-4 SYSTEM "B"-MODIFIED BY SEMI-EXTENDED PLENUM CONCEPT
Table 8-4 SEMI-EXTENDED
PLENUM COMPARISON

Table 8-5 SEMI-EXTENDED PLENUM
INSTALLATION COST COMPARISON
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PRESSURE LOSS OF
SYSTEMS COMPONENTS

A

3. Submittal Review
PROCEDURE

1. Preliminary Pressure Loss
Data
The pressure loss data provided in this section represents reasonable pressure loss allowances for
each component to be installed in the duct system.
Where a pressure loss range is provided, the designer may select the high or low figure shown or
some representative average figure. A range has
been provided, rather than a specific value, where
data indicates that the pressure drop will vary at a
given point depending on the manufacturer selected.
It is possible to select a component that will provide
a pressure loss outside the range shown; however,
for preliminary duct system design, the pressure loss
figures shown should be adequate.
To find the pressure loss for each component, first
determine the appropriate velocity. Where free area
velocity is indicated, it must be used for calculations.
Please note the type of area used on each individual

chart. Representative free area (effective square
feet) can be selected from the free area tables for
louvers, which should be adequate for preliminary
duct system design. All system component pressure
losses should be entered on the SMACNA Duct Sizing Form during preliminary design.

The designer must review all equipment submittal
drawings and data to be assured that the purchased
equipment has pressure losses compatible with values allowed in the duct system design. Any significant pressure loss changes that are allowed must be
noted and the total system pressure adjusted accordingly. If the pressure loss changes are not within the
capabilities and/or efficiencies of the fans, then different equipment must be selected, or the necessary
sections of the duct system must be redesigned.
The fan pressure must be capable of efficiently overcoming the system total pressure loss, and the
proper economic balance must be brought about between the equipment/system first cost and the overall
operating costs (life-cycle costs).

B&USECHARTS
OF TABLES
1. Filters
Table 9-1 -"Filter Pressure Loss Data" contains the
static pressure loss ranges of the most commonly
used HVAC system filters. A "recommended design"
column has been provided, although the designer
should make the selection based on area conditions
and his own experience.

2. Final Design Data
After completion of the preliminary duct system design, actual equipment selection can be made from
manufacturers data; such as selection of heating coil
capacity, size, flow rate of heating media, static pressure loss, etc. PRELIMINARY PRESSURE LOSS
VALUES MUST BE REPLACED WITH THE ACTUAL
MANUFACTURERS' PRESSURE VALUES FOR THE
SELECTED COMPONENTS. A system static pres-

sure check list (Figure 9-1) has been provided to aid
the designer in his final review of the system design
to assure that all system pressure losses have been
considered.

2. Dampers
Shop fabricated butterfly dampers without frames
have a "wide open" coefficient of C = 0.20 for round
and C = 0.04 for rectangular. Parallel or opposed
blade crimped leaf shop fabricated dampers with 1/4"
Metal frames have a loss coefficient of C = 0.52 (see
Table 14-18, Figures E and F). These values can be
compared with manufactured 36 in. x 36 in. (900mm
x 900mm) volume dampers with frames (Figure 92) by selecting some duct velocities:
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Figure 9-1 SYSTEM PRESSURE LOSS CHECK LIST
Project

Fan System
Duct System Pressure Loss From Duct Sizing Form
*Allowance for Offsets, Etc., Required in Field
**Building Pressure Allowance (Supply Only)
TOTAL SYSTEM LOSS PRESSURE

All Duct Accessories & Equipment Pressure Losses Must Be Included in

the Calculations entered in the SMACNA Duct Sizing Form.
[] Air Monitor Devices
[] Air Terminal Devices

[] Air Washers
[] Air Washer, Sprayed Coil
[] Boxes, Constant Volume

Mixing

Coils,
[]

[]

[] Boxes, Dual Duct Mixing
[] Boxes, Induction Mixing
[] Boxes, Variable Volume
Cooling (Wet
Surface)
Coils, Heating (Dry Surface)
Dampers, Backdraft
[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[] Dampers, Fire

[]

[] Dampers, Opposed Blade
[]

Volume

[]

[] Dampers, Single Blade
[]

Volume
[] Dampers, Smoke
[] Diffusers

[]

[]

[]Temperature

[] Duct Heaters, Direct Fired
[] Duct Heaters, Electric
[]

Extractors
Filters
Flexible Duct
Grilles
Heat Exchangers, Air-to-Air
Heat Exchangers, Direct
Fired
[] Heat Exchangers, Water-toAir
[] Humidifiers
Louvers
Obstructions
Orifices
Registers
Screens
Sound Traps
Static Plates
Surface Correction Factor
System Effect Factors
& Altitude
Correction Factor
Turning Vanes

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

Eliminators
Energy Recovery
Equipment

[]

[]

**Some allowance must be made for offsets, etc., required in the field to avoid conflicts with plumbing,
piping, electric, sprinklers, etc. A reasonable estimate should be made to provide a pressure loss for
anticipated additional fittings; however, this allowance should not be over estimated. Over estimation
will provide an oversized fan selection which will waste energy during operation of the system.
**Building pressure allowance for supply systems should be determined from building requirements
considering acceptable building infiltration. Normally, 0.05 to 0.1 in. w.g. (12 to 25 Pa) static
pressure allowance for building pressurization should be adequate. The designer should determine
the proper building pressurization value based upon individual system requirements. Consideration
should include elevator shaft ventilation requirements, tightness of building construction, stack effect,
etc.
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Table 9-1 FILTER PRESSURE LOSS DATA

Static Pressure Loss
Recommended
Clean Design Dirty
1. Viscous Impingement, Flat Panel Filters
A. Replaceable Media 8-12% Efficiency
B. High Velocity Cleanable 8-12% Efficiency
C. Disposable 8-12% Efficiency

.18
.13
.08

.35
.30
.20

.50
.50
.30

2. Electrostatic Filters 80-90% Efficiency

.24

.24

.24

.20
.75

.45
.75

.55
.75

.30
.55
.30
.40
.40
.15
.25
.15
.135
.20

.45
.65
.65
.70
.60
.37
.42
.42
.41
.40

.60
.75
1.0
1.0
.80
.60
.60
.70
.70
.60

.45

.62

.80

.65
.35
.50
.70
.35
.60
.75
.15
.35
.35
.55
1.00
1.00

.82
.52
.65
.85
.55
.70
.87
.57
.67
.67
.77
1.50
2.00

1.00
.70
.80
1.0
.75
.80
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
2.00
2.00 +

.35
.15

.35
.15

.35
.15

3. Moving Curtain, Viscous Impingement Filters
A. Renewable Media 10-15% Efficiency
B. Self Cleaning Panels 10-15% Efficiency
4. Dry Media Filters
A. Cartridge 30-35% Efficiency 9" Deep
B. Cartridge 30-35% Efficiency 15" Deep
C. Cartridge 35-40% Efficiency 9" Deep
D. Cartridge 35-40% Efficiency 15" Deep
E. Cartridge 40% Efficiency 19" Deep
F. Cartridge 30% Efficiency 9" Deep
G. Cartridge 30% Efficiency 15" Deep
H. Cartridge 30-36% Efficiency 2" Deep
I. Cartridge 30-36% Efficiency 4" Deep
J. Cartridge 55% Efficiency 21" Deep
K. Cartridge 55% Efficiency 29" Deep

L. Cartridge 55% Efficiency 36" Deep
M. Cartridge 85% Efficiency 21" Deep
N. Cartridge 85% Efficiency 29" Deep
O. Cartridge 85% Efficiency 36" Deep
P. Cartridge 95% Efficiency 21" Deep
Q. Cartridge 95% Efficiency 29" Deep
R. Cartridge 95% Efficiency 36" Deep
S. High Efficiency 60% Efficiency 6" Deep
T. High Efficiency 60% Efficiency 12" Deep
U. High Efficiency 90% Efficiency 6" Deep
V. High Efficiency 90% Efficiency 12" Deep
W. High Efficiency 95% DOP
X. High Efficiency 99.97% DOP
5. Carbon Filters
A. Full Flow
B. ByPass
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pressure drop of at least 0.25 in.w.g. (63 Pa) in the
mixed air plenum for an "air blender" to prevent stratification and coil freezing in northern climates.
Fire dampers and other special type dampers, such
as relief dampers, must comply with code requirements or certain job conditions. Therefore, the designer must add the pressure losses of these required items to the system totals. (Figures 9-3 and
9-4.)

3. Duct System Apparatus
Shop fabricated dampers with frames would have
loss values similar to the volume dampers in Figure
9-2.
Volume dampers are needed to balance even the
most carefully designed system. But excessive use,
particularly of dampers with high pressure losses
where tight shut-off is not essential, can quickly build
up the duct system pressure losses and be a source
of noise.
For outside air and mixed air dampers, use a minimum velocity of 1500 fpm (7.5 m/s). Also include a

Figures 9-5 to 9-11 contain pressure loss data for
commonly used HEATING AND COOLING COILS.
Data needed for determining the free area of LOUVERS is furnished in Tables 9-2 to 9-4, as the "free
area" velocity must be used to obtain louver pressure
losses in Figure 9-13. Tables for other types of entries
and exits can be found in Chapter 14.
The pressure loss data for several sizes and types
of SOUND TRAPS should be used for preliminary
calculations only, with manufacturers data being entered into the final design. (Figures 9-14 to 9-18.)
Pressure loss for a SPRAYED COIL AIR WASHER
can be obtained by combining the loss of an appro-

Table 9-2 LOUVER FREE AREA CHART
2"-45° BLADES
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Table 9-3 LOUVER FREE AREA CHART
4"-450 BLADES

Table 9-4 LOUVER FREE AREA CHART
6"-45°BLADES

9.5

PRESSURE

priate cooling coil (Figures 9-9 to 9-11) with the pressure loss of the 3 bend eliminator (Figure 9-19).
Duct mounted HUMIDIFIERS normally offer minimal
resistance to the duct air flow. Should the humidifier
manifold be installed in a narrow duct where it would
serve as an obstruction, Tables 14-18 G or H (Chapter
14) could be used to calculate the pressure loss, or
the duct could be expanded around the manifold (use
the transition pressure losses).
ENERGY RECOVERY EQUIPMENT is divided into 5
categories: Air-to-air Plate Exchangers, Single Tube
Exchangers (Heat Pipe Banks), Rotary Wheel, Runaround Coil Systems, and Multiple Tower Systems.
Pressure loss data charts (Figures 9-22 to 9-25)
must be used for rough estimates only as testing and
rating methods and procedures have not been standardized within the industry. Heating and/or cooling
coil data can be used for run-around coil systems.
The DRY AIR EVAPORATIVE COOLER pressure loss
data (Figure 9-26) is for the type of unit where the
two air streams are totally separated with no moisture interchange.

DAMPER
C

4. Room Air Terminal Devices

A WORD OF SPECIAL CAUTION CONCERNING
AIR TERMINAL DEVICE SELECTION. Total pressure loss for room air terminals should be used to
compute system total pressure loss. The fan is required to provide sufficient static pressure to overcome the static pressure loss through the air terminal
and to overcome the velocity pressure loss as a result
of delivering air at a given velocity through the air
terminal opening into the room.
Air terminal pressure losses shown in Tables 9-5 to
9-7, are total pressure losses. The values shown
serve to demonstrate comparative total pressure
losses encountered using different types of air terminals. ALL AIR TERMINAL DEVICES INCLUDED
IN EACH DUCT SYSTEM SHOULD BE CHOSEN
WITH SIMILAR TOTAL PRESSURE DROPS (within
0.05 in. wg. or 12 Pa). If air terminals requiring substantially different total pressure loss values are included in the same duct system, balancing will be
difficult, if not impossible.
THE DESIGNER SHOULD SELECT AIR TERMINAL
DEVICES FROM MANUFACTURERS' CATALOGUE
DATA PRIOR TO COMPLETING THE SYSTEM DESIGN. Air terminal device total pressure requirements will vary with the terminal velocity selected
(see Chapter 3).
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5. Operating Conditions
The pressure drop data found in the following subsections C (Damper Charts) and D (Duct System
Apparatus Charts) is for standard air (0.075 lb/cu ft,
700F, 29.92 in. Hg at sea level or 1.2041 kg/m3, 20°C,
101.325 kPa at sea level), and needs to be corrected
where necessary to operating conditions by the following equation:
Equation 9-1

Where:
Pa = Actual pressure drop, in. w.g. (Pa)
Ps = Pressure drop from tables, in. w.g. (Pa)
da = Actual air density, lb/cu ft (kg/m3)
ds = Standard air density,

0.075 lb/cu ft (1.2041 kg/m3)

CHARTS

Figure 9-2 VOLUME DAMPERS (BASED UPON
AMCA CERTIFIED VOLUME DAMPERS)
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Figure 9-3 BACKDRAFT OR RELIEF DAMPERS

D

FIRE & SMOKE
Figure 9-4
(BASED
ON 2-HOUR
AMCA CERTIFIED
FIRE DAMPERS
DAMPERS)

DUCT SYSTEM
APPARATUS CHARTS

Figure 9-5 HEATING COILS-1 ROW
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Figure 9-6 HEATING COILS-2 ROW

Figure 9-7 HEATING COILS-3 ROW

Figure 9-8 HEATING COILS-4 ROW

Figure 9-9 COOLING COILS (WET)-4 ROW
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Figure 9-10 COOLING COILS (WET)-6 ROW

Figure 9-11 COOLING COILS (WET)-8 ROW

(m/s)
VELOCITY--fpm
AREA
DUCT

Figure 9-12 AIR MONITOR DEVICE

Figure 9-13 LOUVERS-450 BLADE ANGLE
(BASED ON AMCA CERTIFIED LOUVERS)
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Figure 9-14 3 RECTANGULAR SOUND TRAPS3 FOOT (1 m)

Figure 9-16 RECTANGULARSOUND TRAPS7 FOOT (2 m)
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Figure 9-15 RECTANGULARSOUND TRAPS5 FOOT (1.5 m)

Figure 9-17 RECTANGULARSOUND TRAPS10 FOOT (3 m)
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Figure 9-18 ROUND SOUND TRAPS

Figure 9-20 AIR WASHER

Figure 9-19 ELIMINATORS-THREE BEND

Figure 9-21 SCREENS
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Figure 9-22 AIR-TO-AIR PLATE EXCHANGERS
(Modular)

Figure 9-23 AIR-TO-AIR SINGLE TUBE
EXCHANGERS

Figure 9-24 ROTARY WHEEL EXCHANGER

Figure 9-25 MULTIPLE TOWER ENERGY
EXCHANGERS
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Figure 9-26 DRY AIR EVAPORATIVE COOLER

E TERMINAL
ROOM AIR
DEVICES
Table 9-5 AIR OUTLETS & DIFFUSERS-TOTAL PRESSURE LOSS AVERAGE
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Table 9-6 SUPPLY REGISTERS-TOTAL PRESSURE LOSS AVERAGE

Table 9-7 RETURN REGISTERS-TOTAL PRESSURE LOSS AVERAGE

Table 9-8 TYPICAL DESIGN VELOCITIES
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LOUVER
DESIGN DATA

LOUVER AIRFLOW-cfm (I/s)

Figure 9-27 RECOMMENDED CRITERIA FOR LOUVER SIZING
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CHAPTER
PROVISIONS FOR TESTING,
ADJUSTING AND BALANCING
The need for accurate balancing of air and water
systems is essential in today's construction industry.
With continuing emphasis on energy conservation,
the heating, ventilating and air conditioning engineer
has been called upon to design more efficient systems.
The mystical "10 percent Safety Factor" to cover all
errors in both design and installation can no longer
be afforded as either a first cost or an operating cost.
Therefore, systems now must be designed with minimum air quantities and fluid flow that will ensure the
proper distribution of air and water to meet the design
loads. Comfort can then be attained by balancing the
systems to these design criteria.
While systems will vary considerably in design, size
or extent of duct distribution, the same general procedure for testing, adjusting and balancing should be
employed on most projects.

DESIGN
A TAB
CONSIDERATIONS
The system air must flow to the occupied space with
the least possible losses from leakage and resistance
with proper mixing of tempered air, and with a minimal temperature change from heat gain or loss. Once
having arrived, the air must be distributed in the most
efficient, draftless, noiseless manner available for
each job requirement.
The means to accomplish these requirements are the
ductwork and outlets. Because of aesthetics and
available space within the building, the selection of
the type and size of ducts and outlets is often difficult
and compromises are sometimes made which make
the design and installation a matter of some ingenuity.
The designer should give special consideration to the

balancing and adjusting process during the design.
The TAB technician must be able to test and analyze
the particular installation so that he can properly balance it with the least effort and yet obtain the greatest
system efficiency and comfort level. Therefore, it is
necessary that the balancing capability be designed
into the system initially. The following are some considerations to use when designing duct systems.

1. Ductwork to and from air conditioning equipment should be designed very carefully so that
stratified air will be mixed properly before entering branch ducts or equipment.
2. Splitter-type dampers offer little or no control
of air volume in ducts. They should be regarded as air diverters only, with maximum
effectiveness when present on duct systems
exhibiting low resistance to air flow.
3. Manually operated, opposed blade or single
blade, quadrant-type volume dampers should
be installed in each branch duct takeoff after
leaving the main duct to control the amount of
air entering or leaving the branch (see Figure
10-1).
4. Turning vanes should be installed so that the
air leaving the vanes is parallel to the downstream duct walls. Turning vanes should be
utilized in all rectangular elbows (return systems as well as supply and exhaust systemssee Figures 5-14 and 5-15).
5. Manual volume dampers should be provided
in branch duct takeoffs to control the total air
to the face dampers of the registers or diffusers. The use of extractors is not recommended
because they can cause turbulence in the
main trunk duct thereby increasing the system
total pressure and affecting the performance
of other branch outlets downstream. Register
or diffuser dampers cannot be used for reducing high air volumes without inducing objectionable air noise levels (see Figure 10-2).
6. Do not use extractors at branch or main duct
takeoffs to provide volume control. Branch
duct tap-in fittings with a 450 entry throat pro-

vide the most efficient airflow of all tap-in type
fittings.
7. The application of single blade, quadrant volume dampers immediately behind diffusers
and grilles may tend to throw air to one side of
the outlet, preventing uniform airflow across
the outlet face or cones.
8. A slight opening of an opposed blade volume
damper will generate a relatively high noise
level as the air passes through the damper
opening under system pressure.
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Figure 10-1 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR DIFFUSER LAYOUTS
AND BALANCING DAMPER LOCATIONS

9. To minimize generated duct noise at volume
dampers, indicate damper locations at least
two diameters from a fitting and as far as possible from an outlet.
10. All portions of the main return air duct system
require manual balancing dampers at each
branch duct inlet.
11. Avoid placing a return air opening directly in
or adjacent to the return air plenum. Lining of
the duct behind the opening normally will not
reduce the transmitted noise to acceptable
levels (see Chapter 11).
12. Terminal boxes or volume control assemblies
should be located so that the discharge ductwork will minimize air turbulence and stratification (see Figure 10-3).

10.2

13. Provide the necessary space around components of the duct system to allow the TAB technician to take proper readings. Allow straight
duct sections of 7-1/2 duct diameters from fan
outlets, elbows, or open duct ends for accurate
traverse readings. (See Figure 6-2 for velocity
profiles at fan discharges.)
14. Adequate size access doors should be installed within a normal working distance of all
volume dampers, fire dampers, pressure reducing valves, reheat coils, volume control assemblies (boxes), blenders, constant volume
regulators, etc., that require adjustments
within the ductwork. Coordinate locations with
the architect.
15. Provide for test wells, plugged openings, etc.,
normally used in TAB procedures.
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Figure 10-2 DUCT DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR SUGGESTED
BALANCING DAMPER LOCATIONS

B AIR MEASUREMENT
DEVICES

Before 1960, there was no established procedure and
few attempts were made to measure airflow in HVAC
systems. Total volumetric airflow measurements were

attempted by making traverses with anemometers at
the central station equipment. Airflow volumes at air
terminals were determined by using instruments that
measured jet velocities of the discharge or intake air
pattern and then applying laboratory developed empirical area factors published by the terminal manufacturer.
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Figure 10-3 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS TO MINIMIZE AIRFLOW TURBULENCE & TO AVOID
STRATIFICATION FROM TERMINAL BOXES
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In recent years, a test procedure involving Pitot tube
traverses as the primary means of determining volumetric flows through air distribution systems came
into wide useage. Consequently, the systems approached designed performance. Today, we have a
selection of factory fabricated volumetric airflow
measuring and control devices which may be used in
areas requiring critical air control. A complete list of
these instruments, their accuracy and use may be
found in the National Environmental Balancing Bureau (NEBB) "Procedural Standards for Testing Adjusting and Balancing of Environmental Systems" or
the SMACNA "HVAC Systems-Testing, Adjusting
and Balancing" manual.

CBALANCING WITH
ORIFICES

The use of sharp-edged orifice plates to balance airflow to outlets or branches induces a high level of
accuracy, but loses the flexibility inherent in dampers.
Where the flow can be determined in advance, procedures can be used to accurately determine the
airflow and the total pressure loss. For duct design
purposes, Table 14-17B may be used.
The sharp-edged orifice has more resistance to flow
but is easily constructed. It can also be made readily
interchangeable for several orifice sizes. The orifice
can be mounted between two flanged sections
sealed with rubber gaskets. Three orifice sizes, 1.400
in., 2.625 in. and 4,900 in. (36.6mm, 66.7mm and
124.5mm) diameters, can be used to meter velocities
from 50 to 8000 fpm (0.25 to 40 m/s). If the orifice
and pipe taps are made to exact dimensions, the
calculated air volume will be within one percent of
actual flow for standard air. The necessary equations
and charts may be found in the SMACNA "HVAC
Systems-Testing, Adjusting and Balancing" manual. Orifices for larger ducts can be sized using data
found in Chapter 2 of the Eighth Edition of the "Fan
Engineering" handbook published by the Buffalo
Forge Company.
The orifice can be calibrated with a standard Pitot
tube. A micromanometer is needed to read velocities
below 600 fpm (3 m/s). At 1000 to 3000 fpm (5 to 15
m/s), with a 10:1 inclined manometer, an accuracy of
+ 0.3 to 1.0 percent can be expected; at 3000 to

4000 fpm (15 to 20 m/s), an accuracy of + 0.25 to
0.3 percent can be expected. If the orifice is made to
precise dimensions, no calibration is needed and the
tabulated calculation can be used.

FOR TAB
D PROVISIONS
IN SYSTEM DESIGN
1. General Procedures
In Chapter 4, a suggestion was made that a schematic diagram of each duct system be prepared in
order to test and balance the systems after the installation work has been completed. It would also
help the system designer to develop these schematic
diagrams when designing the systems in order to
determine if all necessary balancing devices have
been included.
Where there is more than one system, make a separate diagram for each system. All dampers, regulating devices, terminal units, outlets and inlets
should be indicated. Also, show the sizes, velocities
and airflow for main and branch ducts. Include the
sizes and airflow ratings of all terminal outlets and
inlets, including outside air intakes, and return air and
relief air ducts and louvers where applicable. For rapid
identification and reporting purposes, number all outlets. Add general notes indicating thermostat locations, i.e. room thermostat, thermostat integral with
unit or in ductwork, etc.

2. "HVAC Systems-Testing,
Adjusting and Balancing"
Manual
The SMACNA "HVAC Systems-Testing, Adjusting
and Balancing" manual presents the basic fundamentals, methods, and procedures, including the
necessary tables and charts, that a SMACNA Contractor, with a reasonable technical background in
HVAC systems, could use to adequately balance
most HVAC systems that the firm installs.
In addition to the fundamentals and procedures for
balancing air systems, this manual includes hydronic
piping system balancing fundamentals and procedures, because many SMACNA Contractors do install the complete mechanical system. Even if only
duct systems are installed and balanced, it is necessary for the SMACNA Contractor to know how to
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balance the hydronic portion of the system. Additional
information on testing, adjusting and balancing can
be found in other SMACNA and NEBB manuals listed
on the publications page of this manual.
If a SMACNA Contractor wants to become more proficient and more involved in the testing, adjusting and
balancing of environmental or HVAC systems, it is
recommended that consideration be given to becom-
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ing a Certified TAB Contractor of the National Environmental Balancing Bureau (NEBB). NEBB has a
comprehensive home study course designed to educate qualified personnel, particularly those in management positions, to direct and be responsible for
the TAB operations of the firm. Information about the
study course and NEBB membership can be obtained from the SMACNA or NEBB National Offices
or local chapters.

CHAPTER 11

NOISE CONTROL

A

INTRODUCTION

Duct systems, unless adequately designed, will act
as large "speaker tubes" and will transmit noise
throughout the building. The direction of the airflow
has little to do with the transmission of the noise.
When confined in a duct, sound transmits just as
effectively upstream in a return air duct as it does
downstream in a supply air duct.
Adequate noise control in a duct system is not difficult
to achieve during the design of the system, providing
the basic noise control principles are understood.
This chapter provides the principles, terms and design data required by the designer of a duct system.
Additional information relating to noise control and
acoustical principles can be found in books and technical papers listed under "References" at the front of
the manual. The National Environmental Balancing
Bureau (NEBB) also has two publications and a home
study course on Sound and Vibration.
It is recommended that those not familiar with terms
used in duct noise control design study Section B"Definitions" before proceeding further. It is suggested that those with past experience in this type of
work also read Section B to become acquainted with
the new terms.
Mechanical equipment noise is one of the major
sources of unwanted noise in a building. The primary
considerations given to the selection and use of mechanical equipment in buildings have generally been
only those directly related to the intended use of the
equipment. However, with the trend towards light
weight building structures and variable-volume air
distribution systems, the noise generated by mechanical equipment and its effects on the over all acoustical environment in a building must also be considered. Thus, the selection of mechanical equipment
and the design of equipment spaces should not only
be undertaken with an emphasis on the intended
uses of the equipment, but also with a desire to provide acceptable noise and vibration levels in the occupied spaces of the building in which the equipment
is located.
Over the past 15 years ASHRAE Technical Committee TC 2.6, Sound and Vibration Control, has spon-

sored research that has greatly expanded the available technical data associated with HVAC acoustics.
These data, all of which have been included in this
chapter on noise control, have greatly expanded the
ability of designers to make more accurate calculations related to the acoustical characteristics of HVAC
systems.

B

DEFINITIONS

Absorption Coefficient: For a surface, the ratio of
the sound energy absorbed by a surface of a medium
(or material) exposed to a sound field (or to sound
radiation) divided by the sound energy incident on the
surface. The stated values of this are to hold for an
infinite area of the surface. The conditions under
which measurements of absorption coefficients are
made must be stated explicitly. The absorption coefficient is a function of both angle of incidence and
frequency. Tables of absorption coefficients usually
list the absorption coefficients at various frequencies,
the values being those obtained by averaging over all
angles of incidence.
Aerodynamic Noise: also called generated noise,
self-generated noise; is noise of aerodynamic origin
in a moving fluid arising from flow instabilities. In duct
systems, aerodynamic noise is caused by airflow
through elbows, dampers, branch wyes, pressure reduction devices, silencers and other duct components.
Airborne Noise: Noise which reaches the observer
by transmission through air.
Attenuation: The transmission loss or reduction in
magnitude of a signal between two points in a transmission system.
Background Noise: Sound other than the signal
wanted. In room acoustics, it is the irreducible noise
level measured in the absence of any building occupants when all of the known sound sources have
been turned off.
Breakout Noise: The transmission or radiation of
noise through some part of the duct system to an
occupied space in the building.
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Flanking (Sound) Transmission: The transmission
of sound between two rooms by any indirect path of
sound transmission.
Forward Flow: Forward flow occurs when air flows
and noise propagates in the same direction, as in an
air conditioning supply system or in a fan discharge.

Frequency: The number of vibrations or waves or
The referenced power for sound power level is 10-12 cycles of any periodic phenomenon per second. In
watts.
noise control of duct systems, our interest lies in the
audible frequency range of 20 to 20,000 cycles per
In noise control work, the decibel notation is used to
second. The United States has adopted the internaindicate the magnitude of sound pressure and sound
tional designation of "hertz" (Hz) for cycles per secpower.
ond.
Combining Decibels: In sound survey work, it is
Frequency Spectrum: A representation of a comfrequently necessary to combine sound pressure
plex noise which has been resolved into frequency
level readings. An example would be to evaluate the
components.
The most commonly used components
effect of adding a noise source in a room where the
are
1/1
octave
bands and 1/3 octave bands.
noise level is already considered borderline. Since the
Level: The logarithm of the ratio, expressed in decdecibel scale is logarithmic, decibel values cannot be
ibels, of two quantities proportional to power or enadded directly. The correct procedure is to convert
ergy. The quantity which is the denominator of the
the decibels to intensity ratios, add the intensity raratio is the standard reference quantity.
tios, and reconvert this sum into decibels.
Directivity Factor: The ratio of the sound pressure
squared at some fixed distance and direction divided
by the mean-squared sound pressure at the same
distance averaged over all directions from the source.
Dynamic Insertion Loss: The dynamic insertion
loss of a silencer, duct lining, or other attenuating
device is the performance measured in accordance
with ASTM E 477 when handling the rated airflow. It
is the reduction in sound pressure level, expressed
in decibels, due solely to the placement of the sound
attenuating device in the duct system.

Mass Law: The law relating to the transmission loss
of sound barriers which says that in part of the frequency range, the magnitude of the loss is controlled
entirely by the mass per unit area of the barrier. The
law also says that the transmission loss increases 6
decibels for each doubling of the frequency or for
each doubling of the barrier mass per unit area.
Noise Criterion (NC) Curves: Established 1/1 octave band noise spectra for rating the amount of noise
of an occupied space with a single number.
Noise: Sound which is unpleasant or unwanted by
the recipient.

End Reflection: When a duct system opens abruptly
into a large room, some of the acoustic energy at the
exit of the duct is reflected upstream with the result
that the amount of the acoustic energy radiated into
the room is reduced. This decrease in radiated energy increases as the frequency decreases.

1/1 Octave Band: A range of frequencies where the
highest frequency of the band is double the lowest
frequency in the band. The band is specified by the
center frequency. The preferred octave bands are
designated by the following center frequencies: 31.5,
63, 125, 250, 500, 1000,2000, 4000, 8000, 16,000.

First Acoustically Critical Room: Most duct systems service a number of rooms. The room that has
the shortest duct run from the fan is usually exposed
to more fan noise than rooms further away from the
fan. If this "first" room has the same noise criterion
(NC) or a lower NC value than rooms further away
from the fan, it may be assumed that, if the acoustical
attenuation of the duct system from the fan to this
"first" room satisfies the requirements for this "first"
room, it also satisfies the acoustical requirements for
rooms further away from the fan.

Preferred Noise Criterion (PNC) Curves: The
PNC curves are a proposed modification of the older
NC curves. These PNC curves have values that are
about 1 dB lower than the NC curves in the four
octave bands at 125, 250, 500, and 1000 Hz for the
same curve rating numbers. In the 63 Hz band, the
permissible levels are 4 or 5 dB lower; in the highest
three bands, they are 4 or 5 dB lower.
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Reverse Flow: Occurs when noise propagates and
air flows in opposing direction, as in a typical returnair system.
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Room Absorption: The product of average absorption coefficients inside a room and the total surface
area. This is usually expressed in sabins.
Room Criterion (RC) Curves: The RC curves are
similar to NC or PNC curves. However, they have a
slightly different shape to approximate a well balanced, bland-sounding spectrum whenever the
space requirements dictate that a certain amount of
background noise be maintained for masking or other
purposes.
Room Effect: The difference between the sound
power level discharged by a duct (through a diffuser
or other termination device) and the sound pressure
level heard by an occupant of a room is called the
Room Effect. The Magnitude of the Room Effect depends upon the amount of the sound absorption in
the room (sabins), the distance between the termination duct and the nearest observer and the directivity factor of the source.
Sabin: The unit of acoustic absorption. One sabin is
one square foot of perfect sound absorbing material.
Sone: One sone is defined as the loudness of a 1000
Hz tone having a sound pressure level of 40 dB. Two
sones is twice as loud as the 40 dB reference sound
of one sone, etc.
Sound Power Level (Lw): the fundamental characteristic of an acoustic source (fan, etc.) is its ability
to radiate power. Sound power level cannot be measured directly; it must be calculated from sound pressure level measurements. The sound power level of
a source (Lw) is the ratio, expressed in decibels, of
its sound power divided by the reference sound power
which is 10-12 watts.

A considerable amount of confusion exists in the relative use of sound power level and sound pressure
level. An analogy may be made in that the measurement of sound pressure level is comparable to the
measurement of temperature in a room; whereas, the
sound power level is comparable to the cooling capacity of the equipment conditioning the room. The
resulting temperature is a function of the cooling capacity of the equipment and the heat gains and losses
of the room. In exactly the same way, the resulting
sound pressure level would be a function of the sound
power output of the equipment together with the
sound reflective and sound absorptive properties of
the room.
Given the total sound power output of a sound source
and knowing the acoustical properties and dimensions of a room, it is possible to calculate the resulting sound pressure levels.

Sound Pressure: Sound pressure is an alternating
pressure superimposed on the barometric pressure
by sound. It can be measured or expressed in several
ways such as maximum sound pressure or instantaneous sound pressure. Unless such a qualifying
word is used, it is the effective of root-mean-square
pressure which is meant.
Sound Pressure Level (Lp): A measure of the air
pressure change caused by a sound wave expressed
on a decibel scale reference to a reference sound
pressure of 2 x 10-5 Pa or 0.0002 microbar.
Sound Transmission Class: Sound transmission
class is the preferred single figure rating designed to
give a preliminary estimate of the sound insulating
properties of a barrier.
Structure-Borne Noise: A condition when the
sound waves are being carried by a portion of the
building structure. Sound waves in this state are inaudible to the human ear since they cannot carry
energy to it. Airborne sound can be created from the
radiation of the structure-borne sound into the air.

C

BASICS
OF SOUND

1. Sound Levels
The most common parameter which is used to give
an indication of "loudness" is the sound pressure
level, Lp. Sound pressure level, Lp (dB), is defined as:
Equation 11-1

where Prms is the root-mean-square value (rms) of

acoustic pressure (Pa). Pref is the reference sound
pressure and has a value of 2 x 105 Pa or 0.0002
microbar. This amplitude was selected because it is
the amplitude of the sound pressure that roughly corresponds to the threshold of hearing at a frequency
of 1000 Hz.
Intensity level, L, (dB), is defined as:
Equation 11-2

where I is acoustic intensity (watts/m2).Iref is the reference intensity and has a value of 10 12 watts/m2.
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Sound power level, Lw (dB), is defined as:
Equation 11-3

where W is sound power (watts). Wref is the reference
sound power and has a value of 10- 12 watts.
Noise reduction, NR (db), with respect to HVAC systems, is:

Equation 11-7

where when adding sound pressure levels:
Equation 11-8
and when adding sound power levels:
Equation 11-9

Equation 11-4
where Lp(1) is the sound pressure level (dB) of the
sound entering a duct element and Lp(2) is the sound
pressure level (dB) of the sound coming out of the
element.
Insertion loss, IL (dB), is:
Equation 11-5

Figure 11-1 is a nomogram that can be used to add
two sound pressure levels or two sound power levels.
When examining the sound propagation in a HVAC
system, it is necessary to subtract noise reduction,
insertion loss, or transmission loss values from given
sound power levels at different points in the system.
When this is done,
Equation 11-10

where Lp(w/o)is the sound pressure level (dB) at a

point without a specific duct element inserted and
Lp(w) is the sound pressure level (dB) at the same
point with the duct element inserted.
Transmission loss, TL (dB), is:
Equation 11-6

where Win is the sound power (watts) of sound entering a duct element and Wout, is the sound power
(watts) of the sound exiting the duct element.
Often it is necessary to add the sound pressure levels
at a point in a room from several sound sources or
to add the sound power levels at a specific point in a
duct system associated with different duct elements.
When adding sound power or sound pressure levels,
the total level, LT (dB), is:

where Lw1 is the sound power level before a duct
element and Lw2 is the sound power level after the
element.

Example 11-1
The following sound power levels exist at a point in a
duct system and the IL values are associated with a
duct element that exists at the point.

Determine the sound power levels that exist after the
duct element.

Number to be Added to
Higher Sound Pressure or Sound Power

Level,

dB

Difference between
Sound Pressure or Sound Power Levels, dB

Figure 11-1 NOMOGRAM FOR ADDING TWO SOUND PRESSURE OR SOUND POWER LEVELS
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Solution

Table 14-35 in Chapter 14 shows the recommended
NC levels for several activity areas. The lower NC
levels in the table should be used in buildings where
high quality acoustical environments are desired.
The upper levels should be used only for situations
where economics or other conditions make use of the
lower values impractical. Table 14-36 shows telephone
use and listening conditions as a function of NC levels.

Example 11-3
The following 1/1 octave band sound pressure levels
were measured in a laboratory work area. What is
the NC rating of the noise in the work area?

Example 11-2
The following sound pressure levels are given at a
specified point within a room.

Solution

Determine the total sound pressure level.

Solution

2. Noise Criterion Curves
Noise criterion curves are shown in Figure 11-2.
These curves apply to steady noise and specify the
maximum noise levels permitted in each 1/1 octave
band for a specified NC curve. For example, if the
noise requirements for an activity area call for a NC
20 rating, the sound pressure levels in all eight 1/1
octave frequency bands must be less than or equal
to the corresponding values for the NC 20 curve.
Conversely the NC rating of a given noise equals the
highest penetration of any of the 1/1 octave band
sound pressure levels into the curves. If the farthest
penetration falls between two curves, the NC rating
is the interpolated value between the two curves.

Figure 11-3 shows a plot of the above data relative to
the NC curves. Since the 1/1 octave band sound
pressure level in the 500 Hz 1/1 octave band penetrates to the NC 55 curve, the NC rating of the work
area is NC 55.

3. Room Criterion Curves
HVAC noise is often the primary type of background
noise that exists in many indoor areas. Experience
has indicated that when HVAC background noise is
present the use of NC levels has often resulted in a
poor correlation between the calculated NC levels
and an individual's subjective response to the corresponding background noise. As a means of overcoming this, the room criterion (RC) curves shown in
Figure 11-4 can be used. There are four factors that
should be considered when assessing HVAC system
background noise: (1) level, (2) spectrum shape or
balance, (3) tonal content, and (4) temporal fluctuations.
There are two parts to determining the RC noise rating associated with HVAC background noise. The
first is the calculation of a number which corresponds
to the speech communication or masking properties
of the noise. The second is designating the quality or
character of the background noise. The procedure for
determining the RC rating is:
1. Calculate the arithmetic average of the 1/1 octave band sound pressure levels in the 500 Hz,
1,000 Hz and 2,000 Hz 1/1 octave frequency
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Hz

Figure 11-2 NOISE CRITERION CURVES

bands. Round off to the nearest integer. This is
the RC level associated with the background
noise.
2. Draw a line which has a -5 dB/octave slope
which passes through the calculated RC level
at 1,000 Hz. For example, if the RC level is RC
32, the line will pass through a value of 32 dB
at the 1,000 Hz 1/1 octave band. This value may
not be equal to the value of the 1/1 octave band
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sound pressure level of the background noise
in the 1,000 Hz 1/1 octave band.
3. Determine the subjective quality or character of
the background noise.
The subjective rating of background noise associated
with the RC level can be classified as follows:
1. Neutral: Noise that is classified as neutral has
no particular identity with frequency, It is usually
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bland and unobtrusive. Background noise
which is neutral usually has a 1/1 octave band
spectrum shape similar to the RC curves in
Figure 11-4. If the 1/1 octave band data do not
exceed the RC curve by 5 dB the background
noise is neutral and a "(N)" can be placed after
the RC level.
2. Rumble: Noise that has a rumble has an excess of low-frequency sound energy. If any of
the 1/1 octave band sound pressure levels below the 500 Hz 1/1 octave band are more than
5 dB above the RC curve associated with the
background noise in the room, the noise will be
judged to have a "rumbly" quality or character.
If the background noise has a rumbly quality,
place a "(R)" after the RC level.
3. Hiss: Noise that has an excess of high-frequency sound energy will have a "hissy" quality.
If any of the 1/1 octave band sound pressure
levels above the 500 Hz 1/1 octave band are
more than 3 dB above the RC curve, the noise
will be judged to have a hissy quality. If the
background noise has a hiss quality, place an
"(H)" after the RC level.
4. Tonal: Noise that has a tonal character usually
contains a humming, buzzing, whining, or whistling sound. When a background sound has a
tonal quality, it will generally have one 1/1 octave band in which the sound pressure level is
noticeably higher than the other 1/1 octave

bands. If the background noise has a tonal character, place a "(T)" after the RC level.
Background noise which has a 1/1 octave band spectrum that falls within the limiting boundaries identified
with rumble and hiss and which has no tonal components is classified as neutral.
It is desirable to have background noise that has a 1/
1 octave band spectrum that has a neutral character
or quality. If the noise spectrum is such that it has a
rumble, hiss or tonal character, it will generally be
judged to be objectionable. If the background noise
has a neutral quality, the NC levels specified in Tables
14-35 and 14-36 can be used to indicate the desired
RC levels in different indoor activity areas.

Example 11-4
The 1/1 octave band sound pressure levels of background noise in an office area are given below:

Determine the RC level and the corresponding character of the noise.

Solution
The RC level is determined by obtaining the arithmetic average of the 1/1 octave band sound pressure
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Figure 11-4 ROOM CRITERION CURVES

levels in the 500 Hz, 1,000 Hz, and 2,000 Hz 1/1
octave bands, or

Thus, the RC level is RC 33. The 1/1 octave band
sound pressure levels for the background noise are
plotted in Figure 11-5. The RC 33 curve (level in 1,000
Hz 1/1 octave band is 33 dB) is shown in the figure.
A dashed line 5 dB above the RC 33 curve for frequencies below 500 Hz and a dashed line 3 dB above
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the RC 33 curve for frequencies above 500 Hz are
also shown in the figure. An examination of the figure
indicates that at frequencies below the 250 Hz 1/1
octave band, the 1/1 octave band sound pressure
levels of the background noise are 5 dB or more
above the RC 33 curve. Thus, the background noise
has a rumble character. The 1/1 octave band sound
pressure levels above 500 Hz are equal to or below
the RC 33 curve, so there is no problem at these
frequencies. The RC rating of the background noise
is RC 33(R).
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GENERAL INFORMATION ON

D THE
DESIGN OF HVAC
SYSTEMS

Several general factors should be considered when
selecting fans and other related equipment and when
designing air distribution systems to minimize the
noise transmitted from different components of the
system to the occupied spaces which it serves. They
include:
1. Air distribution systems should be designed to
minimize flow resistance and turbulence. High
flow resistance increases the required fan
pressure, which results in higher noise being
generated by the fan. Turbulence increases the
flow noise generated by duct fittings and dampers in the air distribution system.
2. A fan should be selected to operate as near
as possible to its rated peak efficiency when
handling the required quantity of air and static
pressure. Also, a fan should be selected which

generates the lowest possible noise but still
meets the required design conditions for
which it is selected. Oversized or undersized
fans which do not operate at or near rated
peak efficiencies result in substantially higher
noise levels.
3. Duct connections at both the fan inlet and outlet should be designed for uniform and straight
air flow. Failure to do this can result in severe
turbulence at the fan inlet and outlet and in
flow separation at the fan blades. Both of these
can significantly increase the noise generated
by the fan.
4. Care should be exercised when selecting duct
silencers to attenuate supply or return air
noise. Duct silencers can significantly increase
the required fan static pressure. When a rectangular duct silencer is used, it may be necessary to line the duct for a distance of at least
ten feet beyond the silencer with a minimum
one inch thick fiberglass duct lining to reduce
high frequency regenerated noise associated

1/1 Octave Band Center Frequency - Hz
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with the silencer. For some applications,
acoustically lined sound plenums may be used
in the place of duct silencers.
5. Fan-powered mixing boxes associated with
variable-volume air distribution systems
should not be placed over or near noise-sensitive areas.
6. Air flowing by or through elbows or duct branch
take-offs generate turbulence. To minimize the
flow noise associated with this turbulence,
whenever possible, elbows and duct branch
take-offs should be located at least four to five
duct diameters from each other. For high velocity systems, it may be necessary to increase this distance to up to ten duct diameters in critical noise areas.
7. Near critical noise areas, it may be desirable
to expand the duct cross-section area to keep
the air flow velocity in the duct as low as possible. This will reduce potential flow noise associated with turbulence in these areas.
8. Turning vanes should be used in large 90 degree rectangular elbows. This provides a
smoother transition in which the air can
change flow direction, thus reducing turbulence.
9. Grilles, diffusers and registers should be
placed as far as possible from elbows and
branch take-offs.
10. Dampers in grilles, diffusers and registers
should not be used for balancing.
Table 14-37 lists several common sound sources associated with mechanical equipment noise. Anticipated sound transmission paths and recommended
noise reduction methods are also listed in the table.
Airborne and/or structure-borne noise can follow any
or all of the transmission paths associated with a
specified sound source.
With respect to the quality of sound associated with
HVAC system noise in an occupied space, fan noise
generally contributes to the sound levels in the 63 Hz
through 250 Hz 1/1 octave frequency bands. This is
shown in Figure 11-6 as curve A. Diffuser noise usually contributes to the overall HVAC noise in the 250
Hz through 8,000 Hz 1/1 octave frequency bands.
This is shown as curve B in Figure 11-6. The overall
sound pressure levels associated with both the fan
and diffuser noise is shown as curve D. The RC level
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of the overall noise is RC 36. The RC 36 curve is
superimposed over curve D. As can be seen by comparing the RC curve with curve D, the classification
of the overall noise is neutral. Curve D represents
what would be considered acceptable and desirable
1/1 octave band sound pressure levels in many occupied spaces.
In order to effectively deal with each of the different
sound sources and related sound paths associated
with a HVAC system, the following design procedures
are suggested:
1. Determine the design goal for HVAC system
noise for each critical area according to its use
and construction. Use Table 14-35 to specify
the desirable NC or RC levels.
2. Relative to equipment that radiates sound directly into a room, select equipment that will
be quiet enough to meet the desired design
goal.
3. If central or roof-mounted mechanical equipment is used, complete an initial design and
layout of the HVAC system, using acoustical
treatment where it appears appropriate.
4. Starting at the fan, appropriately add the
sound attenuations and sound power levels
associated with the central fan(s), fan-powered mixing units (if used), and duct elements
between the central fan(s) and the room of
interest to determine the corresponding sound
pressure levels in the room. Be sure to investigate the supply and return air paths. Investigate possible duct sound breakout when
central fans are adjacent to the room of interest or roof-mounted fans are above the room
of interest.
5. If the mechanical equipment room is adjacent
to the room of interest, determine the sound
pressure levels in the room associated with
sound transmitted through the mechanical
equipment room wall.
6. Add the sound pressure levels in the room of
interest that are associated with all of the
sound paths between the mechanical equipment room or roof-mounted unit and the room
of interest.
7. Determine the corresponding NC or RC level
associated with the calculated total sound
pressure levels in the room of interest.
8. If the NC or RC level exceeds the design goal,
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9.

10.
11.
12.
13.

14.

determine the 1/1 octave frequency bands in
which the corresponding sound pressure levels are exceeded and the sound paths that are
associated with these 1/1 octave frequency
bands.
Redesign the system, adding additional sound
attenuation to the paths which contribute to the
excessive sound pressure levels in the room
of interest.
Repeat Steps 4 through 9 until the desired
design goal is achieved.
Steps 3 through 10 must be repeated for every
room that is to be analyzed.
Make sure that noise radiated by outdoor
equipment will not disturb adjacent properties.
With respect to outdoor equipment, use barriers when noise associated with the equipment will disturb adjacent properties.
If mechanical equipment is located on upper

floors or is roof-mounted, vibration isolate all
reciprocating and rotating equipment. It may
be necessary to vibration isolate mechanical
equipment that is located in the basement of
a building.
15. If possible, use flexible connectors between
rotating and reciprocating equipment and
pipes and ducts that are connected to the
equipment.
16. If it is not possible to use flexible connectors
between rotating and reciprocating equipment
and pipes and ducts connected to the equipment, use spring or neoprene hangers to vibration isolate the ducts and pipes within the first
twenty feet of the equipment.
17. Use either spring or neoprene hangers. Do not
use both.
18. Use flexible conduit between rigid electrical
conduit and reciprocating and rotating equipment.
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where the point of fan operation is other than the point
of peak efficiency. Values for C are obtained from
Table 14-40.

FANS

The sound power generation of a given fan performing
a specific task is best obtained from the fan manufacturers test data. Manufacturers' test data should
be obtained from either AMCA Standard 300-85,
Reverberant Room Method for Sound Testing of
Fans, or ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 68-1986/ANSI/
AMCA Standard 330-86, Laboratory Method of Testing In-Duct Sound Power Measurement Procedure
for Fans. When such data are not available, the 1/1
octave band sound power levels for various fans can
be estimated by the procedures outlined below.
While the size divisions of the fans shown in Table
14-38 are somewhat arbitrary, these divisions are
practical for estimating fan noise. Fans generate a
tone at the blade passage frequency. To account for
this, the sound power level in the 1/1 octave band in
which the blade passage frequency occurs is increased by a specified amount. The number of decibels to be added to this 1/1 octave band is called the
blade frequency increment (Bf). Table 14-39 gives an
estimate of the 1/1 octave band for different types of
fans in which the blade passage frequency occurs
and the corresponding blade frequency increment.
For a more accurate estimate of the blade passage
frequency, B,, the following equation can be used:
Equation 11-11

Example 11-5
A forward curved fan supplies 10,000 cfm of air at a
static pressure of 1.5 in. w.g. It has 24 blades and
operates at 1,175 rpm. The fan has a peak efficiency
of 85%. The fan horsepower is 3 HP Determine the
outlet fan sound power levels.

Solution

From Table 14-40, the correction for off peak efficiency operation is 0 dB. Thus,

where RPM is the rotational speed of the fan in revolutions per minute.
The specific sound power levels associated with fan
total sound power given in Table 14-38 in Chapter 14
are for fans operating at a point of operation where
the volume flow rate equals 1 cfm (0.5 I/s) and the
static pressure is 1 in. wg. (250 Pa). Equation 11-12
is used to calculate the fan total sound power levels
corresponding to a specific point of operation.
Equation 11-12

where Lw is the estimated sound power level of the
fan in dB; Kw is the specific sound power level in dB
from Table 14-38; Q is the flow rate in cfm; Q, is 1
cfm, P is the pressure drop in inches w.g.; P, is 1 in.
w.g., C is the correction factor in dB for the case
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470 Hz is in the 500 Hz 1/1 octave frequency band.
From Table 14-40, the blade frequency increment is
2 dB.
The results are tabulated below. For metric units,
convert the metric data to its U.S. unit equivalents
and calculate as above, using the equivalents in
Chapter 14, Section F

CHAPTER 11

F AERODYNAMIC
NOISE

Equation 11-13
Lw(fo) = K + 10 log,, [63] + 50 log10 [Uc]
+ 10 log,, [S] + 10 log,o [DH]
where fo is the 1/1 octave band center frequency (Hz),
Uc is the flow velocity (ft/sec) in the constricted part
of the flow field determined according to Equation 1116, S is the cross-section area (sq. ft.) of the duct,
DH is the duct height (ft) normal to the damper axis,
and KD is the characteristic spectrum (Figure 11-7).
Figure 11-8 shows a schematic of a single-blade
damper. The regenerated sound power levels associated with dampers are obtained as follows:
Step 1: Determine the total pressure loss coefficient,
C.
Equation 11-14
AP

Aerodynamic noise is generated when airflow in the
duct becomes turbulent as it passes through sharp
bends, sudden enlargements or contractions, and
most devices that cause substantial pressure drops.
Aerodynamic noise is usually of no importance when
the velocity of airflow is below 2000 feet per minute
(10 m/s) in the main ducts; below 1500 fpm (75 m/s)
in branch ducts; and below 800 fpm (4 m/s) in ducts
serving room terminal devices. When the duct system
velocities are in excess of the above or when the duct
does not follow good airflow design principles, aerodynamic noise can become a major problem.
Aerodynamic noise is predominantly low frequency in
spectrum (31.5 through 500 Hz 1/1 octave band center frequencies). Low frequency energy is transmitted
readily, with little loss, through the light gauge walls
of ducts and through suspended acoustic ceilings.
The duct elements covered in this section include:
dampers, elbows with turning vanes, elbows without
turning vanes, junctions, and 90 degree branch take-

C = 15.9 x 106

-

(Q/S)2

where Q is the volume flow rate (cfm), AP is the total
pressure loss (inches w.g.) across the damper, and
S is the duct cross-section area (sq. ft.).
Step 2: Determine the blockage factor, BF.
For multi-blade dampers:
Equation 11-15a

offs.

1. Dampers
BF =

The 1/1 octave band sound power level of the noise
generated by single or multi-blade dampers can be
predicted by Equation 11-13.
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If C = 1, then BF = 0.50.
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Figure 11-7 CHARACTERISTIC SPECTRUM, KD, FOR DAMPERS
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Solution
From the given data: Q = 4,000 cfm; P = 0.5 inches
w.g.; S = 1 sq. ft.; DH = 1 ft.

Step 1: Total pressure loss coefficient, C.

Step 2: Blockage factor, BF

Figure 11-8 DAMPER
Step 3: Constricted flow velocity, Uc.
Equation 11-15b
The results are tabulated below.

Step 3: Determine the flow velocity, Uc (ft/sec), in the
damper constriction.
Equation 11-16

Step 4: Determine the Strouhal number, S,. The
Strouhal number which corresponds to the 1/1 octave
band center frequencies is given by
Equation 11-17

Determine the Characteristic Spectrum, KD.
The characteristic spectrum is the same for all dampers and duct sizes if plotted as a function of the
Strouhal frequency. The characteristic spectrum, KD,
is obtained from Figure 11-11 or from
Equation 11-18

2. Elbows Fitted With Turning
Vanes
The 1/1 octave band sound power levels associated
with the noise generated by elbows fitted with turning
vanes can be predicted if the total pressure drop
across the blades is known or can be estimated. The
method that is presented applies to any elbow that
has an angle between 60 degrees and 120 degrees.
The 1/1 octave band sound power levels generated
by elbows with turning vanes is given by
Equation 11-19

All the required information is now available for calculating the 1/1 octave band sound power levels predicted by Equation 11-13.

Example 11-6
Determine the 1/1 octave band sound power levels
associated with a multi-blade damper positioned in a
12 in. x 12 in. duct. The pressure drop across the
damper is 0.5 in. w.g. and the volume flow rate in the
duct is 4,000 cfm.
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where fo is the 1/1 octave band center frequency (Hz),
Uc is the flow velocity (ft/sec) in the constricted part
of the flow field between the blades determined from
Equation 11-22, S is the cross-section area (sq. ft.)
of the duct, CD is the cord length (in.) of a typical
vane, n is the number of turning vanes, and KT is the
characteristic spectrum (Figure 11-9). In addition to
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Figure 11-9 CHARACTERISTIC SPECTRUM, K, FOR ELBOWS FITTED WITH TURNING VANES

the above parameters, it is also necessary to know
the duct height DH (ft) normal to the turning vane
length (Figure 11-10). The regenerated sound power
levels associated with elbows with turning vanes are
obtained as follows:
Step 1: Determine the total pressure loss coefficient,
C using Equation 11-14:

Step 4: Determine the Strouhal number, St using
Equation 11-17:

Step 2: Determine the blockage factor, BF using
Equation 11-15a:

Step 5: Determine the characteristic spectrum, KT.
Equation 11-20

Step 3: Determine the flow velocity, Uc (ft/sec), in the
turning vane constriction using Equation 11-16:

The characteristic spectrum is the same for any elbow fitted with turning vanes if plotted as a function
of the Strouhal number. The characteristic spectrum
is obtained from Figure 11-9.
All the required information is now available for calculating the 1/1 octave band sound power levels predicted by Equation 11-19.

Example 11-7

Figure 11-10 900 ELBOW WITH TURNING VANES

A 90° elbow of a 20 in. x 20 in. duct is fitted with 5
turning vanes that have a cord length of 79 inches.
The volume flow rate is 8,500 cfm and the corresponding pressure loss across the turning vanes is
0.16 inch in. w.g. Determine the resulting 1/1 octave
band sound power levels.
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Solution
From the given data: Q = 8,500 cfm; AP = 0.16 inch
in. w.g.; S = 2.78 sq. ft.; DH = 1.64 ft; CD = 7.9
inches; n = 5.
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branch duct associated with air flowing in duct turns
and junctions. Equation 11-21 applies to 90 degree
elbows without turning vanes, X-junctions, T-junctions, and 90 degree branch takeoffs (Figure 11-11).

Step 1: Total pressure loss coefficient, C

Equation 11-21

Step 2: Blockage factor, BF

Equation 11-22

Step 3: Constricted flow velocity, Uc

The results are tabulated below.

where fo is the 1/1 octave band center frequency (Hz),
DB is the equivalent diameter (ft) of the branch duct,
UB is the flow velocity (ft/sec) in the branch duct, SB
is the cross-section area (sq. ft.) of the branch duct,
and KJ is the characteristic spectrum (Figure 11-12).
If the branch duct is circular, DB is the duct diameter.
If the branch duct is rectangular, DB is obtained from
Equation 11-23

The corresponding flow velocity (ft/sec), UB, is given

by
Equation 11-24

3. Junctions and Turns
Equation 11-21 has been developed as a means to
predict the regenerated sound power levels in a

where Q8 is the volume flow rate (cfm) in the branch.
DM (ft) and UM (ft/sec) for the main duct are obtained
in a manner similar to those implied by Equations 1123 and 11-24.

Figure 11-11 ELBOWS, JUNCTIONS, AND BRANCH TAKEOFFS
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In Equation 11-21, Ar is the correction term that quantifies the effect of the size of the radius of the bend
or elbow associated with the turn or junction. r is
obtained from Figure 11-13(a) or from
Equation 11-25

Equation 11-28
AT = -1.667 + 1.8 m - 0.133 m2
where m is the velocity ratio that is specified by

where RD is the rounding parameter and S, is the
Strouhal number. RD is specified by
Equation 11-26

Um is the flow velocity in the main duct before the
turn or junction and UB is the flow velocity in the
branch duct after the turn or junction.
The characteristic spectrum, Kj, in Equation 11-30 is
obtained from Figure 11-12 or from

where R is the radius (in) of the bend or elbow associated with the turn or junction and DB is defined
above. The Strouhal number is given by
Equation 11-27

Equation 11-30

In Equation 11-21, AT is a correction factor for upstream turbulence. This correction is only applied
when there are dampers, elbows or branch takeoffs
upstream within five main duct diameters of the turn
or junction being examined. AT is obtained from Figure 11-13(b) or from

Equation 11-29

The regenerated sound power levels in a branch duct
and the continuation of the main duct that are associated with a turn or junction are obtained as follows:
Step 1: Obtain or determine the values of DB and DM.
Step 2: Determine the values of UB and UM.
Step 3: Determine the ratios, DM/DB and m.
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Figure 11-13 CORRECTION FACTORS FOR CORNER ROUNDING AND FOR UPSTREAM TURBULENCE

Step
Step
Step
Step

4:
5:
6:
7:

Determine the rounding parameter, RD.
Determine the Strouhal number, S,.
Determine the value of Ar.
If turbulence is present, determine the value

of At.

Step 8: Determine the characteristic spectrum, Kj.
Step 9: Determine the value of the branch sound
power levels, Lw(fo)b.

Step 10: Specify the type of junction and determine
the main duct sound power levels, Lw(fo)m, using
Equations 11-31, 11-32, 11-33, or 11-34.
Equation 11-31
X-Junction:

Example 11-8
Determine the regenerated sound power levels associated with a X-junction that exist in the branch and
main ducts given the following information:
Main Duct: Rectangular-12 in. x 36 in., Volume
flow rate-12,000 cfm
Branch Duct: Rectangular-10 in. x 10 in., Volume
flow rate-1,200 cfm
Radius of bend or elbow: 0.0
No dampers, elbows or branch takeoffs are within
five main duct diameters of junction.

Solution
Step 1: Determine the values of DB and DM:

Step 2: Determine the values of UB and UM:
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Step 3: Determine the ratios, Dm/DB and m:

Step 3: Determine the ratios, Dm/DB and m:

Step 4: Determine the rounding parameter, RD:

Step 4: Determine the rounding parameter, RD:

The results are tabulated below.

The results are tabulated below.

Example 11-10
Example 11-9
Determine the regenerated sound power levels associated with a T-junction that exist in the branch and
main ducts given the following information:
Main Duct: Rectangular-12 in. x 36 in., Volume
flow rate-12,000 CFM
Branch Duct: Rectangular-12 in. x 18 in., Volume
flow rate-6,000 CFM
Radius of bend or elbow: 0.0 in.
No dampers, elbows or branch takeoffs within five
main duct diameters of junction.
Step 1: Determine the values of DB and DM:

Step 2: Determine the values of UB and UM:

Determine the regenerated sound power levels associated with a 900 elbow without turning vanes given
the following information:
Main Duct: Rectangular-12 in. x 36 in., Volume
flow rate-12,000 CFM
Branch Duct: Rectangular-12 in. x 36 in., Volume
flow rate-12,000 CFM
Radius of bend or elbow:-0.0 in.
No dampers, elbows or branch takeoffs within five
main duct diameters of elbow.

Solution
Step 1: Determine the values of DB and DM:

Step 2: Determine the values of UB and UM:
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Step 3: Determine the ratios, DM/DB and m:
Step 3: Determine the ratios, Dm/DB and m:

Step 4: Determine the rounding parameter, RD:
Step 4: Determine the rounding parameter, RD:
The results are tabulated below.
The results are tabulated below.

Example 11-11
Determine the regenerated sound power levels associated with a 90° branch takeoff that exist in the
branch and main ducts given the following information:
Main Duct: Rectangular-12 in. x 36 in., Volume
flow rate-12,000 CFM
Branch Duct: Rectangular-10 in. x 10 in., Volume flow rate-1,200 CFM
Radius of bend or elbow: 0.0 in.
No dampers, elbows or branch takeoffs within five
main duct diameters of takeoff.

GDUCT
TERMINAL
DEVICES
Pressure reducing valves in mixing and variable volume boxes usually have published noise ratings indicating the sound power levels that are discharged
from the low pressure end of the box. The manufacturer may also indicate the requirements, if any, for
the sound attenuation materials to be installed in the

low pressure duct between the box and outlet.
Solution
Step 1: Determine the values of DB and DM:

Step 2: Determine the values of UB and UM:

Some of the box manufacturers also test the noise
radiated from the exterior of the box, however this
data is not usually published. If the box is located
away from critical areas (such as in a storeroom or
corridor), the noise radiating from the box may be of
no concern. If, however, the box is located above a
critical space and separated from the space by a
suspended acoustical ceiling which has little or no
transmission loss at low frequencies, the noise radiated from the box may exceed the noise criterion
for the room below. For this case it may be necessary

]
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to relocate the box to a non-critical area or to enclose
it with a construction having a high transmission loss.
Room air terminal devices such as diffusers, grilles,
air handling light fixtures and air handling suspension
bars are always rated for noise generation. The test
data is obtained in accordance with the Air Research
Institute (ARI) Standard 880-87, Industry Standard
for Air Terminals. The room air terminal unit should
be selected to meet the noise criterion required or
specified for the room, bearing in mind that the manufacturer's sound power rating is obtained with a uniform velocity distribution throughout the diffuser neck
or grille collar. If a duct turn precedes the entrance to
the diffuser or if a balancing damper is installed immediately before the diffuser, the air flow will be turbulent and the noise generated by the device will be
substantially higher than the manufacturer's published data. This turbulence can be substantially reduced by specifying an equalizer grid to be placed in
the neck of the diffuser. The equalizer grid provides
a uniform velocity gradient within the neck of the diffuser and the sound power will be close to that listed
in the manufacturer's catalog. If the equalizer grid is
omitted, the sound power level of the diffuser can be
increased by as much as 12 dB.
A flexible duct connection between the diffuser and
the supply duct provides a convenient means to align
the diffuser with respect to the ceiling grid. A misalignment in this connection that exceeds 1/4 of the
diffuser diameter over a length of two times the diffuser diameter can cause a significant increase in
the diffuser sound power levels relative to the levels
specified by the manufacturer. If the diffuser offset is
less than 1/8 of the length of the connection, there
will be no appreciable increase in the sound power
levels. If the offset is equal to or greater than the
diffuser diameter over a connection length equal to
two times the diffuser diameter, the sound power levels associated with the diffuser can be increased by
as much as 12 dB.
Sound radiation associated with air flow through diffusers and diffusers with porous plates that terminate
air conditioning ducts is similar to sound radiation
associated with air flowing over a spoiler. The interaction of the airflow and diffuser guide vanes behaves
as an acoustic dipole. Thus, the associated sound
power is proportional to the sixth power of flow velocity and the third power of pressure. The pressure
drop across a diffuser can be specified by the normalized pressure drop coefficient, which is given by
Equation 11-35

where AP is the pressure drop across a diffuser (in.
w.g.), p is the density of air (lbm/ft3), u is the mean
flow velocity (ft/sec) of the air in the duct prior to the
diffuser. For most situations, p = 0.075 Ibm/ft3, and u
is obtained from:
Equation 11-36

where Q is the flow volume (cfm) and S is the duct
cross-section area (ft2) prior to the diffuser. The overall sound power level, LW(overall) (dB), associated with
a diffuser is given by
Equation 11-37
LW(overall)

= 10 log10[S] + 30 log10[

+ 60 log10[u] - 31.3
where ,u, and S are as defined before.
The peak frequency, fp (Hz), associated with sound
generated by diffusers can be approximated by
Equation 11-38
fp = 48.8 u
where u is as defined above. The shape of the 1/1
octave band sound spectrum for a diffuser is similar
to that shown in Figure 11-14. If the diffusers are
generic rectangular, round, and square perforated
face (with round inlet) diffusers, the equation for the
curve in Figure 11-14 is given by
Equation 11-39
C = -5.82 - 0.15 A - 1.13 A2
for generic round diffusers and by
Equation 11-40
C = -11.82 - 0.15 A- 1.13 A2
for generic rectangular and square perforated face
(with round inlet) diffusers where
Equation 11-41
II;
A= I I = 1 for 63 Hz, 2 for 125 Hz, 3 for 250 Hz, etc.; and
II is dependent upon peak frequency and is specified
by:
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Hz

Figure 11-14 GENERALIZED 1/1 OCTAVE BAND
SPECTRUM SHAPE ASSOCIATED WITH
DIFFUSER NOISE

Equation 11-40 can also be used for generic slot diffusers that do not have special plenum or damper
systems. For rectangular slot diffusers, S and u in
Equation 11-37 are the cross-section area and flow
velocity just prior to the slots. The 1/1 octave band
sound power levels associated with generic diffusers
are given by
Equation 11-42

The sound power levels predicted by Equation 11-42
usually yield NC levels that are within 5 points of
corresponding levels that are published by manufacturers when an 8 to 10 dB room correction is applied
to each 1/1 octave band to convert from sound power
levels to corresponding sound pressure levels in the
room.
The method for determining the sound power levels
associated with generic diffusers described above
does not apply to diffusers that have specially designed plenum and damper systems. When this is
the case, the sound power levels of a diffuser can be
estimated by using the manufacturer's published NC
levels for a specified diffuser system and the related
pressure drop, Ap, and flow velocity, u, associated
with the point of operation of the diffuser. The flow
velocity, u, and corresponding peak frequency, fp, are
determined as described above. The curve in Figure
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11-14 is shifted such that fp corresponds to the 1/1
octave frequency band which contains fp. Position the
curve such that it is tangent to the NC curve that
corresponds to the NC level published by the manufacturer for the specified point of operation. Read the
related 1/1 octave band sound pressure levels. Finally, add 10 dB to all of the 1/1 octave band sound
pressure levels to obtain the 1/1 octave band sound
power levels of the diffuser.

Example 11-12
A rectangular diffuser has the following duct dimensions prior to the diffuser: 12 in. x 16 in. The volume
flow rate is Q = 1200 ft3/min and the pressure drop
across the diffuser is AP = 0.3 in H20. Determine
the 1/1 octave band sound power levels associated
with the diffuser.

Solution
The cross-section area, S, and flow velocity, u, are
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The overall sound power level is

The frequency fp is
fp = 48.8 x 15 = 732 Hz
732 Hz is between 710 Hz and 1420 Hz. Thus, II =
5. The results are tabulated below.

H

DUCT SOUND BREAKOUT
AND BREAKIN
The analytical procedures discussed in this section
include: sound breakout and breakin of rectangular
ducts, sound breakout and breakin of circular ducts,
sound breakout and breakin of flat-oval ducts, and
insertion loss of externally lagged rectangular ducts.

1. Sound Breakout and Breakin
Noise that is generated within a duct and then transmitted through the duct wall into the surrounding area
is called "breakout" [Figure 11-15(a)]. This phenomenon is often referred to as low-frequency duct rumble. There are two possible sources for duct breakout.
One is associated with noise that is generated within
the duct, usually by a fan. This noise, designated Wi
in Figure 11-15(a), is transmitted down the duct and
then through the duct walls into surrounding spaces.
The transmitted sound is designated Wr in Figure 1115(a). The second source is associated with turbulent
airflow that aerodynamically excites the duct walls,
causing them to vibrate. This vibration generates low
frequency duct rumble which is then radiated into the
surrounding spaces. In many situations, particularly
near fan discharge sections, duct breakout may be
associated with both of these sources.
Noise that is transmitted into a duct from the surrounding area and then transmitted within the duct is
called "breakin" [Figure 11-15(b)]. Wj in the figure
refers to sound in the area surrounding a duct that is
incident on the duct walls; Wt refers to the sound that
is transmitted within the duct.
The breakout transmission loss, TLout (dB), of a duct
is given by

SOUND

Equation 11-43

where Wj is the sound power (watts) in the duct, Wr
is the sound power (watts) radiated from the duct, Ai
is the cross sectional area (in2) of the inside of the
duct, and Ao is the sound radiation surface area (in2)
of the outside of the duct. Rearranging Equation 1143 yields

AND

where a is the larger duct cross-section dimension
(in), b is the smaller duct cross-section dimension
(in), and L is the exposed length (ft) of the duct [Figure 11-15(a)]. For rectangular ducts, the breakout
transmission loss curve shown in Figure 11-16 can
be divided into two regions: (1) a region where plane
mode transmission within the duct is dominant and
(2) a region where multi-mode transmission is dominant. The frequency, f,, that divides these two regions
is given by

Equation 11-44

where Lwr (dB) and Lwi (dB) are given by
Equation 11-45

VIBRATION

Equation 11-52

If f < f,, the plane mode predominates and TLout, is

given by
Equation 11-53

Equation 11-46

The breakin transmission loss, TLin (dB), associated
with ducts is given by
Equation 11-47

where Wi is the incident sound power (watts) on the
duct from the surrounding space and Wt is the sound
power (watts) that travels along the duct both upstream and downstream from the point where the
sound enters the duct. The sound power level of the
sound transmitted into the duct is obtained by rearranging Equation 11-47, or
Equation 11-48
where Lw, is given by equation 11-46 and L,, is given
by
Equation 11-49

where f is frequency (Hz), q is the mass/unit area (lb/
ft2) of the duct walls, and a and b are as described
above. If f >- f,, multi-mode transmission predominates and TLout is calculated from

Equation 11-54
where q and f are as specified above. The minimum
value of TLout occurs when Wi = Wr and is specified
by
Equation 11-55

Table 14-41 in Chapter 14 shows some values of TLout
calculated using the above equations.
The breakin transmission loss can be divided into
two region'swhich are separated by a cutoff frequency f1.The cutoff frequency is the frequency for
the lowest acoustic cross-mode in the duct. It is given
by
Equation 11-56

2. Rectangular Ducts
If the duct is a rectangular duct, Ai and Ao in Equations 11-43 and 11-44 are given by
Equation 11-50
Ai = a x b
Equation 11-51
Ao = 24 x L x (a + b)
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Figure 11-16 TLout ASSOCIATED WITH
RECTANGULAR DUCTS

Equation 11-58

The results are tabulated below.

TLin = TLout- 3

Table 14-42 shows some values of TLin calculated
using the above equations.

Example 11-13
Determine the breakout and breakin sound power for
a duct with the following dimensions: smaller duct
dimension-12 inches; larger duct dimension-24
inches; duct length-20 feet. The duct is constructed
of 24 gauge sheet metal. q = mass/unit area of 24
gauge sheet metal = 1.0 lb/ft2.

Solution

The results are tabulated below.

Sound breakout:
Ai = 24 x 12 = 288 in2
Ao = 24 x 20 x (24 + 12) = 17,280 in2
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3. Round Ducts
If the duct is round, Ai and Ao in Equations 11-43 and
11-44 are given by
Equation 11-59
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where q is the mass/unit area (lb/ft2) of the duct wall,
f is frequency (Hz), d is the inside duct diameter
(inches), and
Co = 230.4 for long seam ducts
Co = 232.9 for spiral wound ducts
Equation 11-63
TLout

Equation 11-60
where d is the duct diameter (inches) and L is the
exposed length (feet) of the duct. Narrow band and
1/3 octave band breakout transmission loss values
for round ducts are very hard to predict and no simple
prediction techniques are available. However, if the
analysis is limited to 1/1 octave frequency bands,
TLout associated with round ducts can be approximated by a curve similar to the one shown in Figure
11-17. Table 14-43 shows experimentally obtained
TLout data for round ducts. If the breakout analysis is
limited to 1/1 octave band values, Equations 11-61
and 11-62 can be used to approximate the data in
Table 14-43.
Equation 11-61

= the larger of TL1,2

The above equations yield good results except when
the diameter of the duct is equal to or greater than
26 inches and the 1/1 octave band center frequency
is equal to 4000 Hz. For this special case TLout is
given by
Equation 11-64
TLout = 176 log10[q] - 36.9 log10[d] + 90.6
The maximum allowable value for TL9out is 50 dB.
Thus, if the value for TL, obtained from equation 1163 exceeds 50 dB, the value should be set equal to
50 dB. Table 14-44 lists the calculated values for
TLout.
For calculating the breakin transmission loss for
round ducts, the cut-off frequency for the lowest
acoustic cross-mode is given by

TL, = 176 log10[q] - 49.8 log10[f]
- 55.3 log10[d] + Co

Equation 11-65
Equation 11-62

TL2 = 17.6 log10[q] - 6.6 log10[f]
- 36.9 log10[d] + 97.4

Figure 11-17 TLout
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Equation 11-66a and 11-66b

The results are tabulated below.

If f > f1,the breakin transmission loss is defined by
Equation 11-67
TLin = TLout - 3

Table 14-45 in Chapter 14 gives values for the breakin
transmission loss for various duct sizes obtained
from experimental data. Table 14-46 gives the corresponding values calculated using the above equations.

Example 11-14
Determine the breakout and breakin sound power of
a long seam round duct given the following information: diameter-14 inches; length-15 feet. The duct
is constructed of 24 gauge sheet metal.

Solution
q = mass/unit area of 24 ga sheet metal
= 1.0 lbm/ft2

Sound breakout:

4. Flat Oval Ducts
If the duct is a flat oval duct, Ai and Ao in Equations
11-43 and 11-44 are given by
Equation 11-68

Equation 11-69
Equation 11-70
where a is the length (inches) of the major duct axis,
b is the length (inches) of the minor duct axis, L is
the duct length (feet), Ai is the cross-section area
(in2), Ao is the surface area of the outside of the duct
(in2), and P is the perimeter of the duct in inches
(Figure 11-18). The fraction of the perimeter taken up
by the flat sides, o,is given by
Equation 11-71

The results are tabulated below.

Figure 11-18 FLAT OVAL DUCT
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The minimum breakout transmission loss, TLout (min)
(dB), or flat oval ducts is given by
Equation 11-72

AND

Solution
q = mass/unit area of 24 ga. sheet metal
= 1.0 Ibm/ft2

Sound breakout:
The low-to-mid frequency transmission loss, TLout
(dB), associated with flat oval ducts is specified by
Equation 11-73

The upper frequency limit, fL (Hz), of applicability of
Equation 11-73 is
Equation 11-74

Table 14-47 in Chapter 14 gives some values of TLout
for flat oval ducts of various sizes.
As was the case with rectangular and circular ducts,
TL,, can be written in terms of TLout. While there are
no exact solutions for the cut-off frequency for the
lowest acoustic cross-mode in flat oval ducts, Equation 11-75 gives an approximate solution.
Equation 11-75

where a and b are in inches. This equation is valid
when a/b >- 2. When a/b < 2, the accuracy of Equation 11-75 deteriorates progressively as a/b approaches unity. When f <- f1,TLin is given by
Equation 11-76a and 11-76b

When f > f1, TLin is given by
Equation 11-77
TLin= TLout - 3

Table 14-48 gives TL,, values for the duct sizes listed
in Table 14-47.

Example 11-15
Determine the breakout and breakin sound power of
a flat oval duct given the following information: major
axis-24 inches; minor axis-6 inches; length-20
feet. The duct is constructed of 24 gauge sheet metal.
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The results are tabulated below.

The results are tabulated below.
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5. Insertion Loss of External
Duct Lagging
External acoustic lagging is often applied to rectangular ductwork to reduce the transmission of sound
energy from within the duct to surrounding areas. The
lagging usually consists of a layer of soft, flexible,
porous material, such as fiberglass, covered with an
outer impervious layer (Figure 11-19). A relatively rigid
material, such as sheet metal or gypsum board, or a
limp material, such as sheet lead or loaded vinyl, can
be used for the outer covering.
With respect to the insertion loss of externally lagged
rectangular ducts, different techniques must be used
for rigid and limp outer coverings. When rigid materials are used for the outer covering, a pronounced
resonance effect between the duct walls and the
outer covering usually occurs. With limp materials the
variation in the separation between the duct and its
outer covering dampens the resonance so that it no
longer occurs. For both techniques, it is necessary to
determine the low frequency insertion loss, IL(lf) (dB).
It is given by
Equation 11-78

mass per unit area of the duct (lb/ft2), and M2 is the
mass per unit area of the outer covering (lb/ft2). P1
and P2 are specified by
Equation 11-79
P1 = 2 (a + b)

Equation 11-80
P2 = 2 (a + b + 4 h)

where a is the duct width (inches), b is the duct height
(inches), and h is the thickness (inches) of the soft,
flexible, porous material between the duct wall and
the outer covering.
If a rigid outer covering is used, it is necessary to
determine the resonance frequency, fr (Hz), associated with the interaction between the duct wall and
outer covering. fr is given by

Equation 11-81

where M1,M2, P1, and P2 are as previously defined.
S is the cross-section area (in2) of the absorbent
material and is given by
Equation 11-82
S = 2 h x (a + b + 2 h)

where P1 is the perimeter of the duct (inches), P2 is
the perimeter of the outer covering (inches), M, is the

The following procedures for determining the insertion loss for external duct lagging should be used for
rigid and limp outer coverings.

Figure 11-19 EXTERNAL DUCT LAGGING ON
RECTANGULAR DUCTS
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a. RIGID COVERING MATERIALS
If 1/3 octave band values are desired, draw a line
from point B (0.71 fr) to point A (fr) on Figure 11-

20(a). The difference in IL (dB) between points B and
A is 10 dB. The equation for this line is
Equation 11-83

Next draw a line from point A (fr) to point C (1.41 fr)
on Figure 11-20(a). The equation for this line is
Equation 11-84

From point C (1.41 fr), draw a line with a slope of 9
dB/octave. The equation for this line is
Equation 11-85

If 1/1 octave band values are desired, use Equation
11-78 for the 1/1 octave bands below the one that
contains fr. For the 1/1 octave band that contains fr,

subtract 5 dB from IL(lf) obtained from Equation 1178. For the 1/1 octave bands above the one that
contains fr, use Equation 11-85.

b. LIMP COVERING MATERIALS
Since there is no pronounced resonance with limp
covering materials, the low frequency insertion loss,

AND VIBRATION

IL(lf), is valid up to fr,after which the insertion loss
increases at a rate of 9 dB per octave [Figure 1120(b)]. For frequencies above fr, the equation for insertion loss is
Equation 11-86

The insertion loss of duct lagging probably does not
exceed 25 dB.
The insertion loss predictions using the procedures
described above should be fairly accurate up to about
1,000 Hz for most ducts. Duct lagging may not be a
particularly effective method for reducing low frequency (<100 Hz) duct sound breakout. A more effective method for reducing duct breakout is the use
of round ductwork, which has a high transmission
loss at low frequencies.
Example 11-16
Determine the 1/1 octave band insertion loss associated with the external lagging of a rectangular sheet
metal duct with the following characteristics: duct dimensions-8 in x 8 in; duct constructed of 18 gauge
sheet metal; thickness of absorbent material-1 inch;
outer covering-1/2 inch gypsum board.

Solution
Ml = mass/unit area of 18 gauge sheet metal
= 2.0 lb/ft2

Figure 11-20 INSERTION LOSS ASSOCIATED WITH RECTANGULAR EXTERNAL DUCT LAGGING
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M2 = mass/using area of one sheet of 1/2 inch
gypsum board = 2.1 lb/ft2
P1 = 2(8 + 8) = 32 inches
P2 = 2(8 + 8 + 4 x 1) = 40 inches

usually large rectangular enclosures with an inlet and
one or more outlet sections. The transmission loss
associated with a plenum chamber can be expressed
as

Equation 11-87

Thus,

Referring to Figure 11-21, Sout is the area (ft2) of the
output section of the plenum, S is the total inside
surface area (ft2) of the plenum minus the inlet and
outlet areas, r is the distance (feet) between the centers of the inlet and outlet sections of the plenum, and
aA is the average absorption coefficient of the plenum
lining. aA is given by

Equation 11-88
The results are summarized below.

J

DUCT ELEMENT SOUND
ATTENUATION

The duct elements covered in this section include:
sound plenums, unlined rectangular ducts, acoustically lined rectangular ducts, unlined circular ducts,
acoustically lined circular ducts, elbows, acoustically
lined circular radiused elbows, duct silencers, duct
branch power division, and duct end reflection loss.
O

where a, and S1 are the sound absorption coefficient
and corresponding surface area (ft2) of any bare or
unlined inside surfaces of the plenum chamber and
a2 and S2 are the sound absorption coefficient and
corresponding surface area (ft2) of the acoustically
lined inside surfaces of the plenum chamber. In many
situations, 100 percent of the inside surfaces of a
plenum chamber are lined with a sound absorbing
material. For these situations, aA = a2.
Q in Equation 11-87 is the directivity factor which
equals 2 if the inlet section is near the center of the
side of the plenum on which it is located. This corresponds to the situation where sound from the inlet
section of the plenum chamber is radiating into half
space. Q equals 4 if the inlet section is located in the
corner where two sides of the plenum come together.
This corresponds to the situation where sound from
the inlet section is radiating into quarter space.
in Equation 11-87 is the angle of the vector representing r relative to the horizontal plane. cos 0 and r
can be written
Equation 11-89
Equation 11-90

1. Plenum Chambers
The plenum chamber is usually placed between the
discharge section of a fan and the main duct of the
air distribution system. These chambers are usually
lined with acoustically absorbent material to reduce
fan and other types of noise. Plenum chambers are

where rh and rv are the horizontal and vertical distances (ft), respectively, between the inlet and outlet
sections of the plenum (Figure 11-21).
Equation 11-87 treats a plenum as if it is a large
enclosure. Thus, Equation 11-87 is valid only for the
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Figure 11-21 SCHEMATIC OF A PLENUM
CHAMBER
case where the wavelength of sound is small compared to the characteristic dimensions of the plenum.
For frequencies which correspond to plane wave
propagation in the duct, the results predicted by
Equation 11-87 are usually not valid. Plane wave
propagation in a duct exists at frequencies below
Equation 11-91

where o is sound attenuation per unit length in the
chamber (dB/ft), I is the horizontal length of the
plenum chamber (feet), co is the speed of sound in
air (ft/sec), f is frequency (Hz), and m is the ratio of
the cross-sectional area of the plenum divided by the
cross-sectional area of the inlet section of the plenum.
m is given by
Equation 11-94

where co is the speed of sound in air (ft/sec) and a
is the larger cross-section dimension (feet) of a rectangular duct, or below
Equation 11-92

where d is the diameter (feet) of a circular duct. The
cutoff frequency, fco, is the frequency above which
plane waves no longer propagate in a duct. At these
higher frequencies the waves that propagate in the
duct are referred to as cross or spinning modes. At
frequencies below fco, the plenum chamber can be
treated as an acoustically lined expansion chamber.
The equation for the transmission loss of an acoustically lined expansion chamber is
Equation 11-93

For frequencies less than fco, the transmission loss
of a plenum is given by Equation 11-93. For frequencies greater than or equal to fco, the transmission loss
of a plenum is given by Equation 11-87 fcoassociated
with Equations 11-91 and 11-92 is calculated on the
bases of the inlet section of the plenum. Table 14-49
gives the absorption coefficients of typical plenum
materials.
Equations for olfor the 1/1 octave frequency bands
from 63 Hz to 500 Hz are:
Equation 11-95
63 Hz: ol= [0.00306 x (P/A)1.959 x t0.917] x I
Equation 11-96
125 Hz: ol
= [0.01323 x (P/A)'4'0 x t0.941] x l
Equation 11-97
250 Hz: ol = [0.06244 x (P/A)0.824 x t1.079] x j
Equation 11-98
500 Hz: ol= [0.23380 x (P/A)0.500 x t1.087] x l
where P/A is the perimeter (P) of the cross-section
of the plenum chamber (feet) divided by the area (A
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or S,,) of the cross-section of the plenum chamber
(ft2), t is the thickness of the fiberglass insulation
(inches) used to line the inside surfaces of the
plenum, and I is the length (feet) of the plenum chamber. Equation 11-87 will nearly always apply at frequencies of 1,000 Hz and above.

Example 11-17
A plenum chamber is 6 feet high, 4 feet wide, and 10
feet long. The configuration of the plenum is similar
to that shown in Figure 11-21. The inlet is 36 inches
wide by 24 inches high. The outlet is 36 inches wide
by 24 inches high. The horizontal distance between
centers of the plenum inlet and outlet is 10 feet. The
vertical distance is 4 feet. The plenum is lined with 1
inch thick 3.0 lb/ft3 density fiberglass insulation
board. 100% of the inside surfaces of the plenum are
lined with the fiberglass insulation. Determine the
transmission loss associated with this plenum. For
this example, assume Q = 4.
The areas of the inlet section, outlet section, and
plenum cross section are:

2. Unlined Rectangular Ducts
Straight unlined rectangular sheet metal ducts provide a small amount of sound attenuation. At low
frequencies, the attenuation is significant and it tends
to decrease as frequency increases. The attenuation
in unlined ducts in the 1/1 octave frequency bands
from 63 Hz to 250 Hz can be approximated by
Equation 11-99

Equation 11-100

The values of r and cos 0 are:

where ATTN is the total attenuation (dB) in the unlined rectangular duct, P is the length of the duct
perimeter (feet), A is the duct cross-sectional area
(ft2), FREQ is the 1/1 octave band center frequency

The total inside surface area of the plenum is:
S = 2 (4 x 6) + 2 (4 x 6) + 2 (6 x 6) - 12
= 156 ft2

(Hz), and L is the duct length (feet).
At frequencies above 250 Hz the attenuation can be
approximated by
Equation 11-101

The values of P/A, m, and fco are:

Thus, Equation 11-95 is used for the 63 Hz and 125
Hz 1/1 octave bands and Equation 11-87 is used for
the 250 Hz through 4,000 Hz 1/1 octave bands. The
results are tabulated below.

Table 14-50 shows the tabulated results that correspond to Equations 11-99 through 11-101. If the rectangular duct is externally lined with fiberglass, multiply the results associated with Equation 11-99 or 11100 by a factor of 2.
The attenuations values shown in Table 14-50 and the
corresponding attenuation values predicted by Equations 11-99 through 11-101 apply only to rectangular
sheet metal ducts that have gauge thicknesses that
are selected according to SMACNA HVAC duct construction standards.
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Example 11-18
A straight section of unlined rectangular duct has the
following dimensions: Height = 18 inches, width =
12 inches, and length = 20 feet. Determine the total
sound attenuation in dB.

Solution

The tabulated results are shown below.

3. Acoustically Lined
Rectangular Ducts
Fiberglass internal duct lining for rectangular sheet
metal ducts can be used to attenuate sound in ducts
and to thermally insulate ducts. The thickness of duct
linings associated with thermal insulation usually varies from 0.5 inches to 2.0 inches. For fiberglass duct
lining to be effective for attenuating sound, it must
have a minimum thickness of 1.0 inch.
The regression equation for insertion loss in acoustically lined rectangular ducts is
Equation 11-102

where IL is the insertion loss (dB); P/A is the perimeter divided by the cross-sectional area of the free
area inside the duct (1/ft); B, C and D are regression
constants that are a function of the 1/1 octave band
center frequency; t is lining thickness (inches); and L
is duct length (feet). The values for B, C and D are
given in Table 14-51 for 1/1 octave band center frequencies from 63 Hz to 8,000 Hz. Tables 14-52 and
14-53 give tabulated values of selected rectangular
sheet metal ducts for 1 inch and 2 inch duct lining
respectively.
With respect to Equation 11-102, the P/A values in
unit of 1/ft of the ducts tested ranged from 1.1667 to
6; the thickness of the fiberglass duct lining was
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either 1 inch or 2 inches, and the density of the fiberglass duct liner ranged from 1.5 to 3.0 lb/ft3. Caution
must be exercised when extrapolating the values of
insertion loss beyond the range of the parameters
associated with the data used to obtain Equation 11102. The insertion loss values predicted by Equation
11-102 are valid only for 1/1 octave frequency bands.
The regression analyses indicated that for the samples tested, the insertion loss of acoustically lined
rectangular sheet metal ducts is not a function of the
density of the fiberglass lining when the density of
the material is between 1.5 and 3.0 lb/ft3. At 1/1 octave band center frequencies of 1,000 Hz and above,
the insertion loss is not a function of lining thickness.
The insertion loss described by Equation 11-102 is
the difference in the sound pressure level measured
in a reverberation chamber with sound propagating
through an unlined section of rectangular duct minus
the corresponding sound pressure level that is measured when the unlined section of rectangular duct is
replaced with a similar section of acoustically lined
rectangular duct. As was mentioned in the section on
unlined rectangular ducts, the sound attenuation associated with unlined rectangular duct can be significant at low frequencies. This attenuation is, in effect,
subtracted out during the process of calculating the
insertion loss from measured data. Even though it is
not known for certain at this time, it is believed that
this attenuation should be added to the insertion loss
of correspondingly sized acoustically lined rectangular ducts to obtain the total sound attenuation of
acoustically lined rectangular ducts. The sound attenuation, ATTN, in unlined rectangular ducts for the
1/1 octave band center frequencies from 63 Hz to
250 Hz is given by Equations 11-99 and 11-100. For
1/1 octave band center frequencies above 250 Hz,
the sound attenuation, ATTN, is given by Equation
11-101. The total sound attenuation, ATTN(T), in
acoustically lined rectangular ducts is obtained from
Equation 11-103
ATTN(T) = ATTN + IL
Because of structure-borne sound that is transmitted
in and through the duct wall, the total sound attenuation in lined rectangular sheet metal ducts usually
does not exceed 40 dB. Thus, the maximum allowable sound attenuation in Equation 11-103 is 40 dB.
Insertion loss and attenuation values obtained from
Equations 11-102 and 11-103 apply only to rectangular sheet metal ducts that have gauge thicknesses
that are selected according to SMACNA "HVAC Duct
Construction Standards."
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Example 11-19
A straight section of acoustically lined rectangular
duct has the following free inside dimensions: height
= 24 inches, width = 36 inches, length = 10 feet.
The duct is lined with 1 inch thick 1.5 lb/ft3 fiberglass
duct liner. Determine the total sound attenuation in
the 10 foot section of acoustically lined rectangular
duct.

Solution

The results are tabulated below.

5. Acoustically Lined Round
Ducts
There are very little data available in the literature
with regard to the insertion loss of acoustically lined
round ducts. The data that are available are usually
manufacturer's product data. A regression equation
was developed using measured insertion loss data
for round ducts. The data were obtained for spiral
dual-wall round ducts. The acoustical lining was a
0.75 lb/ft3 density fiberglass blanket which ranged in
thickness from one to three inches. The fiberglass
was covered with an internal liner of perforated galvanized steel that had an open area of 25 percent.
The inside duct diameters tested ranged from 6 to 60
inches. The equation is
Equation 11-104
IL = [A + (B x t) + (C x t2) + (D x d)
+ (E x d2) + (F x d3)] x L

4. Unlined Round Ducts
As with unlined rectangular ducts, unlined round
ducts provide some sound attenuation which should
be taken into account when designing a duct system.
In contrast with rectangular ducts, round ducts are
much more rigid and, therefore, do not resonate or
absorb as much sound energy. Because of this,
round ducts will only provide about 1/10th the sound
attenuation at low frequencies as compared to the
sound attenuation associated with rectangular ducts.
Table 14-54 lists sound attenuation values for unlined
round ducts.

Example 11-20
A straight unlined round duct has the following dimensions: diameter = 12 inches; length = 20 feet.
Determine the total attenuation in dB.

Solution
The results are tabulated below.

where IL is insertion loss (dB), t is the lining thickness
(inches), d is the inside duct diameter (inches), and
L is the duct length (feet). The coefficients for Equation 11-104 for each of the 1/1 octave frequency bands
are given in Table 14-55. Equation 11-104 should not
be extrapolated beyond the range of the data used
to develop the equation. At frequencies between 63
Hz and 500 Hz, the insertion loss is a function of both
duct diameter and lining thickness. At frequencies of
1,000 Hz and above, the insertion loss is a function
of only duct diameter. The sound attenuation of unlined circular ducts is generally negligible. Thus, it is
not necessary to include it when calculating the total
sound attenuation of lined circular ducts. Because of
structure-borne sound that is transmitted through the
duct wall, the total sound attenuation of lined circular
ducts usually does not exceed 40 dB. Tables 14-56,
14-57, and 14-58 give the insertion loss values for
dual-wall circular sheet metal ducts with 1 inch, 2
inch and 3 inch acoustical lining respectively.

Example 11-21
Determine the sound attenuation in dB through a circular duct that has an inside diameter of 24 inches
and a one inch thick fiberglass lining. Assume the
duct lining has a density of 0.75 lb/ft3. The fiberglass
lining is covered with an internal perforated galvanized steel liner that has an open area of 25 percent.
The duct is 10 feet long.

Solution
The insertion loss is calculated using Equation 11-
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104 and the corresponding coefficients in Table 1454. For example, for the 63 Hz 1/1 octave band Equation 11-104 will have the following form:
IL = [0.2825 + (0.3447 x t)
- (5.251 x 10 2 x t2)
- (0.03837 x d)
+ (9.1331 x 10 4 x d2)
- (8.294 x 106 x d3)] x L
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VIBRATION

Example 11-23
Determine the insertion loss (dB) of a round elbow
constructed of a 12 inch diameter unlined circular
duct.

Solution
The results are tabulated below.

where t is 1 inch, d is 24 inches, and L is 10 feet.
Substituting in the values for t and d and reducing
yields:
IL = 0.065 dB/ft
The results for the 1/1 octave frequency bands between 63 Hz and 8000 Hz are tabulated below.

7. Acoustically Lined Round
Radius Elbows

6. Rectangular Duct Elbows
Table 14-59 in Chapter 14 displays insertion loss values for unlined and lined square elbows without turning vanes. For lined square elbows, the duct lining
must extend at least two duct widths, w, beyond the
elbow and the thickness of the total lining thickness
should be at least 10 percent of the duct width, w.
Table 14-59 applies only for the solution where the
duct is lined before and after the elbow. Table 14-60
gives the insertion loss values associated with round
elbows. Table 14-61 gives the insertion loss values
for unlined and lined square elbows with turning
vanes. In Tables 14-59 through 14-61, "f x w" is the
center frequency of the 1/1 octave frequency band
(kHz) times the width of elbow (in.) (Figure 11-22).

There are very little data available in the literature
with regard to the insertion loss of acoustically lined
radius round elbows. A regression equation was developed using measured insertion loss data for round
radius elbows. The data were obtained for spiral
dual-wall circular ducts. The acoustical lining was a
0.75 lb/ft3 density fiberglass blanket which ranged in

Example 11-22
Determine the insertion loss (dB) of a 24 inch acoustically lined square elbow without turning vanes.
Solution
The results are tabulated below.

Figure 11-22 RECTANGULAR DUCT ELBOWS
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thickness from one to three inches. The fiberglass
was covered with an internal liner of perforated galvanized steel that had an open area of 25 percent.
The inside diameter of the elbows tested ranged from
6 to 60 inches. For elbows where 6 <- d<- 18 inches,
Equation 11-106

The results are tabulated below.

8. Duct Silencers
and for elbows where 18 < d <- 60 inches,
Equation 11-107

where f is the 1/1 octave band center frequency (Hz),
d is the duct diameter (inches), r is the radius of the
elbow to the center line of the duct (inches), and t is
the thickness (inches), of the acoustical duct liner.
Equations 11-106 or 11-107 are seventh order polynomials. Thus, the equations should not be extrapolated beyond the specified limits for each equation. If
the value for IL (d/r)2 is negative in either Equation
11-106 or 11-107, set the value equal to zero. The
relation that existed between r, d, and t for the elbows
that were tested is
Equation 11-108
r = 1.5 d + 3 t

Example 11-24
Determine the insertion loss (dB) of a 24 inch diameter acoustically lined circular elbow with a lining
thickness of 2 inches.

Solution
r = 1.5 x 24 + 3 x 2 = 42 inches

For a diameter of 24 inches, use equation 11-107:

Duct silencers (or sound traps) are often used as a
means to attenuate unwanted noise in heating, ventilating and air conditioning systems. When duct silencers are used, the following parameters should be
considered:
Insertion Loss-The difference between two sound
power levels when measured at the same point
before and after the silencer is installed.
Airflow Regenerated Noise-The sound power
level generated by air flowing through a silencer.
Static Pressure Drop-The airflow pressure loss.
Forward or Reverse Flow-Silencers have different
acoustic and aerodynamic characteristics for forward and reverse flow directions.

a. ACTIVE DUCT SILENCERS
There are two basic types of HVAC duct silencers:
active and dissipative. Active duct silencers systems
are rather new. They are very effective in attenuating
low-frequency, pure-tone noise in a duct. They are
also effective in attenuating low-frequency, broadband noise. Active duct silencers consist of a microprocessor, two microphones placed a specified distance apart in a duct and a speaker placed between
the microphones, which is mounted external to the
duct but radiates sound into the duct [Figure 1123(a)].
The microphone closest to a sound source that generates objectional low-frequency noise senses the
noise. The microphone signal is processed by the
microprocessor which generates a signal that is outof-phase with the objectional noise and transmitted
to the speaker. The speaker noise destructively interferes with the objective noise, effectively attenuating
it. The second microphone downstream of the
speaker senses the attenuated noise and sends a
corresponding feedback signal to the microprocessor, so the speaker signal can be adjusted, if necessary.
Active duct silencer systems have no components
that are located within the duct. Thus, they can be
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used to attenuate objectional noise without introducing a pressure loss or regenerated noise into a duct.
At present, not enough application data is available
to develop an active silencer performance prediction
algorithm.

b. DISSIPATIVE DUCT SILENCERS
Dissipative silencers are effective in attenuating

broad-band noise. However, they introduce a pressure drop and regenerated noise into a duct. These
should always be examined when considering the use
of a dissipative silencer. Dissipative silencers can
have a rectangular or circular cross section [Figure
11-23(b) and (c)]. Rectangular silencers are available
in several different cross-section dimensional configurations and in 3 foot, 5 foot, 7 foot, and 10 foot
lengths. Rectangular silencers have parallel sound
absorbing surfaces. These surfaces are usually perforated sheet metal surfaces that cover cavities filled
with either fiberglass or mineral wool.
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Round silencers come in several different open-face
diameters and usually have lengths that are a function of the open face diameter. All round silencers
have a center body similar to the one shown in Figure
11-23(c). This body is a cylindrical body with perforated sheet metal surface and filled with either fiberglass or mineral wool. The outside shell of a round
silencer can be either single- or double-wall construction. For single-wall construction, the outside shell is
a solid cylindrical sheet metal shell that has a diameter equal to the open face diameter of the silencer.
For double-wall construction, the outside shell consists of two concentric cylindrical sheet metal shells.
The outside shell is solid sheet metal. The inner shell
is perforated sheet metal and it has a diameter equal
to the open face diameter of the silencer. The space
between the two shells is filled with fiberglass or mineral wool. The round silencer in Figure 11-23(c) has
a center body and double-wall outer shell.
Both rectangular and circular dissipative silencers
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come in several different pressure drop configurations. The insertion loss, regenerated noise and pressure drop of dissipative duct silencers are functions
of silencer design and the location of the silencer in
the duct system. These data are experimentally
measured and are presented as part of manufacturers' data associated with their product lines. The data
should be obtained in a manner consistent with the
procedures outlined in ASTM Standard E477-84,
Standard Method of Testing Duct Liner Materials and
Prefabricated Silencers for Acoustical and Airflow
Performance.
Active and dissipative silencers complement each
other. Active silencers are usually effective between
the 16 Hz to 250 Hz 1/1 octave frequency bands.
Dissipative silencers are effective from 63 Hz to 8000
Hz 1/1 octave frequency bands. The general insertion
loss or attenuation characteristics of active and dissipative duct silencers are shown in Figure 11-24.
It is not practical to present data for a complete range
of rectangular and round duct silencers. This data is
highly dependent on manufacturer's design and will
be different for each manufacturer. When possible,
the silencer's manufacturer data should be used. If it
is not available, the typical data presented for rectangular and round, high and low pressure drop, dissipative silencers can be used to estimate the insertion
loss, regenerated sound power, and pressure drop
associated with selected rectangular and round dissipative duct silencers. The data include insertion

loss and regenerated sound power values for sound
traveling with (+) and against (-) the airflow. Equations are presented which can be used to calculate
the pressure loss across typical silencers and to calculate the silencer face area correction associated
with regenerated sound power. Table 14-62 gives typical insertion loss and regenerated sound power levels for rectangular, high pressure drop duct silencers.
Table 14-63 gives the same information for rectangular, low pressure drop silencers. The face area correction, FAC, for rectangular duct silencers is given
by
Equation 11-109
FAC = 10 Log10[FA] - 6

where FA is the face area (ft2) of the silencer. Table
14-64 gives typical insertion loss and regenerated
sound power levels for round, high pressure drop duct
silencers. Table 14-65 gives the same information for
round, low pressure drop silencers. The face area
correction, FAC, for round duct silencers is given by
Equation 11-110
FAC = 10 log10[FA] - 4.76

The silencer face velocity, V (fpm), is given by
Equation 11-111

where Q is the volume flow rate (cfm) and FA is defined as before.

Figure 11-24 INSERTION LOSS OF ACTIVE AND DISSIPATIVE DUCT SILENCERS
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The static pressure drop, AP (in. w.g.), across a rectangular duct silencer is obtained from
Equation 11-112
where L is the silencer length (feet) and V is the
silencer face velocity (fpm). The static pressure drop,
AP (in. w.g.), across a circular duct silencer is obtained from
Equation 11-113

where Q is volume flow rate (cfm) through the silencer
and d is the silencer face diameter (inches). The values of the coefficients, C,, C2, C3, and C4 are given
in Table 14-66.
The pressure drops for dissipative duct silencers
specified by Equations 11-112 and 11-113 are for the
case where there are no system component effects
associated with duct elements, such as fan discharge
or return sections, elbows, branch take-offs, etc., upstream or downstream of a duct silencer. When system components effects must be taken into account,
a correction factor must be added to the pressure
drop specified by Equations 11-112 and 11-113. The
pressure drop, APS (in. w.g.), taking into account system component effects, is given by
Equation 11-114
where C5 is obtained from the coefficients specified
in Table 14-67 and is given by
Equation 11-115
C5 = C(up) x C(down)
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Equation 11-117
LW2 = Lw1 -

IL

The regenerated sound power levels, Lw3, associated
with air flowing through a silencer are equal to the
sound power levels, Lwr, given in Tables 14-64
through 14-68, plus the face area correction, FAC,
specified by Equation 11-109, 11-110, or
Equation 11-118
LW3

= Lw, + FAC

The regenerated sound power level, Lw3 (dB), must
be added to Lw2 to obtain the total sound power level,
Lw4 (dB), at the exit of the duct silencer. Because
sound power levels are being added, Lw2 and Lw3
must be added logarithmically, or
Equation 11-119
LW4

= 10 log10[10(Lw2 10

+ 10(LW3 10)]

Example 11-25
A fan has the following sound power levels:

The volume flow rate for the fan is 10,000 cfm and
the fan has a total static pressure of 1.5 in. w.g. If a
low pressure drop rectangular duct silencer is used
that has face dimensions of 30 inches x 24 inches
and a length of 7 feet, determine the sound power
level on the exit side of the duct silencer.

Solution

The equivalent duct diameter for round ducts is the
duct diameter. For rectangular ducts, the equivalent
duct diameter, Deq (inches), is
Equation 11-116

The static pressure drop from Equation 11-112 is

where W is the width (inches) of the rectangular duct
and H is the height (inches) of the rectangular duct.
When determining the effectiveness of a duct silencer,
it is necessary to take into account both the insertion
loss and the regenerated sound power levels of the
silencer. If Lw, is the sound power level (dB) that
exists before the sound enters the silencer, the sound
power level, Lw2 (dB), at the exit of the silencer associated with the silencer insertion loss, IL (dB), is
given by
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From Table 14-67, C(up) equals 1 and C(down)
equals 1.4. Thus, C5 equals 1.4 and
The face area adjustment factor (Equation 11-109) is
FAC = 10 log10[5]
6 = 1.0 dB
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The results are tabulated below.

feeder duct. It is present only when the sound waves
propagating in the main feeder duct are plane waves
and when E SBi is not equal to SM. Plane wave propagation in a duct exists at frequencies below
Equation 11-121

where co is the speed of sound in air (ft/sec) and a
is the larger cross-section dimension (feet) of a rectangular duct, or below
Equation 11-122

9. Duct Branch Sound Power
Division
When sound traveling in a duct encounters a junction,
the sound power contained in the incident sound
waves in the main duct is distributed between the
branches associated with the junction. This division
of sound power is referred to as the branch sound
power division. The corresponding attenuation of
sound power that is transmitted down each branch of
the junction is comprised of two components. The first
is associated with the reflection of the incident sound
wave if the sum of the cross-sectional areas of the
individual branches, E SBi,differs from the cross-sectional area, SM, of the main duct. The second component is associated with the ratio of the cross-sectional area, SBi,of an individual branch divided by the
sum of the cross-sectional areas of the individual
branches, E SBi.
The attenuation of sound power, A LBi, at a junction
that is related to the sound power transmitted down
an individual branch of the junction is given by
Equation 11-120

where d is the diameter (feet) of a circular duct. The
cutoff frequency, fco, is the frequency above which
plane waves no longer propagate in a duct. At these
higher frequencies the waves that propagate in the
duct are referred to as cross or spinning modes. The
second term in Equation 11-120 is associated with
the division of the remaining incident sound power at
the junction between the individual branches. If the
total cross-sectional area of the branches after the
junction is equal to the cross-sectional area of the
main duct or if the frequencies of interest are above
the cutoff frequency, Equation 11-120 reduces to
Equation 11-123

Example 11-26
An 18 inch diameter main feeder duct terminates into
a junction that has a 12 inch diameter branch (continuation of the main duct) and a 6 inch diameter 90°
branch takeoff. Determine the attenuation (dB) of the
sound power transmitted into the 90° branch takeoff.

Solution

where SBi is the cross-sectional area (in2) of branch
i, E SBi is the total cross-sectional area (in2) of the
individual branches that continue from the main
feeder duct, and SM is the cross-sectional area (in2)
of the main duct. The first term in Equation 11-120 is
related to the reflection of the incident wave when the
area of the branches differs from the area of the main
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Using Equation 11-120, the branch power division associated with branch 2 can be determined.

The results are tabulated below.

10. Duct End Reflection Loss
When low frequency plane sound waves interact with
a small diffuser that discharges into a large room, a
significant amount of the sound energy incident on
this interface is reflected back into the duct. The
sound attenuation, AL, associated with duct end reflection losses can be approximated by
Equation 11-124

for ducts terminated in free space and by
Equation 11-125

for ducts terminated flush with a wall. f is frequency
(Hz), co is the speed of sound in air (ft/sec), and D
is the diameter (feet) of a round duct or the effective
diameter of a rectangular duct. If the duct is rectangular, D is
Equation 11-126

where Area is the area (ft2) of the rectangular duct.
D can have the unit of inches if co has the units of in/
sec.
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There are some limitations associated with Equations 11-124 and 11-125. The tests on which these
equations are based were conducted with straight
sections of round ducts. These ducts directly terminated into a reverberation chamber with no restriction
on the end of the duct or with a circular orifice constriction placed over the end of the duct. Diffusers
can be either round or rectangular. They usually have
a restriction associated with them which may either
be a damper, guide vanes to direct airflow, a perforated metal facing, or a combination of these elements. Currently, there is no data which indicate the
effects of these elements. It is not known whether
these elements react similar to the orifices used in
the above-described tests. As a result, the effects of
an orifice placed over the end of a duct are not included in Equations 11-124 and 11-125.
One can assume that using Equation 11-123 to calculate D will yield reasonable results with diffusers
that have low aspect ratios (length/width). However,
many types of diffusers (particularly slot diffusers)
have high aspect ratios. It is currently not known
whether Equations 11-124 and 11-125 can be accurately used with these diffusers.
Finally, many diffusers do not have long straight sections (greater than three duct diameters) before they
terminate into a room. Many duct sections between
a main feed branch and a diffuser may be curved or
may be short, stubby sections. The effects of these
configurations on the duct end reflection loss are currently not known. It is felt that Equations 11-124 and
11-125 can be used with reasonable accuracy for
many diffuser configurations. However, some caution
should be exercised when a diffuser configuration differs quite drastically from the test conditions used to
derive these equations.

Example 11-27
Determine the duct end reflection loss associated
with a circular diffuser that has a diameter of 12
inches. Assume the diffuser terminates in free space.

Solution
Use Equation 11-124 for the calculations associated
with this example. The results are tabulated below.
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SOUND TRANSMISSION IN
INDOOR SPACES

Thus,
TL = - 10 log10[(1 - 0.001) x

10(TL/10) + 0.001]

The results are tabulated below.

1. Sound Transmission Through
Ceiling Systems
When mechanical equipment is located in the ceiling
plenum above an occupied room, noise transmission
through the ceiling can be high enough to cause excessive noise levels in that room. Since there are no
standard tests for determining the transmission loss
through ceiling construction, data are limited. Table
14-68 gives single-pass transmission loss values for
various ceiling materials.
The single-pass transmission loss values in Table 1468 are for ceilings in which there are no penetrations
for acoustical flanking. The acoustical integrity of ceilings can be greatly compromised by these factors.
When leaks and/or flanking paths are present, the
transmission loss of a ceiling can be significantly reduced. Equation 11-127 gives the corrected transmission loss, TL (dB), taking into account flanking
transmission and acoustical leaks.
TL = -10 log10[(l

- t) x 10(-TL/10) + t]

where t is the correction coefficient for type of ceiling.

Table 14-69 gives approximate values for T for various
types of ceilings. The values were selected because
they yield transmission loss values that agree reasonably well with expected values.
Example 11-28
Determine the transmission loss of a ceiling with 1
layer of 1/2 inch gypsum board which has a surface
weight of 2.1 lb/ft2. The ceiling has few diffusers and
the penetrations are well sealed.

Solution
The following transmission loss values are obtained
from Table 14-68:

The correction factor for a suspended ceiling with few
ceiling diffusers and well sealed penetrations is 0.001.

2. Receiver Room Sound
Corrections
The sound pressure levels associated with a sound
source that occur at a given point in a room depend
on the source strength, the acoustical characteristics
of the room (surface treatments, furnishings, etc.),
the room volume, and the distance of the sound
source from the point of observation. There are two
types of sound sources associated with HVAC systems that can exist in a room: point source and line
source. The point source is usually associated with
sound radiated from supply and return air diffusers,
equipment items, such as, fan-powered terminal
units above a lay-in ceiling, and other similar items.
The line source is associated with duct breakout
noise. Two equations are proposed for use with point
sound sources: Thompson's equation and Schultz's
equation.
Thompson's equation is based on experimental results, and it is an empirical modification of the classical diffuse room equation. The equation is
Equation 11-128

(Thompson)

where Q is the directivity factor associated with the
sound source in the direction of the receiver, r is the
distance (feet) between the sound source and receiver, MFP is the mean free path (feet), R is the
room constant (ft2), m is the air absorption coefficient
(1/ft), and N is the number of point sound sources. Q
equals 1 for whole space, 2 for half space, 4 for
quarter space, and 8 for eighth space. For most problems of interest to a HVAC designer, sound from a
sound source generally radiates into half space; thus,
Q will usually equal 2. The mean free path, MFP, is
given by
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Equation 11-129

where S is the total surface area of the room (ft2) and
V is the total room volume (ft3). The room constant
is specified by
Equation 11-130

oT

where oTis the average room absorption coefficient.
is given by
Equation 11-131
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When considering the sound pressure levels in a
room that are associated with duct breakout, the
sound source is the duct, which must be considered
as a line source. For converting from duct breakout
sound power levels to the corresponding sound pressure levels in the room, the equation for a line sound
source should be used. It is
Equation 11-134

where Lw and Lp are defined as before, Q is as specified before, r is the distance (feet) from the line
source to the receiver, L is the length of the line
source, and R is defined by Equation 11-130. This is
the classical diffuse room equation for a line sound
source. There currently is not other information for
converting from Lw to Lp for line sound sources.

Example 11-29
Determine the values for converting from Lw to Lp for
a room that is 15 feet long, 10 feet wide, and 8 feet
high. The sound source is a single diffuser located in
the ceiling. The distance between the sound source
and receiver is 8 feet.

Solution
Use Equation 11-132:
V = 15 x 10 x 8 = 1200 ft3
The results are tabulated below

L SYSTEM
EXAMPLE
Individual examples have been given in the preceding
sections which demonstrate how to calculate equipment and regenerated sound power levels and sound
attenuation values associated with the system elements of HVAC air distribution systems. It is now
worth while to examine a complete HVAC system ex-

ample to see how the information that has been presented can be tied together to determine the sound
pressure levels associated with a specific HVAC system that will exist in a specified space. Complete
calculations for each system element will not be
given. Only a summary of the tabulated results will
be listed.
Air is supplied to the HVAC system in this example
by the rooftop unit shown in Figure 11-25. The receiver room is a room that is directly below the unit.
The room has the following dimensions: length-20
feet, width-20 feet; and height-9 feet. For this example, it is assumed that the roof penetrations associated with the supply and return air ducts are well
sealed and that there are no other roof penetrations
associated with the unit. The supply side of the rooftop unit is ducted to a VAV control unit which serves
the room in question. A return air grill conducts air to
a common ceiling return air plenum. The return air is
then directed to the rooftop unit through a short rectangular return air duct.
Three sound paths should be examined. They are:
Path 1. Fan airborne supply air sound that enters the
room from the supply air system through the
ceiling diffuser.
Path 2. Fan airborne supply air sound that breaks
out through the duct wall of the main supply
air duct into the plenum space above the
room.
Path 3. Fan airborne return air sound that enters the
room from the inlet of the return air duct.
The sound power levels associated with the fan in
the rooftop unit are specified by the manufacturer to
be:

Paths 1 and 2 are associated with the supply air side
of the system. Figure 11-26 shows a layout of the part
of the supply air system that is associated with the
receiver room. The main duct is a 22 inch diameter,
26 gauge, unlined, circular sheet metal duct. The flow
volume in the main duct is 7,000 cfm. The silencer
after the radiused elbow is a 22 inch diameter by 44
inch long, high pressure, circular, duct silencer. The
branch junction that occurs 8 feet from the silencer is
a 45 degree wye. The branch duct between the main
duct and the VAV control unit is a 10 inch diameter,
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Figure 11-25 PATHS FOR SYSTEM EXAMPLE

Figure 11-26 SUPPLY AIR PORTION OF
SYSTEM EXAMPLE
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unlined, circular sheet metal duct. The flow volume
in the branch duct is 800 cfm. The straight section of
duct between the VAV control unit and the diffuser is
a 10 inch diameter, unlined circular sheet metal duct.
The diffuser is a 15 inch by 15 inch square diffuser.
Assume a typical distance between the diffuser and
a listener in the room is 5 feet. With regard to the
duct breakout sound associated with the main duct,
the length of the duct that runs over the room is 20
feet. The ceiling of the room is comprised of 2 ft x 4
ft x 5/8 in. lay-in ceiling tiles that have a surface
weight of 0.6-0.7 lb/sq. ft. The ceiling has integrated
lighting and diffusers. Path 3 is associated with the
return air side of the system. Figure 11-27 shows a
layout of the part of the return air system that is associated with the receiver room. The rectangular return air duct is lined with 2 inch thick 3 lb/ft3 density
fiberglass duct liner. For the return air path, assume
the typical distance between the inlet of the return air
duct and a listener is 10 feet.
The analysis associated with each path begins at the
rooftop unit (fan) and proceeds progressively through
the different system elements to the receiver room.

The system element numbers in the tables correspond to the element numbers contained in brackets
in Figures 11-26 and 11-27
The first table is associated with Path 1. The first
entry in the table is the manufacturer's values for
supply air fan sound power levels (1). The second
entry is the sound attenuation associated with the 22
inch diameter unlined radius elbow (3). Since the next
entry is associated with the regenerated sound power
levels associated with the elbow (4), it is necessary
to tabulate the results associated with the elbow attenuation to determine the sound power levels at the
exit of the elbow. These sound power levels and the
elbow regenerated sound power levels are then
added logarithmically. In a like fashion, the dynamic
insertion loss values of the duct silencer (5) and the
silencer regenerated sound power levels (6) are included in the table and tabulated. Next, the attenuation associated with the 8 foot section of 22 inch
diameter duct (7) and the branch power division (10)
associated with sound propagation in the 10 inch diameter branch duct are included in the table. After
element 10, the sound power levels that exist in the

Figure 11-27 RETURN AIR PORTION OF
SYSTEM EXAMPLE
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branch duct after the branch take off are calculated
so that the regenerated sound power levels (11) in the
branch duct associated with the branch take-off can
be logarithmically added to the results.
Next, the sound attenuation values associated with
the 6 foot section of 10 inch diameter unlined duct
(12), the terminal volume regulation unit (13), the 2
foot section of 10 inch diameter unlined duct (14), and
10 inch diameter radius elbow (15) are included in the
table. The sound power levels that exist at the exit of
the elbow are then calculated so that the regenerated
sound power levels (16) associated with the elbow

PATH 1
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can be logarithmically added to the results. The diffuser end reflection loss (17) and the diffuser regenerated sound power levels (18) are appropriately included in the table. The sound power levels that are
tabulated after element 18 are the sound power levels
that exist at the diffuser in the receiver room. The
final entry in the table is the "room correction" which
converts the sound power levels at the diffuser to their
corresponding sound pressure levels at the point of
interest in the receiver room. The NC, RC, and dBA
levels associated with the sound pressure levels from
Path 1 are listed as the last line in the table.
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propagates down the main duct beyond the duct
branch. The next three entries in the table are the
sound transmission loss associated with the duct
breakout sound (20), the sound transmission loss

Elements 1 through 7 in Path 2 are the same as Path
1. Elements 8 and 9 are associated with the branch
power division (8) and the corresponding regenerated
sound power levels (9) associated with sound that

PATH 2
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lining (26), the diffuser end reflection loss (27), the
transmission loss through the ceiling (21), and the
"room correction" (27) converting the sound power
levels at the ceiling to corresponding sound pressure
levels in the room.

associated with the ceiling (21), and the "room correction" (22) converting the sound power levels at the
ceiling to corresponding sound pressure levels in the
room.
The first element in Path 3 is the manufacturer's values for return air fan sound power levels (2). The next
two elements are the sound attenuation associated
with a 32 inch wide lined square elbow without turning vanes (23) and the regenerated sound power levels associated with the square elbow (24). The final
four elements are the insertion loss associated with
a 32 inch x 68 inch x 8 foot rectangular sheet metal
duct lined with 2 inch thick 3 lb/ft3 fiberglass duct

The total sound pressure levels in the receiver room
from the three paths are obtained by logarithmically
adding the individual sound pressure levels associated with each path. From the total sound pressure
levels for all three paths, the NC level in the room is
NC 40; the RC level is RC 33(R-H) and the Aweighted sound pressure level is 44 dBA.

TOTAL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS-ALL PATHS
1/1 Octave Band Center Freq-Hz
63

125

250

500

1K

2K

4K

SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS PATH NO. 1
SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS PATH NO. 2
SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS PATH NO. 3

59
48
65

53
39
55

39
35
48

34
31
28

31
29
27

28
28
24

22
25
19

TOTAL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS-ALL PATHS

65

57

49

37

34

32

28

DESCRIPTION

NC: NC = 40
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RC: RC = 26(R)

DBA: 44 DBA

CHAPTER 12

DUCT SYSTEM CONSTRUCTION

A

INTRODUCTION

Avariety of materials have been used in the construction of ducts. There has been a tendency to emphasize (or deemphasize) certain of the general requirements for all ducts, depending on the particular
character of the application. Selection of the materials
used throughout the duct system should follow the
same careful consideration as the other system components. The different materials used in duct systems
can substantially affect the overall performance of the
systems, as the listed "advantages" should be evaluated with the "limiting characteristics" prior to the
material selection.
Some materials used for ducts include: galvanized
steel, black carbon steel, aluminum, stainless steel,
copper, fiberglas reinforced plastic (FRP), polyvinyl
chloride (PVC), polyvinyl steel (PVS), concrete, fibrous glass (duct board), and gypsum board. Information will be given on each of the above materials,
but duct sizing and duct construction specifications
will generally be stated in this manual in terms of use
of galvanized steel as the material from which ducts
are made. Figure 14-3 and Table 14-1 of Chapter 14
gives correction factors used to adjust duct friction
losses for materials other than galvanized steel (multiply duct friction loss by factor in Table). This higher
friction loss can be one of the most important items
to consider when selecting a different duct material.
Consideration must also be given to selection of duct
construction components other than those materials
used for the duct walls. Such items as flexible ducts,
duct liner, pressure sensitive tapes, sealants, adhesives, reinforcements, hangers, etc., are appropriately described in individual SMACNA Manuals as
well as many other publications.
It is emphasized that special material selection and
construction could be necessary when designing systems serving nuclear projects, earthquake prone
areas and projects with other unusual requirements.

B

DUCT SYSTEM
SPECIFICATION CHECK LIST

In addition to SMACNA duct construction standards,
the specification and/or detail drawings should include the following detailed duct system requirements:
a) Local code requirements
b) Duct system static pressure classifications
(SMACNA standard flag designation).
c) Duct material selection.
d) Allowable duct leakage (specify sealing system
classification).
e) Insulation requirement (external and/or liner).
f) Sound control devices and methods.
g) Outlet and inlet performance.
h) Filters.
i) Dampers (fire, smoke, and volume control).
j) Duct mounted apparatus.
k) Duct mounted equipment.
I) Special duct suspension system.
A complete SMACNA duct design specification will
include all of the above specification requirements in
sufficient detail to indicate performance standards,
materials and design methods for all ducts and duct
components required for the total HVAC system.

C DUCT
CONSTRUCTION
MATERIALS
1. Galvanized Steel
a. APPLICATIONS
Widely used as a duct material for most air handling
systems; not recommended for corrosive product
handling or temperatures above 400°F (2000C).
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b. ADVANTAGES
High strength, rigidity, durability, rust resistance,
availability, non-porous, workability, and weldability.
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spheres or continuous contact with moisture. (See
the SMACNA "Special Study Report on Galvanized
Coating Thickness" for more detailed information.)

c. LIMITING CHARACTERISTICS

2. Carbon Steel (Black Iron)

Weldability, paintability, weight, corrosion resistance.

a. APPLICATIONS

d. REMARKS

Breechings, flues, stacks, hoods, other high temperature duct systems, kitchen exhaust systems, ducts
requiring paint or special coating.

Galvanized steel sheet is customarily available in
commercial quality, lock forming quality, drawing
quality, drawing quality special killed and physical
(structural) quality. The most common material used
for ductwork is lock forming quality. Table 12-1 shows
the chemical requirements of carbon steel prior to
galvanizing. Galvanized steel sheet is produced to
various zinc-coating designations to give the service
life required (see Table 12-2). Galvanizing may be
accomplished by the electrolytic or hot-dipping process. Some types of galvanized coatings are: regular
spangle, minimized spangle, iron-zinc alloy and differential. Regular spangle is the most common type.
Except for differential-coated sheet, the coating is always expressed as the total coating of both surfaces.
Galvanized sheets with the surface treated for painting by phosphatizing are commonly used.
Table 12-2 shows information on various galvanizing
coatings. SMACNA originally had a specification
within its duct standards calling for a 1.25 oz./sq. ft.
commercial coating class. Such coating corresponds
with the G90 coating designation within ASTM A525,
Standard Specification for "Steel Sheet Zinc Coated
(Galvanized) by the Hot-dip Process." A lighter coating (Designation G60) may be used in interior applications. Although SMACNA generally recommends
G90, G60 may be considered when the duct is free
from exposure to industrial pollutants, marine atmo-

b. ADVANTAGES
High strength, rigidity, durability, availability, paintability, weldability, non-porous.

c. LIMITING CHARACTERISTICS
Corrosion resistance, weight.

d. REMARKS
Carbon steel is the designation for steel when no
minimum content is specified or required for aluminum, chromium, cobalt, columbium, molybdenum,
nickel, titanium, tungsten, vanadium, zirconium or
any element added to obtain a desired alloying effect.
Hot-rolled sheet is manufactured by hot rolling slabs
in a continuous mill to the required thickness. Coldrolled sheet is manufactured from hot-rolled, descaled coils by cold reducing to the desired thickness,
generally followed by annealing to recrystalize the
grain structure. Obviously, there are many different
categories of black steel with hot-rolled carbon being
generally softer, less precisely rolled, less expensive,
and, therefore, the most desirable for normal duct
applications. The chemical requirements for carbon
steel, commercial quality, are shown in Table 12-1.

3. Aluminum
a. APPLICATIONS
Table 12-1 CARBON STEEL CHEMICAL
REQUIREMENTS (Prior to Galvanizing)

Duct systems for moisture-laden air, louvers, special
exhaust systems, ornamental duct systems. Often
substituted for galvanized steel in HVAC duct systems.

b. ADVANTAGES
Weight, resistance to moisture corrosion (salt free),
availability.

c. LIMITING CHARACTERISTICS
Low strength, material cost, weldability, thermal expansion.
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Table 12-2 GALVANIZED STEEL SHEETS OR COIL-WEIGHT OF COATING (Total Both Sides)

NOTE: The coating designation number is the term by which this product is specified. The weight of coating in
ounces per square foot of sheet refers to the total coating on both surfaces. Because of the many variables and
changing conditions that are characteristic of continuous galvanizing, the weight of zinc coating is not always evenly
divided between the two surfaces of a galvanized sheet; neither is the zinc coating evenly distributed from edge to
edge. However, it can normally be expected that not less than 40 percent of the single-spot check limit will be found
on either surface.

d. REMARKS
Various alloys are available in sheet form with the
3000 and 5000 temper series being the most commonly specified for duct systems. A "utility grade"
sheet is normally available and widely used for HVAC
system ductwork. Sheets can also be obtained with
embossed or anodized surfaces.

4. Stainless Steel
a. APPLICATIONS
Duct systems for kitchen exhaust, moisture laden air,
fume exhaust.

b. ADVANTAGES
High resistance to corrosion from moisture and most
chemicals, ability to take a high polish.

c. LIMITING CHARACTERISTICS
Labor and material cost, workability, availability.

d. REMARKS
Available in many different alloy combinations (see
Table 12-3), type 304 and 316 are most commonly

used. Stainless is usually available in the following
finishes (as listed by ASTM):
Mill Rolled No. 1: Produced on hand sheet mills by
hot rolling to specified thickness followed by annealing and descaling. Generally used in industrial applications, such as for heat and corrosion resistance,
where smoothness of finish is not of particular importance.
Mill Rolled No. 2D: Produced on either hand sheet
mills or continuous mills by cold rolling to the specified thickness, annealing and descaling. The dull,
non-reflective finish may result from the descaling or
pickling operation or may be developed by a final,
light cold-rolled pass on dull rolls. The dull finish is
favorable for retention of lubricants on the surface in
deep drawing operations. This finish is generally
used in forming deep-drawn articles which may be
polished after fabrication.
Mill Rolled No. 2B: Commonly produced the same
as 2D, except that the annealed and descaled sheet
receives a final, light, cold-rolled pass on polished
rolls. This is a general purpose, cold-rolled finish. It
is commonly used for all but exceptionally difficult
deep drawing applications. This bright, moderately
reflective finish is more readily polished than No. 1 or
No. 2D finish.
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Table 12-3 STAINLESS STEEL

Bright Annealed Finish: A bright, cold-rolled, highly
reflective finish retained by final annealing in a controlled atmosphere furnace. The purpose of the atmosphere is to prevent scaling or oxidation during
annealing. The atmosphere is usually comprised of
either dry hydrogen or a mixture of dry hydrogen and
dry nitrogen (sometimes known as dissociated ammonia).
Mill Polished No. 3: For use as a finish-polished
surface or as a semi-finished polished surface when
it is required to receive subsequent finishing operations following fabrication. Where sheet or articles
made from it will not be subjected to additional finishing or polishing operations, No. 4 finish is recommended.
Mill Polished No. 4: A bright appearance with a
visible grain, but difficult to match. Widely used for

12.4

restaurant equipment, kitchen equipment, store
fronts, dairy equipment, etc. Following initial grinding
with coarser abrasives, sheets are generally finished
last with abrasives approximately 120 to 150 mesh.
Mill Polished No. 6: Has a lower reflectivity than No.
4 finish. It is produced by Tampico brushing No. 4
finish sheets in a medium of abrasive and oil. It is
used for architectural applications and ornamentation
where high luster is undesirable; it is also used effectively to contrast with brighter finishes.
Mill Polished No. 7: Has a high degree of reflectivity.
It is produced by buffing a finely ground surface, but
the grit lines are not removed. It is chiefly used for
architectural or ornamental purposes.
Mill Polished No. 8: The most reflective finish that
is commonly produced. It is obtained by polishing
with successively finer abrasives and buffing exten-
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Table 12-4 SHEET METAL PROPERTIES

sively with very fine buffing rouges. The surface is
essentially free of grid lines from preliminary grinding
operations. This finish is most widely used for press
plates, as well as for small mirrors and reflectors.

5. Copper

c. LIMITING CHARACTERISTICS
Cost, weight, range of chemical and physical properties, brittleness, fabrication (necessity of molds and
expertise in mixing basic materials), code acceptance.

a. APPLICATIONS

7. Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC)

Duct systems for exposure to outside elements and
moisture laden air, certain chemical exhaust, ornamental ductwork.

a. APPLICATIONS
Exhaust systems for chemical fumes and hospitals,
underground duct systems.

b. ADVANTAGES

b. ADVANTAGES

Accepts solder readily, durable, resists corrosion,
non-magnetic.

Resistance to corrosion, weight, weldability, ease of
modification.

c. LIMITING CHARACTERISTICS

c. LIMITING CHARACTERISTICS
Cost, fabrication, code acceptance, thermal shock,
weight.

Cost, electrolysis, thermal expansion, stains.

d. REMARKS
Commonly used for ornamental systems and hoods.
The various brown to green color shades (patina)
formed by oxidation and exposure to moisture is
found to be a desirable characteristic.

6. Fiberglass Reinforced Plastic
(FRP)
a. APPLICATIONS
Chemical exhaust, scrubbers, underground duct systems.

b. ADVANTAGES
Resistance to corrosion, ease of modification.

8. Polyvinyl Steel (PVS)
a. APPLICATIONS
Underground duct systems, moisture laden air, and
corrosive air systems.
b. ADVANTAGES
Resistance to corrosion, weight, workability fabrication, rigidity.
c. LIMITING CHARACTERISTICS
Susceptible to coating damage, temperature limitations (250°F or 1200C Max.), weldability, code acceptance.
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d. REMARKS

d. REMARKS

Polyvinyl steel is a polyvinyl chloride plastic coating
heat fused to galvanized steel. 2 mil and 4 mil coating
thicknesses usually are standard, with steel gauges
(US standard) available from 26 gauge thru and including 14 gauge. This product is most popular in
spiral formed pipe and is available in flat sheets and
coil stock of lockforming quality.

Must be sealed. Water resistance gypsum board
should be used for all ductwork.

9. Concrete
a. APPLICATIONS
Underground ducts, air shafts.

b. ADVANTAGES
Compressive strength, corrosion resistance.

c. LIMITING CHARACTERISTICS
Cost, weight, porous, fabrication (requires forming
processes).

10. Rigid Fibrous Glass
a. APPLICATIONS
Interior HVAC low pressure duct systems.

b. ADVANTAGES
Weight, thermal insulation and vapor barrier, acoustical qualities, ease of modification, inexpensive tooling for fabrication.

D ASTM

STANDARDS

The American Society for Testing and Materials is a
scientific and technical organization formed for "the
development of standards on characteristics and performance of materials, products, systems and services and the promotion of related knowledge." It is
the world's largest source of voluntary consensus
standards. Numbered standards listed in this section
refer to specifications which are defined in one of the
48 parts (each bound in its own volume) of ASTM.
The last two digits of the number designate the year
of revision, such as the "86" in A525-86. These
"yearly" designations have been dropped from this
manual, but the complete list can be found in "Part
48-Annual Book of ASME Standards."
The following is a partial list of ASTM specifications
construction of ductwork and is intended as an informational guide only. For a complete description of
these materials, the designer should refer to the appropriate ASTM Manual or other material sources.
ASTM No.

Standard Title

A 167

Stainless and Heat-Resisting-Nickel
Steel Plate Sheet and Strip

A 176

Stainless and Heat-Resisting Chromium
Steel Plate Sheet and Strip

A 177

High Strength Stainless & Heat Resisting Chromium-Nickel Steel Sheet and
Strip

Joints must be properly taped (see SMACNA Fibrous
Glass Duct Construction Standards).

A 263

Corrosion-Resisting Chromium Steel
Clad Plate, Sheet and Strip

11. Gypsum Board

A 264

Stainless Chromium-Nickel Steel Clad
Plate, Sheet and Strip

a. APPLICATIONS

A 308

Sheet Steel, Cold-Rolled Long Terne
Coated.

A 361

Sheet Steel, Zinc Coated (Galvanized)
by the Hot-Dip Process for Roofing.

Cost, availability.

A 366

Steel Carbon, Cold-Rolled Sheet, Commercial Quality.

c. LIMITING CHARACTERISTICS

A 412

Stainless and Heat-resisting ChromiumNickel Manganese Steel Plate, Sheet
and Strip

c. LIMITING CHARACTERISTICS
Cost, susceptible to damage, system pressure, code
acceptance.

d. REMARKS

Ceiling plenums, corridor ducts, airshafts.

b. ADVANTAGES

Weight, code acceptance, leakage, deterioration
when damp.
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A 424

Steel Sheets for Porcelain Enameling.

A 606

A 446

Steel Sheet, Zinc Coated (Galvanized)
by the Hot-Dip Process, Physical (Structural) Quality

Steel Sheet and Strip, Hot-Rolled and
Cold-Rolled, High Strength, Low-Alloy
with Improved Corrosion Resistance.

A 607

Steel Sheet and Strip, H.R. & C.R., High
Strength, Low-Alloy Columbium and/or
Vanadium.

A 463

Steel Sheet, Cold-Rolled, AluminumCoated Type 1.

A 480

Flat-Rolled Stainless & Heat-Resisting
Steel Plate, Sheet and Strip.

A 611

A 505

Hot-Rolled & Cold-Rolled Steel Sheet
and Strip Alloy.

B 36

Steel, Cold-Rolled Sheet, Carbon,
Structural.
Brass Plate, Sheet, Strip and Rolled Bar.

B 101

Lead-Coated Copper Sheets.

A 506

Steel Sheet and Strip, Alloy, H.R. and
C.R., Regular Quality.

B 152

Copper Sheet, Strip, Plate and Rolled
Bar.

A 525

Steel Sheet, Zinc-Coated (Galvanized)
by the Hot-Dip Process.

B 209
B 209M

Aluminum-Alloy Sheet and Plate. (M =
metric)

A 526

Steel Sheet, Zinc-Coated (Galvanized)
by the Hot-Dip Process, Commercial
Quality.

B 370

Copper Sheet & Strip for Building Construction.

B 506

A 527

Steel Sheet, Zinc-Coated (Galvanized)
by the Hot-Dip Process, Lock Forming
Quality.

Copper Clad, Stainless Steel Sheet and
Strip for Building Construction.

C 14

Concrete Sewer, Storm Drain and Culvert Pipe.

A 568
A 568M

General Requirements for Steel, Carbon
& Hi-strength, Low Alloy, Hot-Rolled
Sheet, H.R. Strip and Cold-Rolled
Sheet. (M = metric)

C 94

Ready-Mixed Concrete.

C 700

Vitrified Clay Pipe, Extra Strength, Standard Strength and Perforated.

A 569

Steel, Carbon (0.15 Max. Percent) HotRolled Sheet and Strip, Commercial
Quality.

D 1927

Rigid Poly (Vinyl Chloride) (PVC) Plastic
Sheet

D 2123

Rigid Poly (Vinyl chloride-Vinyl Acetate)
Plastic Sheet

D 2241

Poly (Vinyl Chloride) (PVC) Plastic Pipe
(SDRPR).

A 570

H.R. Carbon Steel Sheet and Strip,
Structural Quality.

A 591

Steel Sheets, Cold-Rolled, Electrolytic
Zinc-Coated.

A 599

Steel Sheet, Cold-Rolled, Tin Coated by
Electrodeposition.
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SPECIAL DUCT SYSTEMS
Ductwork requiring special attention is sometimes
encountered by the designer. It is of utmost importance that the duct designer be aware of the different
requirements existing in regards to the geographical
area of the installation.
Before design of special systems, the designer must
acquaint himself thoroughly with local practices and
concerned governing authorities.
Industrial process or material handling systems are
appropriately covered in other SMACNA publications
and will not be considered herein. This section contains a general description of some of the special duct
systems frequently encountered in HVAC work.

KITCHEN AND MOISTURE
LADEN SYSTEMS
1. Dishwasher Exhaust and
Moisture Laden Ducts
Exhausting moist air should be accomplished through
ducts fabricated from non-corrosive materials. These
ducts should be sloped toward the source of moisture
or provided with proper drains. All seams and joints
must be sealed watertight. The temperature of the
vapor may be excessively high and, therefore, may
require the use of duct insulation or other treatment.
All duct penetrations should be avoided.

2. Range and Grease Hood
Exhaust Ducts
Vapors from cooking equipment must be exclusively
handled through ducts designed specifically for that
purpose. Care must be taken to assure that these
ducts will contain fire and smoke. Materials used
must be heavier than standard and are usually continuously welded to provide a liquid-tight system.
Cleanouts should be provided at each change of direction in the duct. The system should be constructed
such that grease cannot be trapped and the duct
should be sloped toward the hood or a grease reservoir. Ducts within the building should lead as directly
as possible to the exterior. Where ducts pass through

combustible walls, partitions, etc., adequate clearance or protection must be provided. In the event of
a fire, temperatures in excess of 2000°F (1100oC)
may be experienced. Fire extinguishing systems may
be required by local codes. Long, straight runs of
duct should have a means for expansion.
Local codes governing range and grease hood duct
systems vary widely; therefore, it is imperative that
the designer be familiar with these codes and construction requirements of NFPA 96.

SYSTEMS HANDLING
SPECIAL GASES
1. Corrosive Vapors and Noxious
Gases
Ducts which convey these gases should be fabricated
from materials impervious to all the gases that may
be handled, and must be sealed air tight. They must
terminate outside the building, maintaining adequate
clearances from walls, roof, adjacent buildings, traffic
areas or equipment. The discharge airflow should not
contaminate outside air intakes and other building
openings under any conditions.

2. Flammable Vapors
Ducts conveying these vapors must be sealed air
tight and terminate outside the building, maintaining
adequate clearances from building construction and
other objects. Nonflammable materials must be used
for the ducts and duct supports.

C

SOLAR
SYSTEMS

1. Solar System Sizing
Successful application of solar heating systems requires careful selection and sizing of components.
Collectors, heat storage units, fans and pumps, con-
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trols, heat exchangers, and auxiliary heaters must be
effectively integrated. Unlike the selection of a furnace or boiler, a solar space heating system may be
sized to provide a selected portion of the annual heating load. Generally 30 to 70 percent is reasonable.
The size of the solar system basically depends on
the collector area. The collector area then determines
the quantity of solar heat delivery or the amount of
fossil fuel savings.
Guidelines for sizing components of integrated airbased solar systems for space and potable water
heating are listed in Table 13-1. A typical arrangement
for which the guidelines apply is shown in Figure 131.

2. Duct System Layout
A layout of the duct distribution system should be
prepared and sizing of all ductwork should be accom-
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plished using the method that the designer is most
comfortable with for the air volume required. However, the designer shall be responsible for correctly
sizing the duct system so that its total external static
pressure (ESP) shall not exceed the manufacturer's
ESP rating for the air handling equipment.
Ducts connecting solar air collector inlets and outlets
shall be sized to meet the air quantities that are required by the airflow characteristics of the collector.
Review the collector manufacturer's literature to determine the correct flow rates. Connections to the
collectors shall be in accordance with the manufacturer's recommendations.
When auxiliary heating equipment is used, the airflow
volume of the duct distribution system must provide
an air temperature rise through the equipment that is
below the maximum temperature rise noted on the
equipment nameplate.

Table 13-1 GUIDELINES FOR SIZING COMPONENTS OF AIR-BASED SOLAR SYSTEMS
FOR SPACE AND POTABLE WATER HEATING

*For potable water heating only the collector slope should be at latitude angle, and the recommended range is
Lat - 5° to Lat + 5°
**For potable water heating only systems, pebble bed storage is not required.
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Figure 13-1 TYPICAL AIR-HEATING SYSTEM

3. Solar Collecting Systems
The duct system between the solar collectors and the
thermal storage containers, and the ductwork connecting to the space distribution system shall be
known as the primary solar duct system (PSDA). The
PSDA shall be designed using the criteria described
above. Care shall be used to assure balanced airflow
in the PSDS for the various operational modes of the
system.
All ducts and duct linings composing the PSDS shall
be installed in strict conformance with the SMACNA
HVAC Duct Construction Standards and Fibrous
Glass Duct Construction Standards. All materials
used in the PSDS shall be able to withstand temperatures up to 250°F (121°C) without degradation or
release of odor-causing or noxious gasses.
Air leakage from PSDS should not exceed 5 percent.
It is not the intent of these Standards to test the PSDS
for compliance with the 5 percent duct leakage requirement, but simply to assure construction stan-

dards which will essentially provide the required degree of air tightness in the PSDS.
Ducts may be sealed using mastic, or mastic plus
tape or gasketing as appropriate. The selection of the
most appropriate sealant depends on joint configuration, clearances, surface conditions, temperature,
the direction of pressure and preassembly or post
assembly placement. Tapes should not be applied to
bare metal nor to dry sealant. Foil tapes are not suitable. Liquids and mastics should be used in wellventilated areas and the precautions of manufacturers followed. Oil base caulking and glazing compounds should not be used. Gasketing should be material with long life and suitable for the service.

4. Solar System Dampers
a. CONTROL DAMPERS (Motorized)
Dampers that open or close to divert, direct, or shutoff airflow in the Primary Solar Duct System shall
have "sealing" edges on the blades with a suitable
material such as felt, rubber, etc., to insure tight cutoff
of the air stream when closed.

b. SHUT-OFF DAMPERS
(Not Motorized)
Shut-off dampers installed to prevent air flow, as in
the summer by-pass duct in the Primary Solar Duct
System, shall be sealed tightly to prevent air flow
when pressurized from either side of the damper.
Slide dampers shall have suitable seals on the guides
to prevent leakage around the blade and through the
guide.

Table 13-2 SOLAR AIR DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS
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c. VOLUME DAMPERS
Volume control of balancing dampers shall be installed in each branch or zone duct. Single leaf dampers which are a part of a manufactured air grille do
not meet the requirements of the SMACNA solar installation standards found in the SMACNA "Installation Standards for Residential Heating and Air Conditioning Systems." Opposed blade dampers which
are a part of a manufactured air grille meet the requirements of the Standards if sufficient space is provided behind the grille face for proper operation of the
damper.
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Where space prohibits the use of an opposed blade
damper behind the grille face, an opposed blade
damper may be installed in the register stack at a
location where it is accessible from the grille opening.
Volume dampers installed in branch ducts where the
total estimated system static pressure is less than
0.5 in. w.g. (125 Pa) should be of a single leaf type.
Volume dampers installed in ductwork where the total
estimated system static pressure exceeds 0.5 in. w.g.
(125 Pa) shall be manufactured in accordance with
Figure 13-2.

d. BACK-DRAFT DAMPERS
Back draft dampers shall be installed to close under
the action of gravitational force when there is no air
flow, and open when there is a drop in pressure
across the damper in the direction of desired air flow.
Multi-bladed back-draft dampers shall have suitable
seals on the blade edges, and appropriate seals
along the sides. Light-weight rubberized fabric dampers of the type shown in Figure 13-3 shall be tilted
sufficiently to ensure closure when there is no airflow.
Single blade dampers shall have seals along the seat
and the pivot shall be off-center and horizontal to
ensure closure when there is no airflow.

Figure 13-3 RUBBERIZED FABRIC
BACK-DRAFT DAMPER

Figure 13-2 MULTI-BLADE VOLUME DAMPERS
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DUCT DESIGN TABLES AND CHARTS

I INTRODUCTION
This chapter of the "HVAC Systems-Duct Design"
manual combines all of the recognized basic duct
system design tables and charts into an easy-to-use,
single source. Prior to the first edition of this manual,
duct system designers had to search for fitting loss
coefficient tables and duct pressure loss charts
through many fluid flow handbooks, manufacturers'
literature, and other sources.
New in this revised edition, are many duct fitting loss
coefficient tables and a new duct friction loss chart
developed as a result of research data funded by
SMACNA in an extensive research program at the
ETL Testing Laboratories, Inc. in Cortland, New York
and by ASHRAE research, partially funded by
SMACNA.
Chapter 5-"Duct Design Fundamentals", Chapter
7-"Duct Sizing Procedures (U.S. Units)", and
Chapter 8- "Duct Sizing Procedures (Metric Units)"
show how to use the various duct design tables and
charts. The step-by-step examples use the prescribed procedures for designing basic duct systems.
Some of the tables come from unconfirmed sources.
A world-wide literature search on fitting loss coeffi-

cients was conducted by I.E. Idel'chik in Russia and
the resultant compilation was published in 1960 and
updated in 1975. Although some of these loss coefficient tables (recently corrected with newer data)
conflict with existing tables used in segments of the
industry, the consensus of members of the SMACNA
and ASHRAE Duct Design Committees is that the
data is reasonable to use for the design of HVAC duct
systems. Therefore these tables, which are contained
in this chapter and in the ASHRAE 1989 "Fundamentals" Handbook, should continue to be used until current and future research programs can validate the
figures or establish new verified data. Some of the
most recent duct fitting loss coefficient data from limited SMACNA research also may be found in Chapter
5, Section H-"SMACNA Duct Research."

The duct fitting loss coefficients used to calculate the resistance to flow are in terms of total
pressure. When static regain occurs, it need not
be addressed separately because it is included
in the fitting loss coefficient and therefore in the
calculation. When these values are added to the
calculated friction loss of the straight duct sections, the total system resistance (pressure
drop) will be in terms of Total Pressure.

W. David Bevirt, P.E.

Numbers in parentheses, when found at the end of a table or figure title, indicate the number of the reference
source in the front of the manual. Where no reference number is indicated, the data was developed or obtained
from SMACNA research.
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Table 14-1 DUCT MATERIAL ROUGHNESS FACTORS

Duct Material
Uncoated carbon steel, clean (Moody 1944)
(0.00015 ft) (0.05 mm)

Roughness
Category

Absolute
Roughness E,
mm
ft

Smooth

0.0001

0.03

Medium
Smooth

0.0003

0.09

PVC plastic pipe (Swim 1982)
(0.0003 to 0.00015 ft) (0.01 to 0.05 mm)
Aluminum (Hutchinson 1953)
(0.00015 to 0.0002 ft) (0.04 to 0.06 mm)

Galvanized steel, longitudinal seams, 4 ft
(1200 mm) joints (Griggs 1987)
(0.00016 to 0.00032 ft) (0.05 to 0.1 mm)
Galvanized steel, spiral seam with 1, 2, and 3
ribs, 12 ft (3600 mm) joints
(Jones 1979, Griggs 1987)
(0.00018 to 0.00038 ft) (0.05 to 0.12 mm)

(New Duct Friction Loss Chart)

Hot-dipped galvanized steel, longitudinal seams,
2.5 ft
(760 mm) joints (Wright 1945)
(0.0005 ft) (0.15 mm)

Old
Average

0.0005

0.15

Fibrous glass duct, rigid

Medium
rough

0.003

0.9

0.01

3.0

Fibrous glass duct liner, air side with facing
material (Swim 1978)
(0.005 ft) (1.5 mm)
Fibrous glass duct liner, air side spray coated
(Swim 1978)
(0.015 ft) (4.5 mm)
Flexible duct, metallic,
(0.004 to 0.007 ft (1.2 to 2.1 mm) when fully
extended)
Flexible duct, all types of fabric and wire
(0.0035 to 0.015 ft (1.0 to 4.6 mm)
when fully extended)
Concrete (Moody 1944)
(0.001 to 0.01 ft) (0.3 to 3.0 mm)
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Figure 14-3 DUCT FRICTION LOSS CORRECTION FACTORS
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Table 14-2 CIRCULAR EQUIVALENTS OF RECTANGULAR DUCTS FOR
EQUAL FRICTION AND CAPACITY (U.S. Units) (2)
Dimensions in Inches
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Cont. Table 14-2 CIRCULAR EQUIVALENTS OF RECTANGULAR DUCTS FOR
EQUAL FRICTION AND CAPACITY (U.S. Units) (2)
Dimensions in Inches

Equation for Circular Equivalent of a Rectangular Duct:
De = 1.30 [(ab)0.625/(a + b)0.250]

where
a = length of one side of rectangular duct, inches.
b = length of adjacent side of rectangular duct, inches.
De = circular equivalent of rectangular duct for equal friction and capacity, inches.
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Table 14-3 CIRCULAR EQUIVALENTS OF RECTANGULAR DUCTS FOR
EQUAL FRICTION AND CAPACITY (Metric Units) (2)
Dimensions in mm
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Cont. Table 14-3 CIRCULAR EQUIVALENTS OF RECTANGULAR DUCTS FOR
EQUAL FRICTION AND CAPACITY (Metric Units) (2)
Dimensions in mm

Equation for Circular Equivalent of a Rectangular Duct:
De = 1.30 [(ab)0.625/(a + b)0.250]

where
a = length of one side of rectangular duct, mm.
b = length of adjacent side of rectangular duct, mm.
De = circular equivalent of rectangular duct for equal friction and capacity, mm.
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Table 14-4 SPIRAL FLAT-OVAL DUCT (Nominal Sizes-U.S. Units)
(Diameter of the round duct which will have the capacity
and friction equivalent to the actual duct size.)
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Table 14-5 SPIRAL FLAT-OVAL DUCT (Nominal Sizes-Metric Units)
(Diameter of round duct which will have the capacity
and friction equivalent to the actual duct size.)
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Table 14-6 VELOCITIES/VELOCITY PRESSURES (U.S. Units)

Figure 14-4 CORRECTION FACTOR FOR UNEXTENDED FLEXIBLE DUCT (2)
14.16
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Table 14-7 VELOCITIESNELOCITY PRESSURES (Metric Units)

Table 14-8 ANGULAR CONVERSION
Degrees
10°
20o
30°
40°
50°
60°
70°
80°
90°
135°

)

Radians
0.175
0.349
0.524
0.698
0.873
1.05
1.22
1.40
1.57 ( /2)
2.36

180°

3.14 (

360°

6.28 (2

)
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Table 14-9 LOSS COEFFICIENTS FOR STRAIGHT-THROUGH FLOW

Figure 14-5 AIR DENSITY FRICTION CHART CORRECTION FACTORS
When an air distribution system is designed to operate above 2000 feet (610 m) altitude, below 32°F
(O°C), or above 120°F (49°C) temperature, the duct

friction loss obtained must be corrected for the air

14.18

density. The actual airflow (cfm or I/s) is used to find
the duct friction loss which is multiplied by the correction factor or factors from the above chart to obtain
the actual friction loss.
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B FITTING
LOSS
COEFFICIENT TABLES
Duct Cross Section to which Coefficient "C" is referenced is at the top of each table. Negative
numbers indicate that the static regain exceeds the dynamic pressure loss of the fitting.
Table 14-10 LOSS COEFFICIENTS, ELBOWS
Use the velocity pressure (Vp) of the upstream section. Fitting loss (TP) = C x Vp
A. Elbow, Smooth Radius (Die Stamped), Round(2)

B. Elbow, Round, 3 to 5 pc--90o(2)

C. Elbow, Round, Mitered (15)

U.S. Units
For Standard Air:

(Metric Units)

Re = 8.56 DV

(Re = 66.4 DV)

where:
D = duct diameter, inches (mm)
V = duct velocity, fpm (m/s)
For Rectangular Ducts:

14.19
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Table 14-10 LOSS COEFFICIENTS, ELBOWS (Cont.)
Use the velocity pressure (Vp) of the upstream section. Fitting loss (TP) = C x Vp
D. Elbow, Rectangular, Mitered (15)

E. Elbow, Rectangular, Mitered with Converging or Diverging Flow (15)

F. Elbow, Rectangular, Smooth Radius without Vanes (15)

U.S. Units
For Standard Air:
Re = 8.56 DV

(Metric Units)
(Re = 66.4 DV)

where:
D = duct diameter, inches (mm)
V = duct velocity, fpm (m/s)
For Rectangular Ducts:

14.20

AND
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Table 14-10 LOSS COEFFICIENTS, ELBOWS (Cont.)
Use the velocity pressure (Vp)of the upstream section. Fitting loss (TP) = C x Vp
G. Elbow, Rectangular, Smooth Radius with Splitter Vanes (2)

NOTES FOR THIS FIGURE ONLY:
A) See Page 5.14 to calculate splitter vane spacing.
B) CR = Curve Ratio

C) Use correction factors in Note 1 on Page 14.19 for elbows
other than 90°.
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Table 14-10 LOSS COEFFICIENTS, ELBOWS (Cont.)
Use the velocity pressure (Vp) of the upstream section. Fitting loss (TP) = C x Vp
H. Elbow, Rectangular, Mitered with Turning Vanes
(See Chapter 5, Sections E and H for additional information and data.)

I. Elbows, 90o,Rectangular, Z-Shaped (15)

U.S. Units
For Standard Air:
(Metric Units)
Re = 8.56 D V
(Re = 66.4 DV)
where:
D = duct diameter, inches (mm)
V = duct velocity, fpm (m/s)
For Rectangular Ducts:
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Table 14-10 LOSS COEFFICIENTS, ELBOWS (Cont.)
Use the velocity pressure (Vp)of the upstream section. Fitting loss (TP) = C x Vp
J. Elbows, 90o,Rectangular in Different Planes (15)

(See Chapter 5, Section Hfor new data on spin-in fittings)

K. Elbows, 30o,Round, Offset (15)

L. Elbows, 90o,Rectangular Wye or Tee Shape
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Table 14-11 LOSS COEFFICIENTS, TRANSITIONS (Diverging Flow)
Use the velocity pressure (Vp) of the upstream section. Fitting loss (TP) = C x Vp
A. Transition, Round, Conical (15)

Re

U.S. Units
= 8.56 DV

(Metric Units)
(Re = 66.4 DV)

where:
D = Upstream Diameter, inches (mm)
V = Upstream Velocity, fpm (m/s)

B. Transition, Rectangular, Pyramidal (15)

Note 6: A = Area (Entering airstream), A1 = Area (Leaving airstream)

14.24
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Table 14-11 LOSS COEFFICIENTS, TRANSITIONS (Diverging Flow) (Cont.)
Use the velocity pressure (Vp) of the upstream section. Fitting loss (TP) = C x Vp
C. Transition, Round to Rectangular (15)

D. Transition, Rectangular to Round (15)

For Figures C and D, compute 0 using the
equations and find the coefficient C from
Table 14-11B, Transition, Rectangular, Pyramidal.

E. Transition, Rectangular, Sides Straight (15)

F. Transition, Symmetric at Fan With Duct Sides Straight (15)

Note 6: A = Area (Entering airstream), A1 = Area (Leaving airstream)
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Table 14-11 LOSS COEFFICIENTS, TRANSITIONS (Diverging Flow) (Cont.)
Use the velocity pressure (Vp) of the upstream section. Fitting loss (TP) = C x Vp
G. Transition, Asymmetric at Fan With Duct Sides Straight, Top Level (15)

H. Transition, Asymmetric at Fan With Duct Sides Straight, Top 10° Down (15)

I. Transition, Asymmetric at Fan With Duct Sides Straight, Top 10° Up (15)

J. Transition, Pyramidal at Fan With Duct (15)

Note 6: A = Area (Entering airstream), A, = Area (Leaving airstream)
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Table 14-12 LOSS COEFFICIENTS, TRANSITIONS (Converging Flow)
Use the velocity pressure (Vp) of the downstream section. Fitting loss (TP) = C x Vp
A. Contraction, Round and Rectangular, Gradual to Abrupt (15)
Coefficient C (See Note 7)
AA st0
10°
15°-40°
100
15'-40'
50'-60'
2
4
6
10

0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05

.

0.05
0.04
0.04
0.05

0.06
0.07
0.07
0.08

120°

150

180

900

1200

1500

1800

0.12
0.17
0.18
0.19

0.18
0.27
0.28
0.29

0.24
0.35
0.36
0.37

0.26
0.41
0.42
0.43

When O = 180°

B. Contraction, Conical, Round and Rectangular (15)

Coefficient C = K Co

0 is major angle for rectangular transition

Note 7: Al = Area (Entering airstream), A = Area (Leaving airstream)
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Table 14-12 LOSS COEFFICIENTS, TRANSITIONS (Converging Flow) (Cont.)
Use the velocity pressure (Vp) of the downstream section. Fitting loss (TP) = C x Vp
C. Contraction, Rectangular Slot to Round (15)

Table 14-13 LOSS COEFFICIENTS, CONVERGING JUNCTIONS (Tees, Wyes)
Use the velocity pressure (Vp) of the downstream section. Fitting loss (TP) = C x Vp
A. Converging Wye, Round(2)

Note 7: Al = Area (Entering airstream), A = Area (Leaving airstream)
Note 8: A = Area, Q = Airflow, V = Velocity
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Table 14-13 LOSS COEFFICIENTS, CONVERGING JUNCTIONS (Cont.)
Use the velocity pressure (Vp) of the downstream section. Fitting loss (TP) = C x Vp
B. Converging Tee, 90°, Round (15)

C. Converging Tee, Round Branch to Rectangular Main

D. Converging Tee, Rectangular Main and Branch

Note 8: A = Area, Q = Airflow, V = Velocity
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Table 14-13 LOSS COEFFICIENTS, CONVERGING JUNCTIONS (Cont.)
Use the velocity pressure (Vp) of the downstream section. Fitting loss (TP) = C x Vp
E. Converging

Wye, Conical,

Round (2

F. Converging Tee, 45o Entry Branch to Rectangular Main

Note 8: A = Area, Q = Airflow, V = Velocity
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Table 14-13 LOSS COEFFICIENTS, CONVERGING JUNCTIONS (Cont.)
Use the velocity pressure (Vp)of the downstream section. Fitting loss (TP) = C x Vp

G. Symmetrical Wye, Dovetail, Rectangular (15)

Note 8: A = Area, Q = Airflow, V = Velocity
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Table 14-13 LOSS COEFFICIENTS, CONVERGING JUNCTIONS (Cont.)
Use the velocity pressure (Vp)of the downstream section. Fitting loss (TP) = C x Vp
H. Converging Wye, Rectangular(15)

I. Wye, Rectangular and Round (15)

When:
Alb = A2b
Ac = Alb + A2b

Note 8: A = Area, Q = Airflow, V = Velocity
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Table 14-14 LOSS COEFFICIENTS, DIVERGING JUNCTIONS (Tees, Wyes)
Use the velocity pressure (Vp) of the upstream section. Fitting loss (TP) = C x Vp
A. Tee or Wye, 30o to 90o,Round (15)

Note 8: A = Area, Q = Airflow, V = Velocity
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Table 14-14 LOSS COEFFICIENTS, DIVERGING JUNCTIONS (Cont.)
Use the velocity pressure (Vp) of the upstream section. Fitting loss (TP) = C x Vp
B. 90o Conical Tee, Round(2)

C. 45o Conical Wye, Round (2)

D. 90° Tee, Round, Rolled 45o with
45o Elbow, Branch 90o to Main(2)

E. 90° Tee, Round, with
90° Elbow, Branch 90° to Main (2)

Note 8: A = Area, Q = Airflow, V = Velocity
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Table 14-14 LOSS COEFFICIENTS, DIVERGING JUNCTIONS (Cont.)
Use the velocity pressure (Vp) of the upstream section. Fitting loss (TP) = C x Vp
F. 90o Tee, Round, Rolled 45o with 60o Elbow, Branch 45o to Main(2)

G. 90o Conical Tee, Round, Rolled 45o with 45o Elbow, Branch 90o to Main(2)

H. 90o Conical Tee, Round, Rolled 45o with 60o Elbow, Branch 45o to Main(2)

I. 45° Wye, Round, Rolled 45o with 60o Elbow, Branch 90o to Main(2)

Note 8: A = Area, Q = Airflow, V = Velocity
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Table 14-14 LOSS COEFFICIENTS, DIVERGING JUNCTIONS (Cont.)
Use the velocity pressure (Vp) of the upstream section. Fitting loss (TP) = C x Vp
J. 45o Conical Wye, Round, Rolled 45o with
60o Elbow, Branch 90° to Main(2)

K. 45o Wye, Round, Rolled 45o with
30o Elbow, Branch 45o to Main(2)

L. 45o Conical Wye, Round, Rolled 45o with
30o Elbow, Branch 45° to Main(2)

Note 8: A = Area, Q = Airflow, V = Velocity
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Table 14-14 LOSS COEFFICIENTS, DIVERGING JUNCTIONS (Cont.)
Use the velocity pressure (Vp) of the upstream section. Fitting loss (TP) = C x Vp
M. 45o Wye, Conical Main and Branch with 45o Elbow, Branch 90° to Main (15)

N. Tee, 45° Entry, Rectangular Main and Branch

P. Tee, 45o Entry, Rectangular Main and Branch with Damper
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Table 14-14 LOSS COEFFICIENTS, DIVERGING JUNCTIONS (Cont.)
Use the velocity pressure (Vp) of the upstream section. Fitting loss (TP) = C x Vp
Q. Tee, Rectangular Main and Branch

R. Tee, Rectangular Main and Branch with Damper

S. Tee, Rectangular Main and Branch with Extractor
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Table 14-14 LOSS COEFFICIENTS, DIVERGING JUNCTIONS (Cont.)
Use the velocity pressure (Vp) of the upstream section. Fitting loss (TP) = C x Vp
T. Tee, Rectangular Main to Round Branch

U. Wye, Rectangular (15)
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Table 14-14 LOSS COEFFICIENTS, DIVERGING JUNCTIONS (Cont.)
Use the velocity pressure (Vp) of the upstream section. Fitting loss (TP) = C x Vp
V. Tee Rectangular Main to Conical Branch (2)

W. Wye, Rectangular (15)

X. Symmetrical Wye, Dovetail, Rectangular (15)
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Table 14-14 LOSS COEFFICIENTS, DIVERGING JUNCTIONS (Cont.)

Use the velocity pressure (VP) of the upstream section. Fitting loss (TP) = C x Vp
Y. Wye, Rectangular and Round (15)

Z. Tee, Rectangular Reducing, 45° Entry Branch(2)

Table 14-15 LOSS COEFFICIENTS, ENTRIES

Use the velocity pressure (Vp) of the downstream section. Fitting loss (TP) = C x Vp
A. Duct Mounted in Wall, Round and Rectangular (15)
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Table 14-15 LOSS COEFFICIENTS, ENTRIES (Cont.)
Use the velocity pressure (Vp) of the downstream section. Fitting loss (TP) = C x Vp
B. Smooth Converging Bellmouth, Round, without End Wall (15)

C. Smooth Converging Bellmouth, Round, with End Wall (15)

D. Conical, Converging Bellmouth, Round and Rectangular without End Wall (15)
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Table 14-15 LOSS COEFFICIENTS, ENTRIES (Cont.)

Use the velocity pressure (Vp) of the downstream section. Fitting loss (TP) = C x Vp
E. Conical, Converging Bellmouth, Round and Rectangular, with End Wall (15)

F. Intake Hood (15)

G. Hood, Tapered, Flanged or Unflanged(2)

Note 9: With screen in opening at Ds, Cs = C (from table) + C (Screen coef. Table 14-17)
As)2
where: A= Area at D; As = Area at Ds
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Table 14-15 LOSS COEFFICIENTS, ENTRIES (Cont.)
Use the velocity pressure (Vp) of the downstream section. Fitting loss (TP) = C x Vp
H.

I.

Hood, Canopy Island or Range

Hood, Slot (Dishwasher)

Table 14-16 LOSS COEFFICIENTS, EXITS
Use the velocity pressure (Vp) of the upstream section. Fitting loss (TP) = C x Vp
A. Exhaust Hood (15)
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Table 14-16 LOSS COEFFICIENTS, EXITS (Cont.).
Use the velocity pressure (Vp) of the upstream section. Fitting loss (TP) = C x Vp
B. Exit, Conical, Round, with or without a Wall (15)

C. Exit, Plane Diffuser, Rectangular, with or without a Wall (15)

D. Exit, Pyramidal Diffuser, Rectangular,
with or without a Wall (15)
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Table 14-16 LOSS COEFFICIENTS, EXITS (Cont.)
Use the velocity pressure (VP) of the upstream section. Fitting loss (TP) = C x Vp
E. Exit, Discharge to Atmosphere from a 90o Elbow, Round and Rectangular (15)
A

RECTANGULAR: Coefficient C (See Note 11)
R/W
Note:
In loss coefficient.

0
0.75
1.0
1.5
2.5

L/W
0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

3.0

4.0

6.0

8.0

12.0

3.0
2.2
1.8
1.5
1.2

3.1
2.2
1.5
1.2
1.1

3.2
2.1
1,4
1.1
1.1

3.0
1.8
1,4
1.1
1.0

2.7
1.7
1.3
1.1
1.0

2.4
1.6
1.3
1.1
1.0

2.2
1.6
1.2
1.1
1.0

2.1
1.5
1.2
1.1
1.0

2.1
1.5
1.2
1.1
1.0

2.0
1.5
1.2
1.1
1.0

ROUND: Coefficient C (See Note 10)
L/D

0.9

1.3

C

1.5

1.4

F. Exit, Duct Flush with Wall, Flow along Wall (15)
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Table 14-16 LOSS COEFFICIENTS, EXITS (Cont.)

Use the velocity pressure (Vp) of the upstream section. Fitting loss (TP) = C x Vp
G. Plane Asymmetric Diffuser at Fan Outlet without Ductwork (15)

H. Pyramidal Diffuser at Fan Outlet without Ductwork (15)

I. Fan, Free Discharge, Plenum

J. Exit, Abrupt, Round and Rectangular, with or without a Wall (15)
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Table 14-17 LOSS COEFFICIENTS, SCREENS AND PLATES
Use the velocity pressure (Vp) of the upstream section. Fitting loss (TP) = C x Vp
A. Screen in Duct, Round and Rectangular (15)

B. Perforated Plate in Duct, Thick, Round and Rectangular (15)
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Table 14-18 LOSS COEFFICIENTS, OBSTRUCTIONS (Constant Velocities)
Use the velocity pressure (Vp) of the upstream section. Fitting loss (TP) = C x Vp
A. Damper, Butterfly, Thin Plate, Round(15)

B. Damper, Butterfly, Thin Plate, Rectangular(15)

C. Damper, Gate, Round(15)
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Table 14-18 LOSS COEFFICIENTS, OBSTRUCTIONS (Constant Velocities) (Cont.)
Use the velocity pressure (Vp) of the upstream section. Fitting loss (TP) = C x Vp
D. Damper, Gate, Rectangular(15)

E. Damper, Rectangular, Parallel Blades (2)

F. Damper, Rectangular, Opposed Blades (2)
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Table 14-18 LOSS COEFFICIENTS, OBSTRUCTIONS (Constant Velocities) (Cont.)
Use the velocity pressure (Vp)of the upstream section. Fitting loss (TP) = C x Vp
G. Damper, Butterfly, Airfoil Blade, Rectangular(15)

H. Obstruction, Smooth Cylinder in Round and Rectangular Ducts(15)

I. Round Duct, Depressed to Avoid an Obstruction
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Table 14-18 LOSS COEFFICIENTS, OBSTRUCTIONS (Constant Velocities) (Cont.)
Use the velocity pressure (Vp) of the upstream section. Fitting loss (TP) = C x Vp
J. Rectangular Duct, Depressed to Avoid an Obstruction

K. Rectangular Duct with 4-45° Smooth Radius Ells to Avoid an Obstruction

L. Rectangular Duct with 4-90° Mitered Ells to Avoid an Obstruction
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HEAT TRANSFER

C COEFFICIENTS

a. Rigid Ducts
a. Rigid Ducts

b. Flexible Ducts

Figure 14-6 DUCT HEAT TRANSFER
COEFFICIENTS (U.S. Units) (2)
b. Flexible Ducts

Figure 14-7 DUCT HEAT TRANSFER
COEFFICIENTS (Metric Units) (2)
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D (U.S.
HVAC EQUATIONS
UNITS)
Table 14-19 AIR EQUATIONS
V = Velocity (fpm)
Vp = Velocity Pressure (in. w.g.)
or for standard air (d = 0.075 lb/cu ft):

d = Density (lb/cu ft)
Ph = Absolute Static Pressure (in. Hg)
(Barometric pressure + static pressure)

To solve for "d":

T = Absolute Temp. (460° + °F)
b) Q (sens.) = 60 x Cp x d x cfm x At

=Heat Flow (Btu/hr)

Q

or for standard air (Cp = 0.24 Btu/lb - °F):

Cp = Specific Heat (Btu/lb ·°F)

Q (sens.) = 1.08 x cfm x At

d = Density (lb/cu ft)

c) Q (lat.) = 4750 x cfm x AW (lb.)
or
Q (lat.) = 0.67 x cfm x AW (gr.)

AW = Humidity Ratio (lb or gr H20/lb dry air)

d) Q (total) = 4.5 x cfm x Ah

Ah = Enthalpy Diff. (Btu/lb dry air)

e)

A = Area of Surface (sq ft)

= AxUxAt

At = Temperature Difference (°F)

U = Heat Transfer Coefficient (Btu/sq ft ·hr * °F)
R = Sum of Thermal Resistances (sq ft· hr ·°F/Btu)
P = Absolute Pressure (lb/sq ft)
V = Total Volume (cu ft)
T = Absolute Temp. (460° + oF= oR)
R = Gas Constant (ft/oR)
M = Mass (lb)
TP = Total Pressure (in. w.g.)
Vp = Velocity Pressure (in. w.g.)
SP = Static Pressure (in. w.g.)
V = Velocity (fpm)
k) cfm = A x V

Vm

=Measured Velocity (fpm)

d = Density (lb/cu ft)
TP = C x Vp

I)

A = Area of duct cross section (sq ft)
C = Duct Fitting Loss Coefficient
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U.S. UNITS
Table 14-20 FAN EQUATIONS
cfm = Cubic feet per minute
rpm = Revolutions per minute

P = Static or Total Pressure (in. w.g.)
bhp = Brake horsepower
d = Density (lb/cu ft)

Table 14-21 PUMP EQUATIONS

gpm = Gallons per minute
rpm = Revolutions per minute
D = Impeller diameter

H = Head (ft. w.g.)
bhp = Brake horsepower

Table 14-22 HYDRONIC EQUIVALENTS
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

One gallon water = 8.33 pounds
Specific heat (Cp) water = 1.00 Btu/lb °F (@ 68°F)
Specific heat (Cp)water vapor = 0.45 Btu/lb °F (@ 68°F)
One ft. of water = 0.433 psi
One ft. of mercury (Hg) = 5.89 psi
One cu.ft. of water = 62.4 lb = 7.49 gal.
One in. of mercury (Hg) = 13.6 in.w.g. = 1.13 ft. w.g.
Atmospheric Pressure = 29.92 in.Hg = 14.696 psi
One psi = 2.31 ft. w.g. = 2.04 in.Hg
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U.S. UNITS
Table 14-23 HYDRONIC EQUATIONS
gpm = Gallons per minute
Q = Heat flow (Btu/hr)
At = Temperature diff. (°F)
AP = Pressure diff. (psi)
Cv = Valve constant (dimensionless)

whp = Water horsepower

gpm = Gallons per minute
bhp = Brake horsepower

H = Head (ft w.g.)
Sp. Gr. = Specific gravity (use 1.0 for water)
Ep = Efficiency of pump

NPSHA = Net positive suction head available
Pa = Atm. press. (use 34 ft w.g.)

Ps = Pressure at pump centerline (ft w.g.)

Pvp = Absolute vapor pressure (ft w.g.)
g = Gravity acceleration (32.2 ft/sec2)
h = Head loss (ft)

f = Friction factor (dimensionless)
L = Length of pipe (ft)
D = Internal diameter (ft)

V = Velocity (ft/sec)
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U.S. UNITS
Table 14-25 ELECTRIC EQUATIONS

I = Amps (A)
E = Volts (V)
P.F. = Power factor
R= ohms (

)

P = watts (W)
Bhp = Brake horsepower

c) E = IR
d) P = El

*Nameplate ratings

Table 14-26 AIR DENSITY CORRECTION FACTORS (U.S. Units) (13)
Altitude

(ft)

Barometer (in.Hg)
(in.w.g.)
AirTemp. -40'
0
'F
400
70'
100
150>"
200'
250'
300'
350'
400'
4500
500'
550'
600'
700'
8000
9000
1000"

Sea
Level

1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

6000

7000

8000

9000

10,000

20.58
21.39
22.22
23.09
23.98
24.90
25.84
26.82
27.82
28.86
29.92
280.1
291.1
302.1
314.3
326.4
338.9
351.7
365.0
378.6
392.8
407.5
0.87
0.90
0.93
0.97
1.01
1.05
1.09
1.13
1.17
1.22
1.26
0.79
0.82
0.85
0.89
0.91
0.95
0.99
1.03
1.07
1.11
1.15
0.73
0.76
0.79
0.82
0.85
0.88
0.92
0.95
0.99
1.02
1.06
0.69
0.71
0.74
0.77
0.80
0.83
0.86
0.89
0.93
0.96
1.00
0.65
0.68
0.70
0.73
0.75
0.78
0.81
0.85
0.88
0.92
0.95
0.60
0.62
0.65
0.67
0.69
0.72
0.75
0.78
0.81
0.84
0.87
0.55
0.57
0.60
0.62
0.64
0.66
0.69
0.71
0.74
0.77
0.80
0.51
0.58
0.56
0.58
0.60
0.62
0.64
0.67
0.70
0.72
0.75
0.48
0.50
0.52
0.54
0.56
0.58
0.60
0.62
0.65
0.67
0.70
0.45
0.47
0.49
0.51
0.52
0.54
0.56
0.58
0.60
0.62
0.65
0.42
0.44
0.46
0.48
0.49
0.51
0.53
0.55
0.57
0.60
0.62
0.40
0.42
0.43
0.45
0.46
0.48
0.50
0.52
0.54
0.56
0.58
0.38
0.39
0.41
0.43
0.44
0.45
0.47
0.49
0.51
0.53
0.55
0.36
0.38
0.39
0.41
0.42
0.44
0.45
0.47
0.49
0.51
0.53
0.34
0.35
0.37
0.39
0.40
0.41
0.43
0.45
0.46
0.48
0.50
0.32
0.33
0.34
0.35
0.37
0.38
0.39
0.41
0.43
0.44
0.46
0.29
0.30
0.31
0.32
0.33
0.35
0.36
0.37
0.39
0.40
0.42
0.27
0.28
0.29
0.30
0.31
0.32
0.33
0.35
0.36
0.37
0.39
0.25
0.26
0.27
0.28
0.29
0.30
0.31
0.32
0.33
0.35
0.36
Standard Air Density, Sea Level, 70°F = 0.075 Ib/cu ft at 29.92 in. Hg
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Table 14-27 AIR EQUATIONS
V = Velocity (m/s)
Vp = Velocity Pressure (pascals or Pa)
or for standard air (d = 1.204 kg/m3):

To solve for "d":
Pb
d = 3.48
b) Q = Cp x d x I/s x At
or for standard air (Cp = 1.005 kJ/kg ·°C)
Q (sens.) = 1.23 x I/s x At
c) Q (lat.) = 3.0 x I/s x AW
d) Q (total heat) = 1.20 x I/s x Ah
e) Q=AxUxAt

d = Density (kg/m3)
Pb = Absolute Static Pressure (kPa)
(Barometric pressure + static pressure)
T = Absolute Temp. (273° + °C = °K)

T

Q = Heat Flow (watts or kW)
Cp = Specific Heat (kJ/kg o °C)
d = Density (kg/m3)
At = Temperature Difference (°C)
AW = Humidity Ratio (g H,O/kg dry air)
Ah = Enthalpy Diff. (kJ/kg dry air)
A = Area of Surface (m2)
U = Heat Transfer Coefficient (W/m2 . °C)
R = Sum of Thermal Resistances (m2

.

oC/W)

P = Absolute Pressure (kPa)
V = Total Volume

(m3)

T = Absolute Temperature (273° + °C = °K)
R = Gas Constant (kJ/kg ·°C)
M = Mass (kg)
h) TP = Vp +SP

TP = Total Pressure (Pa)
V,, = Velocity Pressure (Pa)
SP = Static Pressure (Pa)
V = Velocity (m/s)
Vm = Measured Velocity (m/s)

k) I/s = 1000 x A x V

d = Density (kg/m3)

I) TP = C x Vp

A = Area of duct cross section (m2)
C = Duct Fitting Loss Coefficient
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METRIC UNITS
Table 14-28 FAN EQUATIONS
I/s = Litres per second

m3/s = Cubic metres per second
rad/s= Radians per second
P = Static or Total Pressure (Pa)
kW = Kilowatts
d = Density (kg/m3)

Table 14-29 PUMP EQUATIONS

I/s = Litres per second

m3/s = Cubic metres per second
rad/s = Radians per second
D = Impeller diameter
H = Head (kPa)
BP = Brake horsepower
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Table 14-30 HYDRONIC EQUATIONS
Q = Heat flow (kilowatts)
At = Temperature difference (°C)
m3/s (used for large volumes) = Cubic metres per second
= Litres per second

l/s

m3/s)2
c) AP =(

AP = Pressure diff. (Pa or kPa)
)

=

(/,)s

Cv = Valve constant (dimensionless)
WP = Water power (kW) or (W)
m3/s = Cubic metres per second

I/s = Litres per second
Sp. Gr. = Specific gravity (use 1.0 for water)
BP = Brake power (kW)
E, = Efficiency of Pump
H = Head (Pa) or (m)
NPSHA = Net positive suction head available
Pa = Atm. press. (Pa)
(Std. Atm. press. = 101,325 Pa)
Ps = Pressure at pump centerline (Pa)
V2

2g

Velocity head at point Ps (m)

Pvp = Absolute vapor pressure (Pa)
g = Gravity acceleration (9.807 m/s2)
h = Head loss (m)
f = Friction factor (dimensionless)
L = Length of pipe (m)
D = Internal diameter (m)
V = Velocity (m/s)
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Table 14-31 ELECTRIC EQUATIONS

kW = Kilowatts

I= Amps (A)
E = Volts (V)
P.F. = Power factor

R = ohms ( )
P. = watts (W)

*Nameplate ratings

Table 14-32 AIR DENSITY CORRECTION FACTORS (Metric Units)
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Table 14-33 METRIC UNITS (Basic & Derived) (13)

Unit

Symbol

Quantity

Equivalent or
Relationship

ampere

A

Electric current

Same as U. S.

candela

cd

Luminous intensity

1 cd/m2 = 0.292 ft lamberts

Temperature

°F = 1.8 C + 32o

oCCelsius

coulomb

C

Electric charge

Same as U.S.

farad

F

Electric capacitance

Same as U.S.

henry

H

Electric inductance

Same as U.S.

hertz

Hz

Frequency

Same as cycles per second

joule

J

Energy, work, heat

1 J = 0.7376 ft-lb
= 0.000948 Btu

kelvin
oF

K

Thermodynamic
temperature

°K = °C + 273.15o
+ 459.67

1.8
kilogram

kg

Mass

1 kg = 2.2046 lb

litre

I

Liquid volume

1 1= 1.056qt = 0.264 gal

lumens

Im

Luminous flux

1lm/m2 = 0.0929 ft candles

lux

Ix

Illuminance

1 Ix = 0.0929 ft candles

metre

m

Length

1 m= 3.281 ft

mole

mol

Amount of substance

-

newton

N

Force

1 N = kg m/s2 = 0.2248 lb (force)

Electrical resistance

Same as U.S.

Pressure, stress

1 Pa = N/m2 = 0.000145 psi

ohm
pascal

Pa

radian

rad

Plane angle

= 0.004022 in. w.g.
1 rad = 57.29°

second

s

Time

Same as U.S.

siemens

S

Electric conductance

steradian

sr

Solid angle

volt

V

Electric potential

Same as U. S.

watt

W

Power, heat flow

1 W = J/s = 3.4122 Btu/hr
1 W = 0.000284 tons of refrig.

14.62
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Table 14-34 METRIC EQUIVALENTS (13)

Quantity

Symbol

Unit

U.S. Relationship

acceleration

m/s2

metres per second squared

1 m/s2 = 3.281 ft/sec2

angular velocity

rad/s

radians per second

1 rad/sec = 9.549 rpm

area

m2

square metre

1 m2 = 10.76 sq ft

atmospheric pressure

-

101.325 kPa

29.92 in Hg = 14.696 psi

density

kg/m3

kilograms per cubic metre

1 kg/m3 = 0.0624 lb/cu ft

density, air

-

1.2 kg/m3

density, water

_

0.075 lb/cu ft

1000 kg/m3

62.4 lb/cu ft

duct friction loss

Pa/m

pascals per metre

1 Pa/m = 0.1224 in.w.g./100'

enthalpy

kJ/kg

kilojoule per kilogram

1 kJ/kg = 0.4299 Btu/lb dry air

9.8067 m/s2

32.2 ft/sec2

gravity
heat flow

W

watt

1 W = 3.412 Btu/hr

length (normal)

m

metre

1 m = 3.281 ft = 39.37 in.

linear velocity

m/s

metres per second

1 m/s = 196.9 fpm

mass flow rate

kg/s

kilograms per second

1 kg/s

moment of inertia

kg.m2

kilograms x square metre

1 kg. ·m2 = 23.73 lb ·sq ft

power

W

watt

1 W = 0.00134 hp'

pressure

kPa
Pa

kilopascal (1000 pascals)
pascal

1 kPa = 0.296 in Hg = 0.145 psi
1 Pa = 0.004015 in.w.g.

specific heat-air (Cp)

1000 J/kg. oC

1000 J/kg C = 1 kJ/kg
= 0.2388 Btu/lb °F

specific heat-air (Cv)

717 J/kg. oC

0.17 Btu/lb°F

specific heat-water

4190 J/kg · °C

1.0 Btu/lb° F

cubic metres per kilogram

1 m3/kg = 16.019 cu ft/lb

watt millimetre per
square metre °C

1 W ·mm/m2 ·°C
= 0.0069 Btu ·in/ft2 ·hr ·°F

cubic metres per second
litres per second
1m3/s = 1000 I/s
1 ml = litres/1000

1 m3/s = 2118.88 cfm (air).
1 I/s = 2.12 cfm (air)
1 m3/s = 15,850 gpm (water)
1 ml/s = 1.05 gph (water)

specific volume

m3/kg

thermal conductivity W · mm/m2 ·°C
volume flow rate

m3/s
I/s

7936.6 lb/hr
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Table 14-36 LISTENING CONDITIONS AND TELEPHONE USE AS A FUNCTION
OF NC-RC LEVELS

Table 14-37 SOUND SOURCES, TRANSMISSION PATHS, AND
RECOMMENDED NOISE REDUCTION METHODS
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Table 14-37 SOUND SOURCES, TRANSMISSION PATHS, AND
RECOMMENDED NOISE REDUCTION METHODS (Cont.)

14.67

1/1 Octave Band Center Frequency-Hz
250
500
1000
2000
4000

Fan Type

63

125

Centrifugal
Airfoil, Backward Curved,
Backward Inclined
Wheel Diameter
(inches)
> 36 in.
< 36 in.

40
45

40
45

39
43

34
39

30
34

23
28

19
24

17
19

Forward Curved

53

53

43

36

36

31

26

21

56
58
61

47
54
58

43
45
53

39
42
48

37
38
46

32
33
44

29
29
41

26
26
38

Hub Ratio
0.3-0.4
0.4-0.6
0.6-0.8

49
49
53

43
43
52

43
46
51

48
43
51

47
41
49

45
36
47

38
30
43

34
28
40

Wheel Diameter
(inches)
> 40
> 40

51
48

46
47

47
49

49
53

47
52

46
51

39
43

37
40

48

51

58

56

55

52

46

42

All

Radial
Total Press (in.w.g.)
Material Wheel
4-10
Medium Pressure
6-15
High Pressure
15-60
Vaneaxial

Tubeaxial

Propeller
General ventilation and
Cooling towers
all

Table 14-39 BLADE FREQUENCY INCREMENTS
(BFI)
Fan Type
Centrifugal
Airfoil, backward
curved, backward
inclined
Forward curved
Radial blade,
pressure blower
Vaneaxial
Tubeaxial
Propeller
Cooling Tower

14.68

1/1 Octave Band in
which BFI occurs

BFI
dB

250 Hz

3

500 Hz
125 Hz

2
8

125 Hz
63 Hz

6
7

3 Hz

5

8000

Table 14-40 CORRECTION FACTOR, C, FOR
OFF-PEAK OPERATION
Static Efficiency
% of Peak

Correction Factor
dB

90 to 100
85 to 89
75 to 85
65 to 74
55 to 64
50 to 54
below 50

0
3
6
9
12
15
16

CHAPTER 14

Table 14-41 TLout vs. FREQUENCY FOR VARIOUS RECTANGULAR DUCTS

1/1 Octave Band Center Frequency-Hz

Duct Size
(in. x in.)

Gauge

63

125

250

500

1000

2000

4000

8000

12 x 12
12 x 24
12 x 48

24 ga.
24 ga.
22 ga.

21
19
19

24
22
22

27
25
25

30
28
28

33
31
31

36
35
37

41
41
43

45
45
45

24 x 24

22 ga.

20

23

26

29

32

37

43

45

31
35
35

39
41
41

45
45
45

45
45
45

29
30
29

26
27
25

23
24
22

20
21
19

20 ga.
18 ga.
18 ga.

24 x 48
48 x 48
48 x 96

Data are for duct lengths of 20 feet, but values may be used for the cross section shown regardless of length.
Table 14-42 TLin vs. FREQUENCY FOR VARIOUS RECTANGULAR DUCTS
Duct Size
(in. x in.)
12 x
12 x
12 x
24 x
24 x
48 x
48 x

12
24
48
24
48
48
96

Gauge

63

125

24 ga.
24 ga.
22 ga.
22 ga.
20 ga.
18 ga.
18 ga.

16
15
14
13
12
10
11

16
15
14
13
15
19
19

1/1 Octave Band Center Frequency-Hz
2000
1000
500
250
30
28
28
29
28
32
32

25
25
25
26
26
27
26

16
17
22
21
23
24
22

33
32
34
34
36
38
38

4000

8000
42
42
42
42
42
42
42

38
38
40
40
42
42
42

Data are for duct lengths of 20 feet, but values may be used for the cross section shown regardless of length.
Table 14-43 EXPERIMENTALLY MEASURED TLout vs. FREQUENCY FOR ROUND DUCTS
1/1 Octave Band Center Frequency-Hz
4000
2000
1000
500
250

Duct Size
Length
Diam.

Gauge

63

125

Long Seam Ducts
15 ft
8 in.
15 ft
14 in.
15 ft
22 in.
15 ft
32 in.

26 ga.
24 ga.
22 ga.
22 ga.

45
50
47
51

53
60
53
46

55
54
37
26

52
36
33
26

44
34
33
24

35
31
27
22

34
25
25
38

26
38
43
43

Spiral Wound Ducts
10 ft
8 in.
10 ft
14 in.
10 ft
26 in.
10 ft
26 in.
10 ft
32 in.

26 ga.
26 ga.
24 ga.
16 ga.
22 ga.

48
43
45
48
43

64
53
50
53
42

75
55
26
36
28

72
33
26
32
25

56
34
25
32
26

56
35
22
28
24

46
25
36
41
40

29
40
43
36
35

8000

14.69
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Table 14-44 CALCULATED TLout vs. FREQUENCY FOR ROUND DUCTS
Duct Size
Diam.
Length

Gauge

63

125

Long Seam Ducts
8 in.
15 ft
14 in.
15 ft
22 in.
15 ft
32 in.
15 ft

26
24
22
22

ga.
ga.
ga.
ga.

50
50
50
50

50
50
50
44

50
48
38
29

44
37
32
26

42
35
30
24

40
33
28
22

38
31
26
37

Spiral Wound Ducts
8 in.
10 ft
14 in.
10 ft
26 in.
10 ft
26 in.
10 ft
32 in.
10 ft

26
26
24
16
22

ga.
ga.
ga.
ga.
ga.

50
50
45
50
50

50
50
45
50
47

50
48
35
42
32

46
35
27
34
26

42
33
25
32
24

40
31
23
30
22

38
29
38
45
37

1/1 Octave Band Center Frequency-Hz
250
500
1000
2000

4000

Table 14-45 EXPERIMENTALLY DETERMINED TLin vs. FREQUENCY FOR ROUND DUCTS
Duct Size
Diam.
Length

Gauge

63

125

Long Seam Ducts
8 in.
15 ft
14 in.
15 ft
22 in.
15 ft
32 in.
15 ft

26
24
22
22

ga.
ga.
ga.
ga.

17
27
28
35

31
43
40
36

39
43
30
23

42
31
30
23

41
31
30
21

32
28
24
19

31
22
22
35

23
35
40
40

Spiral Wound Ducts
8 in.
10 ft
14 in.
10 ft
26 in.
10 ft
26 in.
10 ft
32 in.
10 ft

26
26
24
16
22

ga.
ga.
ga.
ga.
ga.

20
20
27
30
27

42
36
38
41
32

59
44
20
30
25

62
28
23
29
22

53
31
22
29
23

43
32
19
25
21

26
22
33
38
37

26
37
40
33
42

1/1 Octave Band Center Frequency-Hz
250
500
1000
2000
4000

8000

Table 14-46 CALCULATED TLin vs. FREQUENCY FOR ROUND DUCTS
Duct Size
Diam.
Length

Gauge

63

125

Long Seam Ducts
8 in.
15 ft
14 in.
15 ft
22 in.
15 ft
32 in.
15 ft

26
24
22
22

ga.
ga.
ga.
ga.

17
22
26
29

23
28
32
34

29
34
31
26

34
32
29
23

39
32
27
21

37
30
25
19

35
28
23
34

Spiral Wound Ducts
8 in.
10 ft
14 in.
10 ft
26 in.
10 ft
26 in.
10 ft
32 in.
10ft

26 ga.
26 ga.
24 ga.
16 ga.
22 ga.

17
27
27
27
29

23
38
33
33
35

29
37
29
36
29

35
30
24
31
23

39
30
22
29
21

37
28
20
27
19

35
26
35
42
34

14.70

1/1 Octave Band Center Frequency-Hz
250
500
1000
2000

4000
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Table 14-47 TLout vs. FREQUENCY FOR VARIOUS FLAT-OVAL DUCTS
Duct Size
(in. x in.)

Gauge

63

125

12
24
24
48
48
96
96

24 ga.
24 ga.
24 ga.
22 ga.
22 ga.
20 ga.
18 ga.

31
24
28
23
27
22
28

34
27
31
26
30
25
31

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

6
6
12
12
24
24
48

1/1 Octave Band Center Frequency-Hz
250
500
1000
2000
37
30
34
29
33
28
-

40
33
37
32

43
36

4000

8000

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Table 14-48 TLin vs. FREQUENCY FOR VARIOUS FLAT-OVAL DUCTS
Duct Size
(in. x in.)

Gauge

63

125

12
24
24
48
48
96
96

24 ga.
24 ga.
24 ga.
22 ga.
22 ga.
20 ga.
18 ga.

18
17
15
14
12
11
19

18
17
16
14
21
22
28

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

6
6
12
12
24
24
48

1/1 Octave Band Center Frequency-Hz
250
500
1000
2000
22
18
25
26
30
25

31
30
34
29

40
33

4000

8000

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Table 14-49 ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS FOR SELECTED PLENUM MATERIALS

63

125

1/1 Octave Band Center Frequency-Hz
250
500
1000

2000.

4000

Non-Sound Absorbing Materials
Concrete
Bare Sheet Metal

0.01
0.04

0.01
0.04

0.01
0.04

0.02
0.05

0.02
0.05

0.02
0.05

0.03
0.07

1 in. 3.0 lb/ft3
0.02
Fiberglass Insulation Board
2 in. 3.0 lb/ft3
0.18
Fiberglass Insulation Board

0.03

0.22

0.69

0.91

0.96

0.99

0.22

0.82

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

3 in. 3.0 lb/ft3
0.48
Fiberglass Insulation Board

0.53

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

4 in. 3.0 lb/ft3
0.76
Fiberglass Insulation Board

0.84

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.97

Sound Absorbing Materials

14.71
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Duct Size
in. x in.
6
12
12
24
48
72

6
12
24
24
48
72

x
x
x
x
x
x

P/A
1/ft
8.0
4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0
0.7

0.30
0.35
0.40
0.25
0.15
0.10

0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.10
0.10

0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.07
0.05

0.10
0.06
0.05
0.03
0.02
0.02
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Table 14-51 COEFFICIENTS FOR EQUATION
11-102 IN CHAPTER 11

Table 14-50 SOUND ATTENUATION IN UNLINED
RECTANGULAR SHEET METAL DUCTS
Attenuation-d B/ft
1/1 Octave Band Center
Freq.-Hz
Above
250
250
125
63

DESIGN

1/1 Octave
Band Center
Freq.-Hz
63
125
250
500
1,000
2,000
4,000
8,000

B

C

D

0.0133
0.0574
0.2710
1.0147
1.7700
1.3920
1.5180
1.5810

1.959
1.410
0.824
0.500
0.695
0.802
0.451
0.219

0.917
0.941
1.079
1.087
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

If duct is externally lined, multiply results associated
with 63 Hz, 125 Hz and 250 Hz by 2.

Table 14-52 INSERTION LOSS FOR RECTANGULAR DUCTS WITH 1" OF FIBERGLASS LINING

DIMENSIONS
in. x in.

63

125

Insertion Loss-dB/ft
1/1 Octave Band Center Frequency-Hz
2000
1000
500
250

4000

8000

4 x

4
6
8
10

2.00
1.49
1.28
1.16

2.06
1.63
1.43
1.32

2.18
1.89
1.75
1.66

3.66
3.33
3.16
3.05

10.10
8.90
8.27
7.80

10.36
8.95
8.22
7.78

4.80
4.41
4.21
4.07

2.87
2.74
2.67
2.63

6 x

6
10
12
18

1.08
0.82
0.77
0.69

1.24
0.96
0.90
0.79

1.60
1.35
1.29
1.18

2.98
2.66
2.57
2.42

7.62
6.52
6.23
5.74

7.48
6.26
5.94
5.41

3.98
3.59
3.49
3.31

2.60
2.46
2.42
2.36

8 x

8
12
18
24

0.77
0.65
0.60
0.56

0.90
0.74
0.67
0.60

1.29
1.12
1.04
0.96

2.57
2.34
2.22
2.09

6.23
5.49
5.10
4.70

5.94
5.13
4.72
4.29

3.49
3.21
3.06
2.90

2.42
2.32
2.26
2.20

10 x 10
16
20
30

0.63
0.55
0.53
0.51

0.71
0.59
0.55
0.51

1.09
0.94
0.89
0.82

2.29
2.06
1.98
1.87

5.34
4.62
4.37
4.02

4.97
4.21
3.94
3.59

3.15
2.86
2.76
2.62

2.30
2.19
2.15
2.09

12 x 12
18
24
36

0.56
0.51
0.50
0.40

0.60
0.52
0.48
0.43

0.96
0.85
0.79
0.74

2.09
1.90
1.81
1.70

4.70
4.14
3.85
3.54

4.29
3.71
3.41
3.10

2.90
2.67
2.54
2.41

2.20
2.11
2.06
2.00

15 x 15
22
30
45

0.51
0.40
0.36
0.32

0.51
0.44
0.39
0.34

0.82
0.75
0.68
0.62

1.87
1.71
1.61
1.52

4.02
3.57
3.29
3.03

3.59
3.12
2.85
2.59

2.62
2.42
2.29
2.17

2.09
2.01
1.96
1.90

14.72
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Table 14-52 INSERTION LOSS FOR RECTANGULAR DUCTS WITH 1" OF FIBERGLASS LINING (Cont.)
18 x 18
28
36
54

0.40
0.33
0.30
0.27

0.43
0.35
0.32
0.28

0.74
0.64
0.59
0.54

1.70
1.54
1.47
1.38

3.54
3.09
2.90
2.67

3.10
2.65
2.46
2.24

2.41
2.20
2.11
2.00

2.00
1.91
1.87
1.82

24 x 24
36
48
72

0.30
0.25
0.23
0.21

0.32
0.26
0.24
0.21

0.59
0.51
0.47
0.43

1.47
1.34
1.27
1.20

2.90
2.55
2.37
2.19

2.46
2.13
1.95
1.78

2.11
1.94
1.85
1.75

1.87
1.80
1.76
1.71

30 x 30
45
60

0.24
0.21
0.19

0.25
0.21
0.19

0.49
0.43
0.39

1.31
1.20
1.13

2.48
2.19
2.03

2.06
1.78
1.63

1.91
1.75
1.67

1.78
1.71
1.67

36 x 36
54
72

0.21
0.18
0.16

0.21
0.17
0.16

0.43
0.37
0.34

1.20
1.09
1.03

2.19
1.93
1.79

1.78
1.54
1.41

1.75
1.61
1.54

1.71
1.64
1.60

42 x 42
64
84

0.18
0.16
0.14

0.18
0.15
0.14

0.38
0.32
0.30

1.11
1.01
0.96

1.96
1.72
1.61

1.57
1.35
1.25

1.63
1.50
1.43

1.65
1.58
1.55

48 x 48
72

0.16
0.14

0.16
0.13

0.34
0.29

1.03
0.94

01.79
1.58

1.41
1.22

1.54
1.42

1.60
1.54

Table 14-53 INSERTION LOSS FOR RECTANGULAR DUCTS WITH 2" OF FIBERGLASS LINING

63

125

Insertion Loss-dB/ft
1/1 Octave Band Center Frequency-Hz
250
500
1000
2000

4 x 4
6
8
10

3.54
2.57
2.15
1.92

3.81
2.99
2.60
2.38

4.52
3.91
3.59
3.40

7.61
6.94
6.58
6.36

10.10
8.90
8.27
7.88

10.36
8.95
8.22
7.78

4.80
4.41
4.21
4.07

2.87
2.74
2.67
2.63

6 x

6
10
12
18

1.78
1.27
1.16
1.00

2.23
1.69
1.56
1.35

3.27
2.74
2.61
2.38

6.20
5.54
5.36
5.05

7.62
6.52
6.23
5.74

7.48
6.26
5.94
5.41

3.98
3.59
3.49
3.31

2.60
2.46
2.42
2.36

8 x 8
12
18
24

1.16
0.93
0.83
0.74

1.56
1.25
1.11
0.98

2.61
2.26
2.08
1.90

5.36
4.89
4.64
4.37

6.23
5.49
5.10
4.70

5.94
5.13
4.72
4.29

3.49
3.21
3.06
2.90

2.42
2.32
2.26
2.20

10 x 10
16
20
30

0.88
0.72
0.68
0.62

1.20
0.95
0.87
0.78

2.19
1.87
1.76
1.61

4.79
4.32
4.15
3.91

5.34
4.62
4.37
4.02

4.97
4.21
3.94
3.59

3.15
2.86
2.76
2.62

2.30
2.19
2.15
2.09

DIMENSIONS
in. x in.

4000

8000
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Table 14-53 INSERTION LOSS FOR RECTANGULAR DUCTS WITH 2" OF FIBERGLASS LINING (Cont.)
12 x 12
18
24
36

0.74
0.64
0.60
0.48

0.98
0.81
0.73
0.64

1.90
1.66
1.53
1.42

4.37
3.99
3.78
3.56

4.70
4.14
3.85
3.54

4.29
3.71
3.41
3.10

2.90
2.67
2.54
2.41

2.20
2.11
2.06
2.00

15 x 15
22
30
45

0.62
0.48
0.42
0.37

0.78
0.65
0.57
0.49

1.61
1.43
1.30
1.18

3.91
3.58
3.38
3.19

4.02
3.57
3.29
3.03

3.59
3.12
2.85
2.59

2.62
2.42
2.29
2.17

2.09
2.01
2.96
1.90

18 x 18
28
36
54

0.48
0.38
0.34
0.30

0.64
0.51
0.46
0.40

1.42
1.21
1.12
1.02

3.56
3.23
3.08
2.91

3.54
3.09
2.90
2.67

3.10
2.65
2.46
2.24

2.41
2.20
2.11
2.00

2.00
1.91
1.87
1.82

24 x 24
36
48
72

0.34
0.28
0.26
0.23

0.46
0.37
0.33
0.29

1.12
0.97
0.89
0.81

3.08
2.81
2.67
2.51

2.90
2.55
2.37
2.19

2.46
2.13
1.95
1.78

2.11
1.94
1.85
1.75

1.87
1.80
1.76
1.71

30 x 30
45
60

0.27
0.23
0.21

0.35
0.29
0.26

0.94
0.81
0.74

2.76
2.51
2.38

2.48
2.19
2.03

2.06
1.78
1.63

1.91
1.75
1.67

1.78
1.71
1.67

36 x 36
54
72

0.23
0.19
0.17

0.29
0.24
0.21

0.81
0.70
0.64

2.51
2.29
2.18

2.19
1.93
1.79

1.78
1.54
1.41

1.75
1.61
1.54

1.71
1.64
1.60

42 x 42
64
84

0.20
0.17
0.15

0.24
0.20
0.17

0.71
0.61
0.54

2.33
2.12
1.97

1.96
1.72
1.56

1.57
1.35
1.21

1.63
1.50
1.41

1.65
1.58
1.53

48 x 48
72

0.17
0.15

0.21
0.17

0.64
0.55

2.18
1.99

1.79
1.58

1.41
1.22

1.54
1.42

1.60
1.54

Table 14-54 SOUND ATTENUATION IN STRAIGHT ROUND DUCTS

Diameter-in.
D <7 < D <15 < D <30 < D <-

14.74

7
15
30
60

63

125

0.03
0.03
0.02
0.01

0.03
0.03
0.02
0.01

Attenuation-dB/ft
1/1 Octave Band Center Frequency-Hz
250
500
1000
0.05
0.03
0.02
0.01

0.05
0.05
0.03
0.02

0.10
0.07
0.05
0.02

2000

4000

0.10
0.07
0.05
0.02

0.10
0.07
0.05
0.02

CHAPTER 14

Table 14-55 CONSTANTS FOR USE IN EQUATION 11-104 IN CHAPTER 11
1/1 Octave
Band Center
Freq.-Hz
63
125
250
500
1000
2000
4000
8000

A

B

C

D

E

F

0.2825
0.5237
0.3652
0.1333
1.933
2.730
2.800
1.545

0.3447
0.2234
0.7900
1.8450
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

- 5.251 E-2
- 4.936E-3
-0.1157
- 0.3735
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

- 3.837E-2
- 2.724E-2
- 1.834E-2
- 1.293E-2
6.135E-2
- 7.341 E-2
-0.1467
- 5.452E-2

9.132E-4
3.377E-4
- 1.211 E-4
8.624E-5
- 3.891 E-3
4.428E-4
3.404E-3
1.290E-3

- 8.294E-6
- 2.490E-4
2.681 E-4
- 4.986E-6
3.934E-5
1.006E-6
-2.851E-5
- 1.318E-5

Table 14-56 INSERTION LOSS FOR ACOUSTICALLY LINED ROUND DUCTS-1 INCH LINING
Diameter
(inches)
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30
32
34
36
38
40
42
44
46
48
50
52
54
56
58
60

63

125

Insertion Loss-dB/ft
1/1 Octave Band Center Frequency-Hz
250
500
1000
2000

0.38
0.32
0.27
0.23
0.19
0.16
0.13
0.11
0.08
0.07
0.05
0.03
0.02
0.01
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.59
0.54
0.50
0.46
0.42
0.38
0.35
0.31
0.28
0.25
0.22
0.19
0.16
0.14
0.11
0.08
0.06
0.03
0.01
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.93
0.89
0.85
0.81
0.77
0.73
0.69
0.65
0.61
0.57
0.53
0.49
0.45
0.42
0.38
0.35
0.31
0.28
0.25
0.23
0.20
0.18
0.15
0.14
0.12
0.10
0.09
0.08

1.53
1.50
1.48
1.45
1.43
1.40
1.37
1.34
1.31
1.28
1.24
1.20
1.16
1.12
1.07
1.02
0.96
0.91
0.84
0.78
0.71
0.63
0.55
0.46
0.37
0.28
0.17
0.06

2.17
2.19
2.20
2.18
2.14
2.08
2.01
1.92
1.82
1.71
1.59
1.46
1.33
1.20
1.07
0.93
0.80
0.68
0.56
0.45
0.35
0.26
0.19
0.13
0.09
0.08
0.08
0.10

2.31
2.17
2.04
1.91
1.79
1.67
1.56
1.45
1.34
1.24
1.14
1.04
0.95
0.87
0.79
0.71
0.64
0.57
0.50
0.44
0.39
0.34
0.29
0.25
0.22
0.18
0.16
0.14

4000

8000

2.04
1.83
1.64
1.48
1.34
1.21
1.10
1.00
0.92
0.85
0.79
0.74
0.69
0.66
0.63
0.60
0.58
0.55
0.53
0.51
0.48
0.45
0.41
0.37
0.31
0.25
0.18
0.09

1.26
1.18
1.12
1.05
1.00
0.95
0.90
0.87
0.83
0.80
0.77
0.74
0.71
0.69
0.66
0.64
0.61
0.58
0.55
0.52
0.48
0.44
0.40
0.34
0.29
0.22
0.15
0.07

14.75
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Table 14-57 INSERTION LOSS FOR ACOUSTICALLY LINED ROUND DUCTS-2 INCH LINING
Diameter
(inches)
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30
32
34
36
38
40
42
44
46
48
50
52
54
56
58
60

14.76

63

125

Insertion Loss-dB/ft
1/1 Octave Band Center Frequency-Hz
2000
1000
500
250

0.56
0.51
0.46
0.42
0.38
0.35
0.32
0.29
0.27
0.25
0.24
0.22
0.21
0.20
0.19
0.18
0.17
0.16
0.15
0.13
0.12
0.11
0.09
0.07
0.05
0.02
0
0

0.80
0.75
0.71
0.67
0.63
0.59
0.56
0.52
0.49
0.46
0.43
0.40
0.37
0.34
0.32
0.29
0.27
0.24
0.22
0.20
0.17
0.15
0.12
0.10
0.08
0.05
0.03
0

1.37
1.33
1.29
1.25
1.21
1.17
1.13
1.09
1.05
1.01
0.97
0.93
0.90
0.86
0.82
0.79
0.76
0.73
0.70
0.67
0.64
0.62
0.60
0.58
0.56
0.55
0.53
0.53

2.25
2.23
2.20
2.18
2.15
2.12
2.10
2.07
2.03
2.00
1.96
1.93
1.88
1.84
1.79
1.74
1.69
1.63
1.57
1.50
1.43
1.36
1.28
1.19
1.10
1.00
0.90
0.79

2.17
2.19
2.20
2.18
2.14
2.08
2.01
1.92
1.82
1.71
1.59
1.46
1.33
1.20
1.07
0.93
0.80
0.68
0.56
0.45
0.35
0.26
0.19
0.13
0.09
0.08
0.08
0.10

2.31
2.17
2.04
1.91
1.79
1.67
1.56
1.45
1.34
1.24
1.14
1.04
0.95
0.87
0.79
0.71
0.64
0.57
0.50
0.44
0.39
0.34
0.29
0.25
0.22
0.18
0.16
0.14

4000
2.04
1.83
1.64
1.48
1.34
1.21
1.10
1.00
0.92
0.85
0.79
0.74
0.69
0.66
0.63
0.60
0.58
0.55
0.53
0.51
0.48
0.45
0.41
0.37
0.31
0.25
0.18
0.09

8000
1.26
1.18
1.12
1.05
1.00
0.95
0.90
0.87
0.83
0.80
0.77
0.74
0.71
0.69
0.66
0.64
0.61
0.58
0.55
0.52
0.48
0.44
0.40
0.34
0.29
0.22
0.15
0.07
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Table 14-58 INSERTION LOSS FOR ACOUSTICALLY LINED ROUND DUCTS-3 INCH LINING
Diameter
(inches)
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30
32
34
36
38
40
42
44
46
48
50
52
54
56
58
60

63

125

Insertion Loss-dB/ft
1/1 Octave Band Center Frequency-Hz
250
500
1000
2000

0.64
0.59
0.54
0.50
0.46
0.43
0.40
0.38
0.35
0.33
0.32
0.30
0.29
0.28
0.27
0.26
0.25
0.24
0.23
0.22
0.20
0.19
0.17
0.15
0.13
0.10
0.07
0.04

1.00
0.95
0.91
0.87
0.83
0.79
0.75
0.72
0.69
0.66
0.63
0.60
0.57
0.54
0.52
0.49
0.47
0.44
0.42
0.39
0.37
0.35
0.32
0.30
0.27
0.25
0.22
0.20

1.58
1.54
1.50
1.46
1.42
1.38
1.34
1.30
1.26
1.22
1.18
1.14
1.11
1.07
1.04
1.00
0.97
0.94
0.91
0.88
0.85
0.83
0.81
0.79
0.77
0.76
0.75
0.74

2.23
2.21
2.18
2.16
2.13
2.10
2.07
2.04
2.01
1.98
1.94
1.90
1.86
1.82
1.77
1.72
1.67
1.61
1.55
1.48
1.41
1.33
1.25
1.17
1.07
0.98
0.87
0.76

2.17
2.19
2.20
2.18
2.14
2.08
2.01
1.92
1.82
1.71
1.59
1.46
1.33
1.20
1.07
0.93
0.80
0.68
0.56
0.45
0.35
0.26
0.19
0.13
0.09
0.08
0.08
0.10

2.31
2.17
2.04
1.91
1.79
1.67
1.56
1.45
1.34
1.24
1.14
1.04
0.95
0.87
0.79
0.71
0.64
0.57
0.50
0.44
0.39
0.34
0.29
0.25
0.22
0.18
0.16
0.14

4000

8000

2.04
1.83
1.64
1.48
1.34
1.21
1.10
1.00
0.92
0.85
0.79
0.74
0.69
0.66
0.63
0.60
0.58
0.55
0.53
0.51
0.48
0.45
0.41
0.37
0.31
0.25
0.18
0.09

1.26
1.18
1.12
1.05
1.00
0.95
0.90
0.87
0.83
0.80
0.77
0.74
0.71
0.69
0.66
0.64
0.61
0.58
0.55
0.52
0.48
0.44
0.40
0.34
0.29
0.22
0.15
0.07

Table 14-59 INSERTION LOSS OF UNLINED
AND LINED SQUARE ELBOWS WITHOUT
TURNING VANES
fw
fw< 1.9
1.9 < fw < 3.8
3.8 < fw < 7.5
7.5 < fw < 15
15 < fw < 30
fw> 30

Insertion loss-dB
unlined elbows
lined elbows
0
1
5
8
4
3

0
1
6
11
10
10

fw = f x w where f is the VI octave center
frequency (kHz) and w is the width of the elbow
(inches).

14.77

DUCT

Table 14-60 INSERTION LOSS OF ROUND
ELBOWS
fw

Insertion loss-dB

fw< 1.9
1.9 < fw < 3.8
3.8 < fw < 7.5
fw > 7.5

0
1
2
3
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Table 14-61 INSERTION LOSS OF UNLINED
AND LINED SQUARE ELBOWS WITH TURNING
VANES
Insertion loss-dB
unlined elbows
lined elbows

fw
fw < 1.9
1.9 < fw < 3.8
3.8 < fw < 7.5
7.5 < fw < 15
fw>15

fw = f x w where f is the VI octave center
frequency (kHz) and w is the width of the elbow
(inches).

0
1
4
6
4

0
1
4
7
7

fw = f x w where f is the VI octave center
frequency (kHz) and w is the width of the elbow
(inches).

Table 14-62
Face Velocity
fpm

7 FOOT, RECTANGULAR, STANDARD PRESSURE DROP DUCT SILENCERS
1/1 Octave Band Center Frequency-Hz
250
500
1000
2000

63

125

+ 1000
+ 2000

5
4

14
12

Insertion Loss-dB
31
45
26
43

51
47

- 1000
- 2000

7
4

19
19

36
34

48
46

+ 1000
+ 1500
+ 2000

58
64
72

52
57
65

- 1000
- 1500
- 2000

55
61
69

52
58
66

14.78

44
42

Regenerated Sound Power Levels-dB
42
36
37
58
49
45
64
63
55
54
59
65

55
61
75

55
61
71

4000

8000

53
48

51
47

33
30

50
48

48
46

29
28

35
49
56

30
48
57

30
46
56

64
66
73

64
75
79

55
66
76

CHAPTER 14

Table 14-63 7 FOOT, RECTANGULAR, LOW PRESSURE DROP DUCT SILENCERS
Face Velocity
fpm

63

125

+ 1000
+ 2000
+ 2500

2
1
1

8
8
7

-1000
-2000
-3000

1
1
1

11
11
9

1/1 Octave Band Center Frequency-Hz
250
500
1000
2000
Insertion
18
17
17
21
21
21

Loss-dB
33
32
30
35
36
34

47
44
42

24
24
24

15
16
15

41
40
38

45
43
40

22
21
20

12
11
10

28
54
59

27
52
60

19
45
55

45
62
65

34
58
65

25
50
57

4000

8000

+1000
+ 2000
+ 2500

58
67
74

-1000
-2000
-2500

58
70
74

49
61
67

44
56
62

8000

41
39
37

Regenerated Sound Power Levels-dB
51
40
34
35
61
58
53
51
68
65
62
56
46
59
64

4000

49
57
61

Table 14-64 ROUND, HIGH PRESSURE DROP DUCT SILENCERS
Face Velocity
fpm

63

125

+1000
+ 2000
+ 3000

4
4
4

7
7
7

- 1000
- 2000
- 3000

5
5
6

9
9
10

+1000
+2000
+ 3000

62
62
72

43
58
66

-1000
-2000
- 3000

56
66
76

43
56
64

1/1 Octave Band Center Frequency-Hz
250
500
1000
2000
Insertion
21
20
19
23
23
24

Loss-dB
32
32
31
33
34
34

38
38
38

38
38
38

26
27
27

20
21
21

39
37
37

37
36
36

25
24
24

19
16
16

25
51
64

22
45
61

28
35
54

31
54
67

23
49
65

28
41
60

Regenerated Sound Power Levels-dB
38
39
36
53
54
53
62
64
63
41
54
63

38
54
64

37
57
67

14.79
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Table 14-65 ROUND, LOW PRESSURE DROP DUCT SILENCERS
Face Velocity
fpm

1/1 Octave Band Center Frequency-Hz
2000
1000
500
250

63

125

+ 1000
+ 2000
+ 3000

4
4
4

6
5
6

Insertion
13
13
13

-1000
-2000
-3000

5
4
6

7
7
7

16
16
16

+ 1000
+ 2000
+ 3000

60
62
69

44
58
63

-1000
- 2000
- 3000

58
65
72

46
52
57

Loss-dB
26
25
23
28
28
29

38
49
57

8000

32
32
31

24
24
24

16
16
16

14
13
13

35
35
35

25
25
25

24
17
16

30
15
15

25
45
58

24
38
54

30
31
47

30
44
57

24
36
52

30
33
49

Regenerated Sound Power Levels--dB
29
34
39
49
47
48
57
55
55
43
50
57

4000

33
48
56

Table 14-66 COEFFICIENTS FOR DETERMINING STATIC PRESSURE DROP ACROSS
DUCT SILENCERS
Rectangular
High
Pressure Drop
Low
Pressure Drop

C4

C3

C1

C2

0.6464

0.3971

2.637 x 10

0.6015

0.4627

9.802 x 10 8

2.011

5.108 x 10 - 3

1.999

4.007 x 10 - 8

2.002

5.097 x 10 - 3

2.000

1.104 x 10 8

2.022

7

2.012

Circular
High
Pressure Drop
Low
Pressure Drop

14.80
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Table 14-67 COEFFICIENT FOR SYSTEM COMPONENT EFFECT ON DUCT SILENCERS
Distance between silencer
and closest edge of
system component
(fan, elbow, branch TO, etc.

C(up)
Upstream
from entering
edge of silencer

C(down)
Downstream
from leaving
edge of silencer

Deq x 3 or greater
Deq x 2
Dq x 1
Deq x 0.5

1.0

1.0

1.4
1.9
3.0

1.4
1.9
3.0

Directly Connected

4.0

Not recommended

Table 14-68 TRANSMISSION LOSS VALUES FOR CEILING MATERIALS

Transmission Loss-dB
Thickness
(inches)
Gypsum Board
3/8
1/2
5/8
1

Surface Weight
(lb/ft2)

63

1.6
2.1
2.7
4.6

6
9
10
13

1/1 Octave Band Center Frequency-Hz
125
250
500
1000
2000
11
14
15
18

17
20
22
26

22
24
26
30

28
30
31
30

4000

32
31
28
29

24
27
30
37

1/1 Octave Band Center Frequency-Hz
125
250
500
1000
2000

4000

Transmission Loss-dB
Dimensions
(ft. x ft. x in.)

Surface Weight
(lb/ft2)

63

Acoustical Ceiling Tile-Exposed T-Bar Grid Suspended Lay-in-Ceilings
2 x4 x5/8
0.6-0.7
4
9
9
14
2x4x1-1/2
0.9
4
9
10
11
2 x4 x5/8
0.95-1.1
5
11
13
15
2x 2 x 5/8
1.2-1.3
5
10
11
15

19
15
21
19

24
20
24
22

26
25
28
24

Acoustical Ceiling Tile-Concealed Spline Suspended Ceiling
1 x 1 x 5/8
1.2
6
14

22

27

30

14

18

14.81
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Table 14-69 CORRECTION COEFFICIENT "t"
FOR DIFFERENT TYPES OF CEILINGS
Ceiling Configuration

t

0.0001

Gypboard: No Ceiling
Diffusers or Penetrations
Gypboard: Few Ceiling
Diffusers and Penetrations
Well Sealed
Lay-in-Suspended Tile: No
Integrated Lighting of
Diffuser System
Lay-in-Suspended Tile:
Integrated Lighting and
Diffuser System

0.001

0.001

0.03

Table 14-70 AVERAGE SOUND ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS, o, FOR TYPICAL RECEIVING ROOMS

Type of Room

63

Room Absorption Coefficient
1/1 Octave Band Center Frequency-Hz
2000
1000
500
250
125

4000

Dead
Acoustical ceiling,
plush carpet, soft furnishings,
people

0.26

0.30

0.35

0.4

0.43

0.46

0.52

Medium Dead
Acoustical ceiling,
commercial carpet, people

0.24

0.22

0.18

0.25

0.30

0.36

0.42

Average
Acoustical ceiling or
commercial carpet, people

0.25

0.23

0.17

0.20

0.24

0.29

0.34

Medium Live

0.25

0.23

0.15

0.15

0.17

0.20

0.23

0.26

0.24

0.12

0.10

0.09

0.11

0.13

Some acoustical material,
people
Live
People only

14.82
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Table 14-71 AIR ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS

63

125

0

0

m (1/ft)

Air Absorption Coefficient
1/1 Octave Band Center Frequency-Hz
1000
500
250
0

0

0

2000

4000

0.0009

0.0029

Table 14-72 DECIBEL EQUIVALENTS OF NUMBERS (N)

N

10 LOG N
(dB)

20 LOG N
(dB)

1
.12
.16
.2
.25
.32
.4
.5
.63
.8
1.0
1.25
1.6
20
2.5
3.2
4.0
50
6.3
8
10
12
16
20
25
32
40
50
63
80
100

-10
- 9
- 8
- 7
- 6
- 5
- 4
- 3
- 2
-1
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

-20
-18
-16
-14
-12
-10
-8
-6
-4
-2
0
2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30
32
34
36
38
40

N
100
125
160
200
250
320
400
500
630
800
1.000
1.250
1.600
2.000
2.500
3.200
4.000
5.000
6.300
8.000
10.000
12.500
16.000
20.000
25.000
32.000
40.000
50.000
63.000
80.000
100.000

10 LOG N
(dB)

20 LOG N
(dB)

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

40
42
44
46
48
50
52
54
56
58
60
62
64
66
68
70
72
74
76
78
80
82
84
86
88
90
92
94
96
98
100

14.83
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Table 14-73 FIVE PLACE LOGARITHMS
Logarithm

No.

Logarithm

No.

Logarithm

1
2
3
4
5

0.00000
0.30103
0.47712
0.60206
0.69897

50
51
52
53
54

1.69897
1.70757
1.71600
1.72428
1.73239

100
125
150
175
200

2.00000
2.09691
2.17609
2.24304
2.30103

-1.74036
-1.74819
-1.75587
-1.76343
-1.77085

6
7
8
9
10

0.77815
0.84510
0.90309
0.95424
1.00000

55
56
57
58
59

1.74036
1.74819
1.75587
1.76343
1.77085

225
250
275
300
325

2.35218
2.39794
2.43933
2.47712
2.51188

.60
.61
.62
.63
.64

-1.77815
-1.78533
-1.79239
- 179934
-1.80618

11
12
13
14
15

1.04139
1.07918
1.11394
1.14613
1.17609

60
61
62
63
64

1.77815
1.78533
1.79239
1.79934
1.80618

350
375
400
425
450

2.54407
2.57403
2.60206
2.62839
265321

-1.20412
-1.23045
-1.25527
-1.27875
-1.30103

.65
.66
.67
.68
.69

-1.81291
-1.81954
-1.82607
-1.83251
-1.83885

16
17
18
19
20

1.20412
1 23045
1.25527
1.27875
1.30103

65
66
67
68
69

1.81291
1.81954
1.82607
1 83251
183885

475
500
525
550
575

267669
2.69897
2.72016
2.74036
2.75967

2.77815 .21
.22
.23
.24
.25

-1.32222
-1.34242
-1.36173
-1.38021
-1.39794

.70
.71
.72
.73
.74

-1.84510
-1.85126
-1.85733
-1.86332
-1.86923

21
22
23
24
25

1.32222
1.34242
1.36173
1.38021
1.39794

70
71
72
73
74

1.84510
1.85126
185733
186332
186923

600
625
650
675
700

2.79588
2.81291
2.82930
2.84510

.26
.27
.28
.29
.30

-1.41497
-1.43136
-1.44716
-1.46240
-1.47712

.75
.76
.77
78
.79

-1.87506
-1.88081
-1.88649
-1.89209
-1.89763

26
27
28
29
30

1.41497
1.43136
1.44716
1.46240
1.47712

75
76
77
78
79

1.87506
1.88081
1.88649
1.89209
1.89763

725
750
800
850
900

2.86034
2.87506
2.90309
2.92942
2.95424

.31
.32
.33
.34
.35

-1.49136
-1.50515
-1.51851
-1.53148
-1.54407

80
.81
.82
.83
.84

-1.90309
- 1.90849
- 191381
-1.91908
-1.92428

31
32
33
34
35

1.49136
1.50515
1.51851
1.53148
1.54407

80
81
82
83
84

1.90309
1.90849
1.91381
1.91908
1.92428

950
1.000
2.000
3.000
4,000

2.97772
3.00000
3.30103
3.47712
3.60206

.36
.37
.38
.39
.40

-1.55630
-1.56820
- 1.57978
-1.59106
- 1.60206

.85
.86
.87
.88
.89

-1.92942
-1.93450
- 1.93952
-1.94448
- 1.94939

36
37
38
39
40

1.55630
1.56820
1.57978
1.59106
1.60206

85
86
87
88
89

1.92942
1.93450
1.93952
1.94448
1.94939

5.000
6.000
7.000
8.000
9.000

3.69897
3.77815
3.84510
3.90309
3.95424

.41
.42
.43
.44
.45

-1.61278
-1.62325
-1.63347
-1.64345
-1.65321

.90
.91
.92
.93
.94

-1.95424
-1.94904
-1.96379
-1.96848
-1.97313

41
42
43
44
45

1.61278
1.62325
1.63347
1.64345
1.65321

90
91
92
93
94

1.95424
1.95904
1.96379
1.96848
1.97313

10.000
20.000
30.000
40.000
50.000

4.00000
4.30103
4.47712
4.60206
4.9897

.46
.47
.48
.49

-1.66276
-1.67210
-1.68124
- 1.69020

.95
.96
.97
.98
.99

-1.97772
-1.98227
-1.98677
-1.99123
- 1.99564

46
47
48
49

1.66276
1.67210
1.68124
1.69020

95
96
97
98
99

1.97772
1.98227
1.98677
1.99123
1.99564

60.000
70.000
80.000
90.000
100.000

4.77815
4.84510
4.90309
4.95424
5.00000

14.84

No.

Logarithm

No.

Logarithm

.01
.02
.03
.04
.05

-2.00000
-2.30103
- 2.47712
-2.60206
-2.69897

.50
.51
.52
.53
.54

- 1.69897
- 1.70757
-1.71600
-1.72428
-1.73239

.06
.07
.08
.09
.10

-2.77815
-2.84510
- 2.90309
-2.95424
-1.00000

.55
.56
.57
.58
.59

.11
.12
.13
.14
.15

-1.04139
-1.07918
-1.11394
-1.14613
-1.17609

.16
.17
.18
.19
.20

No.
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A
A-Scale: A filtering system that has characteristics which roughly
match the response characteristics of the human ear at low sound
levels (below 55 dB Sound Pressure Level, but frequently used to
gauge levels to 85 dB). A-scale measurements are often referred
to as dB(A).
Absolute Filter: Obsolete term (See HEPA filter)
Absolute Pressure: Air at standard conditions (70°F air at sea
level with a barometric pressure of 29.92 in.Hg.) exerts a pressure
of 14.696 psi. This is the pressure in a system when the pressure
gauge reads zero. So the absolute pressure of a system is the
gauge pressure in pounds per square inch added to the atmospheric pressure of 14.696 psi (use 14.7 psi in environmental system
work) and the symbol is "psia."
Absorbent: A material which, due to an affinity for certain substances, extracts one or more such substances from a liquid or
gaseous medium with which it contacts and which changes physically or chemically, or both, during the process. Calcium chloride
is an example of a solid absorbent, while solutions of lithium chloride, lithium bromide, and ethylene glycols are liquid absorbents.
Absorber Surface: The surface of the collector plate which absorbs solar energy and transfers it to the collector plate.
Absorptance: The ratio of the amount of radiation absorbed by a
surface to the amount of radiation incident upon it.
Absorption: A process whereby a material extracts one or more
substances present in an atmosphere or mixture of gases or liquids accompanied by the material's physical and/or chemical
changes.
Absorption Coefficient: For a surface, the ratio of the sound
energy absorbed by a surface of a medium (or material) exposed
to a sound field (or to sound radiation) divided by the sound energy
incident on the surface. The stated values of this are to hold for an
infinite area of the surface. The conditions under which measurements of absorption coefficients are made must be stated explicitly.
The absorption coefficient is a function of both angle of incidence
and frequency. Tables of absorption coefficients usually list the
absorption coefficients at various frequencies, the values being
those obtained by averaging over all angles of incidence.
Absorption Unit: Is a factory tested assembly of component parts
producing refrigeration for comfort cooling by the application of
heat. This definition shall apply to those absorption units which
also produce comfort heating.
Acceleration: The time rate of change of velocity; i.e., the derivative of velocity; with respect to time.
Acceleration Due to Gravity: The rate of increase in velocity of
a body falling freely in a vacuum. Its value varies with latitude and
elevation. The International Standard is 32.174 ft. per second per
second.
Acceptance Test: A test made upon completion of fabrication,
receipt, installation or modification of a component unit or system
to verify that it meets the requirements specified.
Accuracy: The extent to which the value of a quantity indicated
by an instrument under test agrees with an accepted value of the
quantity.
Actuator: A controlled motor, relay or solenoid in which the electric
energy is converted into a rotary, linear, or switching action. An
actuator can effect a change in the controlled variable by operating
the final control elements a number of times. Valves and dampers
are examples of mechanisms which can be controlled by actuators.
Adiabatic Process: A thermodynamic process during which no
heat is added to, or taken from, a substance or system.

Adjustable Differential: A means of changing the difference between the control cut-in and cutout points.
Adsorbent: A material which has the ability to cause molecules
of gases, liquids, or solids to adhere to its internal surfaces without
changing the adsorbent physically or chemically. Certain solid materials, such as silica gel and activated alumina, have this property.
Adsorption: The action, associated with the surface adherence,
of a material in extracting one or more substances present in an
atmosphere or mixture of gases and liquids, unaccompanied by
physical or chemical change. Commercial adsorbent materials
have enormous internal surfaces.
Aerodynamic Noise: Also called generated noise, self-generated
noise; is noise of aerodynamic origin in a moving fluid arising from
flow instabilities. In duct systems, aerodynamic noise is caused by
airflow through elbows, dampers, branch wyes, pressure reduction
devices, silencers and other duct components.
Air, Ambient: Generally speaking, the air surrounding an object.
Airborne Noise: Noise which reaches the observer by transmission through air.
Air, Dry: Air without contained water vapor; air only.
Air, Outdoor: Air taken from outdoors and, therefore, not previously circulated through the system.
Air, Outside: External air, atmosphere exterior to refrigerated or
conditioned space; ambient (surrounding) air.
Air, Recirculated: Return air passed through the conditioner before being again supplied to the conditioned space.
Air, Reheating of: In an air conditioning system, the final step in
treatment, in the event the temperature is too low.
Air, Return: Air returned from conditioned or refrigerated space.
Air, Saturated: Moist air in which the partial pressure of the water
vapor is equal to the vapor pressure of water at the existing temperature. This occurs when dry air and saturated water vapor
coexist at the same dry-bulb temperature.
Air, Standard: Dry air at a pressure of 29.92 in. Hg at 69.8°F
temperature and with a specific volume of 13.33 ft.3/lb.
Air Change Rate: The number of times the total air volume of a
defined space is replaced in a given unit of time. Ordinarily computed by dividing the total volume of the subject space (in cubic
feet) into the total volume of air exhausted from the space per unit
of time.
Air Changes: A method of expressing the amount of air leakage
into or out of a building or room in terms of the number of building
volumes or room volumes exchanged.
Air Conditioner, Unitary: An evaporator, compressor, and condenser combination; designed in one or more assemblies, the
separate parts designed to be assembled together.
Air Conditioning, Comfort: The process of treating air so as to
control simultaneously its temperature, humidity, cleanliness and
distribution to meet the comfort requirements of the occupants of
the conditioned space.
Air Conditioning Unit: An assembly of equipment for the treatment of air so as to control, simultaneously, its temperature, humidity, cleanliness and distribution to meet the requirements of a
conditioned space.
Air Cooler: A factory-encased assembly of elements whereby the
temperature of air passing through the device is reduced.
Air Diffuser: A circular, square, or rectangular air distribution
outlet, generally located in the ceiling and comprised of deflecting
members discharging supply air in various directions and planes,
and arranged to promote mixing of pimary air with secondary room
air.
Air Gap: An air gap in a potable water distribution system is the
unobstructed vertical distance through the free atmosphere be-
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tween the lowest opening from any pipe or faucet supplying water
to a tank, plumbing fixture or other device and the floor level rim
of the receptacle.
Air Shower: A relatively small, isolated "chamber" normally located at the main entrance of a cleanroom. Designed allegedly to
remove particulate from personnel and garments by high velocity
air
Air, Supply: That air delivered to the conditioned space and used
for ventilation, heating, cooling, humidification or dehumidification.
Air, Transfer: The movement of indoor air from one space to
another.
Air, Ventilation: That portion of supply air which is outdoor air
plus any recirculated air that has been treated for the purpose of
maintaining acceptable indoor air quality.
Air Washer: A water spray system or device for cleaning, humidifying, or dehumidifying the air.
Airborne Sound: Sound which reaches the point of interest by
radiation through the air.
Airlock: An area between the entrance to the cleanroom and the
entry from an outside area. The airlock receives the same clean,
filtered air as the cleanroom, and is designed to prevent contami-

the core opening of a grille, face, or register to the width. In rectangular ducts, the ratio of the width to the depth.
Aspiration: Production of movement in a fluid by suction created
by fluid velocity.
At-Rest Facility: A cleanroom which is complete and has the
production equipment installed, but has no personnel within the
facility.
Attenuation: The transmission loss or reduction in magnitude of
a signal between two points in a transmission system.
Autumnal Equinox (See Also Vernal Equinox): The position of
the sun midway between its lowest and highest altitude during the
autumn; it occurs September 21.
Auxiliary Contacts: A set of contacts that perform a secondary
function, usually in relation to the operation of a set of primary
contacts.
Averaging Element: A thermostat sensing element which will
respond to the average duct temperature.
Azimuth Angle (Solar): The angular direction of the sun with
respect to true south.

nated air in the outside area from flowing into the cleanroom. (Also
referred to as "Ante-Room.")
Algae: A minute fresh water plant growth which forms a scum on
the surfaces of recirculated water apparatus, interfering with fluid
flow and heat transfer.
Alternating Current (AC): A source of power for an electrical
circuit which periodically reverses the polarity of its charge.
Ambient: The existing surrounding environmental conditions
(Temperature, Relative Humidity, Pressure, etc ....) of a particular
area of consideration.
Ampacity: A wire's ability to carry current safely, without undue
heating. The term formerly used to describe this characteristic was
current-capacity of the wire.
Amperage: The flow of current in an electrical circuit measured
in "amperes," abbreviated "amps" (A).
Amplitude of Ground Surface Temperature Variation: Peak
Annual fluctuation of ground surface temperature about a mean
value.
Anemometer: An instrument for measuring the velocity of a fluid.
Anemometer, Shielded Hot-Wire: An instrument for measuring
air velocities based on the convective cooling effect of airflow on
a heated wire. Instruments of this type are specifically designed
for low air speeds, ranging from about 25 to 300 feet per minute
(fpm).
Anticipating Control: One which, by artificial means, is activated
sooner than it would be without such means, to produce a smaller
differential of the controlled property. Heat and cool anticipators are
commonly used in thermostats.
Anticipators: A small heater element in two-position temperature
contollers which deliberately cause false indications of temperature
in the controller in an attempt to minimize the override of the differential and smooth out the temperature variation in the controlled
space.
Approach: In an evaporative cooling device, the difference between the average temperature of the circulating water leaving the
device and the average wet-bulb temperature of the entering air.
In a conduction heat exchanger device, the temperature difference
between the leaving treated fluid and the entering working fluid.
Area: Generally used to designate a portion of a building at a
given level of protection or contamination control, as set off from
adjoining portions of different contamination levels. Used somewhat interchangeably with "SPACE" or "ZONE."
As-Built Facility: A cleanroom which is complete and operating,
with all services connected and functioning, but has no production
equipment or operating personnel within the facility.
As-Found Data: Data comparing the response of an instrument
to known standards as determined without adjustment after the
instrument is made operational.
Aspect Ratio: In air distribution outlets, the ratio of the length of
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Backflow: The unintentional reversal of flow in a potable water
distribution system which may result in the transport of foreign
materials or substances into the other branches of the distribution
system.
Background Noise: Sound other than the signal wanted. In room
acoustics, it is the irreducible noise level measured in the absence
of any building occupants when all of the known sound sources
have been turned off.
Barometer: Instrument for measuring atmospheric pressure.
Basic Principles: Essential theory and understanding of operation.
Bimetallic Element: One formed of two metals having different
coefficients of thermal expansion such as are used in temperature
indicating and controlling devices.
Boiling Point: The temperature at which the vapor pressure of a
liquid equals the absolute external pressure at the liquid-vapor
interface.
Branch Circuit: Wiring between the last overcurrent device and
the branch circuit outlets.
Breakout Noise: The transmission or radiation of noise through
some part of the duct system to an occupied space in the building.
British Thermal Unit (Btu): The Btu is defined as the heat required to raise the temperature of a pound of water from 59° to
60°F
Btuh: Number of Btu's transferred during a period of one hour.
Bulb: The name given to the temperature sensing device located
in the fluid for which control or indication is provided. The bulb may
be liquid-filled, gas-filled, or gas-and-liquid filled. Changes in temperature produce pressure changes within the bulb which are
transmitted to the controller.
Building Envelope: The elements of a building which enclose
conditioned spaces through which energy may be transferred to or
from the exterior.
Bus Bar: A heavy, rigid metallic conductor which carries a large
current and makes a common connection between several circuits.
Bus bars are usually uninsulated and located where the electrical
service enters a building; that is, in the main distribution cabinet.
Bus Duct: An assembly of heavy bars of copper or aluminum that
acts as a conductor of large capacity.
Bypass: A pipe or duct, usually controlled by valve or damper, for
conveying a fluid around an element of a system.
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Calibration: Comparison of a measurement standard or instrument of unknown accuracy with another standard or instrument of
known accuracy to detect, correlate, report, or eliminate by adjustment, any variation in the accuracy of the unknown standard
or instrument.
Calibration, Field: Calibration test performed in the field in accordance with the manufacturer's recommendation and/or accepted industry practices.
Calibration, On-Line: Calibration performed using the reference
system built into the instrument, in accordance with manufacturer's
recommendations and/or accepted industry standards.
Capacitance: The property of an electric current that permits the
storage of electrical energy in an electrostatic field and the release
of that energy at a later time.
Capacitor (condenser): An electrical device that will store an
electric charge used to produce a power factor change.
Capacity, Latent: The available refrigerating capacity of an air
conditioner for removing latent heat from the space to be conditioned.
Capillary: The name given to the thin tube attached to the bulb
which transmits the bulb pressure changes to the controller or
indicator. The cross sectional area of the capillary is extremely
small compared to the cross section of the bulb so that the capillary, which is usually outside of the controlled fluid, will introduce
the smallest possible error in the signal being transmitted from the
bulb.
Capillary Tube: The capillary tube is a metering device made from
a thin tube approximately 2 to 20 feet long and from 0.025 to 0.090
inches in diameter which feeds liquid directly to the evaporator.
Usually limited to systems of 1 ton or less, it performs all of the
functions of the thermal expansion valve when properly sized.
Cathodic Protection: The process of providing corrosion protection against electrolytic reactions that could be deleterious to the
performance of the protected material or component.
Ceiling Outlet: A round, square, rectangular, or linear air diffuser
located in the ceiling which provides a horizontal distribution pattern of primary and secondary air over the occupied zone and
induces low velocity secondary air motion through the occupied
zone.
Celsius (Formerly Centigrade): A thermometric scale in which
the freezing point of water is called 0°C and its boiling point 100°C
at normal atmospheric pressure (14.696 psi).
Certificate of Compliance (Conformance): A written statement,
signed by a qualified party, attesting that the items or services are
in accordance with specified requirements, and accompanied by
additional information to substantiate the statement.
Certification: The process of validation required to obtain a certificate of compliance.
Certification Agency: A company providing on-site, field certification services for profit or gain.
Change of State: Change from one phase, such as solid, liquid
or gas, to another.
Changeover: The process of switching an air conditioning system
from heating to cooling, or vice versa.
Channel: Term used to describe output of a load management
system. Usually corresponds to a specific relay.
Chemical Compatibility: The ability of materials and components in contact with each other to resist mutual chemical degradation, such as that caused by electrolytic action.
Circuit: An electrical arrangement requiring a source of voltage,
a closed loop of wiring, an electric load and some means for opening and closing it.
Circuit Breaker: A switch-type mechanism that opens automatically when it senses an overload (excess current).
Cleanroom: A specially constructed room in which the air supply,
air distribution, filtration of air supply, materials of construction, and
operating procedures are regulated to control airborne particle

concentrations to meet appropriate cleanliness levels as defined
by Federal Standard 209E.
Clean Zone: A defined space in which the concentration of airborne particles is controlled to specified limits.
Clearing a Fault: Eliminating a fault condition by some means.
Generally taken to mean operation of the over-circuit device that
opens the circuit and clears the fault.
Clo Value: A numerical representation of a clothing ensemble's
thermal resistance. 1 Clo = 0.88 sq. ft. hr.°F/Btu.
Coanda Effect: The diversion of the normal fluid flow path from a
jet by its attachment to an adjacent surface (wall or ceiling) caused
by a low pressure region between the fluid flow path and the
surface.
Coefficient of Discharge: For an air diffuser, the ratio of net area
or effective area at vena contracta of an orificed airstream to the
free area of the opening.
Coefficient of Expansion: The change in length per unit length
or the change in volume per unit volume, per deg. change in temperature.
Coefficient of Performance (COP), Heat Pump: The ratio of
the compressor heating effect (heat pump) to the rate of energy
input to the shaft of the compressor, in consistent units, in a complete heat pump, under designated operating conditions.
Coil: A cooling or heating element made of pipe or tubing.
Cold Deck: The cooling section of a mixed air zoning system.
Collector Azimuth: The horizontal angle between true south and
a line which is perpendicular to the plane of the collector that is
projected on a horizontal plane.
Collector Plate: The component of a solar collector which transfers the heat from solar energy to a circulating fluid.
Collector (Solar): An assembly of components intended to capture usable solar energy.
Combustion: The act or process of burning.
Comfort Chart: A chart showing effective temperatures with drybulb temperatures and humidities (and sometimes air motion) by
which the effects of various air conditions on human comfort may
be compared.
Comfort Cooling: Refrigeration for comfort as opposed to refrigeration for storage or manufacture.
Comfort Zone: (Average) the range of effective temperatures over
which the majority (50 percent or more) of adults feels comfortable;
(extreme) the range of effective temperatures over which one or
more adults feel comfortable.
Common Neutral: A neutral conductor that is common to, or
serves, more than one circuit.
Compressibility: The ease which a fluid may be reduced in volume by the application of pressure, depends upon the state of the
fluid as well as the type of fluid itself. In TAB work, consider that
water may not be compressed. Air is a compressible gas, but that
factor is usually not considered during normal testing and balancing procedures.
Compressor: The pump which provides the pressure differential
to cause fluid to flow and in the pumping process increases pressure of the refrigerant to the high side condition. The compressor
is the separation between low side and high side.
Concentration: The quantity of one constituent dispersed in a
defined amount of another.
Concentrator: A reflective surface or refracting lens for directing
insolation onto the absorber surface.
Condensate: The liquid formed by condensation of a vapor. In
steam heating, water condensed from steam; in air conditioning,
water extracted from air, as by condensation on the cooling coil of
a refrigeration machine.
Condensation: Process of changing a vapor into liquid by extracting heat. Condensation of steam or water vapor is effected in either
steam condensers or dehumidifying coils, and the resulting water
is called condensate.
Condenser: The heat exchanger in which the heat absorbed by
the evaporator and some of the heat of compression introduced by
the compressor are removed from the system. The gaseous refri-
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gerant changes to a liquid, again taking advantage of the relatively
large heat transfer by the change of state in the condensing process.
Condenser: Electrical-see "capacitor."
Condensing Unit, Refrigerant: An assembly of refrigerating
components designed to compress and liquify a specific refrigerant. consisting of one or more refrigerant compressors, refrigerant
condensers, liquid receivers (when required) and regularly furnished accessories.
Conditioned Space: Space within a building which is provided
with heated and or cooled air or surfaces and, where required,
with humidification or dehumidification means so as to maintain a
space condition falling within the "comfort zone."
Conditions, Standard: A set of physical, chemical, or other parameters of a substance or system which defines an accepted
reference state or forms a basis for comparison.
Conductance, Electrical: The reciprocal (opposite) of resistance
and is the current carrying ability of any wire or electrical component. Resistance is the ability to oppose the flow of current.
Conductance, Surface Film: Time rate of heat flow per unit area
under steady conditions between a surface and a fluid for unit
temperature difference between the surface and fluid.
Conductance, Thermal: Time rate of heat flow through a body
(frequently per unit area) from one of its bounding surfaces to the
other for a unit temperature difference between the two surfaces,
under steady conditions.
Conductivity, Thermal: The time rate of heat flow through unit
area and unit thickness of a homogeneous material under steady
conditions when a unit temperature gradient is maintained in the
direction perpendicular to area. Materials are considered homogeneous when the value of the thermal conductivity is not affected
by variation in thickness or in size of sample within the range
normally used in construction.
Conductor, Thermal: A material which readily transmits heat by
means of conduction.
Conduit: A round cross-section electrical raceway, of metal or
plastic.
Connected Load: The sum of all loads on a circuit.
Connection in Parallel: System whereby flow is divided among
two or more channels from a common starting point or header
Connection in Series: System whereby flow through two or more
channels is in a single path entering each succeeding channel only
after leaving the first or previous channel.
Contamination: The presence of any unwanted substance, material or energy which adversely affects a product or procedure in
a cleanroom.
Contactor: Electromagnetic switching device.
Contaminant: An unwanted airborne constituent that may reduced acceptability of the air.
Control: A device for regulation of a system or component in
normal operation, manual or automatic. If automatic, the implication
is that it is responsive to changes of pressure, temperature or
other property whose magnitude is to be regulated.
Control Diagram (ladder diagram): A diagram that shows the
control scheme only. Power wiring is not shown. The control items
are shown between two vertical lines: hence, the name-ladder
diagram.
Control Point: The value of the controlled variable which the
controller operates to maintain.
Controlled Area: An air conditioned work space or room in which
the particle concentration is lower than normal air conditioned
spaces. A controlled area is not to be classified as a cleanroom,
but some special filtration is required.
Controlled Device: One which receives the converted signal from
the transmission system and translates it into the appropriate action in the environmental system. For example: a valve opens or
closes to regulate fluid flow in the system.
Controller: An instrument which receives the signal from the sensing device and translates that signal into the appropriate corrective measure. The correction is then sent to the system controlled
devices through the transmission system.
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Convection: Transfer of heat by movement of fluid.
Convection, Forced: Convection resulting from forced circulation
of a fluid, as by a fan, jet or pump.
Convection, Natural: Circulation of gas or liquid (usually air or
water) due to differences in density resulting from temperature
changes.
Conventional Flow (Nonlaminar Flow) Cleanroom: A cleanroom with non-uniform or mixed airflow patterns and velocities.
Cooling, Evaporative: Involves the adiabatic exchange of heat
between air and water spray or wetted surface. The water assumes
the wet-bulb temperature of the air, which remains constant during
its traverse of the exchanger.
Cooling, Regenerative: Process of utilizing heat which must be
rejected or absorbed in one part of the cycle to function usefully in
another part of the cycle by heat transfer.
Cooling Coil: An arrangement of pipe or tubing which transfers
heat from air to a refrigerant or brine.
Cooling Effect, Sensible: Difference between the total cooling
effect and the dehumidifying effect, usually in watts (Btuh).
Cooling Effect, Total: Difference between the total enthalpy of
the dry air and water vapor mixture entering the cooler per hour
and the total enthalpy of the dry air and water vapor mixture leaving
the cooler per hour. expressed in watts (Btuh).
Cooling Range: In a water cooling device, the difference between
the average temperatures of the water entering and leaving the
device.
Core Area: The total plane area of that portion of a grille, included
within lines tangent to the outer edges of the openings through
which air can pass.
Corresponding Values: Simultaneous values of various properties of a fluid, such as pressure, volume, temperature. etc.. for a
given condition of fluid.
Corrosive: Having chemically destructive effect on metals (occasionally on other materials).
Counterflow: In heat exchange between two fluids. opposite direction of flow, coldest portion of one meeting coldest portion of the
other.
Critical Surface: The surface of the work part to be protected
from particulate contamination.
Critical Velocity: The velocity above which fluid flow is turbulent.
Cross Connection: Any physical connection or arrangement between two otherwise separate piping systems, one of which contains potable water and the other either water of unknown or questionable safety or steam, gas, chemicals, or other substances
whereby there may be a flow from one system to the other, the
direction of flow depending on the pressure differential between
the two systems.
Crossflow: Horizontal airflow.
Crystal Formation, Zone of Maximum: Temperature range in
freezing in which most freezing takes place. i.e.. about 25 F to
30 F for water.
Curb Box: Access to an underground valve at the street curb. It
controls water service to a house or building.
Current (I): The electric flow in an electric circuit, which is expressed in amperes (amps).
Cycle: A complete course of operation of working fluid back to a
starting point, measured in thermodynamic terms (functions). Also
in general for any repeated process on any system.
Cycle, Reversible: Theoretical thermodynamic cycle, composed
of a series of reversible processes, which can be completely reversed.

D
DWV: Drainage, waste and vent.
Dalton's Law of Partial Pressure: Each constituent of a mixture
of gases behaves thermodynamically as if it alone occupied the
space. The sum of the individual pressures of the constituents
equals the total pressure of the mixture.
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Damper: A device used to vary the volume of air passing through
an air outlet, air inlet or duct.
Deadband: In HVAC, a temperature range in which neither heating
nor cooling is turned on; in load management, a kilowatt range in
which loads are neither shed nor restored.
Decay Rate: The rate at which the sound pressure level in an
enclosed space decreases after the sound source has stopped. It
is measured in decibels per second.
Decibel (dB): The unit "bel" is used in telecommunication engineering as a dimensionless unit for the logarithmic ratio of two
power quantities. The decibel is one-tenth of a bel. Therefore:
L 10 l
[ sound power ]
L10 log,o reference power]
The referenced power for sound power level is 10-12 watts.
In noise control work, the decibel notation is used to indicate the
magnitude of sound pressure and sound power.
Combining Decibels: In sound survey work, it is frequently necessary to combine sound pressure level readings. An example
would be to evaluate the effect of adding a noise source in a room
where the noise level is already considered borderline. Since the
decibel scale is logarithmic, decibel values cannot be added directly. The correct procedure is to convert the decibels to intensity
ratios, add the intensity ratios, and reconvert this sum into decibels.
Degree Day: A unit, based upon temperature difference and time,
used in estimating fuel consumption and specifying nominal heating load of a building in winter. For any one day, when the mean
temperature is less than 65°F, there exist as many degree days as
there are Fahrenheit degrees difference in temperature between
the mean temperature for the day and 65°F.
Dehumidification: The condensation of water vapor from air by
cooling below the dewpoint or removal of water vapor from air by
chemical or physical methods.
Dehumidifier: (1) An air cooler or washer used for lowering the
moisture content of the air passing through it; (2) An absorption or
adsorption device for removing moisture from air.
Dehydration: (1) removal of water vapor from air by the use of
absorbing or adsorbing materials; (2) removal of water from stored
goods.
Delta Service: An arrangement of the utility transformers. Commonly shown "A."
Demand: The probable maximum rate of water flow as determined
by the number of water supply fixture units.
Demand Charge: That part of an electric bill based on kW demand and the demand interval, expressed in dollars per kilowatt.
Demand charges offset construction and maintenance of a utility's
need for a large generating capacity.
Demand Control: A device which controls the kW demand level
by shedding loads when the kW demand exceeds a predetermined
set point.
Demand Interval: The period of time during which kW demand
is monitored by a utility service, usually 15 or 30 minutes long.
Demand Load: The actual amount of load on a circuit at any time.
The sum of all the loads which are ON. Equal to the connected
load minus the loads that are OFF
Demand Reading: Highest or maximum demand for electricity
an individual customer registers in a given interval, example, 15
minute interval. The metered demand reading sets the demand
charge for the month.
Density: The ratio of the mass of a specimen of a substance to
the volume of the specimen. The mass of a unit volume of a
substance. When weight can be used without confusion, as synonymous with mass, density is the weight per unit volume.
Desiccant: Any absorbent or adsorbent, liquid or solid, that will
remove water or water vapor from a material. In a refrigeration
circuit, the desiccant should be insoluble in the refrigerant.
Design Working Pressure: The maximum allowable working
pressure for which a specific part of a system is designed.
Dewpoint, Apparatus: That temperature which would result if the
psychrometric process occurring in a dehumidifier, humidifier or

surface-cooler were carried to the saturation condition of the leaving air while maintaining the same ratio of sensible to total heat
load in the process.
Dew Point Depression: The difference between dry bulb and
dew point temperatures (°F DB-°F DP).
Dew Point Temperature: (tdp) The temperature at which moist
air becomes saturated (100% relative humidity) with water vapor
when cooled at constant pressure.
Dielectric Fitting: An insulating or nonconducting fitting used to
isolate electrochemically dissimilar materials.
Differential: The difference between the points where a controller
turns "on" and "off." If a thermostat turns a furnace on at 68° and
the differential is 3°, the burner will be turned off at 71°.

Diffuse Sound Field: A diffuse sound field is a space in which at
every point the flow of sound energy in all directions is equally
probable. (It is often assumed that in a diffuse field, the sound
pressure level, averaged through time, is everywhere the same.)
Diffuser: A circular, square, or rectangular air distribution outlet,
generally located in the ceiling and comprised of deflecting members discharging supply air in various directions and planes, and
arranged to promote mixing of primary air with secondary room
air.
Direct Acting: Instruments that increase control pressure as the
controlled variable (such as temperature or pressure) increases;
while reverse acting instruments increase control pressure as the
controlled variable decreases.
Direct Current (DC): A source of power for an electrical circuit
which does not reverse the polarity of its charge.
Direct Field: The sound in a region in which all or most of the
sound arrives directly from the source without reflection.
Directivity Factor: The ratio of the sound pressure squared at
some fixed distance and direction divided by the mean-squared
sound pressure at the same distance averaged over all directions
from the source.
Discharge Stop Valve: The manual service valve at the leaving
connection of the compressor.
Discrete Logic: Electronic circuitry composed of standard transistors, resistors, capacitors, etc., as compared to microprocessor
circuits where the logic is condensed on a single chip (integrated
circuit).
Domestic Hot Water: Potable hot water as distinguished from
hot water used for house heating.
D.O.P. (Dioctyl Phthalate): An aerosol generated by blowing air
through liquid dioctyl phthalate. Thermally generated D.O.P. is an
aerosol generated by condensing vapor that has been evaporated
from liquid (D.O.P.)by heat. The aerosol mean particle diameter is
between 0.2 and 0.4 micron with a maximum geometric standard
deviation of 1.3.
D.O.R Aerosol Generator, Air Operated: A device for producing
a D.O.P. aerosol, operated by compressed air at room temperature, equipped with Laskin nozzles to produce a heterogeneous
D.O.P. test aerosol.
D.O.P. Aerosol Generator, Pressurized Gas-Thermal: A device
for producing D.O.P. aerosol, operated by pressurized gas and
equipped with heating means.
Downflow: Vertical airflow (from ceiling to floor).
Draft: a) A current of air, when referring to the pressure difference
which causes a current of air or gases to flow through a flue,
chimney, heater, or space; or b) to a localized effect caused by
one or more factors of high air velocity, low ambient temperature,
or direction of air flow, whereby more heat is withdrawn from a
person's skin than is normally dissipated.
Drier: A manufactured device containing a desiccant placed in the
refrigerant circuit. Its primary purpose is to collect and hold within
the desiccant, all water in the system in excess of the amount
which can be tolerated in the circulating refrigerant.
Drift: Term used to describe the difference between the set point
and the actual operating or control point.
Drip: A pipe, or a steam trap and a pipe considered as a unit,
which conducts condensation from the steam side of a piping system to the water or return side of the system.
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Droop: Terms used to describe the difference between the set
point and the actual operating or control point.
Drop: The vertical distance that the lower edge of a horizontally
projected airstream drops between the outlet and the end of its
throw.
Dry bulb, Room: The dry bulb (dewpoint, etc.) temperature of the
conditioned room or space.
Dry Bulb Temperature: The temperature registered by an ordinary thermometer. The dry bulb temperature represents the measure of sensible heat, or the intensity of heat.
Dry Bulb Temperature, Adjusted (tadb): The average of the air
temperature (ta) and the mean radiant temperature (t,) at a given
location. The adjusted dry bulb temperature (tadb) is approximately
equivalent to operative temperature (to) at air motions less than 80
fpm when t, is less than 120oF
Duct: A passageway made of sheet metal or other suitable material, not necessarily leaktight, used for conveying air or other gas
at low pressures.
Dust: An air suspension (aerosol) or particles of any solid material,
usually with particle size less than 100 microns.
Dynamic Discharge Head: Static discharge head plus friction
head plus velocity head.
Dynamic Insertion Loss: The dynamic insertion loss of a silencer, duct lining, or other attenuating device is the performance
measured in accordance with ASTM E 477 when handling the
rated airflow. It is the reduction in sound pressure level, expressed
in decibels, due solely to the placement of the sound attenuating
device in the duct system.
Dynamic Suction Head: Positive static suction head minus friction head and minus velocity head.
Dynamic Suction Lift: The sum of suction lift and velocity head
at the pump suction when the source is below pump centerline.

E
Economizer: A system of dampers, temperature and humidity
sensors, and motors which maximizes the use of outdoor air for
cooling.
Effect, Humidifying: Latent heat of water vaporization at .the average evaporating temperature times the number of pounds of
water evaporated per hour in Btuh.
Effect, Sun: Solar energy transmitted into space through windows
and building materials.
Effect, Total Cooling: The difference between the total enthalpy
of the dry air and water vapor mixture entering a unit per hour and
the total enthalpy of the dry air and water vapor (and water) mixture
leaving the unit per hour, expressed in Btu per hour.
Effective Area: The net area of an outlet or inlet device through
which air can pass, equal to the free area times the coefficient of
discharge.
Effectiveness (Efficiency): The ratio of the actual amount of heat
transferred by a heat recovery device to the maximum heat transfer
possible between the airstreams (sensible heat/sensible heat, sensible heat'total heat, or total heat/total heat).
Elasticity of Demand: The change in quantity of electricity (or
other commodity) purchased as a result of a change in its price.
Demand for electricity is "elastic" when it increases or decreases
in response to decreases or increases, respectively, in the price
for the electricity.
Electrical Circuit: A power supply, a load, and a path for current
flow are the minimum requirements for an electrical circuit.
Electromechanical: Converting electrical input into mechanical
action. A relay is an electromechanical switch.
Electro-Pneumatic (EP) Switches: Switches that open or close
an air line valve from an electrical impulse.
Electrostatic Discharge (E.S.D.): A transfer of electrostatic
charge between objects at different electrostatic potentials caused
by direct contact or induced by electrostatic field.
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Emissivity: The property of a surface that determines its ability
to give off radiant energy.
Emittance: The ratio of the radiant energy emitted by a body to
the energy emitted by a black body at the same temperature.
End Reflection: When a duct system opens abruptly into a large
room, some of the acoustic energy at the exit of the duct is reflected
upstream with the result that the amount of the acoustic energy
radiated into the room is reduced. This decrease in radiated energy increases as the frequency decreases.
Energy: Expressed in kilowatt-hours (kWh) or watt-hours (Wh).
and is equal to the product of power and time.
energy = power . time
kilowatts k hours
=
kilowatt-hours
watts . hours
watt-hours
Energy (Consumption) Charge: That part of an electric bill
based on kWh consumption (expressed in cents per kWh). Energy
charge covers cost of utility fuel, general operating costs. and part
of the amortization of the utility's equipment
Energy Efficiency Ratio (EER), Cooling: The ratio of net cooling
capacity in Btuh to total electric input in watts under designated
operating conditions.
Engine: Prime mover: device for transforming fuel or heat energy
into mechanical energy.
Enthalpy: The total quantity of heat energy contained ina substance, also called total heat; the thermodynamic property of a
substance defined as the sum of its internal energy plus the quanits volume,
tity Pv J, where P= pressure of the substance, v
and J - the mechanical equivalent of heat
Enthalpy, Specific: A term sometimes applied to enthalpy per
unit weight.
Entrainment: The capture of part of the surrounding air by the
airstream discharged from an outlet (sometimes called secondary
air motion).
Entropy: The ratio of the heat added to a substance to the absolute temperature at which it is added.
Entropy, Specific: A term sometimes applied to entropy per unit
weight.
Equal Friction Method: A method of duct sizing wherein the
selected duct friction loss value is used constantly throughout the
design of a low pressure duct system.
Equivalent Duct Diameter: The equivalent duct diameter for a
4 ab
rectangular duct with sides of dimensions a and b is
Evaporation: Change of state from liquid to vapor.
Evaporative Cooling: The adiabatic exchange of heat between
air and a water spray or wetted surface. The water approaches the
wet-bulb temperature of the air, which remains constant during its
traverse of the exchanger.
Evaporator: The heat exchanger in which the medium being
cooled, usually air or water, gives up heat to the refrigerant through
the exchanger transfer surface. The liquid refrigerant boils into a
gas in the process of the heat absorption.
Exfiltration: Air leakage outward through cracks and interstices
and through ceilings, floors and walls of a space or building
Extended Surface: Heat transfer surface, one or both sides of
which are increased in area by the addition of fins, discs, or other
means.

F
Face Area: The total plane area of the portion of a grille, coil, or
other items bounded by a line tangent to the outer edges of the
openings through which air can pass.
Face Velocity: The velocity obtained by dividing the air quantity
by the component face area.
Fahrenheit: A thermometric scale in which 32 (oF) denotes freezing and 212 (oF) the boiling point of water under normal pressure
at sea level (14.696 psi).
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Fail Safe: In load management, returning all loads to conventional
control during a power failure. Accomplished by a relay whose
contacts are normally closed.
Fan, Centrifugal: A fan rotor or wheel within a scroll type housing
and including driving mechanism supports for either belt drive or
direct connection.
Fan Performance Curve: Fan performance curve refers to the
constant speed performance curve. This is a graphical presentation of static or total pressure and power input over a range of air
volume flow rate at a stated inlet density and fan speed. It may
include static and mechanical efficiency curves. The range of air
volume flow rate which is covered generally extends from shutoff
(zero air volume flow rate) to free delivery (zero fan static pressure). The pressure curves are generally referred to as the pressure-volume curves.
Fan Propeller: A propeller or disc type wheel within a mounting
ring or plate and including driving mechanism supports for either
belt drive or direct connection.
Fan, Tubeaxial: A propeller or disc type wheel within a cylinder
and including driving mechanism supports for either belt drive or
direct connection.
Fan, Vaneaxial: A disc type wheel within a cylinder, a set of air
guide vanes located either before or after the wheel and including
driving mechanism supports for either belt drive or direct connection.
Fault: A short circuit-either line to line, or line to ground.
Feed Line: A pipe that supplies water to items such as a boiler or
a domestic hot water tank.
Filter: A device to remove solid material from a fluid.
Filter-Drier: A combination device used as a strainer and moisture remover.
Fin: An extended surface to increase the heat transfer area, as
metal sheets attached to tubes.
Final Filter: The last stage of filtration before the airstream enters
the clean space. The performance grade of this filter determines
the air quality entering the clean space.
First Acoustically Critical Room: Most duct systems service a
number of rooms. The room that has the shortest duct run from
the fan is usually exposed to more fan noise than rooms further
away from the fan. If this "first" room has the same noise criterion
(NC) or a lower NC value than rooms further away from the fan, it
may be assumed that, if the acoustical attenuation of the duct
system from the fan to this "first" room satisfies the requirements
for this "first" room, it also satisfies the acoustical requirements
for rooms further away from the fan.
Fire Damper: A device, installed in an air distribution system,
designed to close automatically upon detection of heat, to interrupt
migratory airflow, and to restrict the passage of flame. A combination fire and smoke damper shall meet the requirements of both.
Fire Resistance Rating: The time, in minutes or hours, that materials or assemblies have withstood a fire exposure as established
in accordance with the test procedures of NFPA 251, Standard
Methods of Fire Tests of Building Construction and Materials.
Fire Wall: A wall having adequate fire resistance and structural
stability under fire conditions to accomplish the purpose of subdividing buildings to restrict the spread of fire.
First Air: The air which issues directly from the HEPA filter before
it passes over any work location.
First Work Location: The work location nearest the downstream
side of the HEPA filters in a laminar airflow device or cleanroom.
Fixed Collector: A permanently oriented collector that has no
provision for seasonal adjustment or tracking of the sun.
Flame Spread Rating: The flame spread rating of a material
refers to a number or classification of material obtained according
to NFPA 255, Method of Test of Surface Burning Characteristics
of Building Materials.
Flanking (Sound) Transmission: The transmission of sound between two rooms by any indirect path of sound transmission.
Flat-Plate Collector: A collector without external concentrators or
focusing devices, usually consisting of an absorber plate, cover
plates, back and side insulation and a container

Floating Action Controllers: Essentially two position type controllers which vary the position of the controlled devices but which
are arranged to stop before reaching a maximum or minimum
position.
Flow, Laminar or Streamline: Fluid flow in which each fluid particle moves in a smooth path substantially parallel to the paths
followed by all other particles.
Flow, Turbulent: Fluid flow in which the fluid moves transversely
as well as in the direction of the tube or pipe axis, as opposed to
streamline or viscous flow.
Flue: A special enclosure incorporated into a building for the removal of products of combustion to the out-of-doors.
Type "A": A flue listed for use with oil, gas, or coal burning equipment.
Type "B": A manufactured flue listed for use with gas burning
equipment.
Fluid: Gas, vapor, or liquid.
Fluid Head: The static pressure of fluid expressed in terms of the
height of a column of the fluid, or of some manometric fluid, which
it would support.
Fluid, Heat Transfer: Any gas, vapor, or liquid used to absorb
heat from a source at a high temperature and reject it to a lower
temperature substance.
Fluid Dynamics: Fluid Dynamics is used to describe the condition
of motion of a fluid within a system. The velocity of a fluid is based
upon the cross-sectional area and the volume of a fluid passing
through it. The importance of this property is that volume may be
determined for air or water systems when the area and velocity
are known.
Fluid Statics: Fluid Statics as applied to TAB work, refers to a
condition of a quantity of fluid at rest. It is the direct result of gravity
and weight. Static pressure is used in both air and water testing
to determine the potential for the movement of fluid within a system.
Pressures in air systems are normally measured in units of inches
of water (in.w.g.). A pressure unit of one inch of water is equivalent
to the static pressure found at the base of a column of water one
inch high. Pressures in water systems are normally measured in
pounds per square inch (psi), but are converted to feet of water
(ft. w.g.) for the purpose of evaluating pump and equipment performance.
Focusing Collector: A collector using some type of focusing
device (parabolic mirror, fresnel lens, etc.) to concentrate the insolation on an absorbing element.
Force: The action on a body which tends to change its relative
condition as to rest or motion.
Forced Circulation: Circulation of heat transfer fluid by a pump
or fan.
Forward Flow: Forward flow occurs when air flows and noise
propagates in the same direction, as in an air conditioning supply
system or in a fan discharge.
Free Area: The total minimum area of the openings in the air
outlet or inlet through which air can pass.
Free Delivery-Type Unit: A device which takes in air and discharges it directly to the space to be treated without external elements which impose air resistance.
Free Sound Field (Free Field): A free sound field is a field in a
homogeneous, isotropic medium free from boundaries. In practice,
it is a field in which the effects of the boundaries are negligible
over the region of interest. In the free field, the sound pressure
level decreases 6dB for a doubling of distance from a point source.
Freezing Point: Temperature at which a given liquid substance
will solidify or freeze on removal of heat. Freezing point of water
is 32°F
Frequency: The number of vibrations or waves or cycles of any
periodic phenomenon per second. In noise control of duct systems,
our interest lies in the audible frequency range of 20 to 20,000
cycles per second. The United States has adopted the international
designation of "hertz" (Hz.) for cycles per second.
Frequency Spectrum: A representation of a complex noise which
has been resolved into frequency components. The most com-
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monly used components are 1/1octave bands and 1 3 octave
bands.
Friction: Friction is the resistance found at the duct and piping
walls. Resistance creates a static pressure loss in systems. The
primary purpose of a fan or pump is to produce a design volume
of fluid at a pressure equal to the frictional resistance of the system
and the other dynamic pressure losses of the components.
Friction Head: The pressure in psi or feet of the liquid pumped
which represents system resistance that must be overcome.
Full Load Current: See Running Current.
Fumes: Solid particles commonly formed by the condensation of
vapors from normally solid materials such as molten metals.
Fumes may also be formed by sublimation, distillation, calcination,
or chemical reaction wherever such processes create airborne
particles predominantly below one micron in size. Such solid particles sometimes serve as condensation nuclei for water vapor to
form smog.

G
GFI, GFCI: Ground fault (circuit) interrupter-a device that senses
ground faults and reacts by opening the circuit.
Gang: One wiring device position in a box.
Gas: Usually a highly superheated vapor which, within acceptable
limits of accuracy, satisfies the perfect gas laws.
Gas, Inert: A gas that neither experiences nor causes chemical
reaction nor undergoes a change of state in a system or process;
e.g., nitrogen or helium mixed with a volatile refrigerant.
Gas Constant: The coefficient "R" in the perfect gas equation:
PV - MRT
Gradual Switches: Manual adjustment devices which proportion
the control condition in accordance with the position of the switch.
Grains of Moisture: The unit of measurement of actual moisture
contained in a sample of air. (7000 grains = one pound of water).
Gravity, Specific: Density compared to density of standard material; reference usually to water or to air.
Grille: A louvered or perforated covering for an air passage opening which can be located on a wall, ceiling or floor.
Ground: Zero voltage, or any point connected to the earth or
"ground."
Ground Bus: A busbar in a panel or elsewhere, deliberately connected to ground.
Ground Conductor: Conductor run in an electrical system, which
is deliberately connected to the ground electrode. Purpose is to
provide a ground point throughout the system. Insulation colorgreen. Also called "green ground."
Ground Fault: An unintentional connection to ground.

H
Head, Dynamic or Total: In flowing fluid, the sum of the static
and velocity heads at the point of measurement.
Head, Static: The static pressure of fluid expressed in terms of
the height of a column of the fluid, or of some manometric fluid,
which it would support.
Head, Velocity: In a flowing fluid, the height of the fluid or of some
manometric fluid equivalent to its velocity pressure.
Heat: The form of energy that is transferred by virtue of a temperature difference.
Heat, Latent: Change of enthalpy during a change of state, usually
expressed in Btu per lb. With pure substances, latent heat is absorbed or rejected at a constant temperature.
Heat, Sensible: Heat which is associated with a change in temperature; specific heat exchange of temperature; in contrast to a
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heat interchange in which a change of state (latent heat) occurs.
Heat, Specific: The ratio of the quantity of heat required to raise
the temperature of a given mass of any substance one degree to
the quantity required to raise the temperature of an equal mass
of a standard substance (usually water at 59 F) one degree.
Heat, Total (Enthalpy): The sum of sensible heat and latent heat
between an arbitrary datum point and the temperature and state
under consideration.
Heat Capacity: The amount of heat necessary to raise the temperature of a given mass one degree. Numerically, the mass multiplied by the specific heat.
Heat Conductor: A material capable of readily conducting heat.
The opposite of an insulator or insulation.
Heat Exchanger: A device specifically designed to transfer heat
between two physically separated fluids.
Heat of Fusion: Latent heat involved in changing between the
solid and the liquid states.
Heat of Vaporization: Latent heat involved in the change between
liquid and vapor states.
Heat Pump: A refrigerating system employed to transfer heat into
a space or substance. The condenser provides the heat while the
evaporator is arranged to pick up heat from air, water, etc. By
shifting the flow of air or other fluid, a heat pump system may also
be used to cool the space.
Heat Transfer Medium: A fluid used in the transport of thermal
energy.
Heat Transmission: Any time-rate of heat flow: usually refers to
conduction, convection and radiation combined.
Heat Transmission Coefficient: Any one of a number of coefficients used in the calculation of heat transmission by conduction,
convection, and radiation, through various materials and structures.
Heating, Regenerative (or Cooling): Process of utilizing heat,
which must be rejected or absorbed in one part of the cycle, to
perform a useful function in another part of the cycle by heat transfer.
HEPA Filter (High Efficiency Particulate Air Filter): A throwaway extended media, dry-type filter in a rigid frame having a
minimum particle-collection efficiency of 99.97 percent for 0.3 micron thermally-generated dioctyl phthalate (D.O.P.)or acceptable
alternative particles, and a maximum clean-filter pressure drop of
1.0 inch water gauge. when tested at rated airflow capacity.
Heterogeneous Dioctyl Phthalate (D.O.R): An aerosol having
the approximate light-scattering mean droplet-size distribution as
follows:
99 percent less than 3.0 micron
50 percent less than 0.7 micron
10 percent less than 0.4 micron
Hidden Demand Charge: Electric bill charges that are based on
cents per kWh per kW demand contain a hidden demand charge.
A low load factor for a building then penalizes the energy user
through this "hidden" charge.
High Limit Control: A device which normally monitors the condition of the controlled medium and interrupts system operation if
the monitored condition becomes excessive.
High Pressure Cutout: A pressure actuated switch to protect the
compressor from pressure often caused by high condenser temperatures and pressure due to fouling and lack of water or air
High Side: Parts of the refrigerating system subjected to condenser pressure or higher; the system from the compression side
of the compressor through the condenser to the expansion point
of the evaporator
Horsepower: Unit of power in foot-pound-second system; work
done at the rate of 550 ft-lb per sec, or 33,000 ft-lb per min.
Hot Deck: The heating section of a multizone system.
Hot Gas Bypass: The piping and manual, but more often automatic, valve used to introduce compressor discharge gas directly
into the evaporator This type of arrangement will maintain compressor operation at light loads down to zero by falsely loading the
evaporator and compressor.
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Hot Gas Piping: The compressor discharge piping which carries
the hot refrigerant gas from the compressor to the condenser.
Velocities must be high enough to carry entrained oil.
Humidifier: A device to add moisture to air.
Humidifying Effect: The latent heat of vaporization of water at
the average evaporating temperature times the weight of water
evaporated per unit of time.
Humidistat: A regulatory device, actuated by changes in humidity,
used for the automatic control of relative humidity.
Humidity: Water vapor within a given space.
Humidity, Absolute: The weight of water vapor per unit volume.
Humidity, Percentage: The ratio of the specific humidity of humid
air to that of saturated air at the same temperature and pressure,
usually expressed as a percentage (degree of saturation: saturation ratio).
Humidity Ratio: The ratio of the mass of the water vapor to the
mass of dry air contained in the sample.
Humidity, Relative: The ratio of the mol fraction of water vapor
present in the air, to the mol fraction of water vapor present in
saturated air at the same temperature and barometric pressure;
approximately, it equals the ratio of the partial pressure or density
of the water vapor in the air, to the saturation pressure or density,
respectively, of water vapor at the same temperature.
Humidity, Specific: Weight of water vapor (steam) associated
with 1 lb. weight of dry air, also called humidity.
Hunting: A condition which occurs when the desired condition
cannot be maintained. The controller, controlled device and system, individually or collectively, continuously override or "overshoot" the control point with a resulting fluctuation and loss of
control of the condition to be maintained.
Hydrostatic Pressure: The pressure at any point in a liquid at
rest; equal to the depth of the liquid multiplied by its density.
Hygroscopic: Absorptive of moisture, readily absorbing and retaining moisture.

Input Override Relay: A relay that allows the duty cycle to be
inhibited on specific channels because of inputs from outdoor temperature, space temperature, case temperature, time-of-day, etc.
Sometimes called "duty cycle control relay."
Inrush Current: The current that flows the instant after the switch
controlling current flow to a load is closed. Also called "locked
rotor current."
Insertion Loss: The insertion loss of an element of an acoustic
transmission system is the positive or negative change in acoustic
power transmission that results when the element is introduced.
Insolation: The total amount of solar energy reaching a surface
per unit of time.
Instantaneous Rate: Method for determining when load shedding
should occur. Actual energy usage is measured and compared to
a present kilowatt level. If the actual kilowatt level exceeds a designated set point, loads will be shed until the actual rate drops
below the set point.
Insulation, Thermal: A material having a relatively high resistance to heat flow and used principally to retard heat flow.
Interstage Differential: In a multistage HVAC system, the change
in temperature at the thermostat needed to turn additional heating
or cooling equipment on.
Isentropic: An adjective describing a reversible adiabatic process; a change taking place at constant entropy.
Isobaric: An adjective used to indicate a change taking place at
constant pressure.
Isokinetic Sampling: Any technique for collecting airborne particulate matter in which the collection is so designed that the airstream entering it has a velocity equal to that of the air passing
around and outside the collector.
Isothermal: An adjective used to indicate a change taking place
at constant temperature.

J
Junction Box: Metal box in which tap to circuit conductors is
made. Junction box is not an outlet, since no load is fed from it
directly.
Impedance (Z): The quantity in an AC circuit that is equivalent to
resistance in a DC circuit, inasmuch as it relates current and
voltage. It is composed of resistance plus a purely AC concept
called reactance and is expressed, like resistance, in ohms.
Impervious: Not air porous.
"In" Contacts: Those relay contacts which complete circuits
when the relay armature is energized. Also referred to as Normally
Open Contacts.
Inch of Water (in. w.g.): A unit of pressure equal to the pressure
exerted by a column of liquid water 1 inch high at a temperature of
39.2°F
Incidence, Angle of: The angle at which insolation strikes a
surface.
Indicator: A term used to describe any device such as a thermometer or pressure gauge which is used to indicate the condition
at a point in the system but which does not provide any controlling
action or effect on the system operation.
Inductance: The process when a second conductor is placed next
to a conductor carrying AC current (but not touching it), the everchanging magnetic field will induce a current in the second conductor.
Induction: The capture of part of the ambient air by the jet action
of the primary airstream discharging from a controlled device.
Inductive Loads: Loads whose voltage and current are out-ofphase. True power consumption for inductive loads is calculated
by multiplying its voltage, current, and the power factor of the load.
Infiltration: Air flowing into a building as through a wall, crack,
etc.

K
Kilovolt Ampere: Product of the voltage times the current. Different from kilowatts because of inductive loads in an electrical system. Abbreviated: kVA kilowatts is equal to KVA times power factor.
Kilowatt: 1000 watts. Abbreviated: kW.
Kilowatt-Hour: A measure of electrical energy consumption. 1000
watts being consumed per hour. Abbreviated: kWh.
kW Demand: The maximum rate of electric power usage required
to operate a facility during a period of time, usually a month or
billing period. Often called "demand".
kWh Consumption: The amount of electric energy used over a
period of time; the number of kWh used per month. Often called
"consumption".

L
Lag: A delay in the effect of a changed condition at one point in
the system, on some other condition to which it is related. Also,
the delay in action of the sensing element of a control, due to the
time required for the sensing element to reach equilibrium with the
property being controlled; i.e., temperature lag, flow lag, etc.
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Laminar (Unidirectional) Airflow: Airflow in which the entire
body of air within a confined area moves with uniform velocity
along parallel flow lines.
Laminar Airflow Cleanroom: A cleanroom in which the filtered
air entering the room makes a single pass through the work area
in a parallel airflow pattern, with a minimum of turbulent flow areas.
Laminar airflow rooms have HEPA filter coverage of at least 80
percent of the ceiling (Vertical Flow) or one wall (Horizontal Flow),
producing a uniform and parallel airflow. (Net filter medium face
area versus gross area = 0.80.)
Laminar Flow Clean Air Device: A clean bench, clean work
station, wall or ceiling hung module, or other device (except a
cleanroom) which incorporates a HEPA filter(s) and motorblower(s) for the purpose of supplying laminar flow clean air to a
controlled work space.
Langley: Standard unit of insolation measurements, 1 langley =
1 cal/sq.cm. (1 langley/min.
221 Btuh sq.ft.).
Laskin Nozzle: A nozzle used for the generation of a heterogeneous D.O.P. aerosol by compressed gas (as defined in Air Generated D.O.P.).
Latent Heat of Fusion: The heat required to change a solid to a
liquid at the same temperature; i.e. ice to water.
Latent Heat of Vaporization: The amount of heat necessary to
change a quantity of water to water vapor without changing either
temperature or pressure. When water is vaporized and passes
into the air, the latent heat of vaporization passes into the air along
with the vapor. Likewise, latent heat is removed when water vapor
is condensed.
Law of Partial Pressure, Dalton's: Each constituent of a mixture
of gases behaves thermodynamically as if it alone occupied the
space. The sum of the individual pressures of the constitutents
equals the total pressure of the mixture.
Level: The logarithm of the ratio, expressed in decibels, of two
quantities proportional to power or energy. The quantity which is
the denominator of the ratio is the standard reference quantity.
Light Emitting Diode: A low current and voltage light used as an
indicator on load management equipment. Abbreviated: LED.
Limit: Control applied in the line or low voltage control circuit to
break the circuit of conditions move outside a preset range. In a
motor, a switch which cuts off power to the motor windings when
the motor reaches its full open position.
Limit Control: A temperature, pressure, humidity, dew point or
other control that overrides the demand control and/or duty cycler
to prevent any affect on the business operation from load management, malfunction, or abnormal conditions. Also called "load override".
Limited Combustible Material: A building construction material
not complying with the definition of noncombustible material, which,
in the form in which it is used, has a potential heat value not
exceeding 3500 Btu/lb(8141 kj/kg) (see NFPA 259, Standard Test
Method for Potential Heat of Building Materials) and complies with
one of the following paragraphs (a) or (b). Materials subject to
increase in combustibility or flame spread rating beyond the limits
herein established through the effects of age, moisture, or other
atmospheric condition shall be considered combustible.
(a) Materials having a structural base of noncombustible material, with a surfacing not exceeding a thickness of 1/8 in. (3.2
mm) which has a flame spread rating not greater than 50.
(b) Materials, in the form and thickness used, other than as
described in (a), having neither a flame spread rating greater
than 25 nor evidence of continued progressive combustion, and
of such composition that surfaces that would be exposed by
cutting through the material on any plane would have neither a
flame spread rating greater than 25 nor evidence of continued
progressive combustion.
Line Slide: The side of a device electrically closest to the source
of current.
Line Voltage: In the control industry, the normal electric supply
voltages, which are usually 120 or 240 volts.
Liquefaction: A change of state to liquid; generally used instead
of condensation in cases of substances ordinarily gaseous.
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Liquid Sight Glass: The glass ported fitting in the liquid line used
to indicate adequate refrigerant charge. When bubbles appear in
the glass, there is insufficient refrigerant in the system.
Liquid Solenoid Valve: The electrically operated automatic shutoff valve in the liquid piping which closes on system shutdown to
close off receiver discharge when used in pump down cycle and
which prevents refrigerant migration in any system.
Load: The amount of heat per unit time imposed on a refrigerant
system, or the required rate of heat removal.
Load Factor: This is a ratio expressing a customer's average
actual use of the utility's capacity provided versus the maximum
amount used.
Load Management: The control of electrical loads to reduce kW
demand and kWh consumption.
Load Programmer: Any device which turns loads on and off on
a real time, time interval, or kW demand basis.
Load Side: The side of a device electrically farthest from the
current source.
Locked Rotor Current: See 'Inrush Current".
Loudness: The subjective human definition of the intensity of a
sound. Human reaction to sound is highly dependent on the sound
pressure and frequency.
Loudness Level: A subjective method of rating loudness in which
a 1000 Hz tone is varied in intensity until it is judged by listeners
to be equally as loud as a given sound sample. The loudness level
in "phons" is taken as the sound pressure level, in decibels, of the
1000 Hz tone.
Louver: An assembly of sloping vanes intended to permit air to
pass through and to inhibit transfer of water droplets.
Low Limit Control: A device which normally monitors the condition of the controlled medium and interrupts system operation if
the monitored condition drops below the desired minimum value.
Low Side: The refrigerating system from the expansion point to
the point where the refrigerant vapor is compressed; where the
system is at or below evaporated pressure.
Low Temperature Cutout: A pressure or temperature actuated
device with sensing element in the evaporator, which will shut the
system down at its control setting to prevent freezing chilled water
or to prevent coil frosting. Direct expansion equipment may not use
this device.
Low Voltage: In the control industry, a power supply of 25 volts
or less.

M
MCM: Thousand circular mil-used to describe large wire sizes.
Magnahelic Gauge: An instrument used to measure (in inches
of water gauge) differential air pressure between two spaces.
(Trade name of Dwyer Instruments, Inc.)
Manometer: An instrument for measuring pressures: especially
a U-tube partially filled with a liquid, usually water, mercury, or a
light oil, so constructed that the amount of displacement of the
liquid indicates the pressure being exerted on the instrument.
Mass: The quantity of matter in a body as measured by the ratio
of the force required to produce given acceleration, to the acceleration.
Mass Law (Sound): The law relating to the transmission loss of
sound barriers which says that in a part of the frequency range,
the magnitude of the loss is controlled entirely by the mass per
unit area of the barrier. The law also says that the transmission
loss increases 6 decibels for each doubling of frequency or each
doubling of the barrier mass per unit area.
Master (Central) Control: Control of all outlets from one point.
Maximum "No-Flow" Temperature: The maximum temperature
that will be obtained in a component when the heat transfer fluid
is not flowing through the system.
Media: The heat transfer material used in rotary heat exchangers,
also referred to as matrix.
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Melting Point: For a given pressure, the temperature at which
the solid and liquid phases of the subsance are in equilbrium.
Microbar: A unit of pressure equal to 1 dyne/cm2 (one millionth
of the pressure of the atmosphere).
Micro-Organism: A microscopic organism, especially a bacterium, fungus, or a protozoan.
Micron: A unit of measurement equal to one-millionth of a meter
or approximately 0.00003937 inch. (25 microns are approximately
0.001 inch).
Microprocessor: A small computer used in load management to
analyze energy demand and consumption such that loads are
turned on and off according to a predetermined program.
Mixed Airflow Cleanroom: A hybrid cleanroom consisting of a
combination of laminar airflow and turbulent airflow within the
same enclosure.
Modulation: Of a control, tending to adjust by increments and
decrements.
Modulating Control: A mode of automatic control in which the
action of the final control element is proportional to the deviation,
from set point, of the controlled medium.
Modulating Controllers: Constantly reposition themselves in
proportion to the requirements of the system, theoretically being
able to maintain an accurately constant condition.
Motor Control Center: A single metal enclosed assembly containing a number of motor controllers and possibly other devices
such as switches and control devices.
Multidirectional Airflow: Airflow in which the air within a confined area moves in a non-uniform or turbulent flow.
Multipole: Connects to more than 1 pole such as a 2-pole circuit
breaker.
Multistage Thermostat: A thermostat which controls auxiliary
equipment for heating or cooling in response to a greater demand
for heating or cooling.

N
Natural Ventilation: The movement of outdoor air into a space
through intentionally provided openings, such as windows and
doors, or through nonpowered ventilators or by infiltration.
N.C.: Normally closed contacts of a relay. Contacts are closecircuited when the relay is de-energized.
N.O.: Normally open contacts of a relay. Contacts are open-circuited when relay is deenergized.
Neutral: The circuit conductor that is normally grounded or at zero
voltage difference to the ground.
Nocturnal Radiation: Loss of energy by radiation to the night sky.
Noise: Sound which is unpleasant or unwanted by the recipient.
Noise Criteria Curves (NC Curves): Curves that define the limits
which the octave band spectrum of a noise source must not exceed
if a certain level of occupant acceptance is to be achieved.
Noise Criterion (NC) Curves: Established 1/1 octave band noise
spectra for rating the the amount of noise of an occupied space
with a single number.
Noncombustible Material: A material which, in the form in which
it is used and under the conditions anticipated, will not ignite, burn,
support combustion, or release flammable vapors when subjected
to fire or heat. Materials reported as noncombustible, when tested
in accordance with ASTM E136, Standard Method of Test for Noncombustibility of Elementary Materials, shall be considered noncombustible materials.
Normally open (or Normally closed): The position of a valve,
damper, relay contacts, or switch when external power or pressure
is not being applied to the device. Valves and dampers usually are
returned to a "normal" position by a spring.

0
Occupied Zone: The region within an occupied space between
planes 3 and 72 inches (75 and 1800 mm) above the floor and
more than 2 feet (600 mm) from the walls or fixed air conditioning
equipment (see ASHERAE Standard 55-1981).(1)
Octave Band (O.B.): A range of frequency where the highest
frequency of the band is double the lowest frequency of the band.
The band is usually specified by the center frequency.
1/1 Octave Band:: A range of frequencies where the highest
frequency of the band is double the lowest frequency band. The
band is specified by the center frequency. The preferred octave
bands are designated by the following center frequencies: 31.5, 63,
125, 250, 500, 1000,2000, 4000, 8000, 16,000.
Odor: A quality of gases, liquids or particles that stimulates the
olfactory organ.
Offset: Term used to describe the difference between the set point
and the actual operating or control point.
Ohm (R) or (V): A measure of pure resistance in an electrical
circuit.
Ohm's Law: The relationship between current and voltage in a
circuit. It states that current is proportional to voltage and inversely
proportional to resistance. Expressed algebraically, in DC circuits
I = E/R; in AC circuits / = E/Z.
"On-off" Control: A two position action which allows operation
at either maximum or minimum condition, or on or off, depending
on the position of the controller.
On-Site Field Certification: Certification at the location of usage.
Opaque: Not permitting transmission of radiant energy.
Open Circuit: The condition when either deliberately or accidentally, an electrical conductor or connection is broken or open with
a switch.
Operating Point: The value of the controlled condition at which
the controller actually operates. Also called control point.
Operational Facility: A cleanroom in normal operation.
Optimum Operative Temperature: Temperature that satisfies
the greatest possible number of people at a given clothing and
activity level.
Out Contacts: Those relay contacts which complete circuits when
the relay coil is deenergized. Also referred to as "normally closed
contacts."
Outgassing: The emission of gases by materials and components, usually during exposure to elevated temperature, or reduced pressure.
Outlet, Ceiling: A round, square, rectangular, or linear air diffuser
located in the ceiling, which provides a horizontal distribution pattern of primary and secondary air over the occupied zone and
induces low velocity secondary air motion through the occupied
zone.
Outlet, Slotted: A long, narrow air distribution outlet, comprised
of deflecting members, located in the ceiling sidewall, or sill, with
an aspect ratio greater than 10, designed to distribute supply air
in varying directions and planes, and arranged to promote mixing
of primary air and secondary room air.
Outlet, Vaned: A register or grille equipped with vertical and/or
horizontal adjustable vanes.
Outlet Velocity: The average velocity of air emerging from an
opening, fan or outlet, measured in the plane of the opening.
Output: Capacity, duty, performance, net refrigeration produced
by system.
Outside Air Opening: Any opening used as an entry for air from
outdoors.
Overall Coefficient of Heat Transfer (thermal transmittance):
The time rate of heat flow through a body per unit area, under
steady conditions, for a unit temperature difference between the
fluids on the two sides of the body.
Overcurrent Device: A device such as a fuse or a circuit breaker
designed to protect a circuit against excessive current by opening
the circuit.
Overload: Acondition of excess current; more current flowing than
the circuit was designed to carry.
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Override: A manual or automatic action taken to bypass the normal operation of a device or system.
Oxidation: A reaction in which oxygen combines with another
substance.

P
Package A/C unit: Consists of a factory-made assembly which
normally includes an indoor conditioning coil, compressor(s), condensing coil, and may include a heating function as well.
Parallel Airflow: Unidirectional airflow, as demonstrated by introduction of an isokinetic smoke stream which exhibits a measured
dispersion of not more than 14o from straight line flow.
Parallel Circuit: One where all the elements are connected
across the voltage source. Therefore, the voltage on each element
is the same but the current through each may be different.
Particulate Matter: A state of matter in which solid or liquid substances exist in the form of aggregated molecules or particles.
Airborne particulate matter is typically in the size range of 0.01 to
100 micrometers.
Particle: A very small discrete mass of solid or liquid matter, usually measured in microns.
Particle Count: Concentration expressed in terms of the number
of particles per unit volume of air or other gas.
Particle Counter: A light-scattering instrument with display or
recording means to count and size discrete particles in air.
Particle Size: An expression for the size of solid or liquid particles
expressed as the apparent maximum linear dimension or diameter
of the particle.
Particulate Matter: A general term applied to miniature particles
of material suspended in gases or liquids.
Passive Solar System: An assembly of collectors, thermal storage device(s), and transfer media which converts solar energy into
thermal energy and in which no energy in addition to solar is used
to accomplish the transfer of thermal energy. The prime element in
a passive solar system is usually some form of thermal capacitance.
Pass-Through-Box: A double-doored chamber arranged to permit transfer of material and/or equipment between two confined
spaces of different contamination levels.
Peak Demand: The greatest amount of kilowatts needed during
a demand interval.
Peak Load Pricing: A pricing principle that charges more for
purchases that contribute to the peak demand and, thereby, cause
the expansion of productive capacity when the peak demand exceeds the peak capacity (less minimum excess capacity). In the
electric power industry, this means charging more for electricity
bought on or near the seasonal peak of the utility or on or near the
daily peak of the utility. The latter requires special meters; the
former does not.
Performance Factor: Ratio of the useful output capacity of a
system to the input required to obtain it. Units of capacity and input
need not be consistent.
Pert: Program, evaluation and review technique; a system of planning, scheduling, controlling and reviewing a series of interdependent events in order to follow a proper sequence and complete a
project as quickly and inexpensively as possible.
Pervious: Air porous.
Phase: Part of an AC voltage cycle. Residential electrical service
is 2-phase; commercial facilities are usually 3-phase AC voltage.
Phon: A measurement,of loudness level. The loudness level in
phons of any sound is the sound pressure level of the 1000-Hz
reference tone which is equally loud to the sound being rated. The
loudness of 1 sone corresponds to a loudness level of 40 phons
in accordance with the definition of the sone; a two fold change of
loudness in sones is associated with a 10-phon change in loudness
level.
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Photovoltaic Conversion: Use of semiconductor or other photovoltaic devices that convert solar radiation directly to electricity.
Pilot Duty Relay: A relay used for switching loads such as another relay or solenoid valve coils. The pilot duty relay contacts are
located in a second control circuit. Pilot duty relays are rated in
volt-amperes (VA).
Pitch: The pitch of a sound depends primarily on its frequency. In
music, sounds of higher frequencies are referred to as treble notes,
while those of lower frequencies are referred to as bass notes.
Planting Screen: Bushes or other planting that hides a refrigerant
compressor.
Plenum: An air compartment connected to one or more distributing ducts.
Plug-in Bus Duct: Bus duct with built-in power tap-off points. Tapoff is made with a plug-in switch, circuit breaker, or other fitting.
Pneumatic: Operated by air pressure.
Pneumatic-Electric (PE) Switches: Device that operates an
electric switch from a change of air pressure.
Point, Critical: Of a substance, state point at which liquid and
vapor have identical properties; critical temperature, critical pressure, and critical volume are the terms given to the temperature,
pressure, and volume at the critical point. Above the critical temperature or pressure, there is no demarcation line between liquid
and gaseous phases.
Point of Duty: A statement of air volume flow rate and static or
total pressure at a stated density and is used to specify the point
on the system curve at which a fan is to operate.
Point of Operation: Used to designate the single set fan performance values which correspond to the point of intersection of the
system curve and the fan pressure-volume curve.
Point of Rating: A statement of fan performance values which
correspond to one specific point on the fan pressure-volume curve.
Polarity: The direction of current flow in a DC circuit. By convention, current flows from plus to minus. Electron flow is actually in
the opposite direction.
Pole: An electrical connection point. In a panel, the point of connection. On a device, the terminal that connects to the power.
Potable Water: Water that is safe to drink.
Potential Transformer: A voltage transformer. The voltage supplied to a primary coil induces a voltage in a secondary coil according to the ratio of the wire windings in each of the coils.
Potentiometer: An electromechanical device having a terminal
connected to each and to the resistive element, and a third terminal
connected to the wiper contact. The electrical input is divided as
the contact moves over the element, thus making it possible to
mechanically change the resistance.
Power (P): Expressed in watts (W) or kilowatts (kW), and is equal
to:
in DC circuit, P = El and P = /2R
in AC circuit, P = El x Power factor
Power Factor (pf): A quantity that relates the volt-amperes of an
AC circuit to the wattage (power = volt-amperes x power factor).
Power factor also is the ratio of the circuit resistance (R) to the
impedance (Z) expressed as a decimal between zero and one (p.f.
= R/Z). When the power factor equals one, all consumed power
produces useful work.
Power Factor Charge: A utility charge for "poor" power factor. It
is more expensive to provide power to a facility with a poor power
factor (usually less than 0.8).
Power Factor Correction: Installing capacitors on the utility service's supply line to improve the power factor of the building.
Power Supply: The voltage and current source for an electrical
circuit. A battery, a utility service, and a transformer are power
supplies.
Predicting Method: Method for determining when load shedding
should occur. A formula is used to arrive at a preset kilowatt limit.
Then the actual amount of energy accumulated during the utility's
demand intervals is measured. A projection is made of the actual
rate of energy usage during the rest of the interval. If the predicted
value exceeds the preset limit, loads will be shed.
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Preferred Noise Criterion (PNC) Curves: The PNC curves are
a proposed modification of the older NC curves. These PNC curves
have values that are about 1 dB lower than the NC curves in the
four octave bands at 125, 250, 500, and 1000 Hz for the same
curve rating numbers. In the 63 Hz band, the permissible levels
are 4 or 5 dB lower; in the highest three bands, they are 4 or 5 dB
lower.
Prefilter: A filter, usually of lower performance grade than the final
filter, that precedes the final filter.
Preheating: In air conditioning, to heat the air ahead of other
processes.
Pressure: The normal force exerted by a homogeneous liquid or
gas, per unit of area, on the wall of its container.
Pressure,. Absolute: Pressure referred to that of a perfect vacuum. It is the sum of gauge pressure and atmospheric pressure.
Pressure, Atmospheric: It is the pressure indicated by a barometer. Standard atmosphere is the pressure equivalent to 14.696 psi
or 29.921 in. of mercury at 32°F
Pressure, Critical: Vapor pressure corresponding to the substance's critical state at which the liquid and vapor have identical
properties.
Pressure, Gauge: Pressure above atmospheric.
Pressure, Hydrostatic: The normal force per unit area that would
be exerted by a moving fluid on an infinitesimally small body immersed in it if the body were carried along with the fluid.
Pressure, Partial: Portion of total gas pressure of a mixture attributable to one component.
Pressure, Saturation: The saturation pressure for a pure substance for any given temperature is that pressure at which vapor
and liquid, or vapor and solid, can coexist in stable equilibrium.
Pressure, Static (SP): The normal force per unit area that would
be exerted by a moving fluid on a small body immersed in it if the
body were carried along with the fluid. Practically, it is the normal
force per unit are at a small hole in a wall of the duct through which
the fluid flows (piezometer) or on the surface of a stationary tube
at a point where the disturbances, created by inserting the tube,
cancel. It is supposed that the thermodynamic properties of a moving fluid depend on static pressure in exactly the same manner as
those of the same fluid at rest depend upon its uniform hydrostatic
pressure.
Pressure, Total (TP): In the theory of the flow of fluids, the sum
of the static pressure and the velocity pressure at the point of
measurement. Also called dynamic pressure.
Pressure, Vapor: The partial pressure exerted by the water vapor
contained in air.
Pressure, Velocity (Vp): In moving fluid, the pressure capable of
causing an equivalent velocity, if applied to move the same fluid
through an orifice such that all pressure energy expended is converted into kinetic energy.
Pressure Drop: Pressure loss in fluid pressure, as from one end
of a duct to the other, due to friction, dynamic losses, and changes
in velocity pressure.
Pressure Regulator: Automatic valve between the evaporator
outlet and compressor inlet that is responsive to pressure or temperature; it functions to throttle the vapor flow when necessary to
prevent the evaporator pressure from falling below a preset level.
Primary Air: The initial airstream to an air outlet or terminal device
being supplied by a fan or supply duct prior to any entrainment of
ambient air.
Primary Control: A device which directly or indirectly controls the
control agent in response to needs indicated by the controller.
Typically a motor, valve, relay, etc.
Primary Element: The portion of the controller which first uses
energy derived from the controlled medium to produce a condition
representing the value of the controlled variable; for example, a
thermostat bimetal.
Primary Service: High voltage service, above 600 volts.
"Process" Hot Water: Hot water needed for manufacturing processes over and above the "domestic hot water" that is for the
personal use of industrial workers.

Properties, Thermodynamic: Basic qualities used in defining
the condition of a substance, such as temperature, pressure, volume, enthalpy, entropy.
Proportional Band: The range of values of a proportional positioning controller through which the controlled variable must pass
to move the final control element through its full operating range.
Commonly used equivalents are "throttling range" and "modulating range."
Proportional Control: See Modulating Control.
Psychrometer: An instrument for ascertaining the humidity or
hygrometric state of the atmosphere.
Psychrometric Chart: A graphical representation of the thermodynamic properties of moist air.
Pull Box: A metal cabinet inserted into a conduit run for the
purpose of providing a cable pulling point. Cable may be spliced in
these boxes.
Pulsing Demand Meter: A meter which generates a pulse in
correspondence with each revolution of a kWh meter. Pulses are
recorded on paper or magnetic tape. Pulse can also be the signal
to demand control equipment.
Pure Tone: A pure tone sound that has a unique pitch and is
characterized by a sinusoidal variation in sound pressure with
time. The frequency spectrum of a pure tone shows a single line
at a discrete frequency.
Pyranometer: A measurement device to determine local values
of total (direct and diffuse) isolation.
Pyrometer: An instrument for measuring high temperatures.
Pyrheliometer: A measurement device to determine local values
of direct insolation.

R
Raceway: Any support system, open or closed, for carrying electric wires.
Radiation (Acoustic): The process of turning structure-borne
noise into airborne (or some other fluid-borne) noise.
Radiation, Thermal: The transmission of heat through space by
wave motion; the passage of heat from one object to another without warming the space between.
Radius of Diffusion: The horizontal axial distance an airstream
travels after leaving an air outlet before the maximum stream velocity is reduced to a specified terminal level; e.g., 200, 150 or 100
fpm.
Random Incidence: If an object is in a diffuse sound field, the
sound is said to strike the object at random incidence.
Real Time: Time measured according to the time of day (1 PM,
2 PM, etc.). Different from the "electronic time" of a cycling device.
Receiver: An auxiliary storage receptacle for refrigerant when the
system is pumped down and shut down.
Reflected Isolation: The portion of the total solar energy reaching
a surface (window, wall, collector) which has been reflected by an
adjoining surface.
Reflectivity: The property of a material that determines its ability
to reflect radiant energy.
Refrigerant: The fluid used for heat transfer in a refrigerating
system, which absorbs heat at a low temperature and a low pressure of the fluid and rejects heat at a higher temperature and a
higher pressure of the fluid, usually involving changes of state of
the fluid.
Regenerated Noise: Duct noise, which is generated by air turbulence in the duct or fittings.
Register: A grille equipped with an integral damper or control
valve.
Relative Humidity (RH): The ratio of water vapor in the air as
compared to the maximum amount of water vapor that may be
contained.
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Relay: An electromechanical switch that opens or closes contacts
in response to some controlled action. Relay contacts can be
normally open (N.O.) and or normally closed (N.C.). Relays may
be electric, pneumatic, or a combination of both. PE and EP
switches are relays.
Relay, Thermal: A switching relay in which a small heater warms
a bimetal element which bends to provide the switching force.
Remote Temperature Set Point: Ability to set a temperature
control point for a space from outside the space. Often used in
public areas.
Reset: A process of automatically adjusting the control point of a
given controller to compensate for changes in outdoor temperature. The hot deck control point is normally reset upward as the
outdoor temperature drops. The cold deck control point is normally
reset downward as the outdoor temperature increases.
Reset Controllers: Two controllers operating together: one sensing a condition other than that of the controlled space and changing the set point of the second controller, which is directly responsible for the result in the controlled space. The resetting controller
is commonly called the master, and the controller being reset is
commonly called the submaster (slave).
Reset Ratio: The ratio of change in outdoor temperature to the
change in control point temperature. For example, a 2:1 reset ratio
means that the control point will increase 1 degree for every 2
degrees change in outdoor temperature.
Resistance ( ): The opposition which limits the amount of current
that can be produced by an applied voltage in an electrical circuit,
measured in ohms.
Resistance, Thermal: The reciprocal of thermal conductance.
Resistive Loads: Electrical loads whose power factor is one. Usually contain heating elements.
Resistivity, Thermal: The reciprocal of thermal conductivity.
Respirable Particles: Respirables particles are those that penetrate into and are deposited in the non-ciliated portion of the lung.
Particles greater than 10 micrometers aerodynamic diameter are
not respirable.
Return Air: Air returned from conditioned or refrigerated space.
Reverberant Sound Field: A space in which sound persists because of continuous reflections. A reverberant field is not necessarily diffuse.
Reverberation: The persistence of sound in an enclosed space
after the sound source has stopped. In a reverberation room, it is
characterized by the decay or dying away of the sound.
Reverberation Room: A highly sound reflective room in which
special care has been taken to make the sound field as diffuse as
possible.
Reverberation Time: The reverberation time of an enclosed
space is the number of seconds required, or that would be required
were the decay rate to remain constant, for the sound pressure
level to decrease by 60 decibels.
Reverse Flow: Occurs when noise propagates and air flows in
opposing direction, as in a typical return-air system.
Riser Diagram: Electrical block-type diagram showing connection
of major items of equipment. It is also applied to signal equipment
connections. Also generally applied to multistory buildings for vertical hydronic piping and ductwork.
Riser Shaft: A vertical shaft designed to house electric cables,
piping and ductwork.
Room Absorption: The product of average absorption coefficients inside a room and the total surface area. This is usually
expressed in sabins.
Room Criterion (RC) Curves: The RC similar to NC or PNC
curves. However, they have a slightly different shape to approximate a well balanced, bland-sounding spectrum whenever the
space requirements dictate that a certain amount of background
noise be maintained for masking or other purposes.
Room Dry Bulb: The actual temperature of the conditioned room
or space as measured with an accurate thermometer.
Room Effect:: The difference between the sound power level discharged by a duct (through a diffuser or other termination device)
and the sound pressure level heard by an occupant of a room is
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called the Room Effect. The Magnitude of the Room Effect depends upon the amount of the sound absorption in the room (Sabins), the distance between the termination duct and the nearest
observer and the directivity factor of the source.
Room Velocity: The residual air velocity level in the occupied
zone of the conditioned space (e.g. 65, 50, 35 fpm).
Running Current: The current that flows through a load after
inrush current. Usually called full load current.

S
Sabin: The unit of acoustic absorption. One sabin is one square
foot of perfect sound-absorbing material.
Saturation, Degree of: The ratio of the weight of water vapor
associated with a pound of dry air to the weight of water vapor
associated with a pound of dry air saturated at the same temperature.
Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio (SEER): The total quantity
of heat delivered or removed by heating or cooling equipment in
Btu divided by the total electrical energy input in kilowatt hours
over an entire season.
Seasonal Performance Factor: The ratio of the total quantity of
heat delivered by a heat pump. (including supplemental resistance
heaters) to the total quantity of energy input (including supplementary resistance heaters) for the total annual heating hours below
65 F
Secondary Air: The air surrounding an outlet that is captured or
entrained by the initial outlet discharge airstream (furnished by a
supply duct or fan).
Secondary Service: Voltage service up to 600 volts
Seismic: Subject to or caused by an earthquake.
Semi-Extended Plenum: A trunk duct that is extended as a
plenum from a fan or HVAC unit to serve multiple outlets and or
branch ducts.
Sensible Heat: Sensible heat is any heat transfer that causes a
change in temperature. Heating and cooling of air and water that
may be measured with a thermometer is sensible heat. Heating or
cooling coils that simply increase or decrease the air temperature
without a change in moisture content are examples of sensible
heat.
Sensible Heat Factor: The ratio of sensible heat to total heat.
Sensible Heat Ratio, Air Cooler: The ratio of sensible cooling
effect to total cooling effect of an air cooler.
Sensing Device: A device that keeps track of the measured condition and its fluctuations so that when sufficient variation occurs
it will originate the signal to revise the operation of the system and
offset the change. Example: a thermostat "bulb.' A sensing device
may be an integral part of a controller.
Sensing Element: The first system element or group of elements.
The sensing element performs the initial measurement operation.
Sensitivity: The ability of a control instrument to measure and act
upon variations of the measured condition
Sensor: A sensing element.
Sequencer: A mechanical or electrical device that may be set to
initiate a series of events and to make the events follow in sequence.
Sequencing Control: A control which energizes successive
stages of heating or cooling equipment as its sensor detects the
need for increased heating or cooling capacity May be electronic
or electromechanical.
Series Circuit: One with all the elements connected end to end.
The current is the same throughout but the voltage can be different
across each element.
Service Drop: The overhead service wires that serve a building.
Service Switch: One to six disconnect switches or circuit breakers. Purpose is to completely disconnect the building from the
electric service.
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Set Point: The value of the controlled condition at which the instrument is set to operate. The set point in the example in "differential" might be 691/2°, the mid point of the differential.

Shading Loss: The loss of collector efficiency caused by the
shading of the absorber plate by collector edges or components.
The shading loss usually varies with the angle of incidence of the
isolation.
Shall or Will: Where shall or will is used as a provision specified,
that provision is mandatory if compliance with the standard is
claimed.
Shed: To de-energize a load in order to maintain a kW demand
set point.
Shed Mode: A method of demand control that reduces kW demand through shedding and restoring loads.
Shielded Cable: Special cable used with equipment that generates a low voltage output. Used to minimize the effects of frequency "noise" on the output signal.
Short Circuit: An electric circuit with zero load; an electrical fault.
Short Cycling: Unit runs and then stops at short intervals; generally this excessive cycling rate is hard on the system equipment.
Should or It Is Recommended: Term used to indicate provisions
which are not mandatory but which are desirable as good practice.
Single Particle Counter: An instrument for continuous counting
of individual airborne particles larger than a given threshold size(s).
The sensing means may be optical, electrical, aerodynamic, etc.
Single-phasing: The condition when one phase of a multiphase
(polyphase) motor circuit is broken or opened. Motors running
when this occurs may continue to run but with lower power output
and overheating.
Smoke: The airborne solid and liquid particles and gases that
evolve when a material undergoes pyrolysis or combustion. Note:
chemical smoke is excluded from this definition.
Smoke Barrier: A continuous membrane, either vertical or horizontal, such as a wall, floor, or ceiling assembly, that is designed
and constructed to restrict the movement of smoke.
Smoke Control System: A system that utilizes fans to produce
pressure differences to manage smoke movement.
Smoke Damper: A device to resist the passage of smoke which:
(a) Is arranged to operate automatically, and/or
(b) Is controlled by a smoke detector, and/or
(c) May be capable of being positioned manually from a remote
command station.
A smoke damper may be a fire damper or a damper serving other
functions, if its location lends itself to the multiple functions. A
combination fire and smoke damper shall meet the requirements
of both.
Smoke Detector: A device which senses visible or invisible particles of combustion.
Smoke Developed Rating: A smoke developed rating of a material refers to a number or classification of a material obtained
according to NFPA 255, Method of Test of Surface Burning Characteristics of Building Materials, which measures visible smoke.
Solar Altitude: The angular elevation of the sun above the horizon.
Solar Azimuth: Angle between true south and projection of earthsun line on a horizontal plane.
Solar Collector: Any device which collects solar energy and
transforms it to another usable form of energy.
Solar Energy: The photon energy originating from the sun's radiation in the wavelength region from 0.3 to 2.4 micrometers; the
radiant energy of the sun, whether it be direct, diffuse or reflected
radiation.
Solar Time: The time of day based on the relative position of the
sun with respect to a position on the earth's surface. Solar noon
is that instant on any day at which the sun reaches its maximum
altitude for that day.
Solenoid Air Valves: EP switches with an electromagnetic coil
in the valve topworks that opens or closes the valve from normal
position. A spring returns the valve to the normal position when
the coil is de-energized.
Sone: One sone is defined as the loudness of a 1000 Hz tone

having a sound pressure of 40 dB. Two sones is twice as loud as
the 40 dB reference sound of one sone, etc.
Sorbent: See absorbent.
Sound Absorption: (1) The process of dissipating or removing
sound energy. (2) The property possessed by materials, objects,
and structures, such as rooms, of absorbing sound energy. (3) The
measure of the magnitude of the absorptive property of a material,
an object, or a structure, such as a room.
Sound Attenuator: A device or equipment that prevents, reduces,
or absorbs sound.
Sound Power Level (Lw): the fundamental characteristic of an
acoustic source (fan, etc.) is its ability to radiate power. Sound
power level cannot be measured directly; it must be calculated
from sound pressure level measurements. The sound power level
of a source (Lw) is the ratio, expressed in decibels, of its sound
power divided by the reference sound power which is 10-12watts.
A considerable amount of confusion exists in the relative use of
sound power level and sound pressure level. An analogy may be
made in that the measurement of sound pressure level is comparable to the measurement of temperature in a room; whereas, the
sound power level is comparable to the cooling capacity of the
equipment conditioning the room. The resulting temperature is a
function of the cooling capacity of the equipment and the heat gains
and losses of the room. In exactly the same way, the resulting
sound pressure level would be a function of the sound power output
of the equipment together with the sound reflective and sound
absorptive properties of the room.
Given the total sound power output of sound source and knowing
the acoustical properties and dimensions of a room, it is possible
to calculate the resulting sound pressure levels.
Sound Power Level of a Source(Lw): The ratio, expressed in
decibels, of its sound power to the reference sound power which,
by divided agreement, is either 10-13 or 10- 12 watts. The reference
power should always be stated.
Sound Power of a Source (W): The rate at which sound energy
is radiated by the source. Without qualification, overall sound
power is meant but often sound power in a specific frequency band
is indicated.
Sound Pressure: Sound pressure is an alternating pressure superimposed on the barometric pressure by sound. It can be measured or expressed in several ways such as maximum sound pressure or instantaneous sound pressure. Unless such a qualifying
word is used, it is the effective of root-mean-square pressure which
is meant.
Sound Pressure Level (Lp): A measure of the air pressure
change caused by a sound wave expressed on a decibel scale
reference to a reference sound pressure of 2 x 10-5 Pa or 0.0002
microbar.
Sound Transmission Class: Sound transmission class is the
preferred single figure rating designed to give a preliminary estimate of the sound insulating properties of a barrier.
Sound Transmission Coefficient: The sound transmission coefficient of a partition is the fraction of the incident sound power
transmitted through it when the sound fields on both sides of the
partition are diffuse.
Sound Transmission Loss of a Partition (TL): The ratio, expressed in decibels, of the incident sound power on the source
side of the specimen to the transmitted sound power on the receiving side when the sound fields on both sides of the specimen
are diffuse.
When the sound fields are not diffuse, a qualifying word is necessary, such as normal incidence sound transmission loss, or field
transmission loss.
Specific Heat: Specific heat (Cp) is the amount of heat energy in
Btu's required to raise the temperature of one pound of substance
one degree Fahrenheit. The following are specific heat values at
standard conditions:
water-Cp = 1.00 Btu/lb/°F
air-Cp = 0.24 Btu/lb/°F
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Using these values in simple equations, gallons per minute or cubic
feet per minute may be determined in a system if the Btu per hour
and the temperature difference are known.
Specification Design: A concise document defining technical
requirements in sufficient detail to form the basis for a product or
process. It indicates, when appropriate, the procedure that determines whether or not the given requirements are satisfied.
Specification Performance: A concise document which details
the performance requirement for a product. The performance specification includes procedures and/or references for testing and certification of the product.
Specific Volume: The reciprocal of density and is used to determine the cubic feet of volume, if the pounds of weight are known.
Both density and specific volume are affected by temperature and
pressure. The specific volume of air under standard conditions is
13.33 cubic feet per pound and the specific volume of water at
standard conditions is 0.016 cubic feet per pound.
Spread: The divergence of the airstream in a horizontal or vertical
plane after it leaves the outlet.
Stage Differential: Change in temperature at the thermostat
needed to turn heating or cooling equipment off once it is turned
on.

Staging Interval: The minimum time period for shedding or restoring two sequential loads.
Stagnant Air Area: An area within a space where the air velocity
is less than 25 fpm.
Standard Air Density (d): Standard air density has been set at
0.075 lb/cu. ft. This corresponds approximately to dry air at 70°F
and 29.92 in. Hg. In metric units, the standard air density is 1.2041
kg/m3 at 20°C and at 101.325 kPa.
Standard Conditions: The standard conditions referred to in environmental system work for air are: dry air at 70°F and at an
atmospheric pressure of 29.92 inches mercury (in.Hg.). For water,
standard conditions are 68°F at the same barometric pressure. At
these standard conditions, the density of air is 0.075 pounds per
cubic feet and the density of water is 62.4 pounds per cubic foot.
Standard Rating: A ring based on tests performed at Standard
Rating Conditions
Starter: Basic contactor with motor overloads, etc., added-a motor starter is an adaptation of the basic contactor which includes
overload relays. Starters for large motors may include reactors,
step resistors, disconnects, or other features required in a more
sophisticated starter package.
State: Refers to the form of a fluid, either liquid, gas or solid.
Liquids used in environmental systems are water, thermal fluids
such as ethylene glycol solutions, and refrigerants in the liquid
state. Gases are steam, evaporated refrigerants and the air-water
vapor mixture found in the atmosphere. Some substances, including commonly used refrigerants, may exist in any of three states.
A simple example is water, which may be solid (ice), liquid (water),
or gas (steam or water vapor).
Static Head: The pressure due to the weight of a fluid above the
point of measurement.
Static Regain Method: A method of duct sizing wherein the duct
velocities are systmatically reduced, allowing a portion of the velocity pressure to convert to static pressure offsetting the duct
friction losses.
Static Suction Head: The positive vertical height in feet from the
pump centerline to the top of the level of the liquid source.
Static Suction Lift: The distance in feet between the pump centerline and the source of liquid below the pump centerline.
Step Controller: See Sequencer.
Stratified Air: Unmixed air that is in thermal layers that have
temperature variations of approximately five degrees or more.
Structure-Borne Noise: A condition when the sound waves are
being carried by a portion of the building structure. Sound waves
in this state are inaudible to the human ear since they cannot carry
energy to it. Airborne sound can be created from the radiation of
the structure-borne sound into the air.
Subcooling: The difference between the temperature of a pure
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condensable fluid below saturation and the temperature at the
liquid saturated state, at the same pressure.
Subcooling Specific: The difference between specific enthalpies
of a pure condensable fluid between liquid at a given temperature
below saturation and liquid at saturation, at the same pressure.
Sublimation: A change of state directly from solid to gas without
appearance of liquid.
Suction Head: The positive pressure on the pump inlet when the
source of liquid supply is above the pump centerline.
Suction Lift: The combination of static suction lift and friction head
in the suction piping when the source of liquid is below the pump
centerline.
Suction Piping: The Piping which returns gaseous refrigerant to
the compressor Sizes must be large enough to maintain minimum
friction to prevent reduced compressor and system capacity but
must be small enough to produce adequate velocity to return oil
to the compressor.
Sun Effect: Solar energy transmitted into space through windows
and building materials.
Sun Rights (Solar Rights): A legal question concerning the rights
to non-interrupted use of the sun's radiant energy, such as shading
of solar collectors by a neighbor's building.
Superheat: The difference between the temperature of a pure
condensable fluid above saturation and the temperature at the dry
saturated state, at the same pressure.
Superheat, Specific: The difference between specific enthalpies
of a pure condensable fluid between vapor at a given temperature
above saturation and vapor at dry saturation, at the same pressure.
Surface, Heating: The exterior surface of a heating unit. Extended heating surface (or extended surface), consisting of fins,
pins, or ribs which receive heat by conduction from the prime
surface. Prime surface: heating surface having the heating medium
on one side and air (or extended surface) on the other
Surge Suppressor: A device that reduces harmonic distortion in
line voltage circuits by clipping off transient voltages which are fed
through the power lines from operating equipment.
Switching Relays: Relays are devices which operate by a variation in the conditions of one electrical circuit to affect the operation
of devices in the same or another circuit. General purpose switching relays are used to increase switching capability and isolate
electrical circuits, such as in systems where the heating and cooling equipment have separate power supplies, and provide electrical
interlocks within the system.
System: A series of ducts, conduits, elbows, branch piping, etc.
designed to guide the flow of air, gas or vapor to and from one or
more locations. A fan provides the necessary energy to overcome
the resistance to flow of the system and causes air or gas flow
through the system. Some components of a typical system are
louvers, grilles, diffusers, filters, heating and cooling coils, air pollution control devices, burner assemblies, volume flow control dampers, mixing boxes, sound attenuators, the ductwork and related
fittings.
System, Central Fan: A mechanical, indirect system of heating,
ventilating, or air conditioning, in which the air is treated or handled
by equipment located outside the rooms served, usually at a central location, and conveyed to and from the rooms by means of a
fan and a system of distributing ducts.
System, Closed: A heating or refrigerating piping system in which
circulating water or brine is completely enclosed, under pressure
above atmospheric, and shut off from the atmosphere except for
an expansion tank.
System, Duct: A series of ducts, conduits, elbows, branch piping,
etc. designed to guide the flow of air, gas or vapor to and from one
or more locations. A fan provides the necessary energy to overcome the resistance to flow of the system and causes air or gas
to flow through the system. Some components of a typical system
are louvers, grilles, diffusers, filters, heating and cooling coils, energy recovery devices, burner assemblies, volume dampers, mixing boxes, sound attenuators, the ductwork and related fittings.
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System, Flooded: A system in which only part of the refrigerant
passing over the heat transfer surface is evaporated, and the portion not evaporated is separated from the vapor and recirculated.
System, Gravity Circulation: A heating or refrigerating system
in which the heating or cooling fluid circulation is effected by the
motive head due to difference in densities of cooler and warmer
fluids in the two sides of the system.
System, Run-around: A regenerative-type, closed, secondary
system in which continuously circulated fluid abstracts heat from
the primary system fluid at one place, returning this heat to the
primary system fluid at another place.
System, Unitary: A complete, factory-assembled and factorytested refrigerating system comprising one or more assemblies
which may be shipped as one unit or separately but which are
designed to be used together.
System Curve: A graphic presentation of the pressure vs. volume
flow rate characteristics of a particular system.
System Effect Factor: A pressure loss factor which recognizes
the effect of fan inlet restrictions, fan outlet restrictions, or other
conditions influencing fan performance when installed in the system.

T
Temperature, Absolute Zero: The zero point on the absolute
temperature scale, 459.69 degrees below the zero of the Fahrenheit scale, 273.16 degrees below the zero of the Celsius scale.
Temperature, Critical: The saturation temperature corresponding to the critical state of the substance at which the properties of
the liquid and vapor are identical.
Temperature, Dewpoint: The temperature at which the condensation of water vapor in a space begins for a given state of humidity
and pressure as the temperature of the vapor is reduced. The
temperature corresponding to saturation (100 percent relative humidity) for a given absolute humidity at constant pressure.
Temperature, Drybulb: The temperature of a gas or mixture of
gases indicated by an accurate thermometer after correction for
radiation.
Temperature, Effective: An arbitrary index which combines into
a single value the effect of temperature, humidity, and air movement on the sensation of warmth or cold felt by the human body.
The numerical value is that of the temperature of still, saturated air
which would induce an identical sensation.
Temperature, Mean Radiant (MRT): The temperature of a uniform black enclosure in which a solid body or occupant would
exchange the same amount of radiant heat as in the existing nonuniform environment.
Temperature, Saturation: The temperature at which no further
moisture can be added to the air-water vapor mixture. Equals dew
point temperature.
Temperature, Wet-bulb: Thermodynamic wet bulb temperature
is the temperature at which liquid or solid water, by evaporating
into air, can bring the air to saturation adiabatically at the same
temperature. Wet bulb temperature (without qualification) is the
temperature indicated by a wet bulb psychorometer constructed
and used according to specifications.
Temperature, Wet Bulb Depression: Difference between dry
bulb and wet bulb temperatures.
Temperature Difference, Mean: Mean of difference between
temperatures of a fluid receiving and a fluid yielding heat.
Terminal Velocity: The maximum airstream velocity at the end of
the throw.
Therm: Measurement used by gas utilities for billing purposes. 1
Therm = 100 cubic feet of gas = 100,000 Btu.

Thermal Capacity: The ability of a medium to hold heat.

Thermal Expansion Valve: The metering device or flow control
which regulates the amount of liquid refrigerant which is allowed
to enter the evaporator.
Thermistor: Semiconductor material that responds to temperature changes by changing its resistance.
Thermocouple: Device for measuring temperature utilzing the
fact that an electromotive force is generated whenever two junctions of two dissimilar metals in an electric circuit are at different
temperature levels.
Thermodynamics, Laws of: Two laws upon which rest the classical theory of thermodynamics. These laws have been stated in
many different, but equivalent ways.
The First Law: (1) When work is expanded in generating heat,
the quantity of heat produced is proportional to the work expended; and, conversely, when heat is employed in the performance of work, the quantity of heat which disappears is proportional to the work done (Joule); (2) If a system is caused to
change from an initial state to a final state by adiabatic means
only, the work done is the same for all adiabatic paths connecting
the two states (Zemansky); (3) In any power cycle or refrigeration
cycle, the net heat absorbed by the working substance is exactly
equal to the net work done.
The Second Law: (1) It is impossible for a self-acting machine,
unaided by any external agency, to convey heat from a body of
lower temperature to one of higher temperature (Clausius); (2)
It is impossible to derive mechanical work from heat taken from
a body unless there is available a body of lower temperature into
which the residue not so used may be discharged (Kelvin); (3)
It is impossible to construct an engine that, operating in a cycle,
will produce no effect other than the extraction of heat from a
reservoir and the performance of an equivalent amount of work
(Zemansky).
Thermodynamic Wet Bulb Temperature: The temperature at
which water, by evaporating into air, can bring the air to saturation
adiabatically at the same temperature. The wet bulb temperature
measured with an appropriate psychrometer can approach the
thermodynamic wet bulb temperature (also called the Adiabatic
Saturation Temperature).
Thermostat: An instrument which responds to changes in temperature and which directly or indirectly controls temperature.
Thermosyphon: Circulation of a fluid by making use of the
change in density of a material when it is heated and cooled. Also
called Natural Circulation.
Throttling Range: The amount of change in the variable being
controlled to make the controlled device more through the full
length of its stroke.
Throw: The horizontal or vertical axial distance an airstream travels after leaving an air outlet before the maximum stream velocity
is reduced to a specified terminal level; e.g., 200, 150, 100 or 50
fpm.
Tic Mark: Hatch mark on drawing raceway symbol, showing number of wires.
Ton (of Refrigeration): A useful refrigerating effect equal to
12,000 Btuh; 200 Btu/min.
Total Dynamic Head: Dynamic discharge head (static discharge
head, plus friction head, plus velocity head) plus dynamic suction
lift, or dynamic discharge head minus dynamic suction head.
Total Heat (Enthalpy): Total heat is the sum of the sensible heat
and latent heat in an exchange process. In many cases, the addition or subtraction of latent and sensible heat at terminal coils
appears simultaneously. Total heat also is called enthalpy, both of
which can be defined as the quantity of heat energy contained in
that substance.
Total Pressure Method: A method of duct sizing which allows
the designer to determine all friction and dynamic losses in each
section of a duct system (including the total system).
Total Suspended Particulate Matter: The mass of particles suspended in a unit of volume of air when collected by a high volume
air sampler.
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Toxic Fluids: Gases or liquids which are poisonous, irritating and/
or suffocting.
Tracking Collector: A solar energy collector that constantly positions itself perpendicular to the sun as the earth rotates.
Transducer: The means by which the controller converts the signal
from the sensing device into the means necessary to have the
appropriate effect on the controlled device. For example, a change
in air pressure in the pneumatic transmission piping.
Transformer: The system power supply-a transformer is an inductive stationary device which transfers electrical energy from one
circuit to another. The transformer has two windings, primary and
secondary. A changing voltage applied to one of these, usually the
primary, induces a current to flow in the other winding. A coupling
transformer transfers energy at the same voltage; a step-down
transformer transfers energy at a lower voltage, and a step-up
transformer transfers energy at a higher voltage.
Transmission: The means by which a signal is moved from one
point of origin to the point of action.
Transmission, coefficient of Heat: Any one of a number of
coefficients used in the calculation of heat transmission by conduction, convection, and radiation, through various materials and
structures.
Transmittance, Thermal (U factor): The time rate of heat flow
per unit area under steady conditions from the fluid on the warm
side of a barrier to the fluid on the cold side, per unit temperature
difference between the two fluids.
Turbulent Airflow Cleanroom: A cleanroom in which the filtered
air enters the room in a non-uniform velocity or turbulent flow. Such
rooms exhibit non-uniform or random airflow patterns throughout
the enclosure.

U
Utility Service: The utility company. Also, the amount and configuration of voltage supplied by a utility company. There are four
main types of commercial utility sevices: 208V AC wye, 480V AC
wye, 240V AC delta, and 480V AC delta.
Utility Transformer: Primary and secondary coils of wire which
reduce (step down) the utility supply voltage for use within a facility.
Uniform Airflow: Unidirectional airflow pattern in which the pointto-point readings are within + 20 percent of the average airflow
velocity for the total area of the laminar flow work zone.
Unitary System: A room unit which performs part or all of the air
conditioning functions. It may or may not be used with a central
fan system.
Unloader: A device on or in a compressor for equalizing the high
and low side pressures for a brief period during starting, in order
to decrease the starting load on the motor; also a device for controlling compressor capacity by rendering one or more cylinders
ineffective.

V
Vacuum: Any pressure less than that exerted by the atmosphere.
Vacuum Breaker: A device to prevent a suction in a water pipe.
Validation: Establishing documented evidence that a system does
what it purports to do.
Valve, Modulating: A valve which can be positioned anywhere
between fully on and fully off to proportion the rate of flow in
response to a modulating controller (see modulating control).
Valve, Two-Position: A valve which is either fully on or fully off
with no positions between. Also called an "on-off valve."
Vane Ratio: In air distributing devices, the ratio of depth of vane
to shortest opening width between two adjacent grille bars.
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Vapor: A gas, particularly one near to equilibrium with the liquid
phase of the substance and which does not follow the gas laws.
Usually used instead of gas for a refrigerant, and, in general, for
any gas below the critical temperature.
Vapor, Saturated: Vapor in equilibrium with its liquid: i.e., when
the numbers per unit time of molecules passing in two directions
through the surface dividing the two phases are equal.
Vapor, Superheaded: Vapor at a temperature which is higher
than the saturation temperature (i.e., boiling point) at the existing
pressure.
Vapor, Water: Used commonly in air conditioning parlance to refer
to steam in the atmosphere.
Vapor Barrier: A moisture-impervious layer applied to the surfaces enclosing a humid space to prevent moisture travel to a point
where it may condense due to lower temperature.
Vapor Pressure: Vapor pressure denotes the lowest absolute
pressure that a given liquid at a given temperature will remain
liquid before evaporating into its gaseous form or state.
Velocity: A vector quantity which denotes, at once, the time rate
and the direction of a linear motion.
Velocity Head: The pressure needed to accelerate the fluid being
pumped.
Velocity Reduction Method: A method of duct sizing where arbitrary reductions are made in velocity after each branch or outlet.
Velocity, Outlet: The average discharge velocity of primary air
being discharged from the outlet, normally measured in the plane
of the opening.
Velocity, Room: The average, sustained, residual air velocity level
in the occupied zone of the conditioned space: e.g., 65. 50, 35
fpm.
Velocity, Terminal: The highest sustained airstream velocity existing in the mixed air path at the end of the throw.
Vena Contracta: At an orifice. the fluid flow will converge from the
cross-sectional area of the duct or conduit to the smaller opening
area of the orifice. After leaving the orifice, the fluid flow will continue to converge somewhat before diverging to the downstream
cross-sectional area of the duct or conduit. The point of the smallest cross-sectional area of the fluid flow is called vena contracta.
This point also has the highest fluid flow velocity.
Ventilation: The process of supplying or removing air, by natural
or mechanical means, to or from any space. Such air may or may
not have been conditioned.
Vernal Equinox: The position of the sun midway between its
lowest and highest altitude; during the spring it occurs March 21.
The sunlit period is approximately the same length as the autumnal
equinox.
(see also AUTUMNAL EQUINOX)
Viscosity: That property of semifluids, fluids. and gases by virtue
of which they resist an instantaneous change of shape or arrangement of parts. It is the cause of fluid friction whenever adjacent
layers of fluid move with relation to each other.
Volatility: Volatilty, surface tension and capillary action of a fluid
are incidental to environmental systems. Volatility is the rapidity
with which liquids evaporates extremely rapidly and therefore is
highly volatile.
Voltage (E): The electromotive force in an electrical circuit. The
difference in potential between two unlike charges in an electrical
circuit is its voltage measured in "volts" (V).
Voltage Drop: The voltage drop around a circuit including wiring
and loads must equal the supply voltage.
Volume: Cubic feet per pound of dry air in the air-water vapor
mixture as used in psychrometrics.
Volume, Specific: The volume of a substance per unit mass; the
reciprocal of density.

W
Water Hammer: Banging of pipes caused by the shock of closing
valves (faucets).
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Watt (W): A measure of electric power equal to a current flow of
one ampere under one volt of pressure; or one joule per second in
SI units.
Watt Transducer: A device which converts a current signal into a
proportional millivolt signal. Used to interface between current
transformers and a load management panel.
Wavelength: The distance between two similar and successive
points on an alternating wave. The wavelength is equal to the
velocity of the propagation divided by the frequency of the alternations.
Weight: The amount of force a substance exerts under pull by the
earth's gravitational field and that force is measured in pounds in
the United States.
Wet Bulb Temperature (WB): The temperature registered by a
thermometer whose bulb is covered by a saturated wick and exposed to a current of rapidly moving air. The wet bulb temperature
also represents the dew point temperature of the air, where the
moisture of the air condenses on a cold surface.
Wet bulb Depression: Difference between dry bulb and wet bulb
temperatures.

White Room: A room designed to be free of dust and other
contaminants, but not controlled to the same level as a cleanroom.
Winter Solstice: The shortest sunlit day of the year at which the
sun is at the lowest altitude; it occurs December 21.
Work Station: An open or enclosed work surface with direct filtered air supply.
Work Zone: That volume within the cleanroom which is designated for clean work. The volume shall be identified by an entrance
and exit plane normal to the airflow (where there is laminar airflow).
Wye Service: An arrangement of the utility transformers. Abbreviated: Y

Z
Zoning: The practice of dividing a building into small sections for
heating and cooling control. Each section is selected so that one
thermostat can be used to determine its requirements.
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Accessories, 3.21
Accessory devices, 3.20
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light fixtures, 3.13
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motion characteristics, 3.9
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Airborne noise, 11.1, 15.1
Airborne sound, 15.2
Air-to-Air plate exchangers, 9.12
Air-to-Air single tube exchangers,
9.12
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ASTM Standards, 12.6
Axial fans, 6.3, 6.16
B
Balancing damper locations, 10.3
Basics of Sound, 11.3
Bearing supports, 6.15
Belt guards, 6.16
Blade effect, grills, 3.6
Blade frequency increments, 14.68
Black iron (steel), 12.2
Branch takeoffs, 3.8
Building codes, 1.3
C
Calculating system effect, 6.17
Calibration, 15.3

Carbon steel, 12.2
Ceiling installations, 3.12, 3.13
outlet, 15.3
ventilating, 311
Celsius (formerly Centigrade), 15.3
Circular equivalents, 5.12, 6.8, 14.10,
14.14
Coanda effect, 3.5
Codes, building, 1.3
fire and smoke, 1.3
HVAC system, 1.2
Codes and ordinances, 1.2
Coefficient, negative loss, 5.13
Coefficient of discharge, 15.3
Coefficient of expansion, 15.3
Coefficient of performance
(CPO), heat pump, 15.3
Coils, heating and cooling, 9.8
Combining sound pressure levels,
11.4
Comfort, 3.1
chart, 15.3
conditions, 3.1
cooling, 15.3
criteria, 3.1
zone, 15.3
Component losses, 5.1
Concrete, 12.6
Condensing unit, refrigerant, 15.4
Conductivity, thermal, 15.4
Connection in parallel, 15.4
Connection in series, 15.4
Constant velocity method, 4.4
Cooling coil charts, 9.8, 9.9
Cooling, evaporative, 15.6
Copper, 12.5
Core area (face area), 15.4
Correction, receiver room (sound),
11.43
Correction factors,
air density, 14.18, 14.57, 14.61
friction loss, 14.9
Corrosive, 15.4
Corrosive vapors, 13.1
Costs, 2.1
annual, 2.1
controlling, 2.3
fittings, 2.6
initial, 2.1
operating, 2.1
relative installed, 2.5
Counterflow, 15.4
Covering materials (sound), 11.30
Cycle, 15.4

D
Dalton's Law of Partial Pressure,

15.4
Damper(s), 9.1, 9.6, 13.,3
locations, 10.3
shop fabricated, 9.4
sound, 11.13
tests, 5.20
Decay rate, 15.5
Decibel (dB), 11.2
Decibels, combining, 11.2
Degree day, 15.5
Dehumidification, 15.5
Dehumidifier, 15.5
Density, 5.4
Density effect, 5.5
Design conditions, 3.3
documents, 4.7
fundamentals, 71, 8.1
methods, 4.3
methods, comparison, 722, 8.22
objectives, 71, 8.1
point, 5.3
procedures, 3.4, 72, 715, 8.2, 8.15
system, 10.5
velocities, 9.14
working pressure, 15.5
Dewpoint, apparatus, 15.5
Differential, 15.5
Diffuse sound field, 15.5
Diffuser, adjustable pattern, 3.15
air, 15.5
Direct field, 15.5
Diverted flow sections, 5.18
Divided-flow fittings, 5.17
Draft, 3.2, 15.5
Drive guards, 6.16
Dry air evaporative cooler, 9.13
Dry-bulb, room, 15.6
Duct, 15.6
accoustically lined, 11.34, 11.36
air leakage, 5.22
approaches to outlets, 3.7
aspect ratio, 2.3, 2.4
branches, 6.7
connection pressure losses, 6.1
construction materials, 12.1
design tables & charts, 14.1
elbows (sound), 11.36
end taps, 5.29
end reflection loss, 11.42
fitting loss coefficients, 5.12
friction loss, 5.12
friction loss tables & charts, 14.6
heat gain, 4.4, 5.27
heat loss, 4.4, 5.27
lagging, external, 11.29
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leakage, 2.4, 4.7
leakage classifications, 5.23
outlet, 6.1
outlet elbows, 6.4, 6.5
pressure changes during flow, 5.11
research, 5.28
rectangular (sound), 11.24
roughness factors, 14.8
seam leakage, 5.23
silencers, 11.37
sizing, 4.2
sizing examples, (U.S.), 74
sizing examples, (metric), 8.4
sizing procedures, (U.S. units), 7.1
sizing procedures, (metric), 8.2
sound attenuation, 11.31
sound breakout, 11.23
symbols, 4.9
terminal devices, (sound), 11.20
unlined rectangular, 11.33
unlined round, 11.35
Duct system(s),
airflow, 5.1
apparatus, 9.4
apparatus charts, 9.7
attenuation of, 11.31
construction, 12.1
costs, 2.5
kitchen, 13.1
materials, 12.1
selection, 4.1
sizing procedures, 7.1, 8.2
special, 13.1
return air, 712
Dynamic insertion loss, 11.2, 15.6
Dynamic losses, 5.12

E
Economics, 2.1
Effect, 15.6
of blades, 3.6
stack, 5.8
surface, 3.5
sun, 15.6
system, 5.6
wind, 5.8
Elbow configurations, other, 5.29
Eliminators, three bend, 9.11
Enclosures, 6.10
End reflection loss, 11.42
End taps, 5.29
Enthalpy, 15.6
Enthalpy, specific, 15.6
Entrainment, 15.6
Entrance fittings, 5.10
Entrophy, 15.6
Entrophy, specific, 15.6
Equal friction method, 4.3, 72, 8.2,
15.6
Equipment service life, 2.6
Equations,
air, 14.54, 14.58

16.2

electric, 14.57, 14.61
fan, 14.55, 14.59
HVAC, 14.54
hydronic, 14.56, 14.60
metric equivalents, 14.63
metric units, 14.58, 14.62
pump, 14.55, 14.59
U.S. units, 14.54
Equivalent duct diameter, 15.6
Evaporative cooling, 15.6
Evaporative, 15.6
Evases, 6.1
Examples
exhaust air system, 7.12, 8.12
return air system, 5.11, 712, 8.12
sound (system), 11.45
supply air system, 75, 7.16, 8.4,
8.16
Exhaust air system, 7.12, 8.12
Exhaust air system example, 7.13,
8.13
Exhaust outlet, 3.18
Exit fittings, 5.10
Exposed duct installation, 3.15
Extended plenums, 4.4
Extended plenum sizing, 721, 8.21
Extended surface, 15.6
External duct lagging, 11.29

F
Face area, 15.6
Face velocity, 15.6
Factory accessories, 6.15
Fahrenheit, 15.6
Fan(s), axial, 6.16
centrifugal appurtenances, 6.18
connection, pressure losses, 6.1
inlet boxes, 6.15
inlet conditions, 6.7
outlet conditions, 6.1
outlet diffusers 6.1
outlet ducts, 6.1
pressure, 5.3, 5.10
sizing, 4.7
speed changes, 5.3
terminology, 6.18
volume control dampers, 6.4
Fans (sound), 11.12
Fiberglass reinforced plastic (FRP),
12.5
Fibrous glass duct, 12.6
Filter(s), 9.1, 15.6
Filter pressure loss data, 9.3
Final design data, 9.1
Final design documents, 4.7
Fire & smoke codes, 1.3
Fitting loss coefficient tables, 14.19
Fitting pressure loss tables, use of,
72, 8.3
Fittings, divided-flow, 5.17
Fittings, entrance, 5.10
Flammable vapors, 13.1

Flat oval circular equivalents, 14.14
Flat oval ducts (sound), 11.27

G
Galvanized steel, 12.1
coating, 12.3
Glass, rigid fibrous, 12.6
Grease hood ducts, 13.1
Grille and register applications, 3.12
Grilles, adjustable blade, 3.17
fixed blade, 3.17
lightproof, 3.17
V-blade, 3.17
stamped, 3.17
Guards, drive, 6.16
Gypsum board, 12.6

H
Heat exchange equipment charts,
9.12
Heat gain or loss, ducts, 4.4, 5.27
Heat transfer coefficients, 14.51
Heating coil charts, 9.7
High side wall installation, 3.13
High side walls, 3.12
Hiss (sound), 11.7
Hood exhaust ducts, 13.1
HVAC, design of systems (sound),
11.9
equations, 14.54
sound spectrum, 11.11
system loads, 3.18
system codes, 1.2
systems library, 1.1
Hydronic equivalents, 14.55

Increasers, 5.10
Inlet, 3.17
air types, 3.19
box, 6.15, 6.16
connections, 6.9
criteria, 3.17
ducts, 6.7
duct vanes, 6.10
elbows, 6.7
return air, 3.18
types, 3.17
spin, 6.13
vane control, 6.17
vortex, 6.9, 6.12
Insertion loss, 11.29, 15.9, 14.72,
14.73

K
Kitchen systems, 13.1

INDEX

L
Leakage, 2.4, 5.22
classes, 5.24
percentage, 5.25
Lined duct, acoustically (round),
11.35
Load considerations, 3.3
Location, outlet, 3.8
Logarithms, 14.84
Loss coefficient(s), 5.12, 5.18, 8.2
Loss coefficients,
converging junctions, 14.28
diverging junctions, 14.33
elbows, 14.19
entries, 14.41
exits, 14.44
obstructions, 14.49
screens & plates, 14.48
transitions, 14.24
Losses, area changes, 5.18
Losses, straight duct, 5.12
Louver, certified, 9.9
design data, 9.15
free area chart, 9.4
sizing, 9.15

exhaust, 3.18
Group A, 3.8
Group B, 3.10
Group C, 3.11
Group D, 3.11
Group E, 3.11
location, 3.8
on the same branch, 4.1
type selection, 3.3
velocity, 3.7, 15.9

P
Perimeter installations, 3.12
Plenum chambers (sound), 11.31
Plenum, extended, 4.4, 721, 8.21
Plenum, semi-extended, 723, 8.23
Polyvinyl chloride (PVC), 12.5
Polyvinyl steel (PVS), 12.5
Pressure, changes in ducts, 5.11
class designation, 4.6
classification, 2.4, 4.5
losses in elbows, 5.13
loss, system components, 9.1
Preliminary layout, 4.2
Procedures, duct sizing, 71, 8.2
outlet selection, 3.12

M
Mass law (sound), 11.2, 15.10
Metric design, 8.1
Modified design method, 7.14, 8.14
Modified equal friction method, 7.2,
8.2
Moisture laden systems, 13.1
Multiple tower chart, 9.12

N
NC curves, 11.2, 11.5, 11.6
NC levels, 14.65
Negative loss coefficient, 5.12, 5.13
Neutral (sound), 11.6
Noise, 3.18
airborne, 11.1, 15.1
breakin (sound), 11.23
breakout, 11.1, 11.23, 15.2
control, 11.1
criterion curves, 11.5, 11.6, 11.11

O

Obstructed inlets, 6.11
Obstruction avoidance, 5.21
Operating conditions, 9.6
Operating costs, 2.1, 2.2
Orifices, 10.5
Outlets, 3.8
criteria, 3.11
duct elbows, 6.4, 6.5
ducts, 6.1

R
Range hood, exhaust ducts, 13.1
Receiver room sound corrections,
11.43
Rectangular ducts (sound), 11.24
Reducers, 5.9
Residential systems, 4.4
Return air, duct example, 5.11
inlets, 9.14
system pressures, 5.10
duct system, sizing, 712, 8.12
registers, 9.14
Room absorption, 11.3, 11.44
Room air terminal devices, 9.6, 9.13
Room criterion curves, 11.3, 11.5,
11.8
Rotary wheel chart, 9.12
Roughness factors, 14.8
Round ducts (sound), 11.26
Rumble (sound), 11.7

S
Safety factor cautions, 5.5
Screen pressure loss chart, 9.11
Selection procedures, 3.12
Semi-extended plenum, 723, 8.23
Service life, equipment, 2.6
Sheet metal properties, 12.5
Side wall installation, 3.13
Silencers, duct, 11.37
Sill installation, 3.13

Sizing, duct worksheet, 724, 8.24
Slot diffuser applications, 3.13
SMACNA research, 5.28
Smudging, 3.6
Solar collecting systems, 13.3
system dampers, 13.3
system sizing, 13.1
systems, air-based, 13.2
Sone, 11.3
Sound, 11.1
absorption coefficients, 14.82
attenuation, 11.31
basics, 11.3
basics of junctions & turns, 11.16
breakout, 11.23
definitions, 11.1
design tables, 14.65
level(s), 3.6, 11.3
limp covering materials, 11.30
power division, 11.41
rigid covering materials, 11.30
paths, 11.49
sources, 14.66
system design, 11.9
system example, 11.45
traps, 9.10, 11.35
vibration, 4.5
Sound transmission, indoor spaces,
11.43
Sound transmission, ceiling
systems, 11.43
Sound trap charts, 9.10
Special duct systems, 13.1
Specification check list, 12.1
Splitter vanes, spacing of, 5.14
Stack effect, 5.8
Stack heads, 3.7
Static regain, 4.3
Straight duct losses, 5.12
Straight duct sections, 5.9
Straighteners, 6.10
Straight-through flow, loss
coefficients, 6.12, 14.18
Straight-through sections, 5.17
Stainless steel, 12.3, 12.4
Steel, galvanized, 12.1
Structure-borne noise, 11.3
Supply outlet(s), 3.2, 3.3, 3.10, 3.19
outlet performance, 3.5
registers, 9.14
system, 7.5, 8.4
system example, 74, 7.16, 8.4, 8.15
Supply fan plenum, 74, 8.4
Surface (Coanda) effect, 3.5
Symbols, 4.9
System(s) curves, 5.1
design examples, 7.1, 8.1
design for TAB, 10.5
effect, 5.6
effect, calculating, 6.17
effect curves, 6.2, 6.6
effect, wind, 5.6
example (sound), 11.45
fan curve interaction, 5.1
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grease hood, 13.1
kitchen, 13.1
moisture laden, 13.1
pressures, 5.10
pressure changes, 5.9
pressure loss check list, 9.2
range hood, 13.1
solar, 13.1

T
TAB design considerations, 10.1
Testing, adjusting & balancing (TAB)
provisions, 4.7, 10.1
T-method, 4.4
Throw distance 3.3
Tonal (sound), 11.7
Total pressure method, 4.4
Trailing edges, 5.15
Turning vanes, 5.15, 6.4
installation of, 5.17
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missing, 5.15
research, 5.16

U
Unlined rectangular ducts, 11.33
Unlined round ducts, 11.35
Upstream turbulence, 11.18
Uniform velocity profiles, 6.3
Use of tables & charts, 9.1

Velocities/velocity pressures (U.S.),
14.16
Velocities/velocity pressures (metric
units), 14.17
Velocity, 3.17
reduction, 4.4
total pressure 4.4
Velocity classification, 4.5
Velocity profiles, uniform, 6.3
Velocity reduction method, 4.4
Ventilating celings, 3.11

W

V
Vanes, turning (sound), 11.14
single thickness, 5.15
double thickness vanes, 5.15
Vanes missing, 5.15
Variable air volume (VAV) systems,
3.16

Wind effect, 5.6
Worksheet, duct sizing, 724, 8.24

Z
Zoning, 4.2
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